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EDITORIALE. Il confronto dei valori tra Est e Ovest,
dei significati di Europa e di “Grande Guerra
Patriottica” russa. Quattro grandi problemi per il
futuro. Piani Marshall delle aree ricche a favore (o a
sfavore?) dei paesi poveri
Alberto Gasparini
Il presente numero di FUTURIBILI (n. 1-2, 2020) tratta di due macro-temi e di cinque
grandi problemi per il futuro. I due macro-temi riguardano anzitutto i significati e i valori: di grandi civiltà dell’Oriente e dell’Occidente, dell’Europa vista da dentro e da fuori, e
della “Grande Guerra Patriottica” della Russia. Il secondo macro-tema riguarda i “Piani
Marshall” economici delle aree ricche a favore (ma anche e/o inconsapevolmente a sfavore)
dei paesi poveri. Un’altra parte di questo numero di FUTURIBILI tratta di “quattro grandi
problemi” per il futuro. Essi riguardano la nuova cultura che viene dalle nuove tecnologie e il
potere conseguente, la seconda rivoluzione della longevità espressa dagli anziani, il ruolo dei
presupposti nelle scienze sociali, come si realizza “l’osare” delle strategie per cambiare il clima
e l’ambiente, e infine l’espansione dell’umanità terrestre verso la Luna e le tecnologie che la
permettono. Ovviamente questi “grandi problemi” possono essere affrontati in un lungo lasso di
tempo, compreso nel corrente Ventunesimo secolo, almeno secondo alcuni autori di questa parte.
La terza parte di questo FUTURIBILI tratta delle possibilità e delle difficoltà di realizzare i
Piani Marshall delle aree ricche a favore (e a sfavore) dei paesi poveri.
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I temi
Nella prima parte sono trattati i valori e i significati di elementi sociali che, proprio
per questo essere sociali, contribuiscono a costruire delle società e dei rapporti tra civiltà macro (Oriente e Occidente), e quindi un loro equilibrio, o
delle contrapposizioni a livello di società globali (Gasparini 2008). Da questo
punto di vista i valori di Oriente e di Occidente sono abbastanza differenti,
poiché i valori del Mondo Orientale hanno come obiettivo l’armonia collettiva, l’integrazione e la continuità con il passato; mentre i valori del Mondo
Occidentale hanno come obiettivo l’unicità dell’individuo, la razionalità, il
futuro, la concretezza delle azioni. Eppure i due tipi di valori non sono solo in
eterna contrapposizione di uno rispetto all’altro. Ed anzi, essi possono andare
verso la direzione della complementarietà tra le società mondiali (orientali/
occidentali), utilizzando i valori della pace (del bene e dei beni, della tradizione e della modernità), e gli stili di riferimento ai valori “ultimi” (+, -) e a quelli
“intermedi” (+, -). La Figura 1 spiega come questi valori della pace (quattro)
e questi (due) stili di riferimento alle soluzioni del conflitto e basate sulla complementarietà evidenziano quattro tipi di società che nelle relazioni internazionali (fra le quattro società) producono gli effetti della globalizzazione estesa
all’intero sistema mondiale (Gasparini 2008: 34-54; e 2011: 51-77).
Figura 1. Le società mondiali secondo le concezioni della pace del bene/dei beni e della tradizione/modernità, e secondo gli stili di riferimento di valori ultimi/interme
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Un altro aspetto dei significati riguarda l’Europa, e questi sono misurati da
entità politiche, culturali, sociali, geografiche. Tali significati sono interpretati, d’altro canto, da persone appartenenti a gruppi etnici di maggioranza
e a gruppi etnici di minoranze, che vivono in quattro regioni d’Europa (il
Friuli Venezia Giulia in Italia, la Voivodina in Serbia, la regione di Kharkiv
in Ukraina, e, più a Est degli Urali nella regione di Tjumen nella Siberia Occidentale). All’interno poi di ognuna delle quattro regioni vengono considerate etnie di maggioranza e di minoranze, che sono nate e hanno sviluppato
specifiche culture in tali medesime regioni. Questi significati e questi valori
dell’Europa rappresentano strumenti per costruire delle identità, delle appartenenze, e quindi di altri aspetti che, ad esempio, sono utili a comprendere e
ad elaborare delle politiche del confine auto-centrato oppure etero-centrato,
e, più in generale, a valorizzare la creazione di pace tra i paesi in cui le diverse
aree di confine producono un’Europa volta alla cooperazione nella quale i
confini contribuiscono a una dimensione pratica di cultura originale vissuta
nella vita quotidiana con un carattere altamente possibile. Un tale approccio
teorico è così utile a spiegare, prevedere e sviluppare politiche nel conservare
le aspettative delle società europee (cfr. Gasparini 2014: 165-202).
Un altro tema considera il valore fondativo di una nazione e la sua durata.
Ogni paese ha, o dovrebbe avere, una forte identità condivisa dai suoi abitanti. Qui consideriamo il valore connesso alla patria e all’attaccamento ad essa,
come dovrebbe essere per la Russia la “Grande Guerra Patriottica”, e cioè la
seconda guerra mondiale. La ricerca qui conseguente viene a verificare se,
anche dopo 75 anni dalla fine di questa guerra mondiale, dai giovani attuali
intervistati il valore patriottico russo è ancora molto forte. A ciò conviene aggiungere la ricerca sul valore degli inni nazionali dei paesi europei, svolta da
Gyorgy Csepeli e Antal Örkeny (1998: 37-45). “Gli inni (anthems) nazionali
risuscitano eroi che rappresentano tipi di uomini valorosi, perseveranti, audaci, risoluti, tenaci. Il mondo politico di questi eroi è dominato dalla libertà, la
legge, e l’unità. Nessuna meraviglia che le memorie delle lotte per la realizzazione di questi valori siano sopravalutati dalle tracce di vittorie militari e di
glorie sostenute talvolta da buona fortuna” (Ibidem: 41).
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I contenuti
Questa prima parte è composta da tre articoli, che affrontano altrettanti aspetti
dei significati e dei valori di società e nazioni: i valori di Est e Ovest del mondo,
i significati di Europa per quattro regioni e per quattordici gruppi etnici interni
ed esterni all’Europa stessa, per le basi identitarie della nazione e della civiltà.
Il primo articolo tratta del tema “Western and Eastern values are complementary”,
il cui autore è Ashok Natarajan. L’autore evidenzia che tutti i valori, anche
quelli che sembrano fisici, sono spirituali nella loro essenza, perché tutti i valori cercano la perfezione dell’insieme. La perfezione più ampia e più alta si
fonda sulla totalità e sull’unicità della realtà. Tale perfezione è onnicomprensiva e inclusiva. Si fonda su verità che completano altre verità piuttosto che
competere con esse. Nonostante le vaste differenze tra loro, i valori orientali e
quelli occidentali riflettono aspetti complementari di un tutt’uno. Ma in ogni
società e civiltà, lo sviluppo dei valori dipende dalla sua prospettiva culturale
di base. La natura della mente è tale che essa divide e analizza la realtà, concentrandosi su una cosa alla volta, mentre la spiritualità si fonda su una percezione d’insieme. Questa enorme differenza tra gli orientamenti culturali di
base contribuisce a spiegare l’immenso divario di comprensione che da lungo
tempo distingue e separa le culture dell’Europa e dell’Asia.
Il secondo articolo “Meanings of Europe for ethnic minorities and majorities” è
scritto da Alberto Gasparini. In esso l’autore cerca di rispondere a cosa significa l’Europa per gli Europei, di molte parti di Europa o, di luoghi esterni
all’Europa dove ci sono gruppi culturali di origine europea. Il paper cerca
di rispondere a questi problemi attraverso una ricerca svolta su quattordici
campioni di etnie maggioritarie e minoritarie di Europei (2798 persone intervistate). Queste etnie vivono nella regione italiana del Friuli Venezia Giulia
(Italiani, Sloveni e Friulani), nella regione serba della Vojvodina (Serbi, Ungheresi, e Slovacchi), nella regione ucraina di Kharkiv (Ucraini, Russi, Bielorussi ed Ebrei), e la regione siberiana di Tjumen (Russi, Ucraini, Caucasici e
Tartari). Ad ogni campione erano richiesti gli atteggiamenti verso l’Europa e
i suoi significati. I principali significati (rilevati attraverso gli atteggiamenti1)
1 Gli atteggiamenti sono misurati ricorrendo alla scala di Likert: “molto” con il peso 4, “abbastanza” con il peso 3, “poco” con il peso 2, “niente” con il peso 1.
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della Europa erano i seguenti: 1) un’area compresa tra l’Oceano Atlantico e
gli Urali, 2) una civiltà cristiana, 3) l’Unione Europea (UE), 4) una famiglia
comune, 5) l’Occidente, 6) la sopraffazione di alcuni popoli, 7) una cultura
comune, 8) un’idea vaga. Il paper considera la diffusione e le relazioni di tutti
questi significati tra le quattro macro-regioni, tra i quattordici gruppi etnici, e
tra maggioranze e minoranze. La più importante differenza tra i significati è
dovuta alle macro-regioni, prima di tutto, ed entro ogni regione tra minoranze e maggioranze etniche. Inoltre allo stesso livello di macro-regione anche la
struttura fattoriale dei significati è molto diversa. Per esempio, il primo (più
importante) fattore (rilevato con l’applicazione dell’Analisi fattoriale) in Friuli
Venezia Giulia è molto semplice (Occidente, Unione Europea, cultura comune); al contrario nella Vojvodina il primo fattore è il più complesso. Nella regione di Kharkiv la struttura del primo fattore è il più semplice, ma diverso dal
contenuto italiano (cioè: l’Europa è sopraffazione su alcuni popoli ed è idea
vaga). Così come il più importante fattore (il primo) è semplice per i gruppi
della regione di Tjumen, ma la struttura dei significati di Europa è composto
da Occidente e idea vaga.
Il terzo articolo, scritto da Elena I. Pronina, è intitolato “Great Patriotic
War: on the crossroads of views of past and future Russian generations”. L’autrice
svolge una ricerca su adolescenti e studenti russi, relativa alla memoria storica. 1.885 adolescenti (13-17 anni) e 10.065 studenti (18-24 anni) sono stati
intervistati nel corso del progetto di ricerca. Il lavoro sul campo venne svolto
online e la ricerca si è conclusa nel marzo 2020, in occasione del 75° anniversario della Grande Vittoria. I risultati della ricerca online hanno permesso ai ricercatori di individuare l’influenza dei fattori di genere, l’istruzione
e l’età sugli atteggiamenti patriottici degli intervistati. Il termine patriottismo
è utilizzato come una delle parole chiave per l’analisi; esso è caratterizzato
come una polisemantica della visione del mondo e un atteggiamento ideologico del popolo Sovietico durante la Grande Guerra Patriottica, e poi da
parte dell’attuale gioventù. L’articolo è focalizzato su una generale memoria
storica, riguardante ogni giovane persona che cerca di capire l’evento storico
della seconda guerra mondiale. Le risposte degli intervistati permettono di
trarre le conclusioni relative alla visione del mondo degli adolescenti e di
indicare l’influenza della storia comune ed i vari agenti della socializzazione
sulla loro visione del mondo.
-9-
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Quattro “Grandi problemi” per il futuro
I temi
Questi “grandi problemi” hanno caratteri molto differenti tra loro.
Anzitutto l’inizio del Ventunesimo secolo è caratterizzato da grandi cambiamenti tecnologici, non tanto e non solo di carattere naturale, ma soprattutto
nella valorizzazione e creazione di nuove tecnologie e di fonti di nuove energie.
Esse assumono le forme della energia dell’Intelligenza Artificiale, di Internet,
delle città e case intelligenti; e tutte queste nuove tecnologie articolano un programma in chiave nuova di sviluppo tecnologico, di un nuovo concetto di politiche pubbliche, il quale richiede un nuovo concetto di “capitalismo responsabile
e progressista”, e quindi fondato su un nuovo modo di progresso. Naturalmente
simili tecnologie implicano un futuro fatto di nuove globalità, e di conseguenza
una sintesi tra queste nuove tecnologie e una società che assume positivamente
questa sintesi. Ciò implica una insicurezza da superare, ma al tempo stesso richiede del tempo, un ricorso a tecniche basate su tentativi ed errori, e alla fine
una previsione positiva, attiva e creativa. Inoltre c’è da tenere presente che tale
sintesi deve essere allargata non solo all’Occidente, ma anche al mondo globale,
di società ricche e povere, di sintesi di culture molto diverse tra loro, e renderle
compatibili, e quindi attenuare le basi di tali società su valori “meno ultimi” e
“più intermedi” (Gasparini 2008: 37-39), o, se si vuole, rendere i valori “ultimi”
meno radicali e più empatici nei confronti dei valori degli altri.
Un altro “grande problema” è quello di come sarà il futuro della società degli
anziani. Roberto Manzocco declina il futuro con il termine di “Seconda rivoluzione della longevità. Ingredienti, scenari, questioni aperte. L’impatto del Covid-19” Anche
questa seconda rivoluzione demografica richiede del tempo per realizzarsi, e
almeno finché questo suo tempo di realizzazione combini le società ricche e
povere, gli autoctoni (che vivono nei paesi ricchi) e gli immigrati (che vengono
dai paesi poveri, che essi vogliono abbandonare), gli anziani che sono ricchi e i
giovani che sono poveri, i paesi anziani che vivono in società con pochi figli e i
paesi poveri che hanno molti figli, e così via. Eppure questa “rivoluzione della
longevità” è molto costosa, per le pensioni, per i servizi, per le badanti, ecc.
Anche in questo caso la rivoluzione è un evento che richiede un certo tempo,
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come sta accadendo anche adesso. E, nel futuro cosa potrà realizzarsi? E’ una
“rivoluzione della longevità” che si completa entro il secolo presente, perché
si avrà una società che assumerà i caratteri dell’equilibrio di generazioni e di
giovani, adulti e anziani come è sempre avvenuto in passato? Quello che cambierà è il modificarsi delle culture in una nuova società, pur con la prevalenza
della cultura autoctona, e anche se la sua laicità verrà pian piano assunta nel
giro di una generazione o semmai anche due, contribuendo alla costruzione di
una società più empatica e tollerante.
Un terzo “grande problema” da affrontare nel futuro e per il futuro è relativo a
salvare la terra dall’implosione e dal disastro fisico, biologico e dal riscaldamento globale. Ė un tema molto importante perché passa: 1) attraverso soluzioni
concrete da progettare e da realizzare in concreto, per opera di scienziati, di
convinzioni dei politici e dei governi, di organizzazioni operative e aziende, 2)
attraverso diffusione di una mentalità nella opinione pubblica che ritenga essenziale operare in concreto e con il consenso delle tante altre opinioni pubbliche
delle società della terra. Da questo punto di vista, di ideazione, di progettazione,
e di realizzazione delle soluzioni teoriche, operative e concrete, ci è molto utile
la pubblicazione in questo numero di Futuribili, del Commento di Franz Josef
Radermaker dell’azione e dell’opera di diffusione delle idee di Greta Thunberg,
che sintetizza nella frase, di stile savonaroliano, “Come osate?” a non impegnarvi (voi élites, governi, società civili, ecc.) a proteggere la Terra e a trovare
soluzioni basate sulla natura per prevenire la catastrofe climatica. Tale Commento
si pone il problema (e/o i problemi) di come l’invettiva di Greta Thunberg non
dipenda solo dai politici.
L’ultimo “grande problema” è una conseguenza ed una non limitazione della
catastrofe climatica della Terra, poiché dà la spinta alla colonizzazione sociale
e umana delle società terrestri nel satellite della Terra ed in altri pianeti del
sistema solare. Ciò prende una spinta alla conquista e alla diffusione dei voli
dell’uomo sulla Luna, Marte, Venere, intanto per cominciare. Fin dai tempi
di Dedalo e di Icaro le culture dell’uomo hanno sempre elaborato dei progetti
di conquista di quello che sta fuori della Terra. Sono stati elaborati anche così
dei metodi di previsione, costruiti sull’incrocio di tre criteri: 1) metodi normativi,
e cioè il fissare il futuro desiderato per individuare i processi e i meccanismi
per realizzarlo; 2) l’utilizzo di tecniche oggettive; e 3) l’utilizzo di tecniche qualitative.
L’utilizzo dei tre criteri ha dato luogo a tecniche abbastanza diverse (Gasparini
- 11 -
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2017, n.1: 245-263), e tra queste vi è anche il metodo della Fantascienza. Esso
assume uno sviluppo molto intenso con l’interpretazione del futuro con l’adozione della scienza (Cattarinussi 2017: 265-274) e con la razionalità della affermazione della modernità. Da Platone con la “Repubblica” (2012) si elaborano
dei modelli che assumono una combinazione di scienza, filosofia e fantasia. La
previsione del futuro “esplode” dall’Ottocento, anche se già comincia nel Cinquecento con la progettazione di “utensilerie” tecniche di Leonardo da Vinci
con “Il Codice Atlantico” del 1476-1519 (2006), e poi con le isole utopiche, e
cioè delle società ideali con “Utopia” di Tommaso Moro del 1516 (2006), con
“La città del Sole” di Tommaso Campanella del 1603 (2011), e con “La Nuova
Atlantide” scritto da Francesco Bacone nel 1624 (2009). Poi ancora il mix di
tecnologie e di società prevedibili con le opere di Jules Verne “Dalla Terra alla
Luna” del 1865 (2018), e di tanti altri autori, tra i quali ricordiamo “I primi
uomini sulla Luna” di Herbert George Wells del 1901 (2021).
Questi due ultimi libri fantascientifici entrano in dettaglio sul supporto per
il futuro di Terra e Luna. Anche i film hanno sfruttato questo filone: molto importante sono “La Lune à un mètre” del 1898 e “Le Voyage dans la Lune” del
1902 di Georges Méliès. Altro film, più recente, di Martin Scorsese è “Hugo
Cabret” (del 2011)2, in cui viene ripresa la figura di Georges Méliès e il ruolo
delle tecnologie per andare sulla Luna, e cioè la elaborazione delle macchine
da “sparare” sulla Luna e dei robot da utilizzare per andare e vivere sulla Luna.
Tuttavia dalla fantascienza (scienza e fantasia) si cominciano a trasformare
e ad elaborare delle macchine per andare nello spazio, poi girare intorno alla
Luna con missili, navicelle spaziali, e poi a sbarcare sulla Luna, per qualche
ora, ma testando le possibilità di andare, sbarcare sulla Luna, e ritornare sulla
Terra. C’è sempre meno spazio a romanzi, ed invece l’utilizzo di tecnologie
per andare nello spazio, vicino e lontano. La relativa letteratura abbandona la
fantasia per la scienza, e per la formazione professionale degli astronauti come
“viaggiatori nello spazio”, il che richiede sperimentazione ma anche ricerche
sociali sul come l’uomo reagisce per elaborare possibilità di vita sulla Luna,
2 Il film è stato tratto dal romanzo “La straordinaria invenzione di Hugo Cabret” di Brian
Selznick, nato nel New Jersey nel 1966. Le illustrazioni sono in gran parte attribuibili allo
stesso Brian Selznick. La prima stampa è del 2007, realizzata dalla Scholastic Inc., New York.
La prima versione pubblicata in italiano è della Casa Editrice Mondadori, Milano, nel 2007,
e poi ristampata nel 2012.
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sulla “Organizzazione degli spazi e la qualità abitativa negli ambienti limite”
(Bregantini e Zago 1995, n. 3-4: 12-15), su “L’esperienza dei viaggi spaziali di
lungo periodo: implicazioni socio-psicologiche” (Kryuchkov, Zamalietdinov e
Zhdanov 1995, n. 3-4: 18-20), sul “Fattore umano e missioni spaziali di lunga
permanenza” (Cotronei 1995, n. 3-4: 17-18), sulla “Necessità dell’artificiale”
(Scuri 1995, 3-4: 10-12).
La pubblicazione in Futuribili dell’articolo dell’astronomo russo Alexander
V. Bagrov è molto efficace nel progettare la previsione del futuro della civiltà
della Terra attraverso il trasferimento sulla Luna di territori e risorse sviluppati sulla Terra. Ciò avverrà con l’utilizzo: di robot prodotti nelle industrie
installate sulla Luna, di costruzione di territori abitabili artificiali, e poi con
l’elaborazione di un sistema di trasferimento dalla Terra alla Luna attraverso
un ascensore.
I contenuti
La seconda parte di Futuribili si compone di cinque articoli, che trattano altrettanti “grandi problemi” del futuro.
Il primo articolo è intitolato “The new culture of the global structure of power”, e
l’autore è Nedzad Basic. Questi mette in risalto che, all’inizio del Ventunesimo secolo, l’umanità ha subito grandi cambiamenti e affrontato grandi sfide,
che sono visibili a livello tecnologico, economico, ambientale e politico. Oggi
l’umanità ha più potere che mai, ma non si è mai sentita così insicura. La
discrepanza fra le sensazioni di potere e di insicurezza promuove una “nuova
cultura della struttura globale del potere” che è sempre più alla ricerca di una
sua autenticità filosofica e culturale, di una trasparenza ideologica e politica,
e di una nuova strategia per la sopravvivenza dell’umanità. La competizione
multilaterale che caratterizza il capitalismo neoliberale non è più in grado di
aprire prospettive più ampie per lo sviluppo di una nuova economia globale digitale. Il capitalismo neoliberale non è più in grado di trovare risposte
adeguate al caos politico globale sempre più visibile e aggressivo sull’orizzonte della retorica autoritaria populista che minaccia di entrare a far parte dei normali cambiamenti sociali globali. Attraverso la creazione di reti di
controllo, grazie a collegamenti internet ad alta velocità con organizzazioni
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centralizzate di gestione di crisi, si creano le cosiddette “reti intelligenti”, che
comprendono il controllo di sistemi di tecnologie avanzate e fonti d’energia
(internet dell’energia), l’internet delle cose (Internet of Things = IoT), “città
intelligenti”, l’articolazione di un programma di “una chiave nuova di sviluppo tecnologico”, un nuovo concetto di “politiche pubbliche” che richiede un
nuovo concetto di “capitalismo responsabile e progressista” e che articola la
visione dell’umanità nel Ventunesimo secolo.
Il secondo articolo è di Roberto Manzocco e tratta del seguente argomento: “Verso una seconda ‘Rivoluzione della Longevità’. Ingredienti, scenari, questioni aperte. L’impatto del Covid-19”. Il tema sviluppa l’incapacità dell’Occidente di far
fronte alle spese sanitarie e pensionistiche prossime venture e l’avvento di una
scienza biomedica avanzata spingeranno la presente generazione verso una
direzione obbligata, ossia il tentativo di curare o addirittura di invertire almeno parzialmente il processo d’invecchiamento. Ciò sfocerà in un drammatico
prolungamento della speranza di vita umana, che potrebbe superare ampiamente i limiti fino ad ora imposti dalla biologia. Con conseguenze sociali ancora tutte da studiare. Siamo in procinto di entrare nell’era della “Seconda
Rivoluzione della Longevità”, e cioè l’impatto della presente pandemia di
Covid-19 sull’industria della longevità
Il terzo articolo considera “The role of presuppositions in the social sciences” e l’autore è Carlos Blanco. L’autore evidenzia che ogni espressione della razionalità si
basa su delle premesse, molte delle quali non sono suscettibili di giustificazione
in senso assoluto. Il ruolo di questi presupposti diventa particolarmente importante nelle scienze sociali e nelle discipline umanistiche. Una riflessione filosofica sulle metodologie basilari di queste discipline può gettare luce sul modo di
superare la rigidità di molti sistemi concettuali moderni, per poi potere comprendere appieno la ricchezza e la complessità dell’agire umano.
Il quarto articolo riporta un Commento di Franz Josef Radermaker sulla
sorta di invettiva “How dare you?” che Greta Thunberg lancia ai politici. Pubblichiamo in questo numero di Futuribili, il Commento dell’azione e dell’opera di
diffusione delle idee di Greta Thunberg, che sintetizza nella frase, di stile savonaroliano, “Come osate?” a non impegnarvi (voi élites, governi, società civili,
ecc.) a proteggere la Terra e a trovare soluzioni basate sulla natura per prevenire
la catastrofe climatica. L’articolo (qui chiamato Commento) di Franz Josef Radermacher ha il titolo “Greta Thunberg: How dare you? A Commentary”, e si pone il pro- 14 -
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blema (o i problemi) di come l’invettiva di Greta Thunberg non dipenda solo dai
politici, e quindi dai meccanismi entro i quali essi possano operare: dalla durata
dei loro mandati, e se non facessero ciò, veramente rischierebbero molto: essere
deposti, forse imprigionati, non più rieletti. Ma poi ci sono ulteriori problemi,
che riducono “questo osare”: e cioè chi è disponibile a risparmiare consumi per
prevenire la catastrofe climatica, rinunciando a un livello di vita consolidato
dalla maggior parte delle persone. E poi a chi distribuire il risparmio di risorse,
a sé e ai propri parenti oppure ai paesi poveri con popolazione ancora in rapida
crescita per uno sviluppo; e ad ogni modo, come può la popolazione dei paesi
ricchi rinunciare all’auto, al riscaldamento delle proprie case e degli edifici, a un
uso di stili di società affluente?
Il quinto articolo dei “Grandi problemi” del futuro è scritto da Alexander
V. Bagrov e tratta del “Forecast of the future of earthly civilization at the end of the
current century”, e cioè di relazioni tra Terra e Luna, e quindi di come si può
insediare la città, le tecnologie e la società terrestre sulla Luna. In particolare,
sotto la pressione dell’inesorabile minaccia del peggioramento delle naturali
condizioni di vita sulla Terra, l’uomo cercherà di redistribuire i territori e le
risorse sviluppati sulla Terra, ma dalla metà di questo secolo inizierà la creazione di un territorio abitabile sulla Luna. Per mobilitare tutte le risorse allo
scopo dell’esplorazione dello spazio, ci sarà l’unificazione politica dell’umanità e il riorientamento del complesso militare-industriale. I robot saranno
attivamente usati in tutte le industrie. I robot costruiranno spazi abitabili sulla
Luna. Dalla seconda metà del secolo un sistema di trasporto – un ascensore –
sarà costruito per collegare la Terra alla Luna, e avrà inizio una migrazione di
massa verso la Luna, e i più importanti valori culturali dell’umanità saranno
“trasportati” sulla Luna.
“Piani Marshall” dalle aree ricche a favore (o a sfavore) dei paesi poveri
I temi
Il “Piano Marshall” trae le origini, sia nel nome che nei contenuti, dall’iniziativa assunta dagli USA e annunciata il 5 giugno del 1947 dal Segretario di
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Stato degli Stati Uniti d’America, George Marshall. Tale Piano era dedicato al
come realizzare la ricostruzione dell’Europa dai disastri procurati dalla seconda
Guerra mondiale. Il “Piano Marshall” ufficialmente venne chiamato “European Recovery Program” (ERP). Esso cominciò a distribuire i fondi dal 1947 fino
al 1954 per un importo di 12.731 milioni di dollari del tempo, erogati a 18 paesi
dell’Europa occidentale e non comunisti (di cui 14 poi aderirono a quella che
divenne l’Unione Europea e 4 ne resteranno fuori (Islanda, Norvegia, Svizzera
e Turchia)). I paesi che godettero la maggiore quantità di milioni di dollari furono il Regno Unito ($ 3.297), la Francia ($ 2.296), la Germania Occidentale
($ 1.448), l’Italia (incluso il Territorio Libero di Trieste) ($ 1.204), i Paesi Bassi
($ 1.128). Gli USA cercarono di spingere gli europei ad utilizzare gli aiuti non
per fronteggiare le contingenze economiche del momento, quanto piuttosto per
avviare un processo di trasformazione strutturale dell’economia dei loro Paesi.
Successivamente, e in qualche occasione particolare, il “Piano Marshall”
venne perorato e sostenuto da progetti politici ed economici, ma spesso non si
andò oltre. Infatti negli anni successivi l’obiettivo dei “Piani Marshall” si arricchì di nuove concettualizzazioni, e cioè questi Piani dovevano tenere conto
progressivamente ed esplicitamente dei 17 obiettivi di sviluppo sostenibile.
Cioè essi dovevano comprendere la sconfitta della povertà e della fame, assicurare la buona salute, l’istruzione di qualità, la parità di genere, l’acqua pulita e relativi servizi igienico-sanitari, assicurare l’energia rinnovabile e pulita,
il lavoro e la crescita economica, l’innovazione delle imprese e delle infrastrutture, la riduzione delle diseguaglianze all’interno e tra i paesi, rendere sostenibili le città e le comunità, l’utilizzo responsabile delle risorse, la lotta contro il
cambiamento climatico, l’utilizzo sostenibile del mare e della terra, sviluppare
la pace e la giustizia, la partnership per il raggiungimento degli obiettivi.
Dai primi anni settanta (dal 1972) fino al 2020 studi, conferenze, gruppi di
lavoro vennero organizzati da Istituzioni internazionali e nazionali, e in particolare dalle Nazioni Unite e nelle principali città metropolitane.
Così nel 1972 sugli obiettivi per lo sviluppo sostenibile i governi si sono
incontrati a Stoccolma per partecipare alla Conferenza delle Nazioni Unite
(Nicolò Gasparini 2004) sull’ambiente umano e per considerare i diritti della
famiglia in un ambiente sano e produttivo.
Nel 1983 le Nazioni Unite hanno creato la Commissione mondiale per
l’ambiente e lo sviluppo (Commissione Brundtland), che definiva lo sviluppo
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sostenibile per “soddisfare i bisogni del presente senza compromettere la capacità delle generazioni future di soddisfare i propri bisogni”3.
Nel 1993, a Rio de Janeiro, si è tenuto il primo “Summit della Terra” (UNCED), in cui fu sviluppato e adottato il primo programma per l’ambiente e lo
sviluppo, noto anche come “Programma 21”.
Nel 2012 è stata organizzata la Conferenza delle Nazioni Unite sullo sviluppo sostenibile (UNCSD), nota anche come “Rio +20”. In questa Conferenza si è discusso molto dell’idea degli SDGs/OSS (Obiettivi di Sviluppo
Sostenibile).
Nel 2015 l’Assemblea Generale dell’ONU ha adottato l’Agenda 2030 intitolata “Trasformare il nostro mondo”. L’Agenda 2030 è costituita da 92 paragrafi. Il
paragrafo 52 delinea i 17 Obiettivi di Sviluppo Sostenibile.
Anche l’Italia ha sviluppato ricerche per definire gli “Obiettivi di Sviluppo
Sostenibile” e ha sviluppato ricerche per definire empiricamente gli indicatori
per ognuno dei 17 Obiettivi di Sviluppo Sostenibile, per misurarli, per compararli tra l’Italia, i paesi dell’Unione Europea e con le macro aree del resto del
mondo. Tutto ciò si è operato da parte dell’ASVIS (Alleanza Italiana per lo Sviluppo Sostenibile), che, nato il 3 febbraio 2016 e creato dalla Fondazione Unipolis e dall’Università Tor Vergata di Roma. Queste hanno raccolto l’adesione
di molte imprese economiche e organizzazioni pubbliche e private, le quali si
sono assunte l’onere di svolgere sezioni di studi sugli Obiettivi di Sviluppo e la
loro sostenibilità. Essi sono stati diffusi con un Rapporto annuale pubblicato
dalla “Alleanza Italiana per lo Sviluppo Sostenibile” (ASVIS), e con l’organizzazione di Festival Regionali sullo Sviluppo Sostenibile, ecc. Attraverso questi
eventi molto differenti ci si è impegnati a diffondere la cultura della sostenibilità
a tutti i livelli e a far crescere nella società italiana, nei soggetti economici e nelle
istituzioni la consapevolezza dell’importanza dell’Agenda 2030 per realizzare
gli Obiettivi di Sviluppo Sostenibile. La rivista ASVIS è diretta da Enrico Giovannini, professore di statistica economica all’Università Tor Vergata di Roma.
In realtà a questi obiettivi sono stati interessati i paesi ricchi del primo
mondo, e in particolare i paesi europei e dell’Unione Europea. Ma anche,
3 Development World Commission on Environment, Our Common Future, Chapter 2: Towards
Sustainable Development – A/42/427 Annex, Chapter 2: UN Documents: Gathering a body of
global agreement, www.un-documents.net.
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se questi “Obiettivi di Sviluppo Sostenibile” sono stati al centro della loro
definizione e della loro misurazione, si è anche arrivati a rendere concreta la
loro progettualità e la scelta dei paesi da confrontare entro “Piani Marshall”
di paesi socialmente ricchi ma poveri di risorse con paesi socialmente poveri
e ricchi di risorse.
Già alla fine degli anni Ottanta del Novecento, ad esempio Margaret
Thatcher utilizzò la carta di un “Piano Marshall” per convincere Frederik de
Klerk a rompere con la politica dell’apartheid in Sud Africa. Nel 2005 in Scozia
Tony Blair presentò dei progetti agevolati per sostenere lo sviluppo economico
dell’Africa, che comprendeva anche la cancellazione del debito estero. Anche la
Francia (ex ministro Jean-Louis Borloo) ha presentato un “Piano Marshall” per
l’elettrificazione dell’Africa (Barbiere 2015).
I flussi migratori impongono di riposizionare al centro del dibattito europeo il problema dello sviluppo congiunto. Il ruolo maggiore è stato e potrà
essere quello italiano. Nel 2016 il governo di Matteo Renzi propose a Bruxelles una strategia di investimenti che affiancasse l’aiuto pubblico allo sviluppo.
Fu il “Migration Compact”: solo un partenariato con i Paesi Africani sarebbe
riuscito a ottenere risultati reali. Per trattare con loro la questione dei flussi
migratori, si aveva bisogno di una forte entità di investimenti. Da quel momento iniziarono numerose missioni, a seguito di quelle italiane, già svolte
dal premier Renzi e dai ministri Carlo Calenda e Paolo Gentiloni. Andarono
perciò in Africa commissari UE, ministri francesi e tedeschi, e alla fine anche
la cancelliera Angela Merkel. Iniziarono i mini-compact, accordi bilaterali con
paesi di transito (come quelli ruotanti intorno al Niger) o di origine (come la
Nigeria). Il rifinanziamento del Trust Fund La Valletta si dimostrò complicato e
ci vollero mesi per riuscirci. L’apertura dei “corridoi umanitari” fu un’idea di
successo della Comunità di Sant’Egidio, delle Chiese Evangeliche e la Tavola
Valdese fatta propria dal governo e sostenuta sin da principio dalla Chiesa
cattolica italiana che, poi, ha deciso di sostenere con la CEI la stessa iniziativa
a partire dal Corno d’Africa. Nel frattempo anche la cancelliera Merkel si
è recata in Africa. L’idea comune di Italia e Germania è stata di mettere in
piedi un vero piano di sviluppo con l’apporto del settore privato. Il cuore della
nuova politica era orientato a uno sviluppo che non si basasse solo sull’aiuto
pubblico. La Germania si è convinta che soltanto una politica di investimenti
possa funzionare, soprattutto se si vuole davvero alleviare la crisi delle migra- 18 -
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zioni. L’idea che l’Italia aveva proposto, e che ora Berlino fa propria, era di
connettere la forza d’urto degli investimenti privati a quella dell’aiuto pubblico dallo sviluppo. Una vera crescita economica si può ottenere solo se il settore privato è coinvolto. E quindi l’Africa è divenuta una priorità strategica sia
per l’economia e la sicurezza, sia per le migrazioni. E di conseguenza l’Africa
deve essere messa in grado di non perdere la risorsa dei suoi giovani 4.
In questo numero di Futuribili pubblichiamo un articolo di Franz Josef
Radermacher sul “Piano Marshall con l’Africa” e con un approccio di realizzazione dell’Agenda 2030.
Tale articolo di Radermacher prende il via, considerando che gli studi sugli “Obiettivi per lo sviluppo sostenibile” (OSS – SDGs) non sono facili da
realizzare. Tale articolo prende l’iniziativa di cominciare dai 17 Obiettivi per
arrivare a realizzare lo sviluppo sostenibile sia in Europa che in Africa, con
un reciproco interesse, poiché lo sviluppo sostenibile in termini economici e
ambientali è essenziale per i due continenti.
Altri aspetti significativi di tale modello del Piano riguardano i seguenti
punti.
Il “Piano Marshall con l’Africa” è da un lato il risultato di un’analisi presentata dal Senato tedesco dell’Economia, dal Club di Roma (cfr. von Weizsäcker
and Wijkman 2018) e FAW/n 5 (cfr. Club di Roma e Senato dell’Economia
2016), e, dall’altro lato è una linea politica associata al, e ampiamente indipendente dal “Ministero federale tedesco per la cooperazione e lo sviluppo
economico” (BMZ)6. L’obiettivo di questo “Piano Marshall” è una “esplo4 Cfr. l’articolo di Mario Giro, L’ospite. Il “Piano Marshall” per l’Africa: eppure l’idea italiana si
muove, di venerdì 7 luglio 2017, pubblicato su “Avvenire.it”. Vedi anche l’articolo di Paolo Viana, Analisi. Il “Piano Marshall” per l’Africa non è solo questione di soldi, di sabato 29 settembre 2018,
pubblicato su “Avvenire.it”. In questo articolo, si mette in risalto che “la rotta non è soltanto
segnata, è già aperta, e duole dirlo, dalla Cina. Mentre l’Europa non riesce a decidere e come
stanziare 50 miliardi di euro in aiuti, Pechino ha già staccato un assegno da 60 miliardi di dollari. In Italia, del resto, la questione è ancora politica. Paradossalmente, il governo “nemico”
dei migranti, che ha iniziato con le invettive per finire con il blocco dei porti, potrebbe trovarsi
a rilanciare la macchina degli aiuti” (p: 2).
5 FAW/n sta a indicare il “Research Institute for Applied Knowledge Processing/n” di Ulm.
F. J. Radermacher ne è il Direttore.
6 La BMZ ha commissionato il progetto dal titolo “Programma di sostegno dell’Alleanza
per lo sviluppo e il clima” da svolgersi in Germania, e con la durata dal 2019 al 2021. L’o- 19 -
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sione di prosperità” in Africa, soprattutto in Nord Africa. Questa esplosione
di prosperità dovrebbe essere progettata per essere compatibile con tutti i requisiti di sostenibilità, cioè dovrebbe essere verde e inclusiva, e quindi fornire
la prova che il modello di prosperità basato sul mercato può produrre esiti
positivi, anche rispetto all’Agenda 2030. Il rapporto mira a un approccio cooperativo, pone in primo piano la cooperazione con l’Africa e fa riferimento a
una visione a lungo termine dell’Unione Africana fino al 2063.
D’altro canto, sono necessari cospicui investimenti nell’industria e nelle infrastrutture, oltre che nell’agricoltura. Qui devono essere creati milioni
di nuovi posti di lavoro che sono assolutamente essenziali se si vuole che gli
SDGs vengano attuati in Africa. Una rigorosa protezione delle foreste pluviali
è d’obbligo, anche se costerà molti soldi ai paesi ricchi. In collaborazione con
il FAW/n di UIm e altri partner, l’autore è coinvolto nella realizzazione dei
cosiddetti progetti di riferimento per l’Africa.
Attualmente i progetti si concentrano su quattro aree:
(1) L’agricoltura, che favorisce la formazione dell’humus, anche su aree
semiaride utilizzando “biochar”7 su centinaia di milioni di ettari di suolo,
(2) La riforestazione su suoli degradati ai tropici, potenzialmente su diverse
centinaia di milioni di ettari in Africa,
(3) Un altro argomento è rappresentato dai combustibili sintetici verdi a
base di idrogeno verde e metanolo verde, utilizzando l’energia solare, che è
disponibile quasi illimitatamente in Africa, specialmente nel Sahara e nel deserto arabo,
(4) I progetti di riferimento su temi demografici quali riduzione della mortalità materna e infantile, iniziative di informazione e prevenzione, emancipazione femminile, educazione di qualità per le ragazze.
biettivo del progetto è quello di rafforzare il mercato volontario delle compensazioni di C02
in Germania. https://www.gz.de/en/worldwide/80003.html.
7 Il biochar è definito come biomassa carbonizzata ottenuta da fonti sostenibili e integrata
nei suoli per migliorare in modo sostenibile il loro valore agricolo e ambientale sotto la gestione presente e futura. Questo biochar è distinto dal dal carbone che viene utilizzato come
combustibile per calore, come filtro, come riducente nella produzione del ferro o come colorante nell’industria o nell’arte. Il biochar, un materiale poroso, può aiutare a trattenere acqua
e sostanze nutritive nel terreno che le piante possono assorbire durante la crescita. https://
biochar.international/the-biochar-opportunity/what-is-biochar/
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Quindi questo “Piano Marshall” è un approccio che può promuovere l’attuazione degli SDGs entro il 2030 se non completamente, almeno in parte.
In particolare, deve raccogliere la sfida di coniugare la necessaria e maggiore
prosperità con una maggiore tutela dell’ambiente e, soprattutto, della tutela
del clima. Si tratta essenzialmente del Programma di sostegno dell’”Alleanza
per lo sviluppo e il clima” del Ministero federale tedesco per la cooperazione
e lo sviluppo economico (BMZ) che è stata co-sviluppata dall’Istituto FAW/n,
presentata al pubblico per la prima volta in una conferenza stampa federale a
Berlino nel novembre 2018.
Dal punto di vista di Franz Josef Radermacher, l’”Alleanza per lo sviluppo
e il clima” è un’iniziativa decisiva nel campo del clima, degli SDGs, dello sviluppo e delle questioni demografiche. Potrebbe diventare un “punto di svolta”, un enorme balzo in un altro mondo. L’alleanza si basa essenzialmente
sulle idee di Radermacher (2018). Il “focus” è basato su un cambio di paradigma: una nuova cornice. I politici vengono ringraziati per l’Accordo di Parigi e
gli SDGs. Non ci si aspetta tuttavia molto di più dalla politica, poiché, al contrario, dalla politica non si può raggiungere molto di più. Sarà difficile attuare
anche gli obiettivi esistenti (NDCs = Nationally Determined Contributions).
Invece, il segmento della prosperità del mondo deve essere mobilitato, sia nei
paesi poveri che in quelli ricchi. Si tratta dei cosiddetti “top emettitori” con centinaia di tonnellate di emissioni di CO2 pro capite all’anno. Essi tendono anche
ad essere le persone più influenti sul futuro del mondo, in particolare attraverso i loro beni, le aziende, le comunità locali, le catene logistiche, i redditi annuali, l’influenza sulla politica, ecc. I “top emettitori” hanno molto da perdere
nel caso di catastrofe climatica. Ciò vale per molti beni che potrebbero essere
distrutti in una catastrofe climatica dalla migrazione delle persone, dalla chiusura delle frontiere (beni bloccati) e dalle massicce restrizioni dello stile di vita
in caso di disastro. Il 10% più ricco del mondo è responsabile di circa il 50%
delle emissioni globali di gas serra (Chancel e Piketty 2015).
Gli investimenti per migliori prospettive di vita per le persone che vivono in Africa non sono solo enormemente più convenienti rispetto all’uso dei
fondi dello stato sociale in Germania per i rifugiati dall’Africa: tutto ciò che
offre alle persone un incentivo a plasmare il proprio futuro nel proprio paese
rispetta anche dignità umana di coloro che ne sono colpiti in misura molto maggiore. Gli investimenti del settore privato in questo settore, promossi
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dall’”Alleanza per lo sviluppo” e il clima, possono aprire un nuovo capitolo.
Potrebbero liberare enormi flussi di cassa aggiuntivi e mobilitare “persone che
si prendono cura” (per i progetti che hanno cofinanziato). Ciò aumenta notevolmente il valore dei fondi investiti. Entro il 2050, l’attuazione degli SDGs
potrebbe essere fattibile a un livello modesto. Si spera che la popolazione
mondiale si stabilizzi a 10 miliardi di persone.
Se il “Piano Marshall con l’Africa” qui richiamato, con la preminenza della Germania, potesse avere successo, per tutte le ragioni indicate da Franz Josef Radermacher, e dopo il primo “Piano Marshall” del 1947-1954 realizzato
dagli USA a favore dell’Europa occidentale, sarebbero risultati anche affascinanti idee, progetti o anche solo immaginazioni alla fine dei conflitti recenti
(negli anni del Novecento) in Europa balcanica, o in altre parti del mondo, di
un nuovo “Piano Marshall”.
In realtà questi ventilati “Piani Marshall” non ebbero molto successo, o
almeno assunsero modelli nuovi messi in atto da organizzazioni internazionali, eventualmente sotto il supporto dell’ONU, dell’OSCE, dell’UE e delle
rispettive agenzie (Cfr. Nicolò Gasparini 2004). Ma in questo caso l’obiettivo
di interventi era il superamento dei conflitti militari, la costituzione di nuove
istituzioni statali (come in Bosnia-Erzegovina), la composizione della divisione
fra etnie maggioritarie e minoritarie, o infine l’offerta delle risorse economiche o sociali, ma sempre insufficienti a essere denotate come “nuovo piano
Marshall”.
Il caso che indica il fallimento del “Piano Marshall” è quello illustrato da
Milan Panić, primo Ministro della Repubblica Federale di Jugoslavia (Serbia
e Montenegro) per pochi anni negli anni Novanta del secolo scorso. Egli fu il
sostenitore del progetto di un “Piano Marshall” per la Serbia uscita dal collasso
della Jugoslavia Socialista di Tito, seguita dalla guerra tra le vecchie Repubbliche Federative, cominciata nel 1991. Ebbene Milan Panić condannò i dirigenti
dei nuovi stati balcanici, o gli ex dirigenti, comunisti dell’ex-Jugoslavia, in quanto non avevano alcuna idea su come sviluppare l’economia per un futuro migliore, e al contrario queste élites “dittatoriali” e affamate di potere, che quando l’economia fallisce ricorrono alla demagogia nazionalista (Gasparini, 1995:
7-29). Ed anzi Panić bollava negativamente l’atteggiamento di queste nuove
élites neo-jugoslave (Panić 1995: 170) con la seguente affermazione dell’americano James Corville, consigliere di Clinton, “Ė l’economia che conta, stupido!”.
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Tuttavia c’è anche da dire che spesso gli interventi di organizzazioni internazionali (dell’ONU), delle organizzazioni volontarie private, dell’Unione Europea, dell’OSCE, della NATO, delle chiese cristiane, anche senza avere ideato e
applicato una specie di “Piano Marshall”, cadono in una metafora del “ragazzo
selvaggio”8, di tradizione vs. modernità, per la quale i paesi balcanici sono popolati da uomini selvaggi, mentre la Comunità Internazionale sia nel suo lato
istituzionale (UE, ONU, OSCE, ecc.) che non governativo, è popolata da esperti, tecnici, studiosi, intellettuali, scienziati (il cuore stesso della modernità) (Cfr.
Mostar di Pocecco e Tarlao 2007: 5-130).
Ultimo aspetto, estremo, è quello delle comunità che restano emarginate
dalle nazioni, dagli stati, ed anche dai “Piani Marshall” internazionali, progettati e finanziati. Sono Comunità formate da chi abita in favelas, in “squatter settlements in swamp areas”, in aree per rifugiati dalle loro patrie, in
conseguenza di perdenti in conflitti interni od esterni (United Nations 1971;
Gasparini 2001: 167-178; Fashtanghi 2014; ecc.). In quest’ultima categoria
rientrano i campi costruiti da fuggitivi dai loro paesi, dai conflitti, da nuovi
regimi, e che si raggruppano in campi di miseria per gli adulti e soprattutto
per i loro figli in Giordania, in Siria, in Bangladesh, in Libano, ecc. In questo
numero di Fututribili Mitra Fashtanghi analizza la realtà di questi campi per
rifugiati Palestinesi che si configurano come campi chiusi, spazi disciplinari
eccezionali, segregazione, emarginazione di un gruppo o di una popolazione,
disciplina fisica, “corpo docile”, bio-potenze secondo i principi del darvinismo sociale, mancanza di spazi urbani.
8 Nel 1799, tre francesi, esplorando una foresta nel Dipartimemto dell’Aveyron, incontrarono con loro grande sorpresa un ragazzino, dell’apparente età di 11 o 12 anni. Dal suo
aspetto e dal suo comportamento apparve chiaro che egli doveva aver vissuto per anni allo
stato brado nel bosco. Il caso ebbe una certa eco, al punto che il ragazzo venne tradotto a
Parigi, perché un funzionario del governo ritenne utile sottoporlo a studio. Venne pertanto
affidato allo studioso Jean-Marc Gaspard Itard, studioso della sordità. Contrariamente alla
gente dell’Aveyron, che pensava fosse stato abbandonato in quanto mentalmente ritardato,
Itard era convinto che il ragazzo sarebbe potuto divenire assolutamente normale e responsabile, come tutti gli altri, e perciò gli dedicò per ben cinque anni, un intenso programma
personalizzato educativo, per superare “la profonda avversione del ragazzo per la società, i
suoi costumi ed artefatti”. Itard soleva assegnarli dei compiti, e se il ragazzo li eseguiva bene,
lo premiava, mentre se li eseguiva male o si rifiutava, lo puniva rinchiudendolo in un stanzino.
Lo scienziato gli diede il nome di Victor.
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I contenuti
La terza parte si compone di quattro articoli, che trattano i temi: dei “Piani
Marshall” del passato e di quelli in progetto per l’immediato futuro (Europa
e Africa); dei “Piani Marshall” che hanno subito un bruciante insuccesso; dei
“Piani Marshall” che sono stati interpretati come riproposizione dei modelli
di colonizzazione di paesi tradizionali da parte dei paesi moderni; e dei “Piani
Marshall” di cui ce n’era bisogno ma che tutti se ne sono dimenticati (le isole
non stati e abitate dai diseredati della terra).
Così il primo articolo tratta di “The Marshall Plan with Africa. An approach to
the implementation of the Agenda 2030?!”, ed autore è Franz Josef Radermacher.
Questi analizza l’Agenda 2030, i cosiddetti Obiettivi di Sviluppo Sostenibile
(OSS) delle Nazioni Unite, e le loro possibilità di attuazione. Non associandosi
agli elogi espressi nei confronti degli OSS, l’autore li considera per certi versi
un passo indietro rispetto agli Obiettivi di Sviluppo del Millennio (OSM), poiché aiutano i paesi ricchi ad occuparsi dei propri problemi anziché affrontare
le grandi sfide di sostenibilità globale attraverso la cooperazione internazionale. L’autore ritiene improbabile il raggiungimento degli OSS. Si considera
poi se un “Piano Marshall” a beneficio dell’Africa possa offrire la possibilità
di favorire il raggiungimento degli OSS, particolarmente nella stessa Africa, dove si presentano le sfide maggiori. Un “Piano Marshall” offrirebbe tale
possibilità, ma sorge il dubbio sulla possibile attuazione di un piano simile.
Lanciata di recente, “l’Alleanza Sviluppo e Clima” del Ministero Federale
della Cooperazione e dello Sviluppo della Germania propone un modo in
cui un’iniziativa multi-stakeholder potrebbe portare alla promozione di un
“Piano Marshall” per l’Africa nonché di altri sviluppi internazionali correlati,
e così contribuire alla realizzazione degli OSS.
Il secondo capitolo tratta della perorazione per un “Piano Marshall” che
però è fallita. Il titolo è il seguente “Le prospettive di cooperazione economica con i paesi dell’ex-Jugoslavia nel quadro di un nuovo “Piano Marshall” e l’autore è Milan Panić
già primo ministro della Repubblica Federale di Jugoslavia. L’autore tratta
dell’analisi sulla base del riconoscimento della centralità dell’economia nella
vita di un paese. Nell’intera Europa sud-orientale l’economia è stata totalmente sconvolta a seguito della guerra civile nell’ex-Jugoslavia e ciò ha comportato
grandi perdite economiche e sofferenze a tutti i paesi. L’autore ha esortato
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una pianificazione immediata delle azioni per ricostruire un’economia integrata e globale nell’intera regione, come base per una pace stabile e duratura.
In particolare, ha sollecitato l’Unione Europea (UE) ad avviare questa iniziativa, auspicando la formazione di una sorta di nuovo “Piano Marshall”. La UE
ha non solo la conoscenza che deriva dall’esperienza nell’integrare economie
separate, ma anche l’interesse politico, finanziario e di sicurezza, nonché l’affluenza economica per farsi promotrice di una tale iniziativa.
Il terzo articolo riguarda il rapporto fra tradizione e modernità entro i Piani
di interventi economici internazionali, in cui si inseriscono i “Piani Marshall”.
L’autore è Giulio Tarlao, e il titolo dell’articolo è “Mostar e il ragazzo selvaggio:
una chiave di interpretazione”. L’articolo parte dal fatto che nella ex Jugoslavia
degli anni ’90 sono state combattute le uniche guerre “tradizionali” che si
siano avute sul continente europeo dopo il 1945. Pertanto i Paesi Balcanici,
ed in particolare la martoriata Bosnia- Erzegovina di quegli anni, sono stati
naturale oggetto di interrogazione e anche di indagine scientifica per cercare
di capire i motivi per cui dopo decenni di coesistenza pacifica i vari gruppi
etnici siano venuti alle armi, e soprattutto per contribuire a dare a questa
area un assetto che potesse prevenire nuovi conflitti. Per questo motivo una
ricerca sociologica sulle relazioni tra diverse comunità nel Cantone di Mostar
è risultata particolarmente preziosa. Nell’articolo che segue dunque vengono
sinteticamente presentate le risultanze di quel fieldwork, che, anche se non di
recente, pare rappresentare una situazione per certi versi ancora valida oggi,
in cui ricompaiono inconfessabili piani per una nuova spartizione del precario
edificio prodotto a Dayton 25 anni fa. Ma l’ambizione di questo testo è di presentare tali risultanze secondo una peculiare ottica, che ha come focus il modo
in cui la cosiddetta Comunità internazionale, e quindi nello specifico le classi
dirigenti dei Paesi occidentali, tendono a vedere le popolazioni balcaniche.
Tale approccio, che usa la vicenda reale di uno scienziato francese del Settecento, ci permette di analizzare non solo la realtà di Mostar di questi anni,
ma anche disvela come funzionano le scienze sociali della Modernità, nei loro
utili punti di forza, ma anche nei loro magari inconsapevoli pregiudizi.
Infine il quarto e ultimo articolo di questa parte tratta di una situazione di
emarginazione di gruppi interni ed esterni a stati o a cavallo di stati, che restano al di fuori della logica dei “Piani Marshall”. L’autrice è Mitra Fashtanghi
e tratta questo tema col titolo “Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon: Closed spaces,
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exceptional disciplinary spaces, following Foucault’s approach”. L’articolo esplora gli
spazi chiusi dei campi profughi palestinesi in Libano in quanto spazi disciplinari eccezionali, e come le condizioni di vita si riducano a vita essenziale negli
spazi chiusi. Lo spazio disciplinare dei profughi palestinesi si spiega attraverso
la teoria di Foucault nella forma della città appestata – la metafora di spazio
disciplinare eccezionale. Si analizzano i metodi di stretta separazione spaziale
– nella quale gli spazi creano segregazione, immobilità, emarginazione di un
gruppo o di una popolazione – in tutta la storia dell’espulsione palestinese.
Si analizza anche come una dura disciplina fisica aumenti la sorveglianza e
il controllo efficiente del corpo. Il “corpo docile” dei palestinesi in tale spazio
immobile è innegabile; questo corpo docile viene spiegato attraverso la manodopera a basso costo in Libano. Le bio-potenze – con strategie di legge,
di violenza o di azioni umanitarie – portano poi al processo di esclusione dei
profughi palestinesi. L’autrice parla successivamente dell’impatto degli spazi disciplinari sulla vita quotidiana dei palestinesi, che viene ridotta all’osso.
Questa vita essenziale viene spiegata attraverso l’esclusione urbana e sociale,
che è una questione di diritti fondamentali. Nella dimensione di esclusione
urbana l’autrice considera come la mancanza di spazio pubblico urbano incida sullo status socio-economico dei profughi. Uno studio del FAFO9 (Fagbevaegelsens Forsknings/Institute for Applied Social Science) sulla condizione
di base dei profughi palestinesi dimostra che l’indice di povertà negli spazi
chiusi disciplinari è più alto rispetto a quello degli spazi aperti. La conclusione
generale è che la disciplina nei campi profughi palestinesi non produce un’economia migliore, un’istruzione migliore o una società migliore attraverso il
controllo del corpo e dello spazio. Quindi, finché il potere disciplinare e le
sue tecniche sistematicamente “tengono un gruppo di persone nello spazio di
eccezione”, si avrà violenza strutturale, e la violenza strutturale equivale alla
violazione dei diritti umani nei campi profughi palestinesi in Libano.

9 FA.FO venne fondato dalla Confederazione Norvegese dei Sindacati nel 1982 come “Trade union movement’s center” per la ricerca , l’investigazione e la documentazione.
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Western and Eastern values are complementary1
Ashok Natarajan, Secretary & Senior Research Fellow, The Mother’s
Service Society, India; Fellow, World Academy of Art & Science
Abstract. All values are spiritual in their essence, even those that appear to be physical.
For all values seek perfection of the whole. The widest and highest perfection is based on the
totality and oneness of reality. Such a perfection is comprehensive and inclusive. It is founded
on truths that complete other truths rather than compete with them. Despite their vast cultural
differences, Eastern and Western values reflect complementary aspects of a unified whole.
But the process of developing values in any society depends on its underlying cultural perspective. The nature of mind is such that it divides and analyses reality, and concentrates on
one thing at a time, whereas spirituality is founded on the perception of the whole. This vast
difference in underlying cultural orientation helps explain the immense gulf in understanding
that has long distinguished and separated the cultures of Asia and Europe.
Key words: Values, Eastern cultures, Western cultures, perfection, totality, individual,
mind, spirituality, complementary, mutual reinforcing.
Sommario. Tutti i valori, anche quelli che sembrano fisici, sono spirituali nella loro
essenza, perché tutti i valori cercano la perfezione dell’insieme. La perfezione più ampia e
più alta si fonda sulla totalità e sull’unicità della realtà. Tale perfezione è onnicomprensiva
e inclusiva. Si fonda su verità che completano altre verità piuttosto che competere con esse.
Nonostante le vaste differenze tra loro, i valori orientali e quelli occidentali riflettono aspetti
complementari di un tutt’uno. Ma in ogni società lo sviluppo dei valori dipende dalla sua
prospettiva culturale di base. La natura della mente è tale che essa divide e analizza la realtà,
concentrandosi su una cosa alla volta, mentre la spiritualità si fonda su una percezione d’insieme. Questa enorme differenza tra gli orientamenti culturali di base contribuisce a spiegare
1 Published in CADMUS, Vol. 3, Issue 4, May 2018: 128-134.
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l’immenso divario di comprensione che da lungo tempo distingue e separa le culture dell’Asia
e dell’Europa.
Parole chiave: Valori, culture Orientali, culture Occidentali, perfezione, totalità, individuo, mente, spiritualità, complementari, mutuo rinforzo.
Eastern values, Western Values, and their variation over time
When they first heard tales from travellers of enormous wealth and sophistication of the far older civilizations of the East, Europeans were filled with
wonder and admiration. Those tales fuelled their urge for exploration and
the quest for adventure. They discovered societies of unimagined prosperity and inventiveness. When the age of explorers began, China and India
were the most prosperous nations on earth. They represented about 40% of
the world’s population, roughly the same as they do today. During the many
centuries when European society rejected the mental heritage of Hellenic
Greece and ancient Rome, China developed an advanced mental culture
while India’s achievements were spiritual. China developed a class of intelligentsia to govern the country long before any Western nation developed
paper currency or invented gunpowder. Like the Japanese, they found little to
admire in other nations and turned inward and insular. They responded to
the incessant onslaught of Western men of fortune, zealous missionaries and
infectious diseases by retreating into isolationism and erection of barriers to
protect civilization from the onslaught of barbarians.
Long before the seafaring conquests of Europe, the Silk Road extended all
the way from China to Central Europe. It was a common sight to see Indian
traders in the Roman market and Roman ships frequenting Indian harbours.
Apart from trade and military life, India was well developed in cultural affairs.
It had cultivated advanced shastras or scriptures covering 64 different branches
of knowledge. Religious hatred was generally unknown in India apart from
some aberrant exceptions in South India. Though royal Kshatriya families
ruled in North India, down south the Vaisya agricultural community took the
lead in leadership-forming royal dynasties. Such South Indian royalties were
also men of notable character. The extraordinary spiritual insights of India’s
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Bhagavad Gita predate Ancient Greece’s philosophical wisdom. The great
Mahabharatha war was fought for the ideal of ridding the world of evil. At
one point in the epic, the Gita says that the war was won not so much on the
battlefield as in the subtle plane. More than 2000 years ago, King Ashoka renounced the principle of war after conquering all opponents on the battlefield.
Gradually the balance between East and West changed, as it always does
when more advanced and less advanced civilizations meet. The younger,
more aggressive with less to offer and more to gain, gradually acquires the
advantage over the older, more stable and sedentary civilization that seeks to
preserve the order and stability of what it already possesses. Thus, over the
past five centuries, the West has developed quickly, thriving on its trade with
the East and stimulated by its obvious inferiority to explore, invent, innovate
and seize that which it lacked. The triumphant rise of the West through commerce, military conquest, science, industry, the spread of education and democracy shifted the balance. The newly rich and powerful acquired a sense of
their own value and developed a world view based on the relative superiority
of Western culture. This view came to dominate the perspective of Western
scholars to the point that they mistook their temporary ascendency for a sign
of ultimate pre-eminence.
Indeed, the same viewpoint coloured their understanding of everything
outside Europe. America too was disparaged as a nascent unformed society.
The noted historian Paul Johnson observed that while he was at Oxford he
never heard America taken seriously by any scholar. Even the Encyclopaedia
Britannica devoted most of its space to Europe, its accomplishments and its
personalities, while great Asian achievements and personalities were given far
less attention. This prejudice reflected Europe’s deep preoccupation with itself.
It is only in the past three decades that European historians have awakened to
the realization that the entire history of the world during the past five centuries
was skewed and coloured by their own limited perspective and cultural values.
Given its very rapid advances and remarkable achievements in recent centuries, Europe’s self-preoccupation during this period is understandable.
But the difficulties the East and the West encountered in understanding,
appreciating and respecting one another have still deeper roots. We should
focus not merely on differences in their periods of ascendancy and relative
speed of advancement at different times. Indeed, the recent speed of change
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in Asia far exceeds the most rapid progress ever witnessed in the Western
world in the past. The lack of comprehension arises from more fundamental
differences in the cultures of the East and the West.
We can now see more clearly the highest achievements of both sides of
the world. They reveal distinct but complementary approaches to reality –
one mental, the other vital-social; one emphasizing the ultimate value of the
individual, the other the sacred value of the social collective; one founded on
individual uniqueness, the other on social unity. In the Western World, the
mind was liberated from the dominance of social culture and the past and
came to place increasing emphasis on the fullest freedom for the maximum
development of the individual. In the Eastern World, the mind was subordinated to the wider social goal of collective harmony, integration and continuity with the past. The West made freedom the ultimate value and perceived
society as the context and field for individual development and achievement.
The East based itself on the value of social harmony and continuity based on
a consciousness of the immense contribution of the collective to individual
achievement.
“When any truth or power is followed in the extreme, it inevitably
turns into its very opposite”
From the onset of the Renaissance, Reformation and Enlightenment in the
West, the individual progressively emerged from subordination to the collective in politics, religion, the economy and society. A culture of individualism
gradually came to replace the culture of individuality affirmed by the ancient
Greeks. The pursuit of self-interest replaced the loftier pursuit of self-realization. In India, the ultimate freedom of the individual to pursue a unique spiritual quest was preserved in the spiritual institution of sannyasa, in which a
mature man after fulfilling his obligations to family and society was entitled to
abandon all social responsibility to pursue the ultimate freedom of the spirit.
But as most Westerners tried to exercise their freedom within a narrow field
of egoistic self-interest, all but the most extraordinary Asians adhered to the
underlying spiritual values of society through subconscious subordination of
the individual ego to the social collective.
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Even today, adherence to spiritual values can be observed in the conscious
subordination of youth to the guidance and direction of elders. In India, the
ideal behind this attitude is the acceptance of the father as the spiritual guru,
even if the elder is illiterate and uninformed. The scriptures call on Indian
women to relate to their husbands as the representative of the Spirit in their
lives. The word for husband in India is Purusha, which means the Self. In situations where the husband deserts his wife and runs away, the wife has the right
to distance herself from him both emotionally and physically. It is very rare in
such situations for a wife to maintain a deeper spiritual allegiance to her spouse.
But there are known instances in which the ideal is still followed. Such subordination of the individual is frowned upon in the West. Even in modern educated
India today it is rejected by most as old-fashioned superstition. Nevertheless, it
is based on a knowledge that progress comes by accepting external challenges
and changing one’s own inner attitudes and surrendering egoistic preferences.
The attitude in the West appears to be quite the opposite, but it is based on
a complementary principle. In Jane Austen’s novel Pride and Prejudice, Mr.
Bennet is portrayed as a typical English country gentleman. After his marriage, he finds that his wife is not amenable to reason. He seeks the peace and
quiet of reading literature in the seclusion of his library. The family life goes
on for another 25 years without any major incident. Then tragedy strikes and
his youngest daughter elopes with a penniless adventurer named Wickham.
This shocks Mr. Bennet and the scandal threatens to prevent the marriages of
his four other daughters. Even then he does not turn to God or religion for solace. He relies solely on himself. He does not blame anyone else in the family
for the tragedy, not even Wickham. He recognizes his own negligence in the
way he had run the family and accepts full responsibility for the consequences.
As a reward for his personal sincerity, the run-away girl is located and safely
married off to her lover. It is a reward for his self-reliance. Such self-reliance
helped create a mental culture of individuality in the West. His good fortune
does not stop there. His two eldest daughters are both married to wealthy men
of a higher class. It is noteworthy that no one in the family turns to prayer at
the time of crisis. In a spiritual culture like India, most would instantly resort
to prayer. But in both cases, the result is attained by a subordination of egoistic personality to a higher value, either individual or collective. In this sense,
Western and Eastern cultures adopt complementary paths to perfection.
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“The process of organization has a tendency to limit and transfix
that which it attempts to express”
A mental culture prides itself on its intellectuality. That capacity helps to
liberate the mind from the limitations of superficial sense impressions. The
achievements of the last few centuries have been primarily those of the intellect. But when any truth or power is followed in the extreme, it inevitably
turns into its very opposite. Intellectual knowledge is always based on a set of
explicit or implicit assumptions. There are always issues that fall outside the
pale of assumptions. Often the limitation of initial premises is forgotten and
a partial truth is applied outside its field of validity. The extreme doctrines of
state communism and neoliberalism are examples of the excessive application
of partial truths as if they were universally valid.
Rupert Sheldrake is a well-known English biologist who applied the scientific method to study phenomena outside the normal pale of biological research. The thousands of experimental results he studied led him to develop
a controversial theory about the transmission of information based on subtle
knowledge about life known for millennia in Eastern culture. When Nature
published an article challenging his theory and research findings, Sheldrake
wrote to the editor presenting a detailed rebuttal of the objections. The editor dismissed his rebuttal without even reviewing the evidence because Sheldrake’s research and conclusions lay outside the established boundaries of
current scientific thinking. The editor’s attitude is a typical consequence of
intellectuality which mistakes a partial view for the whole reality. Intellectuality takes any issue and reduces it to abstract generalizations which omit vast
amounts of relevant information in the quest for a unifying principle. But the
process of accomplishment and the actions of great men such as Napoleon,
Churchill and Caesar cannot be reduced simply to abstractions.
Traditional Eastern cultures exhibit a different type of limitation, by blindly subordinating ideas and experience to established wisdom and thereby reducing knowledge to superstitious beliefs. Ancient Greece laid the foundations
for all the knowledge the Western world has today. It was purely mental and
did not extend to life or the higher realms above the mind. It lacked the intuitive perception of ancient India and the pragmatism of modern Europe.
As a result, the Golden Age of Greece survived for only a century. Greece’s
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mental culture gave birth to the more pragmatic mentality of ancient Rome.
Whereas the Greeks had applied the mind to the realm of pure mental ideas
– philosophy, mathematics and ethics – the Romans applied mental principles to the field of social life. Discarding the social traditions of the past, they
developed a civic and military culture based on law and mental principles of
organization, laying the foundations for the rise of the Roman Empire, which
lasted several centuries before its inevitable decline. The mind has the power
to clarify the insights of spiritual intuition that inevitably manifest themselves
in social superstition. But we see from this case that without the continuous
inspiration of spiritual knowledge, mental knowledge inevitably degenerates
into narrow rigid principles that suppress the vitality and complexity of life.
Without that spiritual influence, the mind cannot continue to grow.
“The future evolution of humanity requires the integration and
unification of multiple complementary perspectives to arrive at a
whole which transcends the narrow boundaries of competing partial truths. Contradictions are complements”
The Roman Empire declined as its physical expansion overstretched its financial resources and it lacked the subtle knowledge of the foundations of social
existence. Rome ran out of money because it did not understand the principle
of public debt. It did not realize that it could monetarize future tax revenues,
as England discovered ten centuries later and employed them as a resource
to finance its expanding empire. The foundation of money is people, human
relations and confidence in the social institutions. But at that time money had
not yet acquired its full symbolic power as the representative of the financial
power of the government and the nation. Without that support, the Roman
Empire came to an end.
Spirituality in India rose high enough to empower individuals to attain
spiritual liberation. Hundreds of spiritual seekers have successfully trodden
this path. Many more millions have adopted it as an ideal. Having this as the
goal, the country tries to implement these spiritual values in the vital life of the
nation, endowing the ancient society with enormous powers in every walk of
life. Consciousness evolves by organization and organization evolves by giving
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constant expression to new and greater sources of inspiration. But by its very
nature, the process of organization has a tendency to limit and transfix that
which it attempts to express, so eventually the inspiration that gave rise to the
organizational structure either dies out or has to seek new avenues for expression. The whole history of the world testifies to the need for perpetual renewal
of decadent, ossified organizations. In India, the very vitality of its ancient social institutions became an obstacle to future progress. As elsewhere, intuitive
wisdom became enshrined in doctrine. Living institutions ossified into rigidly
fixed social structures such as the caste system in India, the feudal system in
Europe and religious institutions in all countries. In the process, India lost her
native vitality and creativity and became enslaved first to conventional tradition and later to foreign occupation. Any hope of regaining her past spiritual
culture only became conceivable after India attained her independence.
There is a proper sequential order to the process of development. It appears that both the East and the West have strayed from that natural evolutionary sequence. The West was preoccupied with the quest for spiritual
salvation during the Middle Ages. The economic revolution that gave rise
to the Renaissance soon subordinated this quest for the pursuit of material
prosperity. Spirituality became ossified in the form of organized religion.
Until the end of World War II, church attendance in the West was very high.
The arrival of prosperity, democracy, education and free thinking diminished the influence of the church. In recent times a scarcity of priests in the
West has led to the large-scale import of clergymen from India and other
Asian countries.
As the Age of Imperialism thrived before its brief period of ascendancy
and rapid decline, the age of scientific materialism is now reaching the limitations of a purely physical understanding of reality. The global challenges confronting humanity today – political, economic, social, cultural and ecological
– are all a direct consequence of that limiting premise. They compel us to
challenge the validity of a dominant world view reaching the end of its utility.
Ultimately, knowledge is not the sole possession of any country or culture. It is
both wider and deeper than any one perspective can fully realize. The future
evolution of humanity requires the integration and unification of multiple
complementary perspectives to arrive at a whole which transcends the narrow
boundaries of competing partial truths. Contradictions are complements.
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In Europe, the development of mental culture was spearheaded by the
aristocracy. The English parliament was for a long time populated solely by
members of the aristocracy. Many were men of notable character and capable
of selfless service. In those days, members of the Parliament, other than cabinet ministers, were not paid. Only those with property could afford to serve.
The upper classes enjoyed the incomes from vast landed properties inherited
over time. These properties were taken care of by tenants who also doubled
as soldiers during times of war. This arrangement effectively meant that real
power remained with aristocracy. The English who came to India were surprised beyond measure by the profusion of castes in the country. They valued
aristocratic blood as much as the Indians valued caste purity. Aristocrats retained their relevance so long as they retained their character supported by
extensive income. Even impoverished aristocrats usually retained something
of that nobility of character.
But the decline in the status and wealth of aristocracy eventually brought
with it a decline in the values on which it had earlier risen and been sustained. Even where wealth was retained, character gradually declined with
the intermixture of the classes and the lure of new sources of wealth. Like
organization, character and culture need to be continuously replenished by
springs of deeper energies in order to sustain high values. Anthony Trollope’s
novel Dr. Thorne depicts the immense power of high values amidst the declining culture of 19th-century England. Dr. Thorne is the descendant of one
line of an 800-year-old family which gradually loses its property and wealth.
Impoverished after the death of his clergyman father, Dr. Thorne still retains
the high character of his aristocratic class. His younger brother, Henry, however, displays all the weaknesses in character of a people and class in decline.
Henry is killed by a stonemason named Roger after he seduces Roger’s beautiful and virtuous sister Mary, offering false promises of love and marriage.
Henry’s older brother Thomas learns the truth and pleads with the court to
save Roger from lifelong imprisonment. During Roger’s six months in prison,
Thomas helps Mary marry and move to the colonies, by agreeing to adopt the
baby girl, also named Mary, who is born out of wedlock. After his release from
prison, Roger rises to the heights of commercial success as a contractor and
acquires massive wealth equal to that of many aristocrats. Meanwhile Thomas
then becomes physician to the family of the wealthy Squire Gresham, whose
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wealth is quickly vanishing as the result of his marriage to an Earl’s daughter
and costly failures in Parliamentary elections. Raised in close proximity, the
Squire’s son Frank falls in love with Mary, the doctor’s illegitimate niece, and
insists on marrying her. Frank’s parents protest both because of Mary’s low
birth, and also because they desperately need Frank to marry into a wealthy
family in order to avoid the bankruptcy of the Gresham estate. After years of
delay, Frank insists on his love for Mary, but Mary declines marriage to avoid
becoming the source of misfortune to his family. Through it all Dr. Thorne
has faithfully served as the trusted adviser to both the wealthy Roger and impoverished Squire. At last Roger dies and bequeaths his immense wealth to
Mary. As his executor, Thorne presides over the transfer of wealth to his niece
and her marriage to Frank. Thorne’s ancient family of high values is restored
to prominence. The illegitimate but now wealthy Mary is elevated by marriage to Frank into high society. The Greshams are saved from bankruptcy
by Frank’s marriage to Mary. The situation Dr. Thorne faces is so daunting
that few men could retain their sanity under such circumstances. He lives by
his aristocratic values with no thought of personal gain. His entire conduct is
guided by the highest values.
The values of the East and the West are thus complementary and mutually
reinforcing.
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Meanings of Europe for ethnic minorities and majorities
Alberto Gasparini, University of Trieste, Member of Club of Rome
Abstract: What does Europe mean for Europeans, for many parts of Europe or places outside Europe where there are social groups of European origin? The paper attempts to answer
these questions through research carried out on fourteen samples of ethnic minorities and majorities of Europeans (2798 interviews) living in the Italian region of Friuli Venezia Giulia
(Italians, Slovenes, Friulians), in the Serb region of Vojvodina (Serbs, Hungarians, Slovaks),
in the Ukrainian region of Kharkiv (Ukrainians, Russians, Belarussians, Jews), and in
the Siberian region of Tjumen (Russians, Ukrainians, Caucasians, Tartars). Each sample
was asked about its attitudes to Europe and the meanings of Europa. The main meanings
(through attitudes) of Europe were: an area included between the Atlantic Ocean and the
Urals, a Christian civilization, the European Union (EU), a common family, the West, the
subjugation of some peoples, a common culture, a vague idea. The paper considers the intensity
and the relations of all these meanings between the macro-regions, between ethnic groups, and
between minorities and majorities. The most important difference among the meanings is due
to the macro-regions, first of all, and inside each region the difference between minorities and
majorities. At the same level of macro-region also the structure of the meaning is very different. For example, the most important factor (Factor Analysis) in Friuli Venezia Giulia is very
simple (the West, EU, common culture); on the contrary in Vojvodina the first factor is more
complex. In the Kharkiv region the structure of the first factor is simpler, but different from
the Italian content (that is: Europe is overwhelming some peoples and a vague idea); the most
important factor (first) is simple for the groups of the Tjumen region, but the structure of the
meanings of Europe is composed of the West and a vague idea.
Keywords: Meanings of Europa, macro-regions: Friuli Venezia Giulia, Vojvodina,
Kharkiv, Tjumen; Ethnic majorities and minorities: Italians, Slovene, Friulans; Serbs,
Hungarians, Slovaks; Ukrainians, Russians, Belorussians, Jews; Russians, Ukrainians,
Caucasics, Tartars; Factor Analysis.
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Sommario: Cosa significa l’Europa per gli Europei, di molte parti di Europa o, di
luoghi esterni l’Europa dove ci sono gruppi sociali di origine europea? Il paper cerca di
rispondere a questi problemi attraverso una ricerca svolta in quattordici campioni di etnie
maggioritario e minoritarie di Europei (2798 persone intervistate). Queste etnie vivono
nella regione italiana del Friuli Venezia Giulia (Italiani, Sloveni e Friulani), nella regione
serba della Vojvodina (Serbi, Ungheresi, e Slovacchi), nella regione ucraina di Kharkiv
(Ucraini, Russi, Bielorussi ed Ebrei), e la regione siberiana di Tjumen (Russi, Ucraini,
Caucasici, Tartari). Ad ogni campione erano richiesti gli atteggiamenti verso l’Europa e i
suoi significati. I principali significati (rilevati attraverso gli atteggiamenti) della Europa
erano i seguenti: 1) un’area compresa tra l’Oceano Atlantico e gli Urali, 2) una civiltà
cristiana, 3) l’Unione Europea (UE), 4) una famiglia comune, 5) l’Occidente, 6) la sopraffazione di alcuni popoli, 7) una cultura comune, 8) un’idea vaga. Il paper considera
la diffusione e le relazioni di tutti questi significati tra le macro-regioni, tra i gruppi etnici,
e tra maggioranze e minoranze. La più importante differenza tra i significati è dovuta alle
macro-regioni, prima di tutto, ed entro ogni regione tra minoranze e maggioranze etniche.
Inoltre allo stesso livello di macro-regione anche la struttura dei significati è molto diversa.
Per esempio, il più importante fattore (dalla Analisi fattoriale) in Friuli Venezia Giulia è
molto semplice (Occidente, Unione Europea, cultura comune); al contrario nella Vojvodina
il primo fattore è il più complesso. Nelle regioni di Kharkiv la struttura del primo fattore è
il più semplice, ma diverso dal contenuto italiano (cioè: l’Europa è sopraffazione su alcuni
popoli e idea vaga); così come il più importante fattore (il primo) è semplice per i gruppi
della regione di Tjumen, ma la struttura dei significati di Europa è composta da Occidente
e idea vaga.
Parole chiave: Significati di Europa; macro-regioni: Friuli Venezia Giulia, Vojvodina,
Kharkiv, Tjumen; etnie maggioritarie e minoritarie: Italiani, Sloveni, Friulani; Serbi Ungheresi, Slovacchi; Ucraini, Russi, Bielorussi, Ebrei; Russi, Ucraini, Caucasici, Tartari;
Analisi fattoriale.

Introduction
What does Europe mean for Europeans, in the many parts of Europe and in
non-European places with social groups of European origin?
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This article presents the answers given in a survey by fourteen samples
of Europeans, involving interviews with 2798 people in the regions of Friuli
Venezia Giulia (Italy), Vojvodina (Serbia), Kharkiv (Ukraine) and Tjumen (Siberia).
In this survey we identified the meanings of Europe underlined by sociological theory and empirical research. We then submitted these meanings to the
scrutiny of people living in regions within the European Union and outside it
so as to mark out a system of meanings pertaining to a range of cultures, national polities and economies in four regions in Italy, Serbia, the Ukraine and
Siberian Russia. This method was driven by a desire to understand how the
meanings are perceived – in complex terms, of greater or lesser importance
– in four areas of four countries, since regional complexities to some extent
reflect the complexity of a state or a nation. Interviews were conducted with
a range of ethnic samples made up of one majority group and two or three
minority groups in each region – three or four per region.
The method was specifically designed to achieve at least two objectives.
The first was to understand how and to what extent regional complexity reflects national complexity. The second was to interrogate the various samples
of majority and minority ethnic groups so as to get a picture of how much the
meanings they attribute to Europe converge or diverge and thereby suggest
possible cultural policies towards Europe to be pursued by national governments and local authorities so that such policies conform as much as possible
to the expectations of the social groups and national societies in question.
The research model to be built was required firstly to define the practical meanings of Europe, secondly to connect the perceptions of the meanings attributed by the regional (and national) inhabitants, and thirdly to compare those perceptions of the meanings of Europe among the various ethnic
groups according to the power each of them wield (as a majority or minority)
in the society of each of the four regions.
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Meanings of Europe, for regional societies and for majority and
minority ethnic groups
Meanings of Europe. Theoretical definitions and empirical indications
A meaning is an abstract entity which represents an object or the fact used as
a reference for and/or explanation of the concrete object in question (Frigerio
2010: 10588-10609). This idea of a meaning is connected to that of a symbol
– according to Cassirer (1979: 80), a symbol is the active instrument of mediation between the concrete and the concept. Using symbolic forms, mankind
composes a spiritual universe around perceptible signs which are able to give
it meaning (Cassirer 1961: 20; Pieri 2010: 10629-10637; Strykes 2000: 30963098).
By way of a premise it may first be asked what the possible meaning of
Europe are. One answer is to be found in the fact that the meaning of an
abstract entity becomes a concrete reference if the place or context experienced takes on a range of meanings and thereby acts as the symbol of a fully
accomplished world – and, in Europe’s case, as the extension from a small
place to a large place which encompasses many cultural, historical and social
varieties of a single global entity. In such a case polysemy takes on the value
of a global symbol (Europe) of something else which expresses the social functions of identity, belonging and attachment emerging from a mix of cognitive
selection, feelings of security and rootedness in community history. Meaning
thus comes to symbolise something socially important by dint of integration
in and attachment to the community and society.
It has already been observed that the sources of the symbolism of spaces
are to be found in the archetypes of space (axis mundi as centre, area, distance,
border: see Berthelot 1949; Wheatley 1981; Gasparini 1996, 2000; Eliade
1966; Yi Fu Tuan 1974; Demarchi 1989) itself, in the social relations (see Gasparini 1982a: 204, 2000: 213-226) experienced in that space, and in the history and diachronic of the community, large or small (Gasparini 1982a:187214; Eliade 1966; Kaschuba 1995: 193), in which people live.
As interpretations of how and what Europe may be, meanings obviously
change over time. A great deal of literature has concentrated on the foundation and evolution of Europe and the meanings that have imprinted them- 46 -
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selves on European consciousness. One example is the consciousness described by Flavio Innocenzi (1997), another is the development of an idea
of Europe analysed historically by Kevin Wilson and Jan Van Der Dussen
(1995: 13-210), then there are the values and cultures of Europe described by
Oliver Galland and Yannik Lemel (2010: 23-40), Pietro Rossi’s many “roots”
of Europe (2007: 55-74), the construction of United Europes past and present
in Utopias and historical manifestations analysed by Adolfo Morganti (2005)
and Josef Langer (2017: 61-68), and future scenarios for the current European Union presented by Alberto Gasparini (2014b: 357-373).
This research project considers the present meanings of Europe in relation to a series of elements: geographical size, political divisions, values and
culture, the family, religion, dialectic social relations. We set out to explore the
Europe that forms identity and produces attachment in terms of the following
possible meanings.
The first meaning is the identification of Europe with the West (Europe is the West)
(Waever 1995: 161, 171-173, 181-187): at the fall of communism the western
side of what was the Iron Curtain – with its heart in Italy, West Germany,
France and Britain – represented freedom, affluence and the assertion of civil
society. The West was where life was good, and it was supposed to be a model.
The second meaning has Europe as the scene of clashes between peoples (Bettin Lattes
1995: 34-39; Innocenzi 1997; Waever 1995: 181-200, 203; Kaschuba 1995:
194, 196, 198; Gasparini 2004: 36-38) with a similar basic culture but with
different local cultures and above all different interests, accentuated by nationstates, their institutions and the peoples of which they are composed. In specific terms this meaning derives from the history experienced by the states of
Europe, one of continuous conflict between the political entities of which it
was and is composed, and therefore of foreign governments which dominated
peoples and regions.
The third meaning is based on the identification of Europe with the EEC, subsequently the European Union (EU) (Alaminos 2002: 46-53; Waever 1995: 202-205).
Evoked by the familiar phrases “being in Europe” and “entering Europe”,
this meaning is based on the idea that in Europe there is a more European
Europe, that is to say a centre and a heart around which there rotates a system of hopes of entering and a system for the dissemination of standard rules
adopted by the European Union.
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The fourth meaning emphasises Europe as a single cultural entity (Kaschuba 1995:
193-194, 253-354; Gasparini 2994; Tsvetkov 2015; Waever 1995: 181-200;
Den Boer 1995: 44, 62-63; Morganti 2005; Montanari 2002, 2004). A cultural entity means a collection of values, ideas, ways of feeling and thinking, and lifestyles which have taken shape as the result of spreading through
the countries of Europe, settling in them for centuries and being synthesised
into something specific and unique. Down the centuries the main actors in
this process have followed one another on the basis of absorption by expansion, from a centre towards the periphery: from Greece to Magna Grecia and
what is now the south of France; from Rome to Spain, France, part of Germany and England; from Germany to central and eastern Europe; from Italy
to northern Europe; from Spain to Italy and most of central Europe; from
France to the whole of Europe and Russia; from Britain to Europe, and so on.
Initially these expansions mainly involved cultural and intellectual elites
and the civil societies formed by them. Over time they formed a common and
unique culture with a deep-rooted sense of common history and background,
artistic riches, lifestyle, conceptualisation of the individual and subsequently
forms of government that emphasised the creative role of civil society, the
secularisation of the political sphere whereby power changed from “the grace
of God” to the enlightenment of the higher idea (the Enlightenment), and
finally to the role of establishing and supporting the framework of rules for
the dominant civil society.
The fifth meaning is geographical in character, concerning the establishment
of the extreme borders within which the single culture and conflicts between
peoples have developed. Clearly, reference here is made to the extreme borders
constituted by the Atlantic Ocean and the mountain chain of the Urals, which divides two
immense plains (Szűcs 1996: 7-14; Galland and Lemel 2010: 24-25; Langer
2017: 61-68; Morganti 2005: 48-50; Den Boer 1995: 44; Waever 1995: 173;
Alaminos 2002: 47-52; Innocenzi 1997: 41-43).
The sixth meaning has Europe as a common family (Gasparini 2004; Ortega
1995: 101-124; Kaschuba 1995: 196, 204, 256; Galland and Lemel 2010:
57-80) in which time has seen successive waves of whose who command and
those who obey. It is thus a Europe seen as a protracted millennial family saga,
with the saga as a metaphor for an infinite chain of generations. And in every
family, of course, at any given time there is a generation which commands,
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others in a less commanding position, and others which obey. There are the
old patriarchs, their adult offspring, brothers (old and young), and children;
and then there are men and there are women. To continue the metaphor, in
the European family there are “patriarch” nation-states, linked medium-sized
states (also acting as transmission belts), recalcitrant medium-sized states (dissidents or “black sheep”), and small states; there are political-warrior states,
peaceful states, states devoted to commerce and finance, and so on. This may
be a new mirror of many centuries of Europe’s past life.
The seventh meaning in this analysis is Europe as a Christian civilisation (Gasparini
1987: 73-89; Den Boer 1995: 27, 69; Bugge 1995: 131ss.; Magnier 1995: 203232; Bontempi 2002: 229-264; Galland and Lemel 2010: 41-56, 125-127).
It is a Christian civilisation that expanded in Europe for a series of reasons.
First of all because Christianity is a religion which 1) serves to undermine the
power of the ruling classes; 2) connects man personally to a divine interlocutor,
though in certain cases through the mediation of the church; 3) encourages
the formation of the idea that man’s relationship with God is the load-bearing
structure of society, which means that man can rebel against the state, he may
legitimately pursue through his individual actions the path indicated directly
(and sacredly) by God, he is convinced that he possesses his own rights independently of his local community, the state and the church, and he is tempted
to turn his proximity to and direct contect with God into a substitution for
God himself (though only as a “small god” who is his own master from birth
to death). Fourthly, the Christian specificity of Europe is supported by the “religious cleansing” of Muslim elements of the population and the isolation of
others which do not conform to Christianity, such as the Jews. At the same
time Christianity, as a religion connecting man directly to God (though the
connection is mediated by churches) through his faith and works, is increasingly secularised. That is to say man, in his social and operational identity as an
individual, must recognise that everybody has the right to connect directly with
God and, since everybody acts in society, everybody must recognise that others may interpret and act upon the principle of doing social good in the best
possible way (best because of the direct connection with God). This has two
consequences. The first is that such actions must have contents and results of
direct benefit to the life of community, the city and society (and God remains
an ultimate and ideal reference in everyday situations orientated towards inter- 49 -
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mediate goals only indirectly connected to God). The second is that precisely
because each individual is connected to God he may rightfully decide on his
own approach to social questions. In other words, social actions have only an
indirect reference to God, and everyone is the bearer of his own truth in the
social actions he carries out. The consequence is the secular nature of social
and political action, and Christianity, which is a root of Europe, itself takes on
secular connotations. In point of fact we see an idea of Christian civilisation
for Europe which has over the centuries conducted a sort of religious cleansing against neighbouring faiths, has fragmented into a number of forms, and
ultimately has assumed fairly or highly secular characteristics.
The eighth and last meaning considered here is the undefinability and inexpressibility, perhaps affective, of Europe considered as a “vague idea”. In this case
“vague” may indicate a feeling, not capable of expression in words, of affection for the idea of Europe, because it is all or only some of the above meanings, but also others which cannot be put into words. Here “vague idea” may
indicate simple attachment, and thus emotional and value-orientated “noise”
or, perhaps to a greater degree, a context, a stage, a container for Europe
as a culture, Christian roots, a geographical expression, political formations,
the nucleus of something bigger (the West), and so forth. It is clear that this
meaning, precisely in the function of context, emotional background noise,
inexpressibility, may play an essential role for an understanding of European
peoples’ attachment to Europe.
Meanings of Europe as seen by regions and ethnic groups
The meanings of Europe expressed by people – or rather samples of interviewees – represent the perceptions of ethnic social groups living in regions
within countries. These meanings stem from cultural “constructions” of history, values, identities, attachments to values past and present in social cultures,
personal and inter-personal experiences, and so on. Precisely because of these
various origins some meanings are more settled than others, some more compatible than others, some more intensely felt than others. The meanings of
Europe are thus a collection of archetypal, traditional, modern, forward-looking and aspirational elements experienced within societies.
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The groups interviewed reside in four European regions: Friuli Venezia Giulia in the republic of Italy, Vojvodina in the republic of Serbia, the Kharkiv
oblast in the republic of Ukraine and the Tyumen oblast in the Russian Federation. All four regions are peripheral within their countries and three of them
are national border regions.
The peripheral position of the four regions corresponds to their location on
the internal borders of their respective countries. Friuli Venezia Giulia is a long way
from the metropolitan areas and power centres of Milan and Rome. Vojvodina
is a long way from Belgrade, as is Kharkiv from Kiev. Tyumen is far removed
from the central Moscow-St. Petersburg axis. From this peripheral standpoint
the meanings of Europe may be influenced not only negatively but in a positive
sense in comparison with the national cultures of their respective countries.
The four regions’ peripheral position on their external national borders increases their complexity. To that position with respect to the national centre is
added the area’s specificity in terms of cultural plurality, a sense of belonging
to a specific culture shared by populations beyond the border, and membership of more than one ethnic and social group in a plurality of cultures which
give a unique character to feelings of empathy in international relations and
towards a range of groups in the national state, the neighbouring state, and
towards Europe in general and its meanings (Gasparini 2014a, 2017).
The selection of regions peripheral in their respective countries and the
inclusion in the interviewed samples of majority and minority ethnic groups
thus endow this research with particular significance. It is possible to highlight the social and cultural diversities expressed in the putative meanings of
Europe and in a more general sense to endow the scientific analysis with a
greater complexity of factual knowledge and of explanation of the various
meanings of Europe.
These, then, are the reasons for the choice of the Italian region of Friuli
Venezia Giulia, which borders on Austria and Slovenia; the Serbian region of
Vojvodina, which borders on Croatia, Hungary and Romania; the Ukrainian
region of Kharkiv, which borders on the Russian Federation; and the region
of Tyumen, located in western Siberia and sharing a border with Kazakhstan.
Within each of these regions a number of ethnic groups were interviewed.
Friuli Venezia Giulia has a resident population of 1,217,872 (2017) and
is composed of four provinces (Pordenone and Udine in Friuli, Gorizia and
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Trieste in Venezia Giulia), in which the biggest towns are Trieste (204,234
residents) and Udine (99,341 residents). The native populations are the Italian majority, whose language of education and use is spoken by the region’s
entire population; the Friulan minority, whose Rhaeto-Romance language is
spoken by about 600,000 people in the region’s western provinces of Pordenone and Udine; the Slovene minority (between 61,000 and 80,000 people)
living in the east of the region close to the Slovene border; the Germanspeaking minority living in the northern part of the region (province of
Udine) near the Austrian border. From these ethnic groups were chosen three
similarly-sised samples of residents: from the Italian majority and the Friulan
and Slovene minorities.
The Vojvodina region is located in the north-east of the republic of Serbia.
Its capital is Novi Sad, on the Danube, and its resident population (2015) is
1,881,357; it shares borders with Croatia, Hungary and Romania. Its autochthonous ethnic composition reflects its neighbouring populations (Croats,
Hungarians and Romanians). The region’s history is bound up with the Austro-Hungarian empire and the immigration of Germans and Catholic Slavs
from Baden-Wurtemberg (Schwabians) and Slovakia respectively. In 2011 the
ethnic majority was Serbian (66.76%) and the minority groups were Hungarian (13%), Slovak (2.6%), Croatian (2.43%), Romanian (1.32%) and German
(0.17%). In the research project the samples of interviewees were from the
Serbian majority and the Hungarian and Slovak ethnic minorities (Bankovic
1994: 11-17).
The third region is the Oblast (province) of Kharkiv, in eastern Ukraine.
It is inhabited by 2,701,200 people, of whom in the 2001 census 70.7% were
Ukrainian, 25.6% Russian, 0.5% Belarusian and 0.4% Jewish. The rest of the
population was predominantly Caucasian: Armenians, Azeris, Georgians and
Tartars. The Jewish population used to be much more numerous; in 1926 it
made up 19.5% of the total, but since the wartime Holocaust and post-war
emigration to Israel the number of Jews living in the Kharkiv Oblast has
constantly diminished. Four samples of the Kharkiv population were interviewed: the majority Ukrainians and the minority groups of Russians, Belarusians and Jews. For the purposes of comparison, each group of interviewees
was numerically similar. The samples were drawn from rural areas, small and
medium-sized towns and the urban district of Kharkiv.
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The fourth region is the Oblast of Tyumen, located in a remote and
peripheral (and gas-rich) area of Russia in western Siberia, lying on the
fluvial system comprising the Tyumenka, Tula, Tobol and Irtysh rivers. The
Oblast’s administrative authority stretches from the Kazakh border to the
Arctic Circle. In 2010 the region had a population of 3,339,755 people,
of whom 720,575 were registered as residents in Tyumen, the capital, in
2016. In ethnic terms the region is 73.3% Russian, 7.5% Tartar – the original autochthonous population, 4.9% Ukrainian and 3.3% Caucasian. Here
too, the number of interviewees per ethnic group is not proportional to its
size, but this does not preclude the formation of useful comparisons. The
composition of the four samples included interviewees from various areas
of the Oblast: the urban districts of Tyumen, Surgut and the rural area of
Nizhnevartovsk.
Research methods and locations
The methods used in the research were fairly complex. They comprised the
following three stages.
Sample formation
In each of the four regions sampling was divided by ethnic groups, making
up a total of 14 groups, and geographically – rural areas, small and mediumsized towns and large towns or cities.
The total of 2,798 interviewees was composed of 14 samples from four
European regions. The first, in the European Union, is the Italian region of
Friuli Venezia Giulia (1); the second, in the Balkans, is the Serbian province of
Vojvodina (2); the third is the region of Karkhiv in the Ukraine (3); the fourth
is the region of Tjumen in the Russian federation (4).
1. Financed by the Italian National Research Council (CNR), the survey
was carried out by a team in Department of Human Sciences at the University of Trieste directed by Alberto Gasparini, Giovanni Delli Zotti and Moreno
Zago. Interviews were conducted with samples from ethnic-national groups in
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Friuli Venezia Giulia: Italians (272 interviewees), Friulani (141) and Slovenes
(187), making a total of 600 interviewees.
2. The research was conducted by a team led by Miroljub Radojkovic and
Srbobran Branković at the Institute of Political Studies in Belgrade. Interviews were carried out with samples from three ethnic-national groups in Vojvodina: Serbs (195 interviewees), Hungarians (222) and Slovaks (132), making a total of 549 interviewees.
3. The research was carried out by a team from the University of Kharkiv
directed by Vil Bakirov. Interviews were conducted with samples from four
ethnic-national groups in the Ukrainian region of Kharkiv: Ukrainians (209
interviewees), Russians (200), Belarussians (200) and Jews (200), making a total
of 809 interviewees.
4. The research was carried out by a team led by Klara Barbakova from
the University of Tyumen. Interviews were conducted with samples from four
ethnic-national groups in the Siberian region of Tyumen (Russian Federation): Russians (265 interviewees), Tartars (258), Ukrainians (181) and Caucasians (136), making a total of 840 interviewees.
The questionnaire
The questionnaire presented common themes in each region, plus some specific features regarding each region. The themes were as follows: (1) basic
values; (2) ethnic group membership; (3) nation of citizenship and Europe;
what the nation is, what Europe means, what Europe should be; (4) national ethnic groups for Europe, the distance between group of membership and other
groups. These themes were transformed into statements/indicators distributed on Likert scales. In this paper the indicators are taken as possible meanings
of Europe for each of the regions and ethnic groups in question.
Processing of data collected
The data were analysed according to distribution by region and by ethnic
group, then by bivariate variable analysis and lastly by multivariate analysis
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in the form of factor analysis for each of the four regions. General use was
made of Pearson correlations between two variables, whether they were a
relationship between two single variables or between a single variable and a
single factor.
Intensity with which the meanings are perceived by European
groups
To what extent are the above meanings real? The answers to this question
were obtained by asking the interviewees in our fourteen ethnic-cultural samples whether they were very much, fairly, not much or not at all in agreement
with each of them.
Meanings of Europe, in general terms
The options chosen by the interviewees (from Friuli Venezia Giulia to areas
further east) result in agreement (fairly and very much) with two groups of
meanings and another more marginal one
Table 1. Meanings according to % very much in agreement
Meanings of Europe

% very much or fairly in agreement

5th Atlantic-Urals area

59.9

7 Christian civilisation

55,4

3th European Union

53.8

6th A common family

51.1

1th The West

41.2

2th The subjugation of some peoples

35.1

4th A single cultural entity

32.7

8th A vague idea

28.3

Average approval of meanings

44.7

th
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The first group comprises the geographical demarcation (59.9%), Christian civilisation with all the characteristics mentioned above (55.4%), the European
Union as an organised political-economic entity (53.8%), and the structured
biological-generational metaphor of the common family (51.1%). These four
meanings make up a synthesis of containment within extreme borders, religious and cultural roots, an organised reference point and macro-ethnic kinship roots.
It may be termed a synthesis because it contains essential elements of a
form of unity. This result has value if considered in the light of the preamble
to the Constitution approved by the European Union, over which there was
a long debate. This is emphasised by Christians, Jews (as will be seen in the
sample of Jewish people in the region of Kharkiv) and Muslims (as shown
below in the sample of Tartars in the region of Tjumen) alike.
The second group comprises meanings with a lower level of agreement than
the first. They are Europe as the West (41.2%), Europe as the subjugation of
some peoples by others (35.1%), and Europe as a single cultural unity radiating out from some European countries to others (32.7%).
In general terms these three meanings may be interpreted as being centred
mainly on relations between Europe’s internal components and on the dialectic contents of those relations: the West as a reference point for all the rest
of Europe on the strength of its values of liberal democracy, the individual
and affluence; the struggle against subjugation among European peoples; cultural unity resulting from cultural globalisation spread from a central area
(Italy, Spain, France, Germany and Britain) through all European countries
(through elite and intellectual culture).
Lastly, with the lowest level of agreement, there is the meaning of Europe as a vague idea. The interpretation of Europe as noise, context and
something inexpressible was less frequent. Interviewees were more inclined to
express their definitions of Europe in terms of the other meanings proposed.
In other words (still at a general level) the meanings attributed to Europe
tend to be specific and based on some definable elements rather than implicit
and vaguely and holistically referring to emotional factors.
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Meanings in the four regions
Agreement (at the two levels of intensity) with the meanings proposed may be
summed up in the following percentages:
Table 2. Meanings according to very much and fairly in agreement in four European regions
Meanings of Europe

% very much or fairly in agreement in the regions

Europe is

Friuli V.G.

Voivodina

Kharkiv

Tiumen

Overall

5 Atlantic-Urals area

77.5

71.0

33.1

66.7

59.9

7 Christian civilisation

58.2

67.9

57.9

42.0

55.4

3 European Union (EU)

48.5

60.0

55.7

51.8

53.8

6th a common family

60.1

69.3

32.3

51.3

51.1

1st the West

49.7

63.6

51.5

5.6

41.2

2nd the subjugation of some
peoples

38.8

43.9

10.6

52.6

35.1

4th a single cultural entity

29.1

63.3

41.9

5.5

32.7

8 a vague idea

35.2

55.2

21.7

12.7

28.3

Overall mean of meanings

49.6

61.8

38.1

36.1

44.7

th
th

rd

th

Some meanings meet with general approval in the four regions, while for others the approval is uneven.
On average interviewees’ approval of the eight meanings may be said to
be generally very high in Vojvodina (an average of 61.8% agree with all eight
meanings, with a maximum of 71% and a minimum of 43.9%); on average
it is fairly high in Friuli Venezia Giulia, though rather uneven (49.6%, with a
maximum of 77.5% and a minimum of 29.1%); it is fairly low and markedly
uneven in the regions of Kharkiv (38.1%, with a maximum of 57.9% and a
minimum of 10.6%) and Tjumen (36.1%, with a maximum of 66.7% and a
minimum of 5.5%).
This may mean that all the meanings are approved (even Europe as a
vague idea) or that there is a selection among them. So as to read such upward or downward trends, due among other things to a generically optimistic
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culture or an equally methodological cultural pessimism, we may relate each
of these approval percentages (fair or high level of agreement) to the average
approval percentage, making the average percentage equal to 100. The result
of the table above is thereby transformed into the following table (with each
percentage related to the average of 100).
Relating (standardising) agreement with the meanings of Europe to 100
provides the considerable advantage of making the percentage agreement for
each meaning comparable for the regions in question. That is because each
percentage has a new average of 100 and each one may be read as a difference (plus or minus) from 100. Now an initial interpretation of the data may
be carried out for each of the meanings.
Europe appears to be defined by the demarcation of its external borders
(the Atlantic and the Urals) most markedly for the inhabitants of an extreme
region of Europe – the Siberian part of the Eurasian Russian Federation. In
Tjumen the standardised number is 184.8%. Second place for this meaning
goes to the inhabitants of a region in the original nucleus of the European
Union: Friuli Venezia Giulia recorded a result of 156.3%. Noteworthy here is
the fact that an external region and one integrated in Europe perceive Europe
in the same way, unlike the regions in between (Vojvodina and Kharkiv); this
indicates two convergent ways of interpreting the borders (external and internal) and their ability to demarcate Europe.
Table 3. Meanings of Europe according to the standardised % of agreement and the four
regions
Meanings of Europe
Europe is …

Standardised % of agreement meaning and the four
regions (very much/fairly in agreement)
Friuli V.G.

Vojvodina

Kharkiv

Tyumen

Overall

5 area between the Atlantic
and the Urals

156.3

114.9

86.9

184.8

134.0

7th Christian civilisation

117.3

109.9

152.0

116.3

123.9

3th European Union

97.8

97.1

146.2

143.5

120.4

6 a common family

121.2

112.1

84.8

142.1

114.3

1st the West

100.2

102.9

135.2

15.5

92.2

th

th
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2nd the subjugation of some
peoples

78.2

71.0

27.8

145.7

78.5

4th a single cultural entity

58.7

102.4

110.0

15.2

73.2

8 a vague idea

71.0

89.3

57.2

35.2

63.3

mean = 100

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

mean

(49.6)

(61.8)

(38.1)

(36.1)

(44.7)

th

Europe as a Christian civilisation is above the mean (100) in all the regions, an
indication that this meaning is broadly perceived.
It is most marked in the Ukraine (152.0%), where the Orthodox church
has a large following but also non-Christian interviewees such as Jews – their
agreement with the perception of Europe as a Christian civilisation is the
highest of all the fourteen samples (165.3%). People in the Tartar community
in Siberia also consider Europe as a Christian civilisation.
The identification of Europe with the European Union (EEC, EU) is more
widespread among people in the Ukraine (146.2%) and Siberia (143.5%) than
among ethnic and national groups inside or in proximity to the EU. This may
be read as an index of a low level of awareness about what the European
Union is and means. Something similar is the case for the identification of
Europe with the West, which is very strongly perceived, perhaps excessively
so, by the groups living in the eastern Ukraine (Kharkiv – 135.2%). By contrast, the perception of this meaning is very weak in the groups interviewed
in Siberia (15.5%), which points to an unclear idea of what the West means
among those who are separated from European Russia and eastern Europe.
The idea of Europe as a common family is above the average of all the
meanings in Friuli Venezia Giulia and Vojvodina, and is particularly marked
for the Siberians (142.1%) but much less in the Ukraine (84.8%). Here again
there is a contrast between those who see Europe in biological-generational
terms (the Siberians, with a consequent form of nativism) and those who see
it more as a cultural (and national) entity (the Ukrainians).
Indeed, the perception of Europe as a single cultural entity is widespread
among the Ukrainians (110.0%), and much less marked in Italy (58.7%) and
above all among those least touched by that entity – the Siberians in Tjumen
(15.2%).
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The subjugation of some peoples by others bulks large for those looking
at Europe from outside, which are the people of Siberia, including those of
European origin – Russians, Ukrainians, Caucasians and perhaps the Tartars
(145.7%). Eastern Europeans such as the groups in the Kharkiv region are the
least inclined to identify the subjugation of peoples (27.8%), a sign that they
idealise relations among the peoples of Europe.
Lastly, the idea of Europe as a vague idea has little resonance, and here
too the lowest degree of recognition is to be found in Tjumen (35.2%), where
there is little feeling of context, background noise and attachment to explain
the inexpressibility and vagueness of Europe.
To sum up, over the four regions the spread of meanings seems to be somewhat diversified. In Friuli Venezia Giulia the most recognised meanings of
Europe (with percentage peaks well above the mean (= 100) are in its borders
(from the Atlantic to the Urals) (156.3%), the common family (121.2%) and
Christian civilisation (117.3%). In the Balkans (Vojvodina) most of the meanings are acknowledged (with the exception of Europe as the subjugation of
peoples), but not much above the average – which itself its fairly high. In the
Kharkiv region the prevalent meanings are Christian civilisation (with the
highest approval of 152.0%), the political dimension of the European Union
(146.0%), the attraction of the idea of the West (135.2%) and cultural unity
(110%). The groups interviewed in the Tjumen region emphasise an idea of
Europe as defined by its geographical limits, ending at the Urals (184.8%), the
subjugation of peoples as a mark of European history (145.7%), the existence
of a common family with the atavistic metaphors implicit in the succession of
generations (142.1%) and lastly Europe as a political model exemplified in the
European Union (143.5%).
Looked at another way, there is a configuration of four models of meaning,
emphasising, from inside the European Union to its periphery and outside it:
1) its context, religion and the metaphor of the family (Friuli Venezia Giulia);
2) the combination of many meanings with no particular peaks of identification (Vojvodina); 3) Christian civilisation as the roots of Europe, the West as
a point of reference and the EU as a political model (Kharkiv); 4) Europe’s
demarcating borders (Atlantic-Urals) the subjugation of peoples, the “nativism” of the family and the political model of the EU; that is to say a synthesis
of meanings adding up to Europe as a “confined” entity defined by elements
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which are relational (subjugation) and biological (in the family-generational
metaphor) rather than cultural (Tjumen).
Meanings, by ethnic groups
Another way of analysing the meanings attributed to Europe is in terms of
the views expressed by ethnic groups. This perspective is important because
it links the national micro and national macro scales. In history and from
a theoretical standpoint there has always been a sort of attraction between
these two extremes since macro entities, in exchange for loyalty, have always
granted considerable room to micro entities and have tended to restrict their
expansion to a number of general spheres, values and rules, leaving ample
interpretative and active scope to the local. This is akin to the logic of a culture spread on a large scale, strong in character but limited to functions of
coordination, reference, spurring, and legitimisation of dominance – and in
adopting a defensive position it becomes a sort of weak culture. It thus stands
in contrast to circumscribed ethnic group culture which is weak because it has
no pretensions to impose on its neighbours, but this “understatement” gives
it the strength to prevail on its home ground. Such a relationship between
macro and micro is strengthened by functions which are complementary between the two levels. Such a relationship is different from that which obtained,
and still obtains, between the national norm (the nation state) and the ethnic
groups which compose it, in which the prevailing forces are competition and
fear (expressible to varying degrees) that a small ethnicity may threaten the
national norm (and that the national norm may threaten the small ethnicity),
in turn threatening the legitimisation of its dominance and freedom of action.
These premises gave rise to the division of the four regional samples into
samples of ethnic groups with significant standing in the regions in question.
In Friuli Venezia Giulia the study centred on the Italian ethnic-national group
(the majority), the Friulans (local majority, national minority) and the Slovenes
(ethnic minority with a national state beyond the Italian border). In Vojvodina
the groups are the Serbian majority and the Slovak and Hungarian minorities.
In the Kharkiv region (Ukraine) the groups are the Ukrainian majority and
the Russian, Belarussian and Jewish minorities; the last of these groups was
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included because the Jewish community is large, well organised and with a
strong sense of identity. In the Tjumen region (the Ob/Irtish area of Siberia in
the Russian Federation) four groups were studied: the Russian majority and the
Tartar, Ukrainian and Caucasian minorities1 (5). Of these groups only the Tartars are basically indigenous (though not all of them), while the others migrated from Russia and, under Stalin’s rule, from the Ukraine and the Caucasus.
In cultural and above all religious terms, four groups are markedly Catholic
(Italians, Friulans, Slovenes and Slovaks), one is predominantly Catholic with
a Protestant presence (Hungarians), six are markedly Orthodox (Serbs, Ukrainians in the Ukraine, Belorussians in the Ukraine, Russians in the Ukraine,
Russians in Siberia, Ukrainians in Siberia), one is Christian with a Muslim
presence (Caucasians) and the Tartar group has a Muslim majority. There are
clear cultural pluralities here, and that may be an invaluable factor in a better
understanding of the meanings of Europe under analysis.
The data were again processed according to a standardised percentage set
at 100 so as to compare the fourteen ethnic groups (see Graph 1). The results
suggest a number of considerations that may be summarised in the following
points.
1) The attribution of importance (very/fairly) to the eight meanings in
question is in general evenly spread, but more marked (above the average of
100) in thirteen of the fourteen ethnic groups in the case of Europe as a Christian civilisation. Only among the Serbs is the percentage for this meaning
lower than 100 (96.2%), while among the Jews (non-Christians) it is 165.3%
and for the Orthodox groups it is also high (from 154% to 118.4%). They are
followed by the Muslim ethnic groups (Tartars and some of the Caucasians).
Christian civilisation is emphasised by non-Christians (Jews) as the acknowledgement of a situation, and by Orthodox and Catholic groups as members
of Christian communities.
After the recognition of Europe’s Christian character, the next meanings,
in order, are the political-geographical significance of the European Union
and the Europe’s Atlantic-Urals borders. For these, eleven groups showed an
identification greater than 100 and only three less than 100.
1 The Caucasians interviewed comprised 56 Georgians, 39 Azerbaijanis, 23 Armenians, 11
Chechens, 4 Ingush, 3 Ossetians.
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It is worth pointing out that the groups who attach less importance to Europe as the European Union are those already in the EU – Italians and Friulans – and the Serbs, who are still a long way from it, despite its geographical
proximity. The Atlantic-Urals idea of Europe is identified to a high degree or
a low degree by groups living just inside or immediately beyond the borders so
defined. The groups in Siberia consider it a defining characteristic of Europe,
those in the Ukraine do not consider it relevant.
Graph 1.1. Perceptions of the meaning of Europe expressed by the fourteen ethnic groups,
in decreasing order of standardised of percentages (mean = 100),

EUROPE IS …
The West

Subjugation

European Union

Jews U

(151.5)

Russians S.

(159.4)

Caucasians S

(167.5)

Ukrainians U

(138.9)

Tartars S.

(159.2)

Ukrainians U

(152.7)

Russians U

(128.6)

Ukrainians S.

(154.2)

Tartars S

151.6)

Belorussians

(123.1)

Caucasians S

(110.6)

Russians U

(148.2)

Italians

(109.8)

Serbs

(88.5)

Jews U

(143.3)

Hungarians

(109.0)

Friulans

(88.4)

Belorussians

(140.5)

Serbs

(101.6)

OVERALL

(78.5)

Russians S.

(137.2)

Slovaks

(99.1)

Slovaks

(78.1)

OVERALL

(120.4)

Friulans

(97.1)

Slovenes

(77.0)

Ukrainians S

(118.7)

Slovenes

(93.0)

Italians

(68.4)

Hungarians

(111.1)

OVERALL

(92.2)

Hungarians

(43.2)

Slovaks

(104.8)

Ukrainians S

(22.3)

Russians S

(34,3)

Slovenes

(101.1)

Caucasians S

(21.0)

Belorussians

(31.1)

Italians

(97.8)

Tartars S

(11.7)

UKrainians U

(28.4)

Friulans

(94.8)

Russians S.

(7.8)

Jews U

(16.5)

Serbs

(76.6)

Legend: U = Ukraine; S = Siberia
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Graph 1.2. Perceptions of the meaning of Europe expressed by the fourteen ethnic groups,
in decreasing order of standardised percentuages (mean = 100)

EUROPE IS …
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Atlantic to Urals

Common family

Hungarians
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Ukrainians S.
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Tartars S
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Russians S
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Russians U
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Tartars S

(173.7)

Friulans
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Belorussians
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Slovenes
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Slovenes
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Slovaks

(100.7)

Italians
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Serbs

(117.5)

Serbs

(89.0)

Friulans

(140.8)

Slovaks
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OVERALL
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OVERALL
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OVERALL

(114.3)

Slovenes

(59.6)

Serbs
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Italians

(108.6)
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Russians U
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(57.8)
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(109.6)

Hungarians

(103.4)

Caucasians S

(21.3)

Belorussians

(100.7)

Caucasians S.

(86.8)

Tartars S

(13.4)

Jews U

(93.7)

Belorussians

(84.6)

Russians S

(13.3)

Ukrainians U

(83.6)

Jews U

(78.5)

Ukrainians S

(13.1)

Russians U

68.7)

Ukrainians U

(72.9)

Legend: U = Ukraine; S = Siberia
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Graph 1.3. Perceptions of the meanings of Europe expressed by the fourteen groups, in decreasing order of stantardised percentages (mean = 100)

EUROPE IS …
Christian civilisation

Vague idea

Jews U

(165.3)

Serbs

(108.8)

Russians U

(154.0)

Caucasians S.

(104.8)

Ukrainians U

(152.4)

Slovaks

(81.4)

Belorussians

(138.1)

Hungarians

(77.1)

Russians S.

126.3)

Belorussians S.

(75.9)

OVERALL

(123.9)

Italians

(74.6)

Hungarians

(122.8)

Friulans

(74.0)

Italians

(119.2)

Slovenes

(63.8)

Ukrainians

(118.4)

OVERALL

(63.3)

Friulans

(116.2)

Ukrainians U.

(59.1)

Slovenes

(116.2)

Russians U

(56.4)

Tartars S.

(112.2)

Jews U

(34.7)

Slovaks

(112.1)

Ukrainians S

(14.8)

Caucasians S

(108.1)

Tartars S

(12.8)

Serbs

(96.2)

Russians S

(9.9)

Legend: U = Uktaine; S = Siberia

Another value recognised (over 100%) by many groups (10 out of 14) is Europe as a common family – a family, as explained above, more biological and
naturalistic than others. Particularly high in this recognition were the Tartars
(164.4%) and the Siberian groups, followed by the Friulani and Slovenes.
Europe as the West and Europe as a cultural entity scored generally around
the average (100.0%). The Jews and Ukrainian minorities were those most
inclined to recognise these meanings, while the Siberian groups showed the
opposite tendency.
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Europe as a vague idea was recognised more by the Serbs and Caucasians
and less by all the other groups. Europe as the subjugation of peoples is recognised most by those living east of the Urals (the Siberians). Among those
less inclined to share this value, the Jews scored a mere 16.5% compared to
the standardised average of 100.
2) The second point to emerge is that the three groups in Friuli Venezia Giulia find themselves in an intermediate position with regard to the meanings,
except that they are less inclined than others to see Europe as the European
Union. This means that for them the meanings of Europe are more cultural
than political.
The groups in Vojvodina also identify with the meanings of Europe less
than others, with the exception of Europe as a vague idea – as noise, background, something inexpressible (Serbs and Slovaks in particular).
The groups emerging at the extremes of the importance attached to the
eight meanings are those in the Ukraine and Siberia. The Ukrainians (Ukrainians, Russians, Belarussians, Jews) identify Europe as the West, a cultural
entity and Christian civilisation, with much less emphasis on subjugation, the
Atlantic-Urals borders and a common family. The Siberian groups (Russians,
Tartars, Ukrainians, Caucasians) show a similar split in emphases, but in a
contrasting sense: they see Europe as subjugation, the European Union, Atlantic-Urals and a common family; much less as the West, a cultural entity
and a vague idea.
3) The above observations should not be interpreted as lack of (statistically)
significant differences between the regional ethnic groups. This is shown by
the fact that in cross-referencing the percentages of identification with the
meanings for the ethnic groups in each of the four regions, the “chi - square”
(χ²) indicates a significant difference (between the theoretical and empirical
distribution) in seven out of the eight meanings (the exception being Europe
as a cultural entity) among the Siberian groups (Russians, Tartars, Ukrainians,
Caucasians), and in five meanings out of eight (exceptions: Europe as the
West, Atlantic-Urals, Christian civilisation) among the groups in Vojvodina
(Serbs, Hungarians, Slovaks). For the groups in Friuli Venezia Giulia (Italians,
Friulans, Slovenes) and the Ukraine (Ukrainians, Russians, Belarussians, Jews)
the significant distances between the groups regard only two and three meanings respectively. In particular the Friulians emphasise Europe as subjugation
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more than the Italians do, and the Italians emphasise Europe from the Atlantic to the Urals more than the Friulans.
How can the above be interpreted, especially the differences between the
groups in Vojvodina and Siberia? An initial generic consideration is that the
ethnic groups in these regions have developed sensitivities to and forms of
awareness of Europe which are markedly complex, even though they are relatively homogeneous compared to ethnic groups in other regions and parts
of Europe. In Vojvodina there is a certain divergence in the attributions of
meanings to Europe between Hungarians and Serbs, while in Siberia the divergence is between Russians and Ukrainians on one side and Tartars and
Caucasians on the other. Further consideration would clearly lead to the identification of the explanatory variables in these groups’ history, consolidated
inter-group relations, religion and culture.
Reciprocal independence and interdependence of the meanings of
Europe
At this point in the analysis it may be observed that meanings of Europe are
part of an integrated whole of features distinguishing a concept and a culture.
This means that the eight meanings here considered can be grouped into larger
bodies which configure meanings broader than each of the eight single ones.
These underlying groups of meanings may be identified by recourse to the
correlations between the meanings and then to the factors produced by factor
analyses carried out on the four regions and the fourteen ethnic groups (See
Table 4).
Some of the results are summarised in Graph 2, which shows the contents
of the first three factors for each region. For each of these factors the explanatory power (explained variance) is shown and consideration is given to the
correlations between the meanings of which the factor is composed.
Under each of the meanings are variable dimensions/factors which indicate how Europe is perceived, interpreted and experiences in its many geographical areas. These are essential conceptual dimensions locally enriched
with particular combinations of markers.
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Table 4. Rotated component matrix of the loadings of the 8 meanings of Europe, according
to the varimax method, and according to the factors of the four regions (Friuli V. G., Vojvodina, Kharkiv and Tyumen)

The dimensions of the meanings in the four regions regard first of all (first
dimension) a sort of identification between Europe as the West and as the
European Union, and thus between forms of political organisation and a central authoritative nucleus of Europe. The second dimension is the identification of Europe as a Christian civilisation and a common cultural entity. The
significant correlation between the two meanings, which in Vojvodina and
Kharkiv is particularly high (r = 0.43 and 0.34 respectively), means that the
religious value of Christian civilisation is diluted as it becomes part of a common cultural entity that is Europe. The third conceptual dimension derives
from the fact that the meanings of Europe as the subjugation of peoples, its
Atlantic-Urals extent and a vague idea are sufficiently closely linked to form a
broader meaning: the vague idea of Europe is in fact a container of ideas of
Europe of a spatial and geographical nature, with peoples who have historically been in states of conflict and conditions of exploitation. The noise of the
vague idea mentioned initially to define this meaning of Europe is actually a
socio-spatial context of emotions rather than inexpressibility.
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In sum then, there are three dimensions underlying the meanings of Europe, reciprocally independent in each of the regions and common to all of
them, European and non-European alike. The first is secular-political (the
West and the European Union); the second is cultural, in which the common
culture is identified in Christian civilisation; the third is socio-spatial with a generic and vague context (subjugation of peoples, Atlantic-Urals, vague idea).
Since the dimensions of meanings are independent (produced by the factors
in each region), the implication is that the European citizen has modern and
fairly isolated views in terms of the practical realities and ways of conceiving
and experiencing Europe – regarding politics and everyday life, culture and
identity and the European socio-spatial context. The correlations between the
variables making up each of the dimensions of meaning are very high.
In each regional context the three general dimensions of meanings present
some privileged relationships with other meanings around the common structure, which form highly specific configurations for each of the four regions.
A reading of Graphs 1 and 2 enables us to analyse the main features of each
of these configurations. The two extremes are represented by Friuli Venezia
Giulia and Tjumen, with Vojvodina and Kharkiv in fairly similar intermediate positions.
For the people (Italians, Friulans and Slovenes) living in Friuli Venezia Giulia the most important factor correlates with and distinguishes from the other
meanings those connected to politics and everyday life (Europe as the West
and as the European Union: r = 0.35), but they are closely integrated in Europe’s common cultural entity (r = 0.39 with the European Union and 0.23
with the West). That is interesting because it indicates that 1) the West and the
European Union are of a piece with the cultural dimension of Europe; 2) that
cultural image is somewhat detached from the idea of Europe as a Christian
civilisation. Christian civilisation (second factor) rather takes on a meaning of
attachment to a metaphorical common family, which is located in the space
between the Atlantic and the Urals. In other words Christian civilisation turns
out to be more connected to the meanings of belonging ascribed to the family
than to membership of a single great culture, with the values, objects and
norms which denote it. Lastly, Europe as the subjugation of peoples and as
a vague idea are both isolated (independent) in a “non-factor”, the third. In
addition to accounting for only 13.5% of the total variance, this factor acts as
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a dimension independent from the other two, comprising meanings that for
these Italian citizens have very little in common (r = 0.08).
In Friuli Venezia Giulia, therefore, the only region in the European Union,
the political and spatial factors (the first and second) are augmented with cultural values which are identified less with Christian civilisation because the
latter is rather the product of a deeper spirit characterised by reproductive
relations (of the personality and social man) represented by the family (though
in this case Europe can be a family only metaphorically). Lastly, the subjugation of peoples is very weakly connected to Europe as a vague idea.
Graph 2.1. - Correlations between meanings which from the first, the second and the third
factors, extracted by factor analysis for the regions of Friuli Venezia Giulia and Vojvodina
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Graph 2.2. - Correlations between meanings which from the first, the second and the third
factors, extracted by factor analysis for the regions of Kharkiv and Tyumen

As already observed, Vojvodina and Kharkiv present structures of independent meanings which are very similar for all three factors. In the first the subjugation of peoples is strongly connected to Europe as a vague idea. In the
second the West is connected to the European Union. In the third factor
Christian civilisation is connected to the common culture.
In these two regions people perceive this structure of meanings with a significant intensity of the link (correlation) between the meanings, but they combine the meanings in slightly different aggregations. In Vojvodina the variables
within each factor are highly correlated: the correlation (r) is often found to be
between 0.50 and 0.43; in Kharkiv the highest correlations are between 0.41
and 0.34. What is more striking is that in Vojvodina the meaning of Europe as
a common family reinforces the idea of Europe as the subjugation of peoples
and as a vague idea, thereby emphasising the asymmetrical and dialectic relations obtaining between generations in a family (especially a traditional one).
By contrast, in Kharkiv Europe as a common family strengthens the idea of
Europe as a Christian civilisation and a single cultural entity, thereby emphasising the profound emotional and formative impact of individual social
belonging that the family expresses and – above all – has always expressed.
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Lastly, the independent (factorial) dimension of the meanings of Europe perceived by the Russians, Tartars, Ukrainians and Caucasians in the Tjumen region seem to emphasise views of Europe from outside, from Siberia, which are
rather different from the inside view of the residents of Friuli Venezia Giulia.
On this it should be said firstly that the real number of factors (independent dimensions) is two, not three, because the third factor is made up of a
single meaning, which is the European Union: this is a “mute” meaning which
has no link to the other seven. Secondly, the first factor strongly connects (r =
0.48) the idea of Europe as the West with Europe as a vague idea. The vague
idea therefore seems to mean nothing (not emotion or noise) other than the
West and its context. Thirdly, the other five meanings go to make up a single
dimension/independent factor (second factor), but with reciprocal links (correlations) which are very weak and lead to a new interpretation of the idea of
Europe as the subjugation of peoples. Such subjugation of peoples by other
peoples is bound less to Europe as a vague idea than to the asymmetrical relations obtaining in the (common) family (r = 0.13) and in particular to Christian civilisation (r = 0.17), thus interpreted as an ideological context, and to
the common culture (r = 0.11), which has had the function of underpinning
the subjugation of weaker peoples by the strong. In other words, for the Tjumen groups an outside view of Europe (first factor) appears to be accompanied by a stereotyped image of meanings used to signify Europe beyond the
Urals, where they identify a subjugation of peoples, a Christian civilisation, a
common family, a single culture and a space which begins at the Atlantic and
ends at the Urals.
At this point the analysis conducted thus far could be extended to cover each
of the fourteen groups singly. Since such detail is not possible here within the
constraints of this article, it must suffice to observe in general terms how the
eight meanings of Europe combine in independent factors/dimensions. The
most frequent combination (Graph 3) is between Europe as the West and as
the European Union, identified by twelve out of the fourteen ethnic groups.
Other frequent combinations are Europe as the subjugation of peoples and 1)
the common family, in ten ethnic groups; 2) Atlantico-Urals, in six groups; 3) a
vague idea, in seven groups. Europe as a Christian civilisation combines with a
single cultural entity in eight of the fourteen ethnic groups, with Atlantic-Urals
in seven groups, and with the common family in five of the fourteen groups.
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Para-operational conclusions
Perceptions of each of the meanings of Europe have been identified in the
four regions and the fourteen ethnic groups comprised in the study. The next
step was to examine the extent to which these meanings are interconnected
and the extent to which they are independent. We may conclude with some
thoughts on the usefulness of the results in terms of cultural policy.
Knowing the extent to which a meaning is commonly perceived is important for the orientation of cultural actions. It also enables initiatives to be
taken to strengthen meanings which are considered positive and weaken those
which are deemed negative.
Graph 3. - Percentages of paired combination of meanings in any given factor of the fourteen
factor analysis of the fourteen ethnic groups
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Following such an analysis it is useful to know how the meanings are aggregated, how they combine and whether they are independent, since it allows
policy makers to understand whether an initiative implemented to strengthen
(or weaken) a meaning may in fact strengthen (or weaken) another meaning,
or other meanings, of Europe. Knowing the existence of combinations or
independence among meanings makes it easier to plan and implement the
best strategies to make Europe figure more prominently in people’s minds and
emotions now and in the future.
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Great Patriotic War: on the crossroads of views of past
and future Russian generations1
Elena I. Pronina, Senior researcher, Institute of Sociology, Federal
Center of Theoretical and Applied Sociology, Russian Academy of
Sciences (RAS), Moscow
Abstract: This article presents the survey results of Russian students and schoolchildren
regarding historical memory. 1,885 schoolchildren and 10,065 students were interviewed
during the project. The fieldwork was conducted online and the research was completed in
March 2020, on the eve of 75th anniversary of the Great Victory. The results of the online
survey allow us to declare the influence of gender, educational and age factors to patriotic attitudes of the respondents. The term patriotism is used as one of the key words for the analysis;
it is featured as a polysemantic conception of the worldview and ideological attitudes of the
Soviet people during The Great Patriotic War and afterwards of contemporary youth. The
article is focused on individual as well as general historical memory, concerning every young
person who tries to comprehend this historical event. The answers of respondents allow the
drawing of conclusions concerning the worldview of Russian adolescents and an indication
of the influence of common history and various agents of socialization on their worldview.
1 The article examined results of a study undertaken in February-March 2020 under the
leadership of the Russian Society of Sociologists involving 1,885 (96.5%) Russian schoolchildren (grades 8-11, age 13 to 17, 56% girls and 44% boys). The questionnaire of the research
entitled “Students about the Great Patriotic War” conducted by Russian Society of Sociologists, was used as the basis of the toolkit (Russia and other countries). In 2020 the target group
included 10,065 students of Russian universities (97.4% of respondents were students from
18 to 24 years old, comprising 61% young women and 39% young men). The survey became
an integral component of the research initiated by a team of enthusiasts, like-minded people
of the Russian Society of Sociologists under the leadership of Vishnevsky Yu. The study of
schoolchildren included filling out an online questionnaire, the link was sent to the addresses
of schools and posted on social media. Approximately 10% of respondents were interviewed
traditionally, by filling out a paper version of the questionnaire. The study of students included an online form of methodology.
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Keywords: The Great Patriotic War, historical memory, generations, adolescents, youth,
patriotism, volunteer activities, self-construction.
Sommario: L’articolo presenta i risultati della ricerca su adolescenti e studenti russi
relativa alla memoria storica. 1.885 adolescenti (13-17 anni) e 10.065 studenti (18-24
anni) furono intervistati nel corso del progetto di ricerca. Il lavoro sul campo venne svolto
online e la ricerca venne conclusa nel marzo 2020, in occasione del 75th anniversario della Grande Vittoria. I risultati della ricerca online ci permisero di individuare l’influenza
dei fattori di genere, istruzione ed età sugli atteggiamenti patriottici degli intervistati. Il
termine patriottismo è utilizzato come una delle parole chiave per l’analisi; esso è caratterizzato come una polisemantica della visione del mondo e un atteggiamento ideologico
del popolo Sovietico durante della Grande Guerra Patriottica e poi dell’attuale gioventù.
L’articolo è focalizzato sull’individuo oltre che alla generale memoria storica, riguardante
ogni giovane persona che cerca di capire questo evento storico. Le risposte degli intervistati
permettono di trarre le conclusioni relative la visione del mondo degli adolescenti e di
indicare l’influenza della storia comune ed i vari agenti della socializzazione sulla loro
visione del mondo.
Parole chiave: La Grande Guerra Patriottica, memoria storica, generazioni, adolescenti,
gioventù, patriottismo attività di volontariato, auto-costruzione
Introduction
The radical changes which have taken place in Russian society during past
three decades have entailed the transformation of traditional social institutions, including the sphere of education. Personality constructions occur
through the life process but it is necessary to mention that the years in school
and university are extremely important. During this period the ways of communication of young people with the wider world are founding, elaborating
and transforming, their social roles are forming and their civil position is
being established. Social memory as a phenomenon of social consciousness,
which is seen as a foundation of any social community, also becomes a subject of social transformations.
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The issues of the Great Patriotic War are closely connected with Russian
history. Many ideas have been discussed in social literature. Others still need
to be analyzed. Among these, as part of the topic of historical memory considered in the article we were able to highlight the issue of the historical memory of the most important social group – youth.
According to Piotr Sztompka’s theory of social change, the social processes
may take place at three levels of social reality, and each level of individual or
mass consciousness is characterized by specific values2. The survey conducted
among the senior schoolchildren on the eve of 75th anniversary of the Victory Day may show the factors that can have an influence on the social wellbeing of youth.
How true is the suggestion that during turbulent times, youth and adolescents
become apolitical and indifferent to their historical past? What is the significance of the victory in the Great Patriotic Was for modern Russian adolescents.
Great Patriotic War in the focus of schools
The article is focused on the search for the answers, based on the data from a
sociological online-survey of schoolchildren. Why do we try to explore the issue
of historical memory, seen by schoolchildren, over and over again? This concern is far from being something new. What should it give to us as researchers?
Adolescents usually do not have their own opinion regarding political
events, they mostly express the views of their social environment. Thus, the
question is what does the environment transmit to schoolchildren? Are the
material culture holders influencing the historical memory of the individual?
The research conducted may provide an analysis of this problem and give
answers to these numerous questions, highlighting the specific features of the
civil socialization of modern adolescents.
One of the goals was to investigate the relation of Russian high school
children to the theme of Great Patriotic War. Survey results show that the
interest in the events of the heroic past stays permanent. Most contemporary
2 Piotr Sztompka, The Sociology of Social Change (in Russian), M.: - Aspect Press, 1996
– 416 p., p.43.
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young people consider the issue of the Great past of the country to be personally very important (Table 1).
Table 1. Do you agree with the statement: “The Great Patriotic War was a long time ago, I’m
not interested in it”?
Options

Schoolchildren (%)

Disagree

70

Partly agree

25

Agree

5

Total
Number of cases

100
1,885

The complete analysis of any subject seems impossible without an interest
and focused attitude to the theme. Some part of the high school participants
answered that they are not interested in the events of The Great Patriotic
War and the fate of people who lived during those times, i.e. for every twentieth respondent the knowledge about their historical past is not emotionally
colored. If we suggest that feeling, as a unique emotional disposition, may
motivate one action or another, then the distribution of respondents’ answers
to the following question appears to be extremely important (Table 2). The
survey of schoolchildren was carried out as a part of The Russian Society of
Sociologist monitoring, which enabled us to provide comparative data despite
the quantitative difference in the arrays of the respondents¹.
Table 2. “The 75th anniversary of Victory Day approaching. What does this date mean to you?”
Schoolchildren
(%)

Students
(%)

The feat of older generations, their dedication and love for
the Motherland will be the example for new generations

56

50

Over the years, the memory of the war is increasingly
erased in the minds of new generations, it is overshadowed by other events and problems

18

24

Options
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Memory of the past war remains in the minds of my peers

18

17

Heroism and self-sacrifice during The Great Patriotic
War are becoming alien to a large part of young people

8

9

100
1,885

100
10,065

Total
Number of cases

“The feat of older generations, their dedication and love for the Motherland
will be the example for new generations” appeared to be a most popular answer regardless of the gender and age aspects of the respondents. “Memory
of the past war remains in the minds of my peers” was ranked in third place.
For answering a question on behalf of others (peers of the respondents), a
person needs to communicate with them and discuss the actual theme. In
a possible future we will realize that such communication with peers on the
themes connected with Great patriotic War is not a priority, that is why the
views about “opinions of friends” are quite vague.
Comparing the pool of answers to the question “What do you feel on the
eve of 75th anniversary of the Great Victory”, we can underline the insignificant difference. Nevertheless, schoolchildren more often than students replied
that “the feat of older generations, their dedication and love for the Motherland will be the example for new generations”.
The schoolchildren more often note the importance and relevance of the
heroic memory, the exploits of older generations, believing more often than
the students in the good example of future dedication and love to Motherland. It can be argued that the theme of war and historical memory of ancestors appears to be more significant for the high school respondents due their
close connection with the influence of family and the school. By contrast, the
students are more independent and experience the search for their own life
strategies. It can be assumed that nowadays the disruption in the patriotic
education of youth appears to be between high school and university.
We can also assume that the results of the civic and patriotic education of
modern schoolchildren appear to be sustainable quite rarely.
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What is the source of historical memory?
Positive attitudes towards the preservation of the historical memory of the
Great Patriotic War are extremely significant as the emotional part of memory.
What are the sources of this knowledge, how are they transmitted? (Table 3)
Table 3. “From what sources did you get the knowledge regarding the Great Patriotic War?” *
Options

Schoolchildren
(%)

Students
(%)

Teachers

73

77

Stories of relatives

71

65

Soviet movies

66

66

School textbooks

57

74

Meetings with veterans

43

43

Soviet documentaries

41

43

Fiction

38

43

Contemporary movies

37

35

Contemporary documentaries

31

28

Internet forums

30

19

Talk shows on TV

12

10

Scientific research

7

10

Memoirs of generals, participants in the war

7

9

University professors

2

28

Other

2

11

517
1,885

559
10,065

Number of answers
Number of cases

* Due to the fact that each respondent could give multiple answers at the same time, the
amount is more than 100%.

First of all, the answers are to be found in the stories of relatives and teachers.
It should be noted that over the past three decades the focus on a patriotic
upbringing has neither left nor returned to Russian schools. At the same time,
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the family as previously remains the main source of information about the
Great Patriotic War, although its influence is seen more by schoolchildren
than by students. It was not a surprise for the researchers. Schoolchildren stay
with their parents and students mostly live far away from their homes and
families. Soviet so-called “classic” movies about the Great Patriotic War are
highly valued by both groups of the respondents. It means the movies were
produced before 1991. The next position was occupied by school textbooks
and the interesting fact is that students placed them higher than did schoolchildren. Possibly, university education does not actualize the Great Patriotic
War theme as prominently as schools.
Meetings with veterans as the source regarding the Great Patriotic War were
ranked fifth by both students and high school pupils due to the reduction of
these meetings in recent years. Obviously, fewer and fewer veterans may participate in active social life, discussing their experiences and the events of the heroic
past. Specifically we shall investigate the role of fiction. It has always been one
of the key sources of knowledge about war. Nowadays students place a higher
value on fiction as a reservoir of knowledge compared to high school pupils.
Are young people keen to read more and more? It is a plausible hypothesis. Sociologists whose research subject is reading behavior remark that “nowadays in modern schools literature lessons have decreased, extracurricular
reading is not popular, the culture of reading among pupils and their reading
literacy are not forming correctly and their understanding of fiction is quite
weak”. Nevertheless, the researchers conclude that modern school possibly
performs its function on preserving and transforming the historical past3
Thus, on a par with the family, where the most important components of
memory are formed, alongside teachers, on the basis of the school curriculum textbooks, fiction, programs of patriotic education and the school’s sociocultural activity on the education of the modern citizen and patriot show a significant impact, forming attitudes to the memory of the Great Patriotic War.
Answers to the question “With whom do you usually discuss The Great Patriotic War theme?” reaffirm the previously noted hierarchical order of recei3 Chudinova V. P., Reading activity of children and adolescents in 2017: the opinion of children’s librarians/ / Sociologist psychologist in the library: Collection of articles and materials, Issue XI/
Russian State Library for Youth; Ed. – comp. M. M. Samokhina. ., 2018: 100.
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ving knowledge. In the first place are teachers and professors. The next group
is the senior generation (grandmothers, grandfathers, great-grandfathers and
great-grandmothers) and only afterwards – parents. This theme does not register much popularity among friends’ conversations. Representatives of this
age group discuss other possible subjects and issues.
Gender also differences have to be noted: young men more often than women discuss the Great Patriotic War with friends (10% of respondents compared to 5% of female respondents), but the amount of those who do not
talk about the War at all is also bigger (18% male against 11% female respondents). Various reasons may be attributed to this. One of them is the institutionalized opinion that “war does not have a female face”. Some other research
shows that male respondents are the bigger fans of computer games devoted
to war themes compared to females. Every seventh schoolchild never discusses
war issues (which means here that he never expresses his own opinion).
We are far from overestimating the school’s role; we appreciate the role and
efforts of the schoolteachers and lessons of history regarding the formation of
historical memory. A modern schoolchild spends a significant part of his daily
life at school. Therefore, the events and reactions of school routines play a huge
role in the forming and shaping of the self-identification of future citizens. During lessons of history, literature and extracurricular socio-cultural activities teachers have the opportunity to show their position towards the Great Patriotic
War events. Their civic position influences the historical memory of the future
generations. It must be noted that most teachers cope with this task quite successfully, and the results of research demonstrate this evidence.
However, the fact remains the same: the further in the past the event is, the
less its significance for the next generations. The teacher of history Leonid
Katsva says: “Honestly, I do not see any tragedy in fact that each next generation knows less and less about the war. That is quite sad, but I do not consider
this is as tragedy, as it is a natural process”4.
Another question is how to relate to this pattern: to follow the flow or to
resist it. Such an objectivist attitude of teachers decreases or removes the responsibility for attitude construction of schoolchildren regarding the Great
Patriotic War.
4 Ibid
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We refer to Katsva’s opinion again: “I remember the past and have to say
that history textbooks or literature textbooks or any school textbooks at all
never formed the knowledge or attitude to the War. Other sources formed the
attitude: books, fiction and movies more than theatre, stories of grandfathers
and parents, our place next to apartments where kids play ‘Ours’ (Russians) and
‘Germans’”5. He is quite sure that school textbooks just formally introduce
history to the schoolchildren.
Yevgenia Abelyuk, the teacher of literature argues: “Kids started to write
me after I talked to them about the Great Patriotic War. The lessons inspired
them so much that the kid began to tell the story of his grandfather. He taught
Russian language in Adygeya (southern Russia), and a bomb hit the school,
some kids died before his eyes. The grandfather still cries as he talks about it
“The parents of other kids were killed in a train, as the train appeared to be
mined”.
“Most important, they start to write. For example: ‘I like to listen to my
grandfather, I feel his stories, understand them’. Another declares: ‘My grandmother told me exactly what her mother, my great-grandmother told her
about the war’”6. Stories told by grandmothers and grandfathers about the
war as well as communication with other relatives make a big impression on
children and adolescents.
Schoolchildren not only learn the details, but also have the chance to dive
into the story of their ancestors, getting emotional experience. Undoubtedly,
this may affect their relation to the homeland, whereby they appreciate the
sacrifices of their grand-grandfathers and grandfathers for the sake of peace
and future civilization.
To know historical memory or to act by preserving it?
The self-assessment of high school youth regarding their knowledge about the
Great Patriotic War from various sources of information is given in Table 4.
5 Ibid
6 The Great Patriotic war through the eyes of schoolchildren (in Russian). The record made
10/05/2009. URL: https://www.hse.ru/news/121696424.html. Date of application 10.04.2020.
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It is obvious that adolescents do not want to look worse than others do. Nevertheless, their self-esteem is quite indicative.
Table 4. “Do you think that you have enough knowledge regarding the Great Patriotic War?”
Schoolchildren, (%)
Options

Girls (%)

Boys (%)

Both genders
(%)

Yes

20

30

25

Not really, I should have more, but...

48

34

41

Not really, but it is enough for me

26

32

29

No

6

4

5

100
1,056

100
829

100
1,885

Total
Number of cases

Roughly every fourth respondent from high school considers his knowledge
about the war to be sufficient. 5% of them were quite self-critical and acknowledged the inadequacy of their knowledge. It sounds natural that 10%
more young men than young women suppose their knowledge to be satisfactory. Many more young women would love to know more, but…There is no
surprise that the War theme is more thrilling for men.
Physiological and biological factors determine the behavior of maturing
boys and shape their attitude to war through play, and upbringing from an
early age forms man as a warrior and defender. Toys, especially cars, trains,
constructors, toy guns, books about powerful and brave characters, different
qualities and hobbies – all these items form conditions whereby a boy meets
military games during early childhood. In later years, this knowledge about
the art of war increases through computer games (their visual content). Girls
and young women more frequently learn about war through real-life communication with those who can give personal information – grandmothers,
grandfathers, teachers/lecturers. Furthermore, girls more often mention
textbooks as a source of knowledge about The Great Patriotic War.
We can state the change of ideological priorities and the growth of a new
population over the past years, when the patriotism became the national ideal
and the feat of the Soviet people during the war is seen as the kernel of this
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idea. Nevertheless, the number of participants in that war is precipitously decreasing in cities and villages. So-called communicative memory is becoming
the public memory more and more, and it is forming through school textbooks, movies and the mass media.
Socio-cultural phenomenon or official boredom?
Regardless of gender, the young generations believe that dedication and love
to the Motherland and the feat of older generation will be an example for the
young, but what is being done nowadays for the conservation of this memory?
Do contemporary adolescents have the will and the energy to carry on this
memory, to pass it on in the future? The number of Russians and residents
of other countries which participate the Immortal regiment (also known as
Memorial March) is growing annually. What are the assessments of the youth
regarding this campaign (Table 5).
Table 5. Please indicate your opinion regarding the “Immortal Regiment” campaign
Options

Schoolchildren
(%)

This is a good form of education in patriotism

66

The personal, family aspect is very important in this campaign

45

The campaign can be expanded, home front workers during
the Great Patriotic War may be included into campaign

31

The campaign should also include participants in local wars
and conflicts

14

Other

2

Too much officialdom and obligations are presented during
the campaign

15

Number of answers
Number of cases

173
1,885

* Due to the fact that each respondent could give multiple answers at the same time, the
amount is more than 100%.
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According to this research, more than 20% of high school respondents declare their will to participate in Immortal Regiment this year, they are sure
that this campaign is a good form of patriotic education. Students, on the
contrary, noted too much officialdom and obligations during the campaign
(every fourth respondent).
However, the alternative opinion of high school students about the event in
general is more positive than that of students. It is no coincidence that universities and students have always been associated with free thinking in the good
sense of the term. Nothing that causes fear of restriction of freedom among
students is considered unequivocally positive. It is easy to take advantage of
this by presenting voluntary participation in the initiative as a forcedly organized event. While schoolchildren do not experience any public pressure when
deciding to participate or not to participate in the action, since participation
is decided as a family matter, personal. Thus, the memory of the people of
the Great Patriotic War is constantly enriched and acquires deeper meanings,
which is especially manifested in such a phenomenon as the “Immortal Regiment”, which has become nationwide.
Is it necessary to preserve the historical memory?
There are material and non-material keepers and carriers of the memory of
the Great Patriotic War. In addition to family relics, monuments to victorious
soldiers, mass graves in Russia and abroad and other places of memory are
considered to be material carriers. These objects of material culture – burial
sites, memorials, monuments to heroes and soldiers, are preserved by the state
as the evidence and the “echo of the previous war”.
Nowadays attempts to revise, rethink and to distort the role of the USSR
in World War II leads to the fact that monuments devoted to Soviet soldiers
have been demolished in various countries. What do the high school respondents, grandchildren and great-grandchildren of the Victors’ generation
think? (Table 6)
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Table 6. Currently, monuments to Soviet soldiers are being demolished in a number of foreign countries. From your point of view, how should Russia react to this?
Options

Schoolchildren
(%)

These countries are independent and free to do what they think. Russia shouldn’t interfere.

44

It is necessary to reduce cooperation with these countries

29

Recently archives have been opened, many facts have become known
that forced us to reconsider the role of the USSR in the World War II
and the post-war period

11

Personally, I don’t care

7

This is payback for the mistakes of the USSR in the post-war period

4

Other

4

Hard to say (I don’t know, in any way…)

1

Total
Number of cases

100
1,885

Almost every second pupil thinks that it concerns the interest and responsibility of those countries where the monuments are situated. 29% of respondents
support the idea of the reduction of collaboration with those countries. The
proportion of uninterested respondents is quite high. Possibly, the explanation
is that it happens outside the territory of Russia. Schoolchildren are more
categorical on this issue than students. They more often support a reduction
of cooperation with
other countries which have allowed the demolition of monuments to Soviet soldiers, and more rarely than students believe that those countries are
free to do what they think and Russia should not interfere with this process.
The foreign policy issues and the borders of interference and non-intervention in other countries’ actions on their territory in the field of historical
memory are the fundamental indicator of the population’s readiness to protect Russian interests in the framework of Europe and internationally. The
question is how do adolescents assess the Russian government’s actions regarding the preservation of monuments in Russia?
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Table 7. Please, mark if enough attention is paid to the conservation of memory of the feats
of soldiers, officers and home front workers in the Great Patriotic War?
Options

Schoolchildren (%)

Students, (%)

Yes

47

39

No

22

29

Hard to say

28

29

Personally I don’t care

3

3

100
1,885

100
10,065

Total
Number of cases

Often the government’s actions to preserve the memory of the heroic deeds
of the people during The Great Patriotic War are assessed positively, although
negative answers in combination with those who found it difficult to answer
exceed the number of positive ones. This can be seen even more expressively
in the answers of the students. At the same time, the number of students
who found it difficult to answer is greater, and the number of those who believe that the Russian Government pays sufficient attention to preserving the
memory of the heroic deeds of the people during the Great Patriotic War
among students is much less than among schoolchildren. Students are more
critical in their assessments of the Government’s actions on the issue of saving
memory than schoolchildren. One of the elements of preserving the memory
of the heroic deeds of soldiers, officers and participants in the war is the direct
preservation of burial areas in their hometown. When the question is asked
specifically about the state of monuments and graves and burials during the
Great Patriotic War in hometowns, the picture is different. There are significantly more opinions that these objects are in good condition. This is the answer of the majority of respondents among both students and schoolchildren.
The common and specific features in understanding the gender basis of patriotism
The research of the Russian Society of Sociologists was aimed from the start
at not only the past, but trying to gain a fresh perspective. In 2005 researchers
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thought about the concept of patriotism and asked the question what it means
for contemporary young people “to being a patriot of Russia”7.
In the present study of schoolchildren, the researchers have the opportunity to analyze the flow of two-dimensional allotments (by age and gender) towards the patriotic ideas and attitudes of high school respondents. Generally,
in descending order, a patriot is someone who respects and knows the history
of his country, feels proud of it, respects the veterans and soldiers of WWII,
elderly people and the disabled, feels responsibility for the actual events in the
country, is ready to make sacrifices for the country’s social interests, is ready to
work honestly and conscientiously, participates in social and political life and
does not avoid military service.
It should be underlined that we observe the same order of data in the survey conducted by Russian Society of Sociologists entitled “Students about the
Great Patriotic War” since 2005. The same evaluations of such a definition as
patriotism are presented in Table 8 (high school participants). To begin with,
the Russian patriot must respect and know the history of Russia and must be
proud of his country, regardless of the age and gender of the respondents.
Table 8. What does it mean to be a Russian patriot today?
What does it mean to be a Russian patriot today?

Both
genders
(%)

Gender
Female
(%)

Male (%)

To respect and to know the history of Russia

68

73

61

To be proud of your country

59

63

54

To respect the participants of the Great Patriotic War,
the elderly, the disabled

56

61

50

To feel a sense of responsibility for what is happening
in the country

54

55

52

7 Abramzon М., Vishnevsky Yu., Ershov A., Ikingrin E., Pronina E., Ruzha V., Shapko V.
Students on the Great Patriotic War // New Ark, Youth journal of publicism. 2005, №2. p.
8-13. (In Russian)
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To be ready to make sacrifices for the sake of the
country’s interests

43

47

39

To work honestly and conscientiously

35

37

31

To take part in the public and political life of the
country

30

30

29

Not to avoid military service

28

29

25

To be a volunteer

17

20

13

To follow traditional values in everyday life

13

13

13

Patriotism is an outdated concept in the era of open
borders, the Motherland is where you feel at home.

13

13

14

To feel responsibility for your organization, city, country

7

5

10

To buy mainly domestic goods

5

4

6

Other

2

1

3

430
1,885

451
1,056

400
829

Number of answers
Number of cases

* Due to the fact that each respondent could give multiple answers at the same time, the
amount is more than 100%.

According to the female respondents, a patriot today can be called someone
who is distinguished by sacrifice and willingness to help and serve people (47%
of girls versus 39% of boys), patriotism among girls more often – 1.5 times –
correlates with volunteering and a respectful attitude towards war participants
(1.2 times). The position of activity and service to the country and people as a
distinctive feature of a patriot is clearly seen in the responses of the girls. The
image of the face of patriotism among boys and girls often does not coincide.
Twice as many young men in high school as girls believe that a patriot is distinguished by a sense of responsibility in their organization, city and country.
Also, young men more often than girls believe that “patriotism is an outdated
concept in the era of open borders, the Motherland is where you feel good,”
and they are more critical of the need for a patriot to serve in the army. The
image of the face of patriotism among boys and girls often does not coincide.
Twice as many young men in high school as girls believe that a patriot is distinguished by a sense of mastery in their organization, city and country. And
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yet, such indicators as honest and conscientious work, taking part in the social
and political life of the country, being ready to make sacrifices for the sake of
the country’s interests, not shying away from military service, being a volunteer – gain more answers than “patriotism is outdated concept in the era of
open borders, home is where you feel good”.
It can be argued that the logical ideal model of a Russian patriot with an
inclination to an active, practice-oriented character instead of a speculative
understanding exists in the consciousness of the youth (Table 9)8.
Table 9. Can you consider yourself a patriot?
Can you express yourself as a patriot?

Both genders
(%)

Gender
Female
(%)

Male
(%)

Yes

18

17

18

Rather yes than no

43

45

40

Rather no than yes

16

16

17

No

10

8

13

Hard to say

13

14

12

100
1,885

100
1,056

100
829

Total
Number of cases

In summary, the majority of the respondents can call or can partly call themselves patriots (61%). That is quite significant number for Russian society. At
the same time, almost every sixth and seventh pupil found it hard to determine. Uncertainty in a significant part of high school adolescents is a key
feature for both females and males. In general, young men are less likely than
young women to call themselves patriots.

8 Pronina E.I. The Great Patriotic War in the perceptions of high school students. In:
Thanks to the great-grandfather for the Victory... Materials of the IV stage of monitoring
Modern Russian students about the Great Patriotic War: collective monograph/ gen. ed.
Yu.R. Vishnevsky: Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the Russian Federation. Yekaterinburg: Publishing House of Ural un-ty, 2020. - P. 311-323.
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Table 10. How do you think those who voluntarily would go to war now would be…
If there were a war, how many people
would go to it voluntarily.

Both genders
(%)

Gender
Female
(%)

Male
(%)

Fewer compared to 1941

50

51

48

The same amount as in 1941

12

11

14

More compared to 1941

19

18

20

Hard to say

19

20

18

Total

100

100

100

1,885

1,056

829

Number of cases

In the answers of adolescents to this question, the discrepancies are insignificant. Every second person believes that if such war happened today, there
would be fewer people who voluntarily went to the front. This generation’s
self-esteem, perhaps, has nothing to do with the situation that would have
been if…. but, as forecasters and futurologists say, there is a phenomenon
called a self-fulfilling prophecy. In other words: a prediction that looks to be
true, but in fact is not, but can significantly influence people’s behavior. As
a result, their subsequent actions themselves lead to the fulfillment of the
prediction. R. Merton’s position is interesting in this regard: “A self-fulfilling
prophecy is a false definition of the situation evoking a behavior which makes
the originally false conception come true”. The common question was articulated as below (Table 11).
Table 11. Schoolchildren’s opinion about the behavior of their friends in the event of a repetition of the situation of 1941

What would your friends do?

Both genders
(%)

Female (%)

Male (%)

32

33

32

They would wait for state conscription into
the armed forces
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They would immediately enlist as a military volunteer

25

25

26

They would try to leave the country

17

18

16

They would try to find a job that would
allow them not to serve in the army

15

15

14

Other

5

5

6

Hard to say

5

5

6

99
1,885

101
1,056

100
829

Total
Number of cases

It is argued that both young men and women have no special differences in
their assessment of the potential behavior of their friends. Nevertheless, the
same cannot be said regarding the participation in volunteering (Table.12)
Table 12. Do you participate in volunteering?
Both genders
(%)

Female (%)

Male(%)

Yes

26

31

20

No

60

54

67

Hard to say

14

15

13

Total

100

100

100

1,885

1,056

829

Do you participate in volunteering?

Number of cases

Gender

There are 1.5 times more female volunteers than male volunteers. What hidden factors are behind this discrepancy? Alongside female physical and psycho-emotional acceleration compared to male respondents, the orientation
of women to voluntary movements is highly prevalent. Nevertheless, the data
obtained require a deeper analysis.
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The better man: self-realization abroad or in the homeland?
Any kind of state needs citizens, workers and socially active individuals. What
about young people’s plans for further self-realization? Where and how would
they like to be realized? The answer of high school students to this question
is important for the formation of the state’s social policy, taking into account
the interests of the younger generation. That is, it should and will be the basis
of the state in the near future. We asked a question about the plans of young
people after receiving their education (Table 13).
Table 13. After graduation do you plan to live and work in Russia or try to go abroad?
Options

Both genders
(%)

Female (%)

Male (%)

In Russia

44

45

42

It depends on the place where I will be
offered a good job

29

27

32

Abroad

15

16

15

Hard to say

12

12

11

100
1,885

100
1,056

100
829

Total
Number of cases

Gender

It is interesting to compare the data of the 2020 survey with the data of the
survey of students in grades 8-11 of secondary schools, conducted on an interregional sample (Belgorod, Magadan, Nizhnevartovsk, Moscow region,
Tver) in March-May 2007. In 2007, three out of every five respondents (59%)
would not want to be born and live in a country other than Russia (20%
would like to, 21% found it difficult to answer). Evaluating the data obtained,
the authors (S.D. Lebedev and E.I. Pronina) noted: “This, in our opinion, is
very indicative, given that all respondents were born in the first half of the
1990s and were brought up in the period of the deepest crisis of practically all moral guidelines…. when the values of patriotism were subjected to
a particularly sophisticated attack. What is more, at the same time, Russia,
objectively, unlike the 1980s, was by no means the best place to live in terms
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of security, material well-being and self-actualization of young people”. Their
conclusion was quite optimistic: “It means that in spite of everything, some
still insufficiently studied deep resources and mechanisms of actualization of
the most important values of the nation’s survival have worked”.
What has happened over the past decade to the self-determination of high
school students regarding their desire/unwillingness to live and work in their
home country? Less than half of the respondents to the 2020 survey answered
that they plan to live and work in Russia. Significantly fewer (one in six) plan
to live abroad, which is close to the answers of schoolchildren in 2007 about
the desire to be born and live not in Russia, but in another country. Fewer
students found it difficult to determine and express their opinion about their
preferred place of residence after receiving education than in the 2007 survey.
Perhaps this is due to the fact that in 2020 we included a position that received
a fairly large number of answers, namely: it all depends on where a good job
is offered. It was chosen by almost a third of high school students. Moreover,
young men choose this option more frequently than young women do.
Conclusion
In summarizing it is necessary to note the topicality of the gender aspect.
Some researchers declare that human and moral values are more significant
for women while economic values are more important for men. The research
conducted revealed the following distinctive features and personal characteristics of youth during the preparations on the eve of Great Victory day
and its memory conservation: young woman are more active in volunteering, more often participate in discussions with their teachers and get more
knowledge about the war than young men. At the same time, young women
more often mark the necessity of knowledge about the war, participate in
the festive and socio-cultural events, bring flowers to the Eternal flame and
express a more active relation to everything connected with Great Patriotic
War. Nowadays, in the modern socio-cultural environment, the civil training
and socialization of adolescents happens rapidly. The first passport is issued
to a Russian citizen at the age of 14. At the age of 16, with the prospect of
a reasonable marriage young people can sign a marriage agreement, and
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under certain conditions sign an employment contract. Besides that, from
the age of 16 the Russian is a subject of full criminal liability (under the basic
articles, liability starts from the age of 14) 9. The main agents of socialization, such as the school, play the great role in a process of civil and political
socialization of youth. A large body of psychological, sociological and pedagogical research illustrates the transformation of the system of values of contemporary schoolchildren during their education in high school. Adolescents
are becoming mature, more independent, getting new knowledge about the
environment. This influences significantly the construction of personal opinions and the prioritization of values.
We can also indicate the dynamics of opinions regarding the thoughts and
feelings about the Great Patriotic War in senior classes. Only 16% of eightgrades and 14% of nine-grades agree with the consideration “the memory of
the War is erased in the minds and hearts of new generations, because new
events and problems become more important”. However, 21% of ten-grades
and 23% of eleven-grades think the same as the youngest schoolchildren. The
lack of the interest in this period is observed more often in responses.
During the transition from class to class, schoolchildren learn more about
the Great Patriotic War, annually noting that they have enough knowledge
regarding this event. Gradually, with age, schoolchildren have an increased
tolerance of foreign countries’ negative actions regarding the monuments of
Soviet soldier-liberators. Thus, eight-grades more often suggest the necessity of reducing cooperation with those countries compared to eleven-grades
(37% vs 25%). On the contrary, 50% of respondents from 11 grade, against
40% of respondents from 8 grade suppose that Russia does not need to interfere in other countries’ actions, as these countries are sovereign and are free to
do what they consider to be correct.
The meaning of socio-political values is growing and transforming during
the transition from junior to senior classes. The requirement for a patriot to
be ready to sacrifice himself for the sake of his country’s interests sounds more
expressive as the time passes by. Growing up, adolescents become more prag9 At what age can you vote in Russia (in Russian). URL: https://okd1.ru/yuridicheskie-uslugi/s-kakogo-vozrasta-mozhno-golosovat-na-vyborah-v-rossii/ (äàòà îáðàùåíèÿ 1 ìàðòà 2020
ãîäà)
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matic in their evaluation of a hypothetical war situation: they consider that
the number of military volunteers would be reduced, and lot of men would
try to find a job not requiring joining the army. Mention should be made of
a lag, that the difference between the ideal framework concept of a modernday patriot and his hypothetical behavior in a war situation was observed.
Nevertheless, we are quite far from being pessimistic. The older they are, the
more often modern schoolchildren participate in voluntary activities, helping
to solve numerous problems in the spheres of ecology, culture, health care,
social policy, etc.
In case of historical memory preservation, the quite radical outlook from the outside
deserves attention. The French historian and Head of the Foundation for the Development
of Russian-French Historical Initiatives P. Malinovsky considers that French veterans “do
not receive such honor” as Russians: “In Russia people pay tribute to History! Everything
that concerns the soldiers, the sacrifices, is very much remembered and cherished”. In France
and in Europe this issue is not very important. The USA is also attentive to its heroes, but
the level of propaganda differs there. In Russia, every family has its loss. During every war,
Russia was devastated and destroyed but always appeared as the winner. And Russia always
remembers to pay tribute to its veterans, its soldiers”10.
In conclusion, the survey results underline that the new generation of
young Russians (contemporary schoolchildren) with all their burdens and problems are making a worthy contribution to this common case of co-creation
and co-remembering – the tribute to memory.

10 French historian declares: the veterans are respected in Russia as nowhere else in the
world (in Russian). URL: https://news.rambler.ru/community/43644198/?utm_content=news_media&utm_medium=read_more&utm_source=copylink 08.02.2020
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The new culture of the global structure of power
Nedzad Basic, professor of International Relations at the University
of Bihać
Abstract: At the very beginning of the 21st century, humanity has undergone great changes and has faced great challenges. These changes and challenges are visible on technological,
economic, environmental, and political platforms. Humankind today has more power than it
has ever had, and feels more insecure than ever before. This discrepancy between the feeling
of power and the feeling of insecurity spurs a “new culture of the global power structure”
which is increasingly seeking its new philosophical and cultural authenticity, ideological and
political transparency, and a new strategy for the survival of humanity. The multilateral
competition of neoliberal capitalism is no longer able to open wider perspectives for the development of a new global digital economy. Neoliberal capitalism is no longer able to respond
effectively to the global political chaos that is increasingly visible and aggressive on the horizon of authoritarian populist rhetoric that threatens to grow into the mainstream of global
social changes. By creating control networks through high-speed Internet connections with
centralised crisis management centres, so-called “smart grids” are created, which include
control of sets of high technologies and energy sources (the energy Internet (EI)), Internet of
things (IoT), “Smart cities”, articulating a programme of “a new key of technological development”, a new concept of “public policy”, which requires a new concept of “responsible
and progressive capitalism”, which articulates the vision of humankind in the 21st century.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence (AI), The Internet of Things (IoT), The Energy Internet (EI), “Smart Grids”, “Machine Learning Algorithms”, “New Key of Technological
Development”, “The Strategy of Creative Attractiveness”, “Progressive and Responsible
Capitalism”.
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Sommario: All’inizio del ventunesimo secolo, l’umanità ha subito grandi cambiamenti e
affrontato grosse sfide, che sono visibili a livello tecnologico, economico, ambientale e politico.
Oggi l’umanità ha più potere che mai, ma non si è mai sentita così insicura. La discrepanza
fra le sensazioni di potere e di insicurezza promuove una “nuova cultura della struttura del
potere globale” che è sempre più alla ricerca di una sua autenticità filosofica e culturale, di
una trasparenza ideologica e politica, e di una nuova strategia per la sopravvivenza dell’umanità. La competizione multilaterale che caratterizza il capitalismo neoliberale non è più in
grado di aprire prospettive più ampie per lo sviluppo di una nuova economia globale digitale.
Il capitalismo neoliberale non è più in grado di trovare risposte adeguate al caos politico
globale sempre più visibile e aggressivo sull’orizzonte della retorica autoritaria populista
che minaccia di entrare a far parte dei normali cambiamenti sociali globali. Attraverso la
creazione di reti di controllo grazie a collegamenti internet ad alta velocità con centri centralizzati di gestione di crisi, si creano le cosiddette “reti intelligenti”, che comprendono il
controllo di sistemi di tecnologie avanzate e fonti d’energia (internet dell’energia), l’internet
delle cose (IoT), “città intelligenti”, l’articolazione di un programma di “una chiave nuova
di sviluppo tecnologico”, un nuovo concetto di “politiche pubbliche” che richiede un nuovo
concetto di “capitalismo responsabile e progressista” e che articola la visione dell’umanità
nel ventunesimo secolo.
Parole Chiave: Intelligenza artificiale (AI), l’internet delle cose (IoT), internet dell’energia (EI), reti intelligenti, algoritmi di apprendimento automatico, chiave nuova di sviluppo tecnologico, la strategia dell’attrazione creativa, capitalismo progressivo e responsabile.
New Technologies and New Changes
The use of sensors, satellite images, texts, visual information and digital data
from various sources, the storage of large amounts of data and the rapid
processing of these data by various sophisticated analytical techniques, which
can be quickly formed into commercial flows, make Artificial Intelligence (AI)
(Stefanick 2020) a decisive factor in the new global structure of power in the
21st century.
In 2016 the Obama administration released the report “Preparing for the
Future of Artificial Intelligence,” along with recommendations for an “Artificial Intelligence Research and Development Strategic Plan” of federally-fun- 106 -
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ded AI research and development. A year after the Obama initiative, Chinese
President Xi Jinping announced a national effort “pushing for deep integration between the real economy and advanced technologies including the Internet, big data, and artificial intelligence” (Wheleer 2020).
Using automated AI algorithms, it is possible to perform analyses of a huge
group of data and satellite images, which allows prediction of the interests
and future behaviours of participants and their activities in many spheres of
human endeavour.
In recent years, impressive progress has been made in AI, driven by an
exponential increase in computing power and the availability of vast amounts
of data, from software used to discover new drugs to algorithms used to predict our cultural interests. Meanwhile, digital technologies communicate with
the biological world on a daily basis. Engineers, designers, and architects combine computer design, additive manufacturing, materials engineering, and
synthetic biology to create a symbiosis between microorganisms, our bodies,
the products we consume, and even the buildings in which we live. Technology has brought new products and services that increase the efficiency and
satisfaction of our personal lives. Ordering a taxi, booking a flight, buying
products, paying, listening to music, watching a movie or playing a game – all
this can be done remotely. In the future, technological innovation will also
lead to supply-side changes, with long-term gains in efficiency and productivity. Transport and communications costs will fall, logistics and global supply chains will become more efficient, and trade costs will be reduced, all of
which will open up new markets and boost economic growth (Schwab 2015).
The rapid development of AI & machine learning algorithms opens up great
opportunities for development in the economic, financial, transport, health
and security sectors and many others (West 2015).
The increasing use of AI and autonomous devices is changing the nature
of decision-making, which raises a number of legal and political issues and
questions regarding the ethics of the new culture of the global power structure. Humanity’s ability to use new technologies through which one can make
decisions, reconsider and change his ability to consider and judge, all with the
need to quickly anticipate the possibilities of solving problems, grows into a
major determinant of the new culture of global structure of power in the 21st
century. Artificial intelligence has moved into the commercial mainstream
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thanks to the growing prowess of machine learning algorithms that enable
computers to train themselves to do things like drive cars, control robots or
automate decision-making (Abate 2019). “Consumer-generated information
becomes the essential digital asset for the companies that deliver services to
our computers and smartphones. It allows (among others) Google to refine
our reaches and target advertising, Facebook to know who our friends are and
target advertising, and Amazon to know what we buy and target advertising.
The digital asset feeds software algorithms to enable artificial intelligence and
machine learning” (Wheleer 2020).
A system of interconnected computers, mechanical and digital machines
(The Internet of Things - IoT) that use unique identifiers (UIDs) and can transmit data over the network without seeking human-human or human-computer interaction, will be of particular importance in 21st century.
Thanks to the growing use of machine learning and the use of AI algorithms it is possible to quickly solve practical problems in industry, economics,
transport, management and other fields of human activity (Shubhendu and
Vijay 2013). Using the AI algorithm creates the ability to make quick and
effective decisions in military operations, and in the prevention of conflicts.
The time between decision and action is drastically shortened, which opens a
certain advantage in the so-called “Hyper war”, where algorithms will have
role of ammunition (Davenport 2017). AI & machine learning will have an
extremely significant impact on the speed of warfare, the spread of cyber
threats and the improvement of existing cyber defences. Preparing for hyper-war and defending critical cyber networks is becoming one of the state’s
priority goals in this century. The dual-use nature of many AI algorithms will
mean AI research focused on one sector of society can be rapidly modified for
use in the security sector as well (West and Allen 2018).
By creating control networks through high-speed Internet connections
with centralised crisis management centres, so-called “smart grids” are created, which include control of sets of high technologies and energy sources
(energy Internet (EI), Internet of things (IoT), “Smart cities”), articulating a
programme of “a new key of technological development”, a new concept of
“public policy”, which requires a new concept of so-called “responsible and
progressive capitalism”, which will articulate the vision of humankind in 21st
century.
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A special impact on the new structure of global power in the 21st century
will have the development in the field of application of the fifth generation
(5G) wireless information network. The 5G mobile network is expected to
have a high download speed, as much as 20 gigabits per second, and lower latencies that will enable specialised and precise operations. A hundred
times faster than our current mobile connection, the latest 5G technology will
change the world around us. But it’s not just about speed. The combination
of speed, scale, responsiveness and a wider range opens up the possibility of
digitising many industries, enabling the most complicated surgery on a patient hundreds of miles away from the surgeon, and a host of other options
that have been unthinkable so far. It all sounds almost unbelievable, but with
the introduction of 5G technology around the world, such operations could
become quite a routine thing. With the growth of a large number of mobile
phone users, aggressive investment and growth strategies of large technology
corporations and the arrival of the latest 5G technology in telecommunications, user data are becoming a key factor in the development of the digital
economy. Consumption of information is becoming a strong driver of market
demand and economic growth (Golwala, 2019).
According to some sources, the global implementation of the 5G network
is expected to provide about $ 13.2 trillion in global economic value growth,
and create about 22.3 million new jobs.1
All states will be strongly interested in supporting this programme, which
will lead to a deeper, faster, cheaper and safer Internet globalisation of the
world. The states which are able to be the first to fully implement the 5G network, on which the setting of standards and patents in the global supply chain
will depend, will have a great advantage.
“China has assessed the economic potential of 5G networks. The country
has reported more than 200 million 5G subscribers before the full deployment
of the technology and anticipates growth in upwards of three million jobs over
a five-year period. Chinese hardware manufacturers and software companies
also predict generous earnings from a 5G enabled economy. Chinese telecom1 “The Impact of 5G: Creating New Value across Industries and Society,” White Papers
(Geneva: World Economic Forum, Published 7 January 2020), http://www3.weforum.org/
docs/WEF_The_Impact_of_5G_Report.pdf
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munications companies, like Huawei and ZTE, have become global, low-cost
alternatives for 5G equipment... In the U.S., the private sector has largely
driven the capital investments in mobile infrastructure. U.S. companies have
lobbied Congress for more spectrum – the airwaves needed for 5G networks
and timely policy decisions that eliminate barriers to network buildouts. The
Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the agency that has oversight
of national spectrum assets, has responded by continuing to identify more
spectrum available for commercial 5G to meet future demand. In 2019, the
FCC announced the 5G FAST Plan, which includes policies and programs
intended to deliver a range of spectrum assets, update existing infrastructure
policies, and modernize outdated regulations that impact 5G delivery. Since
then, additional initiatives have been announced by the agency, including a $9
billion rural 5G fund, to expand services nationwide… Huawei has grown to
be a leader in information and communication technologies (ICT) and most
recently in 5G equipment and services. Despite the U.S. ban of Huawei in federal deployments as part of the 2019 National Defence Authorization Act and
threats to withhold intelligence from countries that use Huawei equipment,
many other governments have not necessarily followed suit. To date, only five
other partners have followed the U.S. lead in banning Huawei equipment in
their communications infrastructures: Japan, Taiwan, Vietnam, Australia and
New Zealand. Other U.S. allies, including France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, and the U.K., are moving forward with their deployments with some
restrictions, including the use of the equipment at the network’s core” (Turner
Lee 2020). Since many experts say Huawei Technologies Co. can covertly
access mobile-phone networks around the world, the development of the 5G
network become the “neuralgična tačka” of a new global structure of power
in this millennium. (Pančevski 2020).
With the development of fifth generation wireless technology (5G), artificial
intelligence (AI), cyber power grids, biotechnology, nanotechnology and surveillance technology, a high quality of new technological and economic integration between states and market has been noted (Schoff and Ito 2019). This
new nature of global integration necessarily requires a balance of interests
between the public and private sectors, between states and global participants.
Commercial connections, high-tech exports, artificial intelligence, machine
learning algorithms, the Internet of Things (IoT) and the existence of cultural
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connections between peoples, open new needs for new spaces in achieving intensive cooperation between the technological, economic and security sectors
in different countries, even when there are significant ideological and security
differences between the strategic interests of these states. For example, when
Japanese prime Minister Shinzo Abe returned from his summit meeting with
Xi Jinping, where he signed an agreement for Japanese co-investment in BRI
projects, there was a clear division among the national security, foreign policy,
development, and business communities. Some absolutely wanted to implement that agreement, seeing China as a source of investment and a source of
profits via joint investment in the developing world. Others clearly did not.2
The introduction of new technologies, from artificial intelligence (AI), biotechnology to smart manufacturing, and high tensions between elements of
an inert global legal order and dynamic scientific and technological development, requires a new model of coordination between global participants
as well as between public and private sectors. Through the interaction between the private and public sectors, in different countries, new forms of crosssectoral cooperation are being created that incline to a strategy of “creative
attractiveness” that produces less tension between participants than a strategy
of “multilateral competition”.
As relations between the public and private sectors of global actors in the
21st century stand in a new environment, where the peripheral countries of
Asia, Africa and Latin America are much richer than before, their populations
are more educated, their cultural and political value systems closer to the cultural and political standards prevailing in the developed world, the space of
these countries is less and less suitable for the strategy of “multilateral competition” or “strategic rivalry” of the great powers. The impossibility of strategic
manipulation of the interests of these peoples makes the strategy of “creative
attractiveness” more plausible and more attractive for these countries, with
positive public perception and positive reaction to benefits of technological,
economic, and political development that can be offered to these peoples.
Many scholars and politicians argue that the world is no longer flat. The world
in the 21st century has many hubs in domains such as financial flows, trade,
2 https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/12/23/national/politics-diplomacy/abeheads-china-trilateral-summit-focus-falls-meeting-moon/
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Big Data management, and the Internet, which in turn gives rise to many
different forms of possible cooperation and attractivenes among governments
(Pisani-Ferry 2019).
From “Multilateral Competition” to “Creative Attractiveness”
Opening a wider space to the needs of domestic producers and consumers
and avoiding the forced imposition of a development strategy on countries in
zones of influence, reduces political tensions between investor countries and
the recipients of foreign investment. This provides a more relaxed relationship
between the public and private sectors, and a balance between the principles
of rationality and profitability is ensured, which increases the mutual interest
and benefit for both the investor country and the recipient of the investment.
For these reasons, the strategy of “creative attractiveness” makes conflict unfavourable, risky, and too expensive, both for the country of the investor and
for the recipient of the investment.
This strategy is not designed to put pressure on the competitor’s state, but
primarily to reduce its influence in the area of the interest by combining investments and loans under more attractive financial and political conditions,
by providing attractive technical support, avoiding interference in the domestic politics of countries in the area of interest, and providing cooperation
through multilateral institutions (Jones 2020).
The strategy of “creative attractiveness” opens a wider space for cooperation between the public and private sectors. This strategy motivates the
government to provide support for the most dynamic domestic corporations,
and incentivises the general internal innovative, technological, political and
social attractiveness of the state in order to provide an advantage in “creative
attractiveness” in the global market. In this multilateral creative attractiveness, the most dynamic technology corporations seek technological regulatory oversight by the state in the area of their data collection for artificial
intelligence (AI) algorithms, and machine learning. The issue of regulatory
oversight is growing into an important factor in the relationship between public and private sectors of state investor and state recipient countries (Nickelsburg 2020).
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If competing countries have more to offer countries in which they expand
their influence, there will be more intense competition for a higher degree of
technological, financial and social attractiveness between them. This “attractiveness of competitiveness” will make relations between states more inventive
and less hostile, with more common benefits and interests to both country
investors and recipients of investment. This shared benefit enhances the internal cohesion of a strategy of creative attractiveness which makes relations
between countries less hostile.
Of course, a state may sharply restrict interactions between its own private
sector and the private sectors of foreign states considered to pose a security
risk, but this will always have a long-term negative effect, which will make the
state much more restrictive toward such a policy. Banning equipment that
poses a security risk might be justified in certain cases, but if such bans limit
information and market access and development opportunities, then it could
have long-term negative effects. If, for instance, Huawei’s 5G technology becomes the dominant standard in several countries around the world while a
competing European-U.S.-Japanese consortium makes gains in other nations,
each market will become smaller, less efficient, and less interoperable with the
rest of the world (Schof and Ito 2019).
In this environment, cooperation between the public and private sectors even
in the absence of mutual trust between these countries, is quite possible. For
example, Microsoft, one of the most important American companies in the field
of AI during the big trade crisis between the USA and China, leads one of the
most important research projects for the Pentagon, worth more than 10 billion
dollars, and runs one of the largest research centres in Shanghai at the same time
(Escobar 2020). It seems that the strategy of creative attractiveness opens a wide
space of technological, economic and environmental cooperation between states
with divergent strategic interests, even in the absence of their mutual trust, which
makes this strategy a highly stabilising factor in international relations.
Shifting international relations towards a strategy of creative attractiveness
between the strategic interests of states in world markets does not eliminate
the need for a certain balance between the strategy of multilateral competition and creative attractiveness, to reduce possible distortions and ensure
the harmonisation of common interests. In the concept of the strategy of
creative attractiveness there is a wider space for communication between
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the states themselves, as well as between states and other global participants,
which modifies the concept of international relations. In this new concept of
international relations, the nature of relations between states comes down
to the question of how to achieve and protect their interests and at the same
time pursue a mutually beneficial relationship with partner countries in many
areas. Building a new concept of international relations is centred on win-win
cooperation and mutual respect, and working hard to create a community of
shared future for humanity (Parenti 2018)
In the new concept of international relations the primary goal of the creative attractiveness strategy is to create a stimulating investment policy and risk
avoidance for economic security, which requires opportunities to effectively
respond to potential risk and possible market loss and strengthen long-term
technological and economic competitiveness, without blocking access to new
technologies and technological procedures through the suppression of incorrect and unfair methods access to new technologies and markets. This will
require enormous investment in education policy, technological development,
and healthcare, which would allow the state to take advantage of the promotion of technological development and democracy at the domestic level for
the achievement of its interests and the creation of strategic attractiveness in
foreign policy (Rapp-Hooper 2019).
The effectiveness of the creative attractiveness strategy will be significantly
supported by a high degree of economic interdependence and interactions
in technological processes that simply cannot be eliminated by strengthening
industrial nationalism (“America First”, “Made in China 2025”) (Wong 2019).
This has obviously been confirmed during the current global Coronavirus pandemic. The scientific search for a vaccine necessarily requires global
collaboration. Global regulation of restrictions on the movement of people is
sought. It is also necessary to exchange information on the spread and suppression of the pandemic. It is necessary to establish global common logistics
on the issue of restriction of international air traffic, transport, restriction
of human rights and freedoms, and lastly global cooperation about the way
vaccines are delivered in a time of crisis. Despite of the huge political tension
between states, cooperation between them must take place, which is increasingly moving the international community in the direction of a new model of
globalisation (Hutton 2020).
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A new culture of globalisation
At the very beginning of this millennium, most investments in scientific research were relocated outside the home countries of the investors. An increasing number of companies are investing in the research and development
(R&D) sector, in countries where their sales and production are growing the
fastest and where they have a wide and quality talent base with low labour
costs and low production costs, as well as a favourable tax system. Countries
with high research costs are trying to attract foreign investment in the R&D
sector through tax breaks, which implies major changes in their financial and
monetary policies.
As a corporation’s technology platform becomes more profitable if it has
access to a large amount of data and has the power to block access to that
data, investment in the foreign R&D sector is particularly important for the
further development of globalisation in the 21st century (Wheleer 2020)
The power of the corporation will require a stronger, though limited, regulatory function of the state, which makes the relationship between the public and private sectors the most complex factor of the new culture of global
structure of power. By the end of 2020, the EU plans to have drafted new
legislation that reportedly will require big companies to share data with smaller rivals. Also, under consideration is gathering the large amount of data produced by European industry into pools that can be shared among companies
and economic sectors to aid in the development of AI, which would improve
consumers’ access to data and its use by third parties.3
The balance of power between the interests of the state (as a legislator), the
public interest (as the interests of citizens) and the interests of corporations
(the market) is increasingly growing into a defining feature of the globalisation
of power in the 21st century, which will make the relationship between states
(elites), society and corporations (markets) crucial in this millennium. Modern
technology platforms such as Google, Facebook, Amazon and Apple are free
to consumers and thus directly affect the economic, industrial, political structure of society because the benefit of broad access to these platforms is enormous. Hence the balance between the national security of the state (ruling
3

European Commission, February 19, 2020).
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elites), the public interest (the interests of citizens) and the private interests of
the corporation (market) grows into a main component of the global structure
of power in this millennium.
The technological attractiveness of the corporation and the national security interest of the state grow into a single homogeneous platform on which
the data (data stored about individuals as a national good) needed for the
functioning of AI algorithms and machine learning are efficiently collected.
This platform is rapidly moving into the world of large financial transactions,
which makes it a major determinant of the global power structure in this millennium (Bain and Wagner 2019).
Access to new technologies and a wide database (data on individuals stored
as a national treasure) is a defining internal component of the digital global
economy, working to create new digital sources that create new data needed to
launch new products in a continuous process. Economic activities are increasingly driven by digital resources created, collected and processed by small
microprocessor computers, which increasingly shifts the concept of power in
the 21st century from military power to the ability to collect and use digital
resources (Wheleer 2020).
This new concept of power provides a balance between the principles of
innovation and the profitability of digital production only if a balance is established between creativity and access to data of the necessary quality. The
absence of this balance can lead to a reduction in motivation for innovation,
which will often lead to a conflict of interest between the public and private
sectors. A reduction in innovation will occur even if only large corporations
have access to digital data necessary for AI. Achieving a balance between the
principles of innovation and profitability requires a new concept of public
policy, which should not focus only on corporate size. The state has to secure
digital assets and make them available to the most innovative corporations
while protecting the privacy of the individual.
The growing importance of new technologies will encourage increasing
efforts to gain significant technological and scientific knowledge, which will
encourage the creation of special programmes for attracting talent and the
creation of special programmes for collecting data important for industrial
and scientific development. Scholarships and sending students to doctoral studies, cooperation with foreign universities and research centres, international
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scientific conferences, entrepreneurship competitions and direct investments
and acquisitions of foreign corporations, become important channels for collecting technological and scientific data of interest to the state and corporations in the strategy of creative attractiveness. China is positioning itself to
become a competitor in the high-tech industries, including AI. According to
a report issued by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, “China
has eclipsed the U.S. as the world’s largest overall (public and private) R&D
investor. The article also points to the Chinese government’s intramural funding in 2017 of $64.4 billion, compared to $47.1 billion in the U.S. (Turner
Lee 2020).
In the upcoming era of high technology, AI and machine learning algorithms, globalisation through the strategy of creative attractiveness seeks to
create a new talent management strategies, create common global standards
for development and talent retention strategies, create joint coordination so
that the best engineering talents can be exchanged between research centres,
in order to create more promising innovative global competitive attractiveness
of nations and corporations.
The state and the corporation will become increasingly interested in fostering a cooperative culture that supports innovation strategies and encourages
collaboration among research institutions around the world. The harmonisation of intangible culture – such as risk, creativity and openness – is crucial for a new “creative culture of globalisation” in which research and the
development of new technologies are dispersed globally. If corporations and
states develop and optimise their global innovation networks, they will gain
broader access to global talent pools, a wider information and knowledge base
and deeper insight into the needs of growing markets. The globalisation of
research and development in a new search for revolutionary innovation will
allow corporations to gain a wider portfolio than they have in the past.
The globalisation of the R&D sector in the 21st century is breaking the
technological monopoly position of the great powers, which will open space
for less developed countries to participate in creating normative rules of international trade and financial and technological order, incorporating their
interests and security in it. In this process of creating a new global multilateral
normative order, the normative domination of large and powerful participants in the international legal system will be significantly challenged, which
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will bring a new dimension of creative instability to the zone of global creative globalisation.
New technologies (cyber technology, biotechnology, AI, 5G) are becoming
increasingly important sources of unequal attractiveness, which increasingly
produces and enables the opening of invisible crisis situations which are difficult
to put under political and legal control and are increasingly used in the process of escalating conflict and bypassing the role of international institutions in
settling regional conflicts. This will increasingly require a new global legal and
political architecture that could successfully control this form of indirect escalation of conflicts between large, small, liberal and illiberal global participants in
international relations in a geopolitically divided 21st-century world.
“Current mechanisms are not responding to the expansion of conflict in
the Middle East and North Africa. Countries hosting U.N. deployments have
accounted for only 7 per cent of total global conflict deaths between 2013
and 2017, meaning that the vast bulk of conflict is not being met with a multilateral response. The presence of terrorism or external support for a proxy
has hampered UNSC authorizations or willingness to engage. Even with authorization, U.N. forces lack the capacity to protect themselves and execute
their mandates in these environments as highlighted by the Dos Santos Cruz
report. Attempts by others, such as the African Union, to fold peacekeeping
missions with U.N. political and financial support have floundered on questions of funding and adherence to standards, including on human rights.
Without serious reforms, the U.N. will remain stymied from acting in critical
cases” (Jones, Feltman, and Moreland 2029).
The renaissance of authoritarian populist regimes in many countries,
which use technological development and digital infrastructure to prevent the
promotion of democracy, transparency and accountability, could seriously jeopardise the process of creative digital globalisation in the 21st century. In
such circumstances, recipient countries of investment capital become less
willing to oppose the investor, which often encourages the development of
authoritarian regimes in those countries, which becomes the main guarantee
to a foreign investor that the debt will be paid properly. In these countries,
the model of digital technological control could increasingly become part of
the global authoritarian ideological struggle and censorship of democracy. In
such circumstances, there is a risk that even some democratic countries may
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become less democratic in the 21st century, thanks to a new wave of technological development. Regimes of authoritarian populism are indiscriminate and
pursue certain policies that can undermine democracy. These processes, if
they become dominant, could certainly change the nature of creative globalisation in the 21st century, which will further exacerbate the issue of the nature
of “global governance and transnational cooperation” on the principles of
transparency and accountability (Chhabra 2019).
The political corruption of authoritarian populist regimes and an increasingly restrictive approach to civil society institutions will often lead to the
privatisation and sale of public media to foreign corporations, to avoid public
criticism of the non-transparency of government and public sector work in
these countries. In such circumstances “economic power and political influence are mutually reinforcing and secure – especially where wealthy citizens and
concerns are allowed to make unlimited donations in the election campaign.
This is where the balance of the control mechanisms essential for democracy
breaks down. Nothing can stop the power of the rich any more. This is not
only an ethical but also a political issue. The new culture of globalisation is
increasingly seeking progressive reforms of capitalism, which must begin with
stopping the influence of money on politics and reducing inequality in the
distribution of property (Stiglitz 2019).
The new culture of creative globalisation will increasingly require a proactive form of regional diplomacy, with the aim of turning neighbourhood areas
into zones of common destiny. In this direction, the strategy of technological
and economic creative attractiveness will be increasingly used to promote a
whole range of multi-application projects that provide greater impact to the
country that provides investment in the region and better prosperity to the
country receiving investment. The strategy of integration of neighbouring
countries into the central network of compatible economic sectors of different
countries in the region will become one of the main determinants of the new
investment policy in the 21st century, which will make international relations
extremely dynamic, complex and more flexible.
Identifying consumer needs and desires, striving to be the first to sell new
products and services, closely monitoring your customers and competitors,
using a second-mover strategy to keep risks low, use own research to drive
innovation and advanced change, developing original products and services
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through new technologies, and encouraging a cooperative culture that supports the corporate innovation strategy and encourages cooperation between
local government and the corporation (Chesley, Everson and Garvey 2016).
These processes make up creative globalisation based on the strategy of creative attractiveness in the 21st century, where the interests of the state ( elites),
society (individuals/groups), and markets (corporations) enter a new symbiosis and new balance. This symbiosis and balance between the interests of the
state, society and the market urgently need an internal reform of capitalism,
which will open space for political resistance to the alliance between large corporations and illiberal bureaucracies which has caused confusion and conflicts
between the state and society.
The Concept of “Progressive and Responsible Capitalism”
Slow economic growth, growing inequalities, financial instability and environmental catastrophe are problems that have arisen from the market, and that is
why the market will not and cannot just overcome them. The state is obliged
to regulate the market in such a way that the environment, health, jobs and
other important areas for humans are protected. The state is also responsible for
what the market cannot provide (active investments in development, technology, education and human health). Without a balance between the interests of
the state, the market and society, inequality and poverty among people become
even more certain through advances in robotics and artificial intelligence.
In order to strike a balance between the state, society and the market, new
economic, social and psychological changes in society, new alliances, new investment incentive models, new standards and new harmonisation of standards and performance indicators of corporations in the process of “creating
common values” are needed. This requires a qualitatively new attractiveness
between the state, society and the market, which implies the creation of a new
model of “creative and responsible capitalism”. 4
4 Davos Manifesto 2020: The Universal Purpose of a Company in the Fourth Industrial
Revolution: i.) A company serves its customers by providing a value proposition that best
meets their needs. It accepts and supports fair competition and a level playing field. It has
zero tolerance for corruption. It keeps the digital ecosystem in which it operates reliable and
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Creative globalization, which is based on the strategy of creative attractiveness, seeks a new model of “progressive and responsible capitalism” as a new
agenda based on a balance between the interests of state, society and market.
The model of progressive and responsible capitalism, as a new investment
and development project with a new concept of public policy, requires the
internal reform of capitalism to strike a balance between the interests of the
state, the market and society through “creating common values”. In this project, the purpose of corporate operations can no longer be just to make a profit but above all to “create profitable solutions” for companies, shareholders,
employees, and the whole community, which often leads to conflicts between
the public and private sectors, most often caused by the conflict between the
principles of rationality and profitability.
trustworthy. It makes customers fully aware of the functionality of its products and services,
including adverse implications or negative externalities. ii.) A company treats its people with
dignity and respect. It honours diversity and strives for continuous improvements in working
conditions and employee well-being. In a world of rapid change, a company fosters continued employability through ongoing upskilling and reskilling. iii.) A company considers its
suppliers as true partners in value creation. It provides a fair chance to new market entrants.
It integrates respect for human rights into the entire supply chain. iv.) A company serves society at large through its activities, supports the communities in which it works, and pays its
fair share of taxes. It ensures the safe, ethical and efficient use of data. It acts as a steward of
the environmental and material universe for future generations. It consciously protects our
biosphere and champions a circular, shared and regenerative economy. It continuously expands the frontiers of knowledge, innovation and technology to improve people’s well-being.
v.) A company provides its shareholders with a return on investment that takes into account
the incurred entrepreneurial risks and the need for continuous innovation and sustained investments. It responsibly manages near-term, medium-term and long-term value creation
in pursuit of sustainable shareholder returns that do not sacrifice the future for the present.
A company is more than an economic unit generating wealth. It fulfils human and societal
aspirations as part of the broader social system. Performance must be measured not only on
the return to shareholders, but also on how it achieves its environmental, social and good
governance objectives. Executive remuneration should reflect stakeholder responsibility. A
company that has a multinational scope of activities not only serves all those stakeholders
who are directly engaged, but acts itself as a stakeholder – together with governments and
civil society – of our global future. Corporate global citizenship requires a company to harness its core competencies, its entrepreneurship, skill and relevant resources in collaborative
efforts with other companies and stakeholders to improve the state of the world. (World Economic Forum,/ https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/12/davos-manifesto-2020-the-universal-purpose-of-a-company-in-the-fourth-industrial-revolution/.
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The concept of creating “common values” is closely related to the development of a new concept of entrepreneurial skills, and a new concept of
normative rules and public finances, which makes the concept of progressive
and responsible capitalism extremely complex and difficult to understand.5
The concept of progressive and responsible capitalism leads to conflict
between democratic governance in the internal relations of the state and
respect for international technological, environmental, health and labour
standards, as well as transparency of the strategic interests of participants in
international relations. Balancing the concepts of public policy, democratic
governance, and respect for international legal constraints in international
relations is the essence of a new culture of the global power structure which
is created on the strategy of creative attractiveness as a balance between the
public and private sectors, creating the possibility for resolving this conflict.
Ensuring this tripartite balance among state, market and society creates the
conditions for maintaining social peace, the survival of the state and individuals
(groups), and providing conditions for the profitable business of corporations,
which leads to the creation of their common values and common interests that
serve their survival. The goal of this tripartite balance and attractiveness of interest among the state, society and the market, is to create value that serves not
only shareholders but all employees, customers, suppliers, local communities
and society as a whole. The best way to understand and reconcile the different interests of all stakeholders is through democratic control of the relations
between the political power of the state and the economic power of rich people.
“Progressive capitalist reforms must therefore begin by stopping the influence
of money on politics and reducing inequality in the distribution of property.”
The concept of attractiveness of interest between the state (elite), society
(individuals/groups) and the market (corporations), i.e. between the public
5 The Accountable Capitalism Act, 115th Congress (2017-2018) S. 3348 is a proposed
federal bill introduced by Senator Elizabeth Warren in August 2018. It would require that
employees elect 40% of a board of directors of any corporation with over $1 billion in tax
receipts, and that 75% of shareholders and directors must approve any political spending.
Corporations with revenue over $1 billion would be required to obtain a federal corporate
charter. The Act contains a “constituency statute” that would give directors a duty of “creating a general public benefit” with regard to a corporation’s stakeholders, including shareholders, employees, and the environment, and the interests of the enterprise in the long-term
(Wikipedia)
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and private sectors, will affect the shortening of the time from innovation to
the application of new technologies for broad needs.6 The shortening of the
time between inventions and the application of new technologies significantly
increases the need for new investments that open up new creative research,
new markets and new forms of consumption. It is a cumulative process that
opens wider spaces for new innovations and seeks new changes in production
relations, which gives rise to the need for new legal regulations that facilitate
technical progress, education and investment in infrastructure and the welfare of the nation. “ The well-being of a nation stems from the ability of its
population to understand the world around them. This is achieved through
education and social organizations, which enable large groups of people to
cooperate with each other for the good of all of them. Social cooperation and
markets play a decisive role and serve their purpose only if they are based on
the rule of law and when the state is subject to democratic control. In other
conditions, people can become rich by exploiting others. Instead of achieving
prosperity through their true ability, they collect rent. In doing so, they are
supported by an undemocratic state that encourages the pursuit of profit and
destroys the fundamental sources of welfare production” (Stiglitz 2019, 3).
The New Technological Key to the Development
The concept of „progressive and responsible capitalism“ requires new relations between the state, society and the market, which requires a “new technological key to development” to achieve the goals and interests of the participants, which are related to technological and economic development. The
new technological key to development seeks social stability, reduction of environmental pollution through increased use of wind and solar energy, the
interconnection of energy systems to reduce carbon dioxide emissions and to
create economic incentives for investment in other renewable energy sources
such as wind turbines and DC photovoltaic networks.
6 The time between the invention and the widespread use of new technologies has

been shortened from 80 years for a steam engine, to 40 years for electricity, to 20
years for IT (Information Technology). Today, the time lag from innovation to widespread application of new AI-related technologies is only 10 years.
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The new technological key to the development of progressive and responsible capitalism requires the functional integration of all energy sources into
a single energy network. It seeks freer access to a new talent profiles, more
flexible mobility of experts and easier access to technological equipment. The
concept of the new technological key to development requires also new technical and market standards, seeks to develop new research programmes at
universities and companies specifically related to the development of quantum secure communications and AI, which will have the greatest significance
for the growth of attractive advantages of national corporations, thus favouring the technological and market creative competitive attractiveness of a state in world markets.
This key also seeks to improve applications and connect high technologies,
AI, the energy Internet (EI), the Internet of things (IoT), looking for new ways
of managing technologies, innovation and the security protection of smart
grids. It seeks an energy Internet eco-system through which all aspects of
energy production, transmission and consumption are controlled, which will
have a decisive role in the new global creative integration of the world in the
21st century. The new technolocal key of development is based on a series of
principles that derive from the concept of mutual respect and dialogue between state, society and market. This is the core of the new culture of creative
globalization in 21st century.
However, the rapid spread of the Internet and its use to monitor and control the new technological key to development can be used for cyber attacks
on logistics and infrastructure, which can produce major disruptions in the
global market and security platforms. Due to high technological delicacy this
can often lead to mutual doubts between participants and to the theft of commercial and intellectual property, which can in turn lead to industrial espionage, all of which may result in disagreement and confrontation between states
and corporations. Many states would like to make their relations so good, and
so strong, that attacks cannot have serious effects (Clarke and Knake 2020).
How “quantum secure networks” can be used to defend intelligence-gathering and government secrets, on the one hand, and for the use of energy Internet applications on the other, leads to the need to develop a new software
programme for Internet security based on the widespread use of “quantum
communication” methods. These delicate soft touches between creative techno- 124 -
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logical integration and potential security/political conflict might be new neuralgic spot in the new culture of the global structure of power in the 21st century.
One of the most important determinants for solving the problem of creative technological integration and potential security/political conflicts in a
model of progresive and responsible capitalism are faster and cheaper access
to sources of technological knowledge and the easier and faster involvement
of talents and educated people in scientific and technological research and
in the implementation of research projects, intellectual property protection
and quality control, locating and retaining top talent in intensive fields. This
concept of solving this “neuralgic problem” requires new regulatory, infrastructural and cultural conditions leading to faster innovation and integration
of business processes, and wider and stronger connectivity of industrial, academic and cultural communities. This will create a welcoming environment
for highly qualified migrants – professionals who could effectively mobilise in
the space of the new creative globalisation.
Investment in the R&D sector is one of the determinants of the technological key to the development of responsible and progressive capitalism and the
new culture of the global power structure in the 21st century. Investments in
the R&D sector function as a platform for the exchange of technological resources, including universities as science incubators, numerous local technology companies, and local authorities. From these platforms come new ideas
and solutions for numerous consumer demands, whose interests and needs
become the driver of a new form of innovative global production. Placing
investments in the R&D sector in other countries is becoming increasingly
important for every country in the world’s global market. Investments in the
R&D sector in foreign markets will increasingly mean the creation of a higher degree of technological interdependence between the countries where the
technological research institutions are located and the countries of the investors. This connection between investing in the R&D sector in foreign markets
and the talent base, technology incubators, and local authorities will form
an increasingly important dimension of the new culture of the global power
structure. Any exclusion from this investment cycle will significantly affect the
technological attractiveness and ability of the state in the global markets.
The technological key to the development of responsible and progressive
capitalism especially includes the availability of electricity (extensive networks
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of hydropower plants, thermal generators, windmills, solar generators), drinking water production, acceleration of the Internet in rural areas and areas
with high population density. The energy concept of global development will
increasingly articulate the so-called “Arctic policy” by encouraging the development of geothermal and wind energy production in the Arctic, which will
lead to the opening of new market spaces and new relationships between global participants. The search for reliable and renewal sources of energy leads
the further activity of the state far beyond its borders, which could constitute
a new incentive to a global strategy of creative attractiveness in 21st century
(O’Hanlon 2019).
The new technological key to the development of responsible and progressive capitalism will enable an increasingly direct global connection between
the interests of the state, talent, and corporations. This tripartite global relationship (state-talent-corporation) seeks a new form of social consciousness
that suppresses the neoliberal concept of capitalism and the concept of neoliberal geopolitical power, making the new culture of the global power structure even more complex, dynamic and difficult to understand. The broad
dynamics of the model of progressive and responsible capitalism with the
strategy of creative attractiveness will require additional regulation of relations between markets (technology firms) and the state, and regulation of relations between state and society.
The New Concept of Public Policy
Due to the increased power and the growing sense of insecurity of human
beings, the 21st century is a century of intensified state intervention not only
in sectors where its presence is naturally expected. Civil wars, violence, organised crime and corruption, accompanied by global climate change, shortages of drinking water, the collapse of health systems, large-scale migrations,
unemployment, ageing societies, global pandemics – all these demand a new
concept of public policy.
The new concept of public policy in the model of progressive and responsible capitalism seeks to improve the information of citizens (voters) to be able
to opt for a model of public policy (state) which will be able to offer them an
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adequate, realistic and long-lasting solution for survival. Citizens are looking
for a public policy concept that can accompany a new global economy and
society in which the problem of individual (group) survival will be effectively
addressed through a new redistribution of the tax burden between labour and
capital, which will necessarily lead to a new redistribution of income between
rich and poor. This concept of public policy is focused on the relationship
between democratisation of society and new technologies, artificial intelligence (AI), entrepreneurial skills, public finance systems, shortening the path
from invention to market, and faster adaptation to new market conditions,
which increasingly leads to the need for neoliberal capitalism reform.
The new concept of public policy is increasingly looking for a new investment and development project, which is a mixture of philosophical, democratic, economic, political and strategic goals of the state, society and corporation, which radically changes the character of international relations. As the
design and concept of a new international order remains on a multilateral approach but with bilateral decision-making, it will produce high-vibration political tensions in the 21st century. The neoliberal concept of an unregulated
global economy proves incompatible with the concept of global democracy,
which cannot function without the assistance of a national democratic state.
Thus, the new concept of public policy necessarily enters into a dialogue with
the concept of democratic governance, whereby the strategy of creative attractiveness can offer an appropriate investment and development project in
which the concept of the new global economy and global democracy could
reach a certain degree of compatibility.
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Verso una seconda “Rivoluzione della Longevità”
Ingredienti, scenari, questioni aperte. L’impatto
del Covid-19
Roberto Manzocco, professor of cultural anthropology, at John Jay
College of Criminal Justice, City University of New York (CUNY)
Sommario: L’incapacità dell’Occidente di far fronte alle spese sanitarie e pensionistiche
prossime venture e l’avvento di una scienza biomedica avanzata spingeranno la presente
generazione verso una direzione obbligata, ossia il tentativo di curare o addirittura invertire
almeno parzialmente il processo d’invecchiamento. Ciò sfocerà in un drammatico prolungamento della speranza di vita umana, che potrebbe superare ampiamente i limiti fino ad ora
imposti dalla biologia. Con conseguenze sociali ancora tutte da studiare. Siamo in procinto di
entrare nell’era della “Seconda Rivoluzione della Longevità”, e cioè l’impatto della presente
pandemia sull’industria della longevità.
Parole chiave: Occidente, crisi del welfare, invecchiamento, prolungamento della speranza, seconda rivoluzione della longevità, impatto del Covid-19, scenari probabili.
Abstract: The inability of the West to sustain future healthcare and pension expenditure
and the advent of advanced biomedical science will push the current generation in an unavoidable direction, that is to say towards attempts to treat or even partially reverse the ageing
process. This will produce a remarkable lengthening of life expectancy, which may go well
beyond the limits hitherto imposed by biology. With social consequences that will entail a
great deal of study and preparation. We are about to enter a “second longevity revolution”.
The impact of the current pandemic on the longevity industry.
Keywords: West, crisis of welfare, ageing process, lengthening of life expectancy, second
longevity revolution, impact of Covid 19, probable scenarios.
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La crisi del Welfare dietro l’angolo
Il sistema pensionistico e il sistema sanitario sono in rotta di collisione con la
realtà. E non possono reggere l’impatto. L’unica via d’uscita è uno scenario
futuribile in cui, grazie a una rivoluzione alimentata dal progresso biomedico
prossimo venturo, il processo d’invecchiamento venga trattato come una condizione malleabile, se non come una patologia, e venga dunque curato.
Prima della Rivoluzione Industriale – e anche durante le sue prime fasi
– l’aspettativa di vita umana era fortemente influenzata da fattori di tipo ambientale, come malnutrizione, scarse misure di sicurezza sul posto di lavoro
e soprattutto malattie infettive – generalmente non curabili dalla medicina
del XIX Secolo. Il tasso di mortalità infantile era molto elevato, così come le
morti di parto. Nonostante questo, i casi di persone decedute ad un’età avanzata erano tutt’altro che assenti. Quello che è cambiato con le grandi scoperte
della medicina del XX Secolo è appunto la percentuale di persone in grado
di sopravvivere all’infanzia e alla mezz’età, fino a raggiungere un’età avanzata – per lo meno nei paesi occidentali. Questa rivoluzione ha anche portato a
un cambio radicale nelle cause di morte: si muore meno per patologie virali
e batteriche, e molto di più per cancro e patologie cardiopatiche di tipo degenerativo. Insomma, nel corso del XX Secolo è avvenuta quella che possiamo
chiamare la “Prima Rivoluzione della Longevità”. E, come cercheremo di
evidenziare, una Seconda Rivoluzione potrebbe essere alle porte.
Fermiamoci un attimo, per definire alcuni concetti essenziali per il presente
lavoro. Il termine “aspettativa di vita” come qui usato è un concetto derivato
dalle scienze attuariali che indica l’età in cui la metà di una certa popolazione
è ancora in vita. Definiremo invece “speranza di vita” l’età massima raggiungibile dai membri di una certa specie – nel caso degli esseri umani, i 122 anni
raggiunti nel 1997 dalla francese Jeanne Calment. È una distinzione utile,
perché ci permette di spiegare nozioni apparentemente contraddittorie relative, ad esempio, al fatto che l’aspettativa media di vita nell’Antica Grecia fosse
di 28 anni,1 ma che svariati personaggi storici dell’epoca non abbiano avuto
alcuna difficoltà a raggiungere i settanta, ottanta e novant’anni. Quello che è
cambiato, grazie alla rivoluzione medica degli ultimi due secoli, è l’aspettativa
1 https://www.britannica.com/science/mortality-demography.
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di vita media delle popolazioni occidentali, in quella che, per gli scopi del presente lavoro, abbiamo volute chiamare appunto la “Prima Rivoluzione della
Longevità” – allo scopo di suggerire che, a nostro parere, si stiano preparando
le condizioni per una Seconda Rivoluzione, che porterà la specie umana a
superare in modo sostanziale i limiti cronologici stabiliti da Jeanne Calment.
Il rapido sviluppo di tecnologie biomediche ha consentito alle persone anziane di sopravvivere a patologie che in precedenza erano fatali, e ciò ha spinto
ulteriormente in avanti l’aspettativa media di vita delle popolazioni coinvolte.
E, secondo la nostra ipotesi di lavoro, questa tendenza, lungi dal fermarsi, è
destinata a proseguire – forse ad accelerare, arrivando perfino a modificare la
speranza di vita. Questo fatto – cioé il fatto che si potrebbe vivere molto più a
lungo, godendo di ancor più decenni di vita sana e produttiva _ avrà conseguenze ancora tutte da illustrare sul mondo del lavoro, sulla vita quotidiana
e soprattutto su quello che gli Occidentali considerano un diritto acquisito,
ossia il sistema delle pensioni d’anzianità.
Storicamente quello di “pensione di anzianità” è un concetto relativamente recente. Si pensi solo al fatto che, anche durante la prima metà del XX
Secolo, il pensionamento era sostanzialmente sconosciuto, tranne in un certo
numero di casi – limitati – come l’invalidità. Come è nato il sistema pensionistico storicamente? E come è nata questa idea della pensione, dello smettere di lavorare a una certa età per ‘godersi la vita’? Fino in tempi recenti, il
concetto dell’“andare in pensione” non esisteva; questa nozione che prevede
una quindicina o ventina d’anni di inattività è andata incontro a un’ampia
accettazione solo nel corso degli anni Settanta. In precedenza infatti molti lavoratori anziani tendevano a guardare negativamente il pensionamento, considerato come un “essere messi da parte” e forzati a rimanere inattivi in attesa
della morte. È una storia complessa, quella della pensione, che rappresenta
per certi aspetti la conseguenza del processo di industrializzazione. E così, se
nel mondo dell’agricoltura la velocità non era essenziale, in ambito industriale
i lavoratori dovevano essere in grado di seguire il ritmo stabilito da datori di
lavoro e da macchine – la catena di montaggio è infatti veloce tanto quanto il
più lento dei suoi elementi. Essendo in quei giorni l’aspettativa di vita inferiore a quella odierna, gli imprenditori potevano permettersi di pagare ai lavoratori non più in grado di lavorare una limitata pensione che consentisse loro di
vivere gli ultimi anni senza fare nulla. Gli anni della Depressione impedirono
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ai datori di lavoro di pagare queste già limitate pensioni, e come conseguenza
il governo USA decise nel 1935 di emanare il Social Security Act allo scopo
di provvedere a questa situazione.2 Nonostante questo, le resistenze tra i lavoratori al concetto di pensionamento continuassero nel corso dei decenni
successivi, durante i quali l’essere in pensione coincideva – nella percezione
comune – con il condurre una vita improduttiva e dunque priva di significato.
Risale al 1954 il primo tentativo di trasformare il pensionamento in un
fenomeno “popolare”. Ci riferiamo qui al lavoro di Ben Schleifer, agente immobiliare di Phoenix (Arizona), che creò Youngtown, la prima area residenziale per pensionati, presentando tale scelta anche come un nuovo stile di vita
– “pensionamento attivo” –, caratterizzato da meritati passatempi e svaghi.3
Un altro imprenditore americano, Del Webb,4 aiutandosi con una massiccia campagna pubblicitaria, creò Sun City, iniziativa che incontrò enorme
e immediato successo, anche per il fatto che ammiccava all’etica lavorativa
dell’epoca – presentando cioè la vita a Sun City come qualcosa di guadagnato
attraverso anni di duro lavoro.5 Insomma, l’ennesima incarnazione del Sogno
Americano, un cambiamento culturale che si è sostanzialmente consolidato
degli anni Sessanta e Settanta.
Con il tempo i programmi di Welfare, praticamente sconosciuti agli inizi
del XX Secolo, si diffusero in tutto l’Occidente assieme allo sviluppo delle
democrazie post-Seconda Guerra Mondiale, radicandosi nella percezione e
nelle aspettative delle popolazioni occidentali, le quali a loro volta votarono
ed elessero politici disposti a consolidare ed estendere i benefici forniti dai
suddetti programmi. Facciamo l’esempio degli Stati Uniti, che – in ritardo
rispetto agli altri paesi occidentali – istituirono Medicare nel 1965.
A questo punto c’è un dato da considerare: nel 1940 negli USA il rapporto
numerico tra lavoratori e pensionati era di 16 a 1; oggi è di solo 2.9 a 1, e il
2 A. Zhavoronkov, The Ageless Generation: How Advances in Biomedicine Will Transform the Global
Economy . St. Martin’s Press, New York 2013. Pp. 23-43.
3 B. Ness, Youngtown—The First Active Retirement Community, 55 Places, 2009https://www.
55places.com/blog/youngtown-active-retirement-community.
4 AA.VV., About Del Webb, Del Webb, http://www.delwebb.com/value-of-delwebb/About_
DelWebb.aspx.
5 AA.VV, The History of Sun City, Recreation Centers of Sun City, http://www.sunaz.com/
history.
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declino numerico della forza lavoro è destinato a scendere ulteriormente, a
causa anche del progressivo ingresso nel sistema pensionistico dei baby boomer.6 È un problema complesso, ovviamente, che non può di certo essere
esaurito in queste poche righe. Quello che ci preme considerare è che, in buona sostanza, il numero degli anziani pronti per la pensione sta crescendo più
velocemente del numero delle persone che entra nel mercato del lavoro; e, in
relazione questo problema articolato, nei governi occidentali sembra mancare
un senso di urgenza, e il desiderio di creare una roadmap per la sua soluzione.
Elaborando ulteriormente sulla questione, possiamo aggiungere che, a inasprire tale processo, ci ha pensato poi la globalizzazione, la quale – a causa
dello spostamento di svariate attività produttive dall’Occidente ad altre località ritenute più vantaggiose da un punto di vista legale e fiscale – ha contribuito non poco all’erosione di posti di lavoro e quindi all’aggravamento della
suddetta proporzione – con una relativa riduzione delle entrate fiscali, incluse
quelle dedicate alle pensioni e ai servizi sanitari.7 Menzioniamo poi di passaggio il problema apparentemente intrattabile del declino delle nascite.
E, paradossalmente, a contribuire alla crescita dei costi vi è lo stesso progresso medico-scientifico: curando una determinata patologia – un tempo fatale – in una persona anziana, si aumenta la probabilità di sopravvivenza di
quest’ultima, ma anche la probabilità che essa sviluppi in seguito qualche altra patologia, la quale presenta ovviamente costi ulteriori. La soluzione – che,
quando proposta, è sempre risultata altamente impopolare – sarebbe quella di
andare in pensione più tardi, nel cui caso il problema si ridurrebbe o almeno
ci consentirebbe di guadagnare tempo.
Fin qui abbiamo considerato i fatti relativi al mondo del Welfare; vediamo ora l’ingresso in campo di un attore di tipo diverso, la ricerca scientifica
nell’ambito dell’invecchiamento.

6 AA.VV., The 2012 OASDI Trustees Report, Social Security: The Official Website of the U.S.
Social Security Administration, https://www.ssa.gov/oact/tr/2012/tr2012.pdf.
7 Per il presente lavoro abbiamo deciso di trattare il sistema pensionistico e quello sanitario
come un tutt’uno; non lo sono affatto, ma questo accorpamento ci è comunque utile, visto che
a usufruire del sistema sanitario sono soprattutto – per ovvie ragioni – soprattutto gli anziani.
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Una svolta dalla biogerontologia
L’invecchiamento medio della popolazione e la crisi del Welfare in rapido
avvicinamento si sovrappongono infatti a qualcosa di diverso, che sta accadendo in ambito biomedico; un vero e proprio cambio di paradigma, in senso
kuhniano,8 che pone al centro un’idea fino ad ora relegata ai margini, cioè
quella per cui il processo d’invecchiamento umano sarebbe da considerarsi
non rigido, ma malleabile. E, per certi aspetti, reversibile. Un cambio di paradigma che inizia a farsi largo all’interno della comunità scientifica e che
potrebbe rappresentare una via d’uscita dall’impasse, forzata e che non mancherà di sollevare ulteriori domande.9
La questione del ringiovanimento e del prolungamento della speranza di
vita oltre i limiti massimi ammessi attualmente dalla biologia è annosa e storicamente molto complessa.10 Mentre le culture orientali, e in particolare quella
cinese, hanno storicamente coltivato l’idea della possibilità di prolungare durata della vita e permanenza del vigore giovanile, quella occidentale ha marginalizzato tale possibilità, assumendo dunque un atteggiamento “apologetico”
nei confronti di invecchiamento e morte, come sottolineato già nel 1966 dallo
storico americano Gerald Joseph Gruman.11 Certo non sono mancati nel XX
Secolo studiosi convinti che il prolungamento della vita e il ringiovanimento
siano per lo meno possibili – citiamo, se non altro, Elie Metchnikoff, promotore dei probiotici; Alexis Carrel; Édouard Brown-Séquard e Eugen Steinach,
sostenitori di terapie ormonali che porteranno alla nascita dell’endocrinologia;
Alexander Bogdanov, sostenitore del potere ringiovanente del sangue e fondatore del primo istituto al mondo per lo studio delle trasfusioni.12 In generale
però, nell’ambito della biogerontologia, la posizione della comunità scientifica
è stata caratterizzata da un forte scetticismo: di fatto o di diritto, il processo
8 T. Kuhn, La struttura delle rivoluzioni scientifiche, Einaudi, Torino 2009 [1962].
9 A. Zhavoronkov, The Ageless Generation: How Advances in Biomedicine Will Transform the Global
Economy, St. Martin’s Press, New York 2013.
10 I. Stambler, Longevity Promotion: Multidisciplinary Perspectives, Longevity History, Rison Lezion, Israel 2017, pp. 173-237, www.longevityhistory.com.
11 G. J. Gruman, A History of ideas about the Prolongation of Life. The Evolution of Prolongevity
Hypotheses to 1800, Springer Publishing Company , New York 2003 (1966).
12 I. Stambler, Op. Cit., p. 95.
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d’invecchiamento è sempre stato considerato immodificabile. Fino all’arrivo
sulla scena di Aubrey De Grey (1963-). Il lavoro del biogerontologo britannico
rappresenta infatti un momento di rottura radicale con il passato. A partire
dagli anni Novanta, lo studioso ha promosso l’idea che il processo di invecchiamento non debba essere aggredito in modo diretto, ma indiretto. Il metabolismo – dice De Grey – è poco compreso, e non c’è quindi speranza di manipolarlo efficacemente allo scopo di prolungare la vita o invertire il processo di
invecchiamento. Quello che invece si può cominciare a fare immediatamente
è classificare i danni provocati da tale processo, sviluppando terapie ad hoc che
li riparino il più accuratamente possibile e in modo regolare. Il modello di De
Grey fa riferimento a sette tipi di danni provocati dall’invecchiamento, e suggerisce altrettante strategie piuttosto generali atte a porvi rimedio – per l’elenco completo rimandiamo al suo libro, Ending Aging.13 L’approccio di De Grey
ha sollevato un enorme dibattito all’interno della comunità bio-gerontologica,
esemplificato dal celebre confronto organizzato dall’MIT Technological Review nel 200614. Dopo diversi anni, l’intenso attivismo di De Grey ha iniziato a
dare i suoi frutti, portando alla nascita di un forte interesse nel contesto culturale iper-tecnologico della Silicon Valley. In tempi più recenti abbiamo assistito
alla creazione – da parte di Google – di Calico, compagnia dedicata appunto
alla ricerca nell’ambito della biomedicina anti-age; alla fondazione di un’altra
compagnia, Longevity Inc., da parte di Craig Venter e Peter Diamandis;15 alla
nascita di un’organizzazione scientifica, la Life Extension Advocacy Foundation, che mira a promuovere proprio il modello di De Grey16. E questo è solo
l’inizio. Lo studio del processo d’invecchiamento è infatti fiorito, negli ultimi
anni. Come dice il sociologo della scienza Riccardo Campa:
“Se si cerca in Google Scholar la parola chiave “anti-aging” si ottengono
185.000 lavori scientifici che la contengono. Se si restringe la ricerca agli ulti13 A. De Grey; M. Rae, Ending Aging: The Rejuvenation Breakthroughs that Could Reverse Human
Aging in Our Lifetime, St. Martin’s Press, New York 2007.
14 http://www2.technologyreview.com/sens/.
15 Diamandis ha anche introdotto l’efficace slogan “fare dei cent’anni i nuovi sessanta”. Cfr.
J. Atalla e A. Kakoyiannis, What Silicon Valley is doing to make humans live longer, 2 marzo 2018,
https://www.businessinsider.com/peter-diamandis-how-silicon-valley-can-make-100new-60-2018-2.
16 https://www.lifespan.io/
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mi dieci anni, si trovano circa 50.000 tra libri e articoli sull’argomento. Altri
28.600 lavori scientifici emergono, se si imposta la ricerca sull’espressione leggermente diversa “anti-aging”. Il termine “rejuvenation” offre circa 300.000
risultati, ma è evidente che questo termine può essere utilizzato in contesti assai
diversi. Se si restringe la ricerca alla combinazione del termine “rejuvenation”
con “medicine”, gli articoli scientifici che vengono trovati sono comunque tanti: 91.500, per l’esattezza. E parliamo solo dei lavori in inglese. Se si restringe
la ricerca alle riviste di classe A, quelle indicizzate in Scopus o Web of Science
per intenderci, il numero di articoli cala decisamente, ma resta comunque notevole. Per farla breve, non possiamo qui passare in rassegna tutta la letteratura
sull’argomento. Quella che abbiamo brevemente discusso serve al nostro scopo. Crediamo di essere riusciti a chiarire che, quando si parla di eterna giovinezza, non si parla del rigurgito del sogno alchemico di pochi visionari, ma di
una enorme macchina scientifica e industriale che si è messa in moto negli ultimi decenni e che sta sfornando studi e scoperte senza sosta. Tutto questo sforzo
di risorse economiche e di intelligenze da qualche parte dovrà portare.”17
E le prove che in effetti il processo d’invecchiamento può essere, almeno in
linea di principio, invertito, cominciano a fare capolino. Per fare un esempio,
nel corso di una ricerca condotta nel 2018, realizzata da James Kirkland e il
suo team della Mayo Clinic, gli studiosi sono riusciti, utilizzando un cocktail
di farmaci senolitici contenente il dasatinib e la quercetina, a ripulire l’organismo di alcune cavie dalle cellule senescenti – proprio una delle strategie promosse da De Grey – prolungando vita e vigore negli animali in questione.18
In un trial clinico – approvato dall’FDA – che ha coinvolto nove volontari,
lo studioso americano Greg Fahy è riuscito – tramite l’uso di somatotropina e metformina – a ottenere segni di rigenerazione nel timo – ghiandola
fondamentale per il sistema immunitario e che, con il passare degli anni, va
incontro a un processo di involuzione.19 Il presente lavoro non mira di certo
ad essere esaustivo; quello che ci preme qui è sottolineare, tramite i suddetti
17 R. Campa, Eterna giovinezza. Il ritorno di un sogno antico tra studi scientifici e dilemmi etici, Orbis
Idearum Press, Cracovia 2019, p. 156.
18 https://www.nih.gov/news-events/nih-research-matters/eliminating-senescent-cells-extends-healthy-life-mice.
19 A. Abbott, First hint that body’s ‘biological age’ can be reversed, 5 settembre 2019, HTTPS://WWW.
NATURE.COM/ARTICLES/D41586-019-02638-W.
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esempi, che ciò a cui abbiamo assistito negli ultimi anni è un vero e proprio
cambio di paradigma all’interno del mondo della biogerontologia, un cambio
che non potrà non avere conseguenze sociali assolutamente inedite, che in
qualche modo andranno gestite. È infatti solo questione di tempo prima che
si arrivi all’applicazione umana su vasta scala.
Che, da un punto di vista ontologico, lo sia o meno, il processo di invecchiamento finirà per essere trattato come una patologia da curare; il che sfocerà appunto in una Seconda Rivoluzione della Longevità. L’accettazione di
questa possibilità – cioè quella di vivere molto più a lungo di quanto possiamo
aspettarci oggi – da parte del grande pubblico potrebbe richiedere un’enorme
quantità di tempo, sollevare resistenze etiche e politiche, e così via.
Attraverso le tecnologie mediche prossime venture potremmo iniziare a
influenzare e modificare il processo di invecchiamento umano, al punto che i
sessantacinque anni intesi come l’età standard per andare in pensione saranno ridefiniti; in altre parole per i sessantenni – e pure per i settantenni e gli
ottantenni – la pensione potrebbe diventare una prospettiva lontana – non
perché irraggiungibile, ma perché la durata della vita umana potrebbe superare abbondantemente i cento anni in buona salute.
La strategia che le società occidentali saranno giocoforza costrette ad adottare si presenta in due varianti, che possono presentarsi contemporaneamente, ossia allungare la vita e la vitalità – superando il limite massimo raggiunto
fino ad ora dei 122 anni – e nel comprimere sempre di più da un punto di vista
temporale la fragilità degli anni finali, riducendoli quindi a un breve periodo.
Nel 1961, John F. Kennedy lanciò il Progetto Apollo, con l’ambizioso obiettivo di sbarcare sulla Luna; dieci anni dopo, nel 1971 Richard Nixon emanò
il National Cancer Act, dando il via ufficialmente alla “Guerra al Cancro”.
Assisteremo in un prossimo futuro a un’iniziativa – USA o internazionale –
che, imiti in termini di investimenti e coordinamento, gli sforzi del Progetto
Apollo e che dichiari “Guerra all’Invecchiamento”? In un modo o nell’altro –
ossia che alla “cura” dell’invecchiamento ci pensino i governi dell’Occidente
o il settore privato –, questo trend, se attuato, porterebbe ovviamente a una
rivoluzione nella definizione di “età pensionabile”, a un prolungamento del
numero degli anni attivi e, come si può immaginare, a forti resistenze sollevate
dalle popolazioni interessate. Il dilemma – curare o meno l’invecchiamento
– è però inevitabile: il sistema sanitario e pensionistico come li intendiamo
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non possono semplicemente durare. Al che ci si potrebbe porre una domanda
ulteriore: quanto velocemente saremo in grado di raggiungere questa nuova
era di vitalità e produttività per gli anziani? In tempo per salvare il sistema? È
ovviamente difficile da prevedere.
Cenni su alcuni scenari
Primo scenario più probabile
Il presente lavoro non può che lasciare irrisolta una questione troppo ampia
per essere affrontata qui, cioé quella relativa al tema della creazione di posti di
lavoro e dell’erosione del medesimi a causa della crescente automazione. È una
tematica che preferiamo lasciare tra parentesi, rimandando la disamina di tutte
le questioni a essa legate e le possibili soluzioni ad altre opere e altri autori.20
I possibili mutamenti sociali legati a questa Seconda Rivoluzione della Longevità meritano se non altro di essere elencati. Partiamo allora con la struttura
della famiglia; è infatti possibile immaginare che la monogamia seriale diventi
ancora più diffusa, e che le famiglie di tipo allargato – nel senso di “blended” –
finiscano per costituire la norma. Un fatto dovuto a una maggiore aspettativa
di vita, che renderebbe del tutto obsoleto il “finché morte non vi separi”. è
possibile anche immaginare lo scenario opposto però, in cui molte coppie sviluppino con l’andare dei decenni un rapporto di tipo “simbiotico”, e – grazie
appunto al tempo – raggiungano una mutua comprensione per noi difficile da
immaginare. Ad ogni modo lo scenario più probabile è quello di una realtà mista – ossia coppie simbiotiche che esistono fianco a fianco di monogami seriali.
Uno scenario relativo ai costi delle terapie “anti-age”
Un secondo scenario è quello relativo ai costi delle terapie anti-age. Se queste
dovessero essere, anche solo inizialmente, molto costose, allora è chiaro che
esse diventerebbero appannaggio solo di un’élite socio-economica in grado di
20 Cfr. ad esempio: R. Campa, Still Think Robots Can’t Do Your Job? Essays on Automation and
Technological Unemployment, D Editore, Roma 2018.
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permettersele. E ciò creerebbe un ulteriore divario tra le diverse classi sociali,
difficilmente colmabile – fino ad ora vecchiaia e morte sono state viste come
il supremo equalizzatore – e probabilmente fonte di intense tensioni sociali.
Almeno all’inizio. Perché poi – e questo è un ulteriore possibile scenario – i
costi potrebbero ridursi, un po’ come capita con molti prodotti tecnologici,
finendo per essere alla portata dell’Occidentale medio.
Scenario relativo al cosiddetto invecchiamento psicologico
Un’altra questione interessate é quella relativa al cosiddetto invecchiamento
psicologico. Lo stereotipo della persona anziana rigida è, appunto uno stereotipo, ma è comunque innegabile che gli esseri umani vadano incontro a
cambiamenti psicologici, o meglio all’inasprimento di alcuni tratti della personalità già presenti. La domanda – per la quale non abbiamo ancora una
risposta – è realativa alla natura di questo cambiamento: culturale o biologico? In ogni caso – che si tratti di manipolazioni biogenetiche, ad esempio
ormonali (dato l’influsso che gli ormoni hanno sulla personalità), o di social
engineering – è probabile che, come l’invecchiamento fisico, anche quello psicologico sia in qualche modo trattabile. E che quindi il paventato rischio di una
società in mano agli anziani e perciò super-conservatrice non si verifichi affatto. Un cambiamento culturale connesso al ringiovanimento psicologico sarà
probabilmente quello relativo alla “formazione permanente” – a prescindere
dall’età, è probabile che gli esseri umani del futuro diventino “studenti a vita”.
Il concetto di “saggezza” andrà inoltre incontro a un cambiamento – difficile
immaginare infatti l’articolata visione del mondo che potrà essere sviluppata
da una persona capace di vivere fino a centocinquant’anni e oltre.
Scenario di medicalizzazione della vita quotidiana
Parliamo poi di medicalizzazione della vita quotidiana, un fenomeno che,
per certi aspetti, è già presente. Ma nel caso del ringiovanimento, esso potrebbe senz’altro intensificarsi – non dimentichiamo che ciò a cui De Grey
pensa è un sistema di terapie a cui sottoporsi regolarmente, come se si fosse
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malati cronici – e a tutti gli effetti, per i sostenitori del longevismo estremo,
siamo malati cronici, in quanto l’idea che l’invecchiamento sia da considerarsi una patologia è stata proposta diverse volte, in anni recenti. Ad ogni
modo, l’accettazione di tale stile di vita medicalizzato dipende da molti fattori, e non ultimo il livello di intrusività delle terapie proposte – se infatti si
tratta di assumere una semplice pillola, è probabile che moltissimi siano disposti a farlo; se invece si tratta di interventi lunghi e che richiedono regolare
ospedalizzazione, qualcuno potrebbe storcere il naso.
Scenario della sospensione della terapia con la ripresa del processo di
invecchiamento e la morte
A ciò Campa aggiunge: “La sospensione della terapia comporterebbe la ripresa del processo di invecchiamento e la morte. I presidi anti-invecchiamento
potrebbero essere paragonati ai medicinali antiretrovirali o agli immunosoppressori. Devono essere assunti regolarmente. De Grey ricorda che la terapia
anti-AIDS costa circa 30.000 dollari all’anno. Non tutti i cittadini sarebbero
in grado di sostenere una spesa analoga. Se si rimanesse all’interno di una
logica mercatista, sarebbero ben pochi ad accedere all’eterna giovinezza. Perciò, lo studioso inglese ipotizza un pesante intervento della mano pubblica.
Già oggi, in alcuni paesi, è lo Stato a prendersi cura dei malati, ma lo Stato
non è un’entità astratta che crea soldi dal nulla. In realtà, sono i cittadini sani
a curare i cittadini malati, versando tasse all’erario. Una domanda sorge allora spontanea: se tutti sono malati di invecchiamento, si può ancora mettere
in campo questo meccanismo di solidarietà? Non porterebbe alla bancarotta
del paese? Secondo de Grey, l’intervento pubblico è ancora possibile per due
ragioni. La prima è che le terapie costano molto meno di quello che è il loro
prezzo finale. C’è un fitto intreccio tra lobby farmaceutiche, assicurazioni,
aziende sanitarie e politica che porta i prezzi a lievitare.”21
Aggiungiamo inoltre un fatto ulteriore, cioè che il ciclo di ricerca e sviluppo in
ambito anti-aging continuerà di certo, portando ad ulteriori estensioni della longevità – ma
non vogliamo pronunciarci su quali limiti cronologici possano essere toccati
in futuro.
21 R. Campa, Eterna Giovinezza, p. 73.
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Un cigno nero all’orizzonte
Ed ecco che, mentre questo paper veniva scritto, un classico “cigno nero”
si è manifestato, sotto forma di quella che probabilmente sarà nota come la
grande pandemia del 2020, il Covid-19. L’impatto sulla salute pubblica del
pianeta e sui sistemi sanitari di tutto il mondo – per non parlare dello stile di
vita e delle modalità lavorative, costrette a dirigersi il più possibile verso il virtuale – è stato immenso, anche se le conseguenze potranno e dovranno essere
valutate nella loro interezza a mente fredda, quando tutta questa vicenda si
sarà conclusa. Per i nostri scopi però una domanda, seppur prematura, ce la
dobbiamo porre: quale sarà l’impatto di questa pandemia dei tempi nostri sulla nascente industria della longevità e sul nostro modo di intendere il processo
d’invecchiamento? Innanzitutto, una considerazione: le vittime del covid-19
sono le persone più fragili, quindi – anche se non sempre – gli anziani, il cui
sistema immunitario non è in grado di contrastare efficacemente il virus. Sui
quotidiani e sulle riviste tecniche si è spesso sottolineato inoltre come molte
delle vittime fossero affette da “condizioni preesistenti” – cancro, patologie
cardiocircolatorie e quant’altro. È interessante però notare come, in conseguenza del covid-19, sia aumentata la consapevolezza che sia proprio l’età in
sé, e non soltanto questa o quella patologia, a costituire in un certo qual modo
una “condizione preesistente.” Se – come crediamo – questa consapevolezza
si diffonderà a macchia d’olio, allora, lungi dallo spingerci a mettere da parte l’industria della longevità (in nome di questioni sanitarie considerate più
“urgenti” e meno speculative), il covid-19 e le pandemie prossime venture costringeranno la ricerca biomedica a occuparsi in modo sempre più massiccio
della più basilare delle cosiddette “condizioni pre-esistenti,” e cioè il fatto che
tutti quanti, nessuno escluso, invecchiamo. In quello che sembra un classico
caso di “eterogenesi dei fini,” le ricerche per la prevenzione delle pandemie
prossime venture potrebbero tradursi a tutti gli effetti in ricerche per la cura e
la prevenzione del processo d’invecchiamento.
Dulcis in fundo, lasciamo il lettore con il problema che tutti tendono a sollevare quando si parla di prolungamento estremo dell’aspettativa di vita, cioè
quello dell’esplosione demografica che ne seguirebbe. Non è facile rispondere
a questa domanda. C’è infatti chi propone un rigido controllo delle nascite
– ma è veramente proponibile dato che, a quanto pare, il desiderio di ma- 143 -
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ternità e paternità sembra essere radicato in moltissime persone. Altri hanno
proposto la colonizzazione di altri pianeti, un obiettivo che, per quanto encomiabile, sembra non essere – per ragioni di costi e soprattutto di tecnologie
disponibili – a portata di mano.
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Abstract: Any expression of rationality is based upon premises, many of which cannot be
ultimately justified. The role of these presuppositions becomes particularly important in the
domains of the social sciences and the humanities. A philosophical reflection on the foundation methodologies of these disciplines can shed light on how to overcome the rigidity of many
present conceptual systems, so as to fully grasp the richness and complexity of human action.
Keywords: Frame, natural sciences, social sciences, rationality, synthesis.
Sommario: Ogni espressione della razionalità si basa su delle premesse, molte delle
quali non sono suscettibili di giustificazione in senso assoluto. Il ruolo di questi presupposti
diventa particolarmente importante nelle scienze sociali e nelle discipline umanistiche. Una
riflessione filosofica sulle metodologie basilari di queste discipline può gettare luce sul modo di
superare la rigidità di molti sistemi concettuali moderni, per poi potere comprendere appieno
la ricchezza e la complessità dell’agire umano.
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Integration
Physics, chemistry, biology and neuroscience, together with logic and mathematics as structural foundations of their rational inquiry, represent our most
powerful tools to achieve knowledge endowed with the highest degree of certitude. Nevertheless, the human mind, in its far-reaching aspiration to conquer
new territories of knowledge, cannot renounce the exploration of the realm
of the most complex objects available to our experience: the productions of
the mind in the form of cultural and social institutions. It is therefore imperative to deal with the nature and scope of the social sciences.
Any attempt to approach an object, whether in the domain of the natural
sciences or the social and humanistic disciplines, always encounters a deep
difficulty: the methodological perspective employed. In the case of the natural
sciences, the problem, although real, is exhibited on a smaller scale. The referent is clear and explicit enough for us to find plausible ways of contrasting
the theoretical models that have been elaborated. If we want to explain how
nature works, the limitation of our theoretical models will be reduced to the
way in which they correspond to the frame of reference given by nature itself,
its structure and its function. However, in the sphere of social and humanistic
disciplines, the frame of reference is produced by the human being through
his action. Abstraction from the historical element is then revealed to be an
impossible task.
By deconstructing and reconstructing the object of study within the natural sciences, the loss of reality is minimal. Except in biology and neuroscience,
where the object of study is under the constant influence of the medium and
is constituted precisely in that continuous reciprocity with the ecosystem, with
space and time, with the vicissitudes of history, the becoming of a material
particle does not prevent us from grasping a series of basic dimensions that
inevitably belong to the object. We can thus say that the human mind has managed to elucidate the object with a degree of depth and rigour that will only
be constrained by the shortcomings of our technique and the imperfections
of our theoretical models.
On the contrary, when we examine any portion of human reality, any production of the spirit or any work of civilization, historicity becomes a defining
characteristic. By germinating from individual intentions and their insertion
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in collective networks, man’s creations are not easily subsumed under theoretical models. There is no key frame of reference that has the last word for
determining the validity of a theory.
However, it would be naïve and futile to limit oneself to proposing mere
interpretations capable of shedding light on the objects of the human world.
Hermeneutics offers valuable and instructive tools, but the study of the human being does not have to yield to an interminable rhapsody of interpretations. Interpreting and explaining need not be contemplated as inevitably
contradictory and irreconcilable methodologies (as Dilthey did in his rigid distinction between verstehen and erklären), because they have to be complemented
in every field of knowledge.
Social sciences, conceptual systems and human rationality
Any progress in the refinement of our conceptual systems gradually leads
to a new conceptual system which, although imperfect and fragmentary, is
remarkably close to reality. In the case of the humanities and the social sciences, this approach consists of the cultivation of theoretical frameworks and
empirical techniques capable of assimilating a greater number of phenomena
and a greater range of relevant perspectives. Just as the researcher may feel indebted to Marx’s work on the influence of social status on modes of thought,
but without admitting his entire system and his vision of historical evolution, a
deeper conceptual framework, more versatile and blessed with higher explanatory power, will be able to conquer higher levels of extension and intensity.
The criterion of parsimony does not have to be applied here. The lack of
necessary laws beyond biological and social conditioning (human will being
a law in itself) turns the multiplicity of perspectives and the breadth of the
principles into extremely relevant factors, and they cannot be disdained for
the sake of conceptual efficiency. If in the natural sciences the basic criterion
is that of extension (that is, the number of phenomena explained by a given
law), in the social and humanistic disciplines it is essential to pay attention to
the intensity of the model. There is no point in creating false expectations
about a single law suitable for explaining everything, because each object of
study arises as its own law: every period, every civilization; each individual,
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in short. We would never complete the scientific discourse in these matters
without exhausting all the manifestations of the individuality, the contingency,
the historicity that moulds human realities. Such a goal would be not only
unavailable but also unreasonable, as it would imply reproducing everything
that man has done, thought and desired throughout the centuries. Yet what
is important is to identify the guiding principles that, in the course of history,
have determined events on a large scale.
The presupposition from which this perspective emanates refers to the rationality of human action, to the idea that there is a logic whose articulation
gives coherence to historical events. It is evident that this presupposition is
incomplete, because not everything that has happened has always emerged
as the unmistakable fruit of rationality, pure and limpid, devoid of the intrusions generated by arbitrary or relentless contingency. Will and chance have
played a role of equal or greater explanatory significance. However, we may
hope that the combination of three great methodologies will propitiate a framework that tends to completeness in the study of the human being and his
productions. The first methodology will be devoted to examining the logic
of history, its insertion into rational patterns, into clearly discernible economic, social and technological factors; the second will concentrate its efforts
on clarifying the motivations that govern human psychology, on the burdens
that weigh on it, on the limits that surround rationality, on the unavoidable
blueprint of emotions, on the genesis of desires, on the beautiful arbitrariness
which moves the will; the third will seek to understand the contingencies that
so often determine the course of humanity, but which can often be encompassed within basic and reiterated typologies.
Human knowledge has advanced by leaps and bounds in these three areas.
Today we accumulate an extraordinary amount of data on the history of the
economy, social organizations, technology and knowledge. At the same time, our
understanding of the human mind has also indisputably progressed, and the detailed description of historical events provides us with an invaluable perspective
for weighing the different causal elements that converge in a specific fact.
A science absolutely devoid of prejudice would never be feasible, because
the human intellectual enterprise is guided by at least one presupposition: that
of the intelligibility of the world. It gives us the hope that our mind will always
be able to access increasingly hidden spaces of the universe, in a potentially
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infinite, exhausting but rewarding career. Fortunately, this presupposition is
minimal, which does not really affect significantly the development of scientific activity. The fact that science itself has gained consciousness of the limits
of human knowledge represents a relevant argument in favour of its infinite
elasticity and its almost unrestricted permeability by the stimuli that come
from the world.
The situation that we contemplate in the social and humanistic disciplines
is completely different from the scenario that presides over the natural sciences. In social studies, the power of prejudices is of the highest importance.
Yet although its shadow can never be completely dissipated, we must convince ourselves that the progress of these branches of knowledge cannot be
based upon the absolute eradication of prejudices but on their insertion into
broader frameworks that explain and interpret human phenomena. Beyond
the traditional distinction between explaining and understanding, all scientific work, natural or social, aims to identify the great patterns of behaviour
that prevail in the different domains of reality. For example, by founding his
analysis upon a primary fundamental law – conflicts between the classes that
form a certain social and economic system inexorably generate concepts like
social class, conflict and the socio-economic system – Marx thought that he
had discovered the driving force of historical change.
Today, the aspiration to identify a single law that rules the destinies of history is utopian. Not even thermodynamics can be unified into a single law (the
so-called “theories of everything” seem to look for an Urgesetz, but it remains
unknown, and it may be unattainable).2 It is more useful to speak in terms of
2 The first reason is that our knowledge of nature is always constrained. For example, until
the 20th century, physicists thought that two fundamental forces sufficed to explain material
processes. Today, we are aware of the necessity of at least four fundamental forces to understand the universe. The second reason points to the limits in our capacity to know and think
that have been discovered by science itself. The two fundamental borders for our knowledge
are Gödel’s incompleteness theorems and Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. The first raises
an analytic limit, referring to the inner structure of logical thinking, while the second poses a
synthetic barrier to knowledge. Any law of nature establishes a type of behaviour in material
entities that concomitantly poses an epistemic limit. For example, the law of the constancy
of the speed of light in vacuo defines a fixed, finite quantity of for the displacement of a ray
of light in vacuum. It is therefore impossible to know anything instantaneously, and absolute
simultaneity is unachievable for our mind. However, the most distinctive feature of the un- 151 -
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the forces that prevail at each level of cultural development. And the different
levels can be measured in accordance with the quantity and quality of the
information managed by a certain culture (that is to say, in accordance with
the knowledge accumulated by a certain culture). Hence, human history can be
regarded as the gradual discovery of rationality in its different manifestations.
Human behaviour is unquestionably more complex than the behaviour of
any object in physics and chemistry, but it nonetheless remains a perceptible
phenomenon which responds to causes and produces effects. In order to understand the behaviour of an electron, it is not necessary to use an “intensive”
method, meant to penetrate the interior of the object, since this inner dimension does not exist. As we rise on the phylogenetic scale, interiority dawns
in increasingly higher degrees, and the scientist cannot but recognize that
inner world which defines the realm of life and shines with its own light in
Homo sapiens. Understanding human behaviour therefore requires a detailed
examination of its interiority, its psychology, the functioning of its mind, the
amalgamation of reasons, desires, emotions and stimuli that shape it. But,
whether explanatory or interpretive, every discourse of reason that strives to
adapt itself to reality does nothing but integrate the particular into the universal. There are neither infinite modalities of conduct nor infinite modalities
of production or social organization; also, there is no infinite number of laws
that govern the movement of the different strata of physical reality. While
we lack a unified theory of physical nature, we have strong reasons to believe
that the number of primitive laws is relatively small. Every scientific discourse
always aspires to find the premises and rules of transformation that underlie a
specific phenomenon of the world. To connect the particular and the universal is the goal of every explanation and every interpretation.
certainty principle resides in its direct epistemological content: it immediately refers to a limit
in human knowledge, because this law of nature concerns a potential observer who aims to
measure simultaneously two canonically conjugated variables. It is inevitable to speculate
whether a much superior mind would be subject to Gödel’s prohibition or to Heisenberg’s
restriction. Would a divine-like entity find its knowledge restricted by these boundaries, or it
would be blessed with some sort of “higher rationality”, capable of avoiding Gödel’s theorems, and with a deeper understanding of nature, capable of surpassing Heisenberg’s indeterminacy? We do not know, and we do not know whether we will ever be able to answer this
question. In any case, logical and physical evidence underlines the existence of at least two
fundamental limits of human knowledge.
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It is undeniable that every form of conscious knowledge is always indirect. The mediation of the senses represents the principal channel through
which we access the external world. With the exception of the pure creations of mind, such as logic and mathematics, as well as certain philosophical
propositions justified by virtue of the very exercise of self-consciousness (St.
Augustine’s “si enim fallor, sum” and Descartes’ “cogito, ergo sum” give us the best
examples), in all knowledge ordered to effectively represent reality it is inevitable that mediations are employed. Both the linguistic sign and the mental
image seek to code, in channels imbued with a certain degree of permanence,
the multiplicity of an inherently heterogeneous and mutable reality. In such
symbolic structures it is possible to record the thoughts dealing with realities
that are external to the mind. Thanks to the art of combination, through a
reduced number of linguistic signs and mental images we are able to generate
a potentially infinite number of propositions reflecting, at higher levels of
fidelity and attunement, the features of the world.
Through thinking, the human mind is capable of multiplying and distributing regardless of the constraints of space and time (as the classical dictum
states: “natura ad unum, ratio ad opposita”). This power stems from the possibility
of establishing a dichotomy between object and subject, because the mind
is able to multiply reality, whereas unconscious beings are strongly determined by the specificities of the stimuli and their own situation. The ability to
detach oneself from the object (“to objectify”) is particularly fertile for categorizing, finding “types” and models, but in examining subjective life, if we
restrain our activity to objectifying, we lose reality. For example, in biology
it is very difficult to find general laws (not even Mendel’s laws are absolutely
universal). This fatality obeys the increasing complexity of biological entities,
in which there is an “underdetermined” relation (a “degenerate system”, in
the sense that the same goal can be reached through different ways, adding
uniqueness and singularity to the process) between the general law and the
entity that falls under its domain. We can fulfil the laws of physics in different
ways, and this possibility allows us to develop a vast and exuberant world of
identity and subjectivity that, without contradicting the fundamental laws of
nature, nonetheless builds “its own world”, with its own “laws” (aspirations,
character, rationality,…). Thus, it is feasible to multiply the variability almost
exponentially, and it is perhaps here where intuitive thinking and “intellectual
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empathy” become more important. Culture is a new world of its own, with
laws rooted in human will, creativity and adaptability. It is the noblest fruit
of our symbolic capacities, and the symbol precisely consists of the power to
detach oneself from a fixed paradigm in order to establish new, imaginative
connections, thereby expanding the scope of rationality.
Although we can never draw a 1:1 scale map,3 science and thought progressively lead us to a finer awareness of the elements that give shape to the
world. This increasing degree of consciousness also implies a greater deepening into ourselves, into our own consciousness and into the elasticity of
human imagination. The consequence is clear: knowledge of the external
can admirably converge with knowledge of the self, the task to which we are
exhorted by the famous imperative of the Oracle of Delphi.
From this perspective, all knowledge is constructive. Data of external and
internal experience are purged by symbolic imagination, language and the
presuppositions of logic, which articulate information in an increasingly sophisticated architecture. Inevitably, the human being must separate himself
from reality in order to rationally access it. Therefore, we always have to lose
elements of reality, for example the instantaneity in which many phenomena
manifest themselves. As soon as we intend to capture some parcels of reality,
these have already undergone alterations, and we never apprehend exactly
the same state of the world that we attempt to elucidate.
Instead of discouraging us, this inexorable gap between the mind and the
world should infuse us with a feeling of deep humility before the vastness and
richness of the universe and the limitations of the human mind. It should
also invite us to explore all the options available to channel the impulses of
thought.

3 This attempt would itself be a vain and distorting project, because it would prevent us
from thinking: it would frustrate any attempt to distance ourselves from the world in order to
scrutinize, question and transform it creatively.
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From analysis to synthesis
The analytic method (which can be called “la méthode de résolution”) (Arnaud
and Nicole 1970: 368) offers unmatched results in the detailed study of the elements of reality. However, analytic thinking is unable to deal on its own with
the highest complexities of the world. After deconstructing reality, we need
to “recompose” it. The whole adds new information to the data contained
in the parts, as a result of the interactions and environmental relations established between the parts. Therefore, the truth about the parts is different from
the truth about the whole, given that the truth about the whole may need to
consider the compatibilities and incompatibilities between the parts and the
importance of their reciprocities. Just as in thinking, we always need a proposition (a premise) and a rule of transformation, in dealing with reality we have
to pay attention to the parts (“the objects that fall under a certain function or
domain”) and the system in which they are integrated through a set of relations (“the functional, operative rules”).
Of course, analytic thinking is confronted with a pressing paradox: in its pursuit of the most basic components of reality, it is always haunted by the spectre
of a “petitio principii”, because it can never attain the absolute certainty that these
elements represent genuine atoms, as ultimate and undivided as Leibniz’s monads. Moreover, when it comes to examining their relations, the ruling laws of
the cosmos, the large-scale processes of nature and history, it is not enough to
dissect the object into its parts. Rather, it is necessary to reconstruct and unveil
the connections that link these atoms together in larger structures. The analytic
impulse behind some of our greatest intellectual achievements cannot aspire
to standardize a heterogeneous reality, full of differences and particularities. It
cannot rely on fragmentation, reductionism and the configuration of models
which, in the long run, are divorced from the reality towards which the noblest
efforts of human knowledge are directed (Cf. Jacobs 2013: 111-112). But the
mind cannot pin its hopes on a quick form of holism, intoxicated by speculative
delusions and false explanatory promises which, for the sake of integration, neglect the details and darken the actual functioning of a world that is exquisitely
sustained by individual elements, whose constraints cannot be ignored.
Analytic and synthetic strategies must be complemented adequately.
Each one must be aware of its assumptions, of its premises and bounda- 155 -
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ries. However, this task cannot be accomplished a posteriori, because we do
not know the limits of a certain methodology until we have stumbled upon
an insurmountable barrier. To immerse oneself in the study of the parts
leads to the knowledge of the totality, and each act of deconstruction ends
in a process of reconstruction. Our intellectual enterprise does not have to
resign itself to offering, on the one hand, meticulous descriptions of reality
that overwhelm us with minute details, and painting, on the other hand, the
great canvas of general principles practically dissociated from the real elements that animate reality. Each act of analysis requires a parallel attempt
at synthesis, capable of closing the circle of a reality that is neither analytic
nor synthetic, but unitary.
The analytic method has produced many conspicuous fruits in the study
of the constituents of reality. In our time, its fervour coexists with a no less
passionate synthetic project. Its benefits start to be appreciated in areas such
as ecological thinking, the sciences of complexity and the theory of information. The social and humanistic disciplines would fall into a false dilemma
if they felt obliged to choose between analysis and synthesis. Knowing the
smallest details is essential for a rigorous study of reality. However, the quest
for the great tendencies and the guiding principles not only brings amplitude
to the analytic stage, but obeys the very nature of a reality that, constructed
on atomic elements, on bricks capable of a diaphanous delimitation, owns an
architecture, a conformation, a qualitative disposition that organizes it in its
own unique way. All great science requires a synthesis, an integrative strategy
that links the parts according to laws. As Descartes did, it is necessary to embark on the analysis and then proceed with the reconstruction.
Science does not progress through the mere accumulation of facts. It is fermented by the conceptual exploration of that which has not yet fallen under
the domain of empirical confirmation. The most creative minds have been
able to rise above the forests of evidence, perched on deep and innovative intuitions, not always immediately verifiable, to contemplate what did not seem
to exist. Stung by imperfections and contradictions, eager to delve into the
most genuine meaning of the ideas and principles that articulate a given discourse, nonconformists to the generally accepted presuppositions, they have
not ceased in their efforts to reconcile opposites, to perceive the imperceptible
and to examine discarded or neglected options. They have always been gui- 156 -
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ded by the compass of truth, that is, of the greater conformity between an
infinitely malleable thought and a potentially inexhaustible reality.
In any case, we can realize that by subsuming individuality under generality we may violate reality itself, causing a loss of information that may seriously
compromise the most legitimate goals of knowledge. However, indulging in
the heterogeneity of the real, without seeking to discern unifying principles,
would curtail the human longing for knowledge. Consequently, we must take
the greatest possible degree of consciousness about the cognitive and emotional constructions of which we are participants, but without engulfing ourselves in despair and despondency, because the human being can always transform the conditions given by nature or created by ourselves.
All veils can be torn by a reason whose capacity for openness to reality and
questioning of itself is, for practical purposes, infinite. No mirage, no illusion,
no spell wrought by the Maya goddess holds the last word. Reason can always
override any previously erected frontiers and venture to explore virgin territories for the human spirit. However arduous it may seem to cross the porticoes
that divide reality and our construction of reality, we have the best-known instrument to free ourselves from any determination and to break all the chains
of thought and action: rationality. Within this framework, truth is outlined
as an asymptotic boundary, although we must not desist in our endeavour to
seek it. We can always add more truths to the temple of knowledge, potentially infinite, but impeccably real. No universe of meaning carved by man is
ineluctable. It is always plastic and perfectible.
It is easy for a frame of reference, for a conceptual system with rigid principles and considerable explanatory breadth, to succumb to a feeling of arrogance about its achievements. But it is important to notice that many conceptual systems of the past believed they possessed full explanatory powers.
Who could have convinced the Aristotelian philosophers of the Middle Ages
and early modern period that the physics of the Stagirite, idolatrized by the
Scholastics and brimming with all kinds of philosophical epicycles, did not
really explain the fundamental processes of reality? Despite its teleologies, elements and embellishing substantial forms, the miracle of reducing everything
to principles of metaphysical intelligibility was proved to be largely erroneous.
To widen the circle of our thinking and our imagination implies, above all,
expanding the range of possibilities of our mind. It is a gift, not a punishment.
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Anything that contributes to stimulating the mind, to awakening it to that
beautiful state of luminosity that the Japanese tradition calls satori, should be
welcomed. Enthusiasm is constantly needed, because reason does not cross
the skies of knowledge with its own wings, but is driven by emotions and
commitments, by attachments and desires, by pre-rational phenomena that,
paradoxically, unleash the wonder of rationality.
As happens with any great human enterprise, significant advances in the
field of thinking only happen when the protagonist has been able to internalize a difficult mix of ambition, concentration, courage, perseverance and
strength to overcome inherited opinions. Stigmatized by all sorts of inertias,
concepts, theories, information, publications, teachings and schools, we may
feel uncomfortable, and we can even renounce examining the questions in
themselves; not as embedded in dense and entangled networks of philosophical doctrines, but as universal problems that call upon any mind longing for
truth, rigour and the exchange of ideas. Respect for the eminent authors of
the past is praiseworthy, but it paralyzes the spirit if it becomes a dogmatic
attachment that blinds us to the contemplation of the world and the realities
that we seek to elucidate.
Of course, philosophical thought will never obtain the clarity that shines
in many mathematical statements, because its frame of reference cannot be
fixed with such a degree of certainty. Nevertheless, it is always fruitful to assume healthy doses of the discipline, precision and passion for truth that prevail
in mathematics. Arguments must be studied and valued irrespective of who
has proposed them, or when or how, and the sane contrast between hypothesis
and reality – the key to scientific success – must immunize us to the temptation
to enthrone our subjective preferences.
This observation is not an obstacle to emphasizing the creative dimension
of philosophical thought, which, far from limiting itself to explaining what is
given, also ventures to prophesy, to imagine the future, to exhort humanity
and reason to follow one path instead of another. But creation only becomes
truly profitable when it is based on rationally justified reflections, on evidence
and not on arbitrariness, because this process paves the path to the universal.
Beyond schools and burdensome traditions, the grandeur and beauty of certain philosophical questions must shine forth, beyond obscure dogmatisms
and desires to hoard.
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Today more than ever, the amount of knowledge accumulated by humanity requires an interdisciplinary treatment, because the complexity of some
problems makes it impossible to approach them from a single perspective.
Many of these problems are not the patrimony of a concrete province of
knowledge. The compartmentalization of knowledge is due to strictly practical motives, not to any irrevocable, aprioristic law. The world is unitary: from
the subatomic particles to the most sublime works of the human spirit, in all
it is possible to perceive a fabulous thread that links the tiny and the colossal,
unified by the very laws of nature and a participant in the same logical, physical, chemical and biological scenario. It would be negligent for the physicist
to despise the help of the philosopher, or for the philosopher to forget the
discoveries of the natural sciences for – theoretically – failing to reveal a hypothetical and hidden metaphysical essence which he has idolized. Similarly,
the challenges of humanity grant us vivid proofs of the urgency of taking an
interdisciplinary approach, where the natural sciences, the social disciplines
and the humanities are not entrenched in their respective methodological frameworks, but show the boldness to understand each other and give each other
valuable ideas.
Knowledge stems not only from the discovery of that which appears before
us, but from the imagination of what has not yet been given. There is no real
progress in any domain of science without acquiring consciousness of the
provisional nature of knowledge and the imperative to increase our present
understanding. To know is to identify, but it is also to imagine and explore
what does not yet appear, but may arise in the future, or what does not spring
from the work of nature, but the work of man.
Science should not fear intuition and imagination, but rather realize its extraordinary potential to multiply knowledge and help us abandon incomplete
paradigms. The recognition of present structures, of testable patterns, of the
available evidence, is not incompatible with fruitful lucubration about what
we still do not know or what has not yet been given to us. Logic leads us to
follow a linear, sequential, diaphanously marked path. However, in order to
create, it is necessary to look for parallel paths, unforeseen analogies, discontinuous leaps which will later be subjected to the demands of the most scrupulous logical canons, even if they were initially born from the spontaneous
grasping of the absent.
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Ultimately, it is true that there is only one form of rationality in its strictest
and most powerful sense, but in practice, the faculties of the human mind
function as if we enjoyed different kinds of rationality which, in the course
of an uninterrupted struggle, propitiate the magic of creativity, bursting with
unpredicted novelty. There is rationality in many emotions, and in many intuitions, and in many actions that have not been unleashed by a process of
crystalline rational deliberation but in the long run may lead human consciousness through the most transparent of rational itineraries. Therefore, art
and science are not as distant as we might think at first glance, but art shines
as the best ally of science, as the way to channel deep and powerful intuitions
whose expressivity not only inspires the scientist, the human being who struggles to unravel the laws of the universe, but, happily liberated from the onerous holdings of pure rationality, dares to ponder other scenarios, other ideas
and other ways of reconciling the seemingly incompatible. Instead of interpreting ambiguities, conflicts and uncertainties as hostile phenomena whose
darkness hinders the conquest of full knowledge, they are seen as stimuli that
propel the mind into new conceptual territories.
The ambiguity of any frame of reference is not necessarily negative. It can
actually encourage the search for ever more perfect and deep systems. The
very essence of creativity is based on ambiguity and paradox, because the
new is never automatically inferred from the old. The different itineraries that
the creative mind could have followed are not unambiguous, devoid of the
beautiful and powerful manifestation of the unconscious, the intuitive and the
emotional. In addition, every conceptual system is composed of subsystems,
of subsets associated with their own presuppositions. (Byers 2011, 2014). Collisions often occur between these subsystems, and violent eruptions emerge
within conceptual systems and frames of reference. The ultimate criterion
that determines the validity of a system can be none other than that of its
openness to reality, that of the strength and economy of its principles and that
of its flexibility in accounting for new phenomena.
We are condemned to coexist with presuppositions and conceptual systems, but we are also called to rebel against them as soon as they show the
slightest hint of imperfection and incompleteness. To abandon any system
of concepts and representations would lead us to a no man’s land, an abyssal
gorge, a nihilistic and discouraging silence. Our inability to find the absolute
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foundation, the system of all systems, the “forma formarum”, the ultimate law
that governs and binds everything, not only strengthens the awareness of our
limits and allows us to journey through beautiful and unsuspected scenarios
(as the study of the limits of our logical and physical knowledge), flanked by
unpredicted boundaries, but gives us an unrestricted and continuous possibility of overcoming and searching. Like Hegel, we will always seek the system
of systems, a system blessed with infinite degrees of freedom and able to cover
every need, every reality and every possibility. In this incessant expansion of
boundaries and frontiers, it is worth noting that, just as the finite does not
become dissolved into the infinite,4 deprived of its identity, enveloped by the
unsearchable, it is possible to preserve the reality of the finite in the midst of
an infinite concatenation of processes, because the value of a single truth attained by the human mind does not pale before the potentially infinite scope
of our intellectual enterprise.

4 A useful example of this scenario is given by Cantor’s theory (1955), which proves that it
is possible to have numerable infinite sets (such that, in spite of finding an infinite number of
elements in the set, each element can be numerated instead of becoming diluted).
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Greta Thunberg: “How dare you?”. A commentary
Franz Josef Radermacher, Professor of University of Ulm, member of
the Club of Rome
The phrase “How dare you?” has moved many people and also outraged
many people, in politics in particular, who have long been committed to
more climate protection: from the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change and the Kyoto Protocol to the Paris Agreement and the Renewable
Energy Sources Act in Germany. In my view, the sentence was well prepared
as a calculated provocation. It “missed the point”, but studiously and deliberately. In any case, it reflects – if you take it literally – a deep misunderstanding about the legal possibilities of the representatives of the States gathered
in New York. They are not allowed to decide almost anything of relevance
on the basis of their mandates. Quite apart from the fact that any courageous
decisions by these actors would still have to be ratified (e.g. by parliamentary
majorities) before they became legally binding. If politicians did more they
would indeed dare a lot. They would then be deposed and perhaps even imprisoned, including Mrs Merkel. In this case one could justifiably ask “How
dare you?”. ln fact, the politicians do not dare much. They operate within
the framework of their legal possibilities and political mandates. And that is
a good thing.
Greta Thunberg spoke in New York to politicians and administrators who
are just as familiar with the climate problems as she is. To date, there are no
affordable solutions of a technical nature to resolve the problems. These are
not yet available, at best visible on the horizon. Nature-based solutions are
another building block of a solution. They can perhaps solve a fifth of the
problem and are also supported by Greta Thunberg (see the interesting video
“Protect, Restore, Fund”, by Greta Thunberg and George Monbiot). Here,
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we are talking about consequent rainforest protection, massive reforestation,
humus formation in agriculture, etc., and thus also about removing C02 from
the atmosphere (biological sequestration/negative emissions).
Greta Thunberg also once spoke out in favour of extending the operating
lives of safe nuclear power plants. This is also a wise proposal, but it has not
reappeared. Cutting consumption in favour of more sufficiency also helps
only to a limited extent. The problem is the money saved. What happens to it
next? If you use the money freed up by giving up consumption to improve the
living conditions of plants, animals and people in poorer countries in such a
way that natural resources are protected and the climate situation sees net improvement simultaneously, you have done everything right. This applies, for
example, to the nature-based solutions mentioned above. But the people who
consume fewer resources by renouncing their lifestyle usually want to keep the
money saved for themselves and their relatives, for example. Then the positive
effect of sufficiency is lost again.
Without additional new technical solutions, preventing the climate catastrophe currently requires above all a significant reduction in the standard
of living for most people –with or without the use of nature-based solutions.
Even in such a scenario, certain groups will continue to make profits. The real
problem is the danger that considerable losses may have to be distributed,
with the initial conditions of the actors being completely unequal and with
a high degree of uncertainty as to whether the goals can be achieved at all
through the path chosen. It is largely a question of burden sharing between states while the legitimate aspirations of poor countries with still rapidly
growing populations for catch-up development are of central importance. ln
addition, there is the question of burden sharing among the citizens of each
individual state, including between the young and the old.
The politicians in New York had no consensus on all these questions. And
there is no such consensus among the people as a whole, worldwide. There
is also no consensus within the European states, e.g. on domestic distribution
issues. The heads of government gathered in New York had goodwill, but
operated within the limits of constitutions/laws (often in democracies) and
within the framework of international treaties (e.g. WTO) which cannot be
unilaterally changed.
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The struggle over Brexit clearly shows how difficult it is to find majorities
for solutions with large distribution effects in situations with several options,
and how much hatred arises or can be generated when distribution questions
occur. It should be emphasized that the Brexit questions, which are discussed
within a single country (Britain) with enforceable governance and a high
level of prosperity, are simple in relation to what would have to be agreed
and enforced globally concerning climate change.
So what does “How dare you” mean? Ultimately, politicians dare nothing.
They act within the framework of their mandates (which permit little) and
otherwise let happen what happens “observantly” and rather “helplessly”,
except perhaps for the president of the United 5tates. Few states, such as the
USA and China, have great influence, but they also have also their own plans
and ideas. CO2 emissions are rising not because of the inadequacies of the
politicians involved, but for systemic reasons, because the vast majority of
people live as they do and want to live as they do – and tend to do so even
more intensively. There are also more and more people, and more and more
people want more and more prosperity. This requires energy for various uses.
Low-cost solutions are lacking. As a result, to avoid climate catastrophe it will
be necessary to impose personal limits if no new technical solutions are found.
This is difficult if, for example, several children are supposed to receive an
education and the family has to pay oﬀ a mortgage in addition.
The politicians Greta Thunberg relies on are integrated into structures that
would immediately depose them, perhaps even imprison them for violating
the law, if they dared to do much of what Greta Thunberg might imagine.
That also applies to our Chancellor. And in elections, the respective populations
would probably immediately vote for people who would not do most of what
Greta Thunberg imagines. And perhaps she herself would not want to live in
the world that would arise if the measures she imagines were to materialize.
What is to be done in this situation, in which climate protection consistent
with current technology would essentially lead to other lifestyles and in the
end to impoverishment? We need technical solutions, as we did 300 years
ago at the time of Carl von Carlowitz, when the problem was not fossil fuels,
but the clearing and burning of woodland and wood, respectively. Apart from
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nature-based solutions, we should concentrate on technical solutions but we
do not. These include, above all, applications that would make it possible
to generate a large proportion of the primary energy currently used from
renewable sources and then store and transport it as needed. These applications have to be produced to a large extent in the sun-drenched deserts of the
Earth in order to be competitive, in terms of the costs of the entire production
process including the required infrastructure, with today’s energy supply from
fossil sources. Batteries play only a limited role here. High-energy gases (especially hydrogen) and liquids, such as methanol, are likely to be much more
important in order to obtain functional solutions in transport and storage that
batteries cannot provide. In panic, we are currently not pursuing such solutions but are focusing on strategies that will make the situation even more difficult. In particular this is due to the fact that primarily national solutions are
being discussed which mainly focus on saving and reducing CO2 and which
are many times more expensive per ton of CO2 saved than, for example,
the implementation of nature-based solutions in non-industrialized countries.
The strategies currently pursued also do not help in relation to world population growth and catch-up development. The funds invested nationally and
inefficiently will lack elsewhere in the future, e.g. in shaping digitization, maintaining a high level of education, stabilizing the middle class, providing for
an ageing society, maintaining a strong (including digital) infrastructure, and
the challenges caused by refugees who have to leave their homes because of
war, civil war and economic and/or climatic factors. As a result, the mess in
national politics will increase. On the horizon, the loss of agency is looming.
In times of threat, you have to keep a cool head. Greta Thunberg could, with
the support of scientists, call on the “leaders” of the world to create mare
space for innovations that will do much for the climate with little effort and
without any loss of prosperity and, in particular, that will allow for the prosperity expectations of the growing populations in Africa, on the Indian subcontinent and elsewhere to be satisfied without further burdening the resource
base and the climate system. Perhaps with another video of hers of the kind
that already exists for nature-based solutions. Such a path, if it can be found,
will preserve peace and perhaps enable international consensus on the way to
global climate protection.
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Despite all the debate, one thing should not be forgotten; A clever distribution of growing prosperity is often possible in heterogeneous political structures.
That does not hold true for the management and distribution of significant
losses, not even asymmetric ones. The latter usually only works through war and
civil war. If we do not find suitable technical solutions, this may well happen.
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Forecast of the future of earthly civilization at the end of
the current century
Alexander V. Bagrov, Professor at the Institute of Astronomy of the
Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS), Moscow, Russia 1
Abstract: Under the pressure of the inevitable threat of worsening natural living conditions on Earth, mankind will first try to redistribute the developed terrestrial territories and
resources, and from the middle of the century will begin to create an artificial habitable territory on the Moon. To mobilize all resources for space exploration, the political unification
of mankind will be completed and the military-industrial complex will be reoriented. Robots
will be actively used in all industries. Robots will build habitable spaces on the moon. In
the second half of the century, a transport system – an elevator – will be built between the
Earth and the Moon, and a massive migration of people to the Moon will begin. The most
important cultural values of humanity will be transported to the moon.
1 Professor Alexander V. Bagrov sent this article to Futuribili on August 13th 2020. On August 20hh he passed away suddenly. The fact that the article was completed seven days before
his death demonstrates that he was an active astronomer to the very end.
Prof. Alexander V. Bagrov was born on 30 June 1945 in Vladivostok. He graduated from Lomonosov Moscow State University in 1968, in 1987 he defended a PhD thesis, and in 2002
became a full doctor. From 1972 he was affiliated to Institute of Astronomy of the Russian
Academy of Sciences (INASAM, before 1988 the Astronomical Council of the USSR/Russian Academy of Sciences). As an astronomer Alexander V. Bagrov studied minor bodies of
our Solar System. Besides that he was the leader of a Russian team that worked on a space
optical interferometer for precision measurements of stellar coordinates. When this project
was cancelled due to lack of financial support, he proposed a conception of a single-satellite
global positioning system for 1 mm accuracy geodesy and the improvement of the selenodetic coordinate frame. In the field of space technology he proposed an interstellar spaceship
with a super-conductive magnet mirror, a lunar elevator, a method of non-rocket launching
from Mars and a solar 3-D printer for lunar building. He honoured by the Russian Cosmonautic Federation as a “Space Technique Constructor”. A. V. Bagrov was the author of 12
inventions (supported by patents).
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Sommario: Sotto la pressione dell’inesorabile minaccia del peggioramento delle naturali
condizioni di vita sulla Terra, l’uomo innanzitutto cercherà di redistribuire i territori e le
risorse sviluppati sulla terra, e dalla metà di questo secolo inizierà la creazione di un territorio abitabile sulla Luna. Per mobilitare tutte le risorse allo scopo dell’esplorazione dello
spazio, ci sarà l’unificazione politica dell’umanità e il riorientamento del complesso militareindustriale. I robot saranno attivamente usati in tutte le industrie. I robot costruiranno spazi
abitabili sulla luna. Nella seconda metà del secolo un sistema di trasporto – un ascensore –
sarà costruito per collegare la Terra alla Luna, e avrà inizio una migrazione di massa verso
la Luna. I più importanti valori culturali dell’umanità saranno “trasportati” sulla Luna.
Parole chiave: Spazio, luna, Terra, trasporto, colonizzazione, trasferita della civiltà
umana, previsione del futuro.
Foresight as a need
The desire to know their future is characteristic of all people. Such knowledge
allows them to build their activities in such a way as to come to this future if
desired with minimal costs, or to do everything to avoid future troubles. Until
now, it has not been possible to develop scientific approaches to forecasting
the future so that scientifically based forecasts meet the hopes and needs of
people. This is widely used by charlatans who pass off their shamanic or astrological forecasts as sacred truth. For want of anything better, people are
ready to believe in the predictions of Nostradamus, Vanga or other “prophets”. What alternative can science offer them?
Time constraints on the scientific forecast of the future
Let’s start with the fact that science has reason to assert that the development
of the world and human society occurs according to natural laws, despite all
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kinds of accidents that can accelerate or slow down the ongoing changes.
If you know these laws, then on their basis it is possible to make reasonable
forecasts of the results of ongoing changes for a certain period of time into
the future. The laws of the evolution of nature as a result of cause-and-effect
relationships between interacting objects are studied by natural sciences, and
very successfully. All technological progress of mankind is based on the knowledge of these laws.
Human society is much more complex than inanimate matter. The laws
of the evolution of society have to be isolated from complex and sometimes
confusing collisions. Therefore, the alignment of events taking place in society
in a historical line is only one side of history. Its main task lies elsewhere.
The task of history is to forecast the future. It is only necessary to separate extrapolations within the limits of the identified historical trends from
extrapolations beyond such limits. The fact is that some tendencies can
persist for centuries and everywhere, and some appear for a short time and in
a limited area. For example, navigation has been a means of communication
throughout the history of mankind among all coastal peoples, and the development of shipbuilding technology effectively affected their development.
But steam engines existed for less than three centuries, and their use had a
very strong impact on the development of only a European-type civilization.
Therefore, the identification of the laws of human development is often hampered by geographical boundaries.
Long-term factors of evolution
Nevertheless, there are certain trends that shape the development of human
society everywhere and always.
Human history shows that the size of social structures must be consistent
with the ability to control and manage them. As the latter developed, the
number of people in social associations increased: clan – tribe – people – state
– union of states. Now humanity is at the stage of social globalization – the
unification of existing states into a single humanity. Rollbacks to separatism
are possible, especially for competitive reasons, but the trend towards the globalization of the human community will persist until its complete unification.
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Another determinant of the evolutionary changes of mankind is the state
of the environment, including the availability of its resources. For several tens
of centuries, mankind has settled in all territories with favourable conditions,
but there still remain practically uninhabited territories of the planet with
scarce resources and unfavourable conditions. This trend is also a permanent
factor. If favourable conditions appear somewhere, people develop these territories, and where conditions become completely unfavourable, people stop
living. Most often, people leave the inhabited areas if their main resource
runs out – drinking water or food production (agriculture, animal husbandry)
become unavailable or impossible in sufficient quantities.
History shows that the development of human communities proceeded in
parallel with the development of new territories and new resources. Now all
the territories of the planet have been developed, new resources are unlikely
to appear in the near future. So the development of new territories on Earth
has been suspended due to the lack of undeveloped territories with favourable
conditions. Therefore, the struggle between countries for existing resources
and territories is inevitable. Direct military action can be replaced by economic mechanisms and sanctions, but the struggle will remain a struggle until
humanity unites into a single structure.
Further development of terrestrial civilization will be in the development
of extraterrestrial territories. This task is only for united humanity; even powerful superpowers may not be economically ready for fully-fledged space exploration.
Considering the main factors determining the evolution of mankind, we
can conclude that the future of mankind will be its unification into a planetary
civilization and the development of extraterrestrial territories by it.
This conclusion determines only the vector of evolution, but on the condition that other factors that can influence the evolution of human civilization
remain unchanged and will not exert their influence in a different direction.
And such factors exist, and they are capable of nullifying a fully compiled
forecast.
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Changes in environmental conditions
We are talking about the stability of favourable conditions in the developed
territories of the Earth.
The history of the Earth as a planet shows the existence of dramatic changes in conditions on its surface. In antiquity there were times of a planetary
tropical climate, and there were periods of global glaciations. Often the rate
of change was very high, and living forms did not have time to adapt to them.
Then there were great extinctions. The species best adapted to the conditions
of a particular environment died when these conditions changed greatly.
The reasons for the changes in living conditions could be very different.
For example, even a slight increase in volcanic activity could cause long-term
dusting of the earth’s atmosphere and a strong decrease in the flow of solar
heat to the planet’s surface. They would inevitably lead to global glaciations.
On the other hand, the accumulation of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
emitted by the same volcanoes, over time, would lead to an increase in planetary temperature due to the greenhouse effect and melting of ice. In addition,
the planet’s temperature balance is influenced by global ocean currents and
the ability of plants to absorb atmospheric carbon dioxide. All these cyclically manifested reasons are natural, and the energy flows that control these
processes exceed by many orders of magnitude the ability of humanity to
influence them.
In addition, abrupt changes have occurred in conditions in the history of
the Earth, resulting from the destructive falls of cosmic bodies on the planet.
In these cases, changes in environmental conditions turned out to be so rapid
and strong that up to 95% of the planet’s biota died out.
Climate change threatening humanity
Global climate changes are now being observed. We must honestly admit that
they are not caused by a human factor. Over the past 15,000 years, the average temperature of the planet has changed by almost 9 degrees (Fig. 1), and
these changes are much higher than those attributed to industrial influences
on nature.
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Fig.1. Changes in the temperature of the planet during the existence of people

Source: Mitchell D.M. A changing climate. // Energy and climate: collection. Leningrad:
Gidrometeoizdat, 1991 (in Russian).

There are serious fears that existing global warming will lead to melting ice
and rising sea levels (Figure 2). Even a slight rise in sea level of 1-2 metres,
which may occur before the end of this century, will lead to the flooding of
many populated areas and agricultural areas. We will have to relocate people
from flooded cities and build housing for them elsewhere. We will have to
develop new territories for farming without much confidence that the zoned
agricultural crops will remain productive in the new place. In a word, the rise
in sea level alone may require enormous efforts from mankind for the forced
resettlement of peoples.
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Fig. 2. Implications of rising sea levels for cities around the world.

None of the measures the public is urged to take to counter climate change
will work. The Earth’s climate will change, and it will always have an adverse effect on humanity. After all, any changes in the conditions to which
people have adapted over the millennia will be unfavourable for them. Not
only that, the average temperature on the planet’s surface can change so
much that warm-blooded organisms simply cannot tolerate it. Climate
change will inevitably affect the transfer of heat and moisture on the planet.
Somewhere, the amount of precipitation will greatly exceed their average
values, and there will be floods, destructive for terrestrial species of animals
and plants. And somewhere, on the contrary, precipitation will stop, and the
former fertile territories will become deserts. With an increase in the temperature of the waters in the oceans, carbon dioxide from the atmosphere
will dissolve worse in them, and algae, which bind carbon dioxide and supply the planet with free oxygen, will massively die from a lack of carbon
dioxide necessary for photosynthesis. Already, there are dire signs of ocean
warming and coral extinction.
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Currently, humanity is faced with numerous natural disasters caused by
climate change. Hurricanes, tornadoes, floods and droughts are increasingly
occurring where they have never been. At the same time, the number of disasters with devastating consequences is growing from year to year (Fig. 3)
Fig.3. The observed increase in natural disasters and damage from it.

Humanity spends about 0.3% of world GDP on fighting the consequences
of natural disasters. For third world countries, this value often exceeds their
level of GDP growth, which not only excludes the development opportunities
of these countries, but even causes a decrease in living standards. Ecological
migration of the population from these countries to more prosperous regions
is becoming commonplace.
Natural disasters on the entire planet will grow, and the elimination of damage from them will soon take away all resources from people. If the damage
from natural disasters increases by only 10 times, it will reach 3% of world
GDP, that is, recovery of damage from natural disasters will absorb the entire
growth of world GDP, and all of humanity will move from a stage of slow
development to a stage of slow regression. All this will lead to the fact that by
the end of the century people will not be able to live in a changed climate,
agriculture will be undermined, and the struggle for scarce living resources
will take cruel forms.
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Unfortunately, this bleak forecast of the near future of mankind is dictated
by the tendencies of planetary changes that will persist for many centuries.
Hopes to simply survive them as a series of “hungry years” are untenable. If
territories with favourable conditions are not found, and people do not have
time to move to them, then humanity on Earth is doomed to extinction or
terrible degradation.
How to prevent the inevitable?
As any prediction, it is valid only if all evolutionary factors remain unchanged.
The natural factors should not change, but human factors may change. Humanity, facing a real threat of its own demise, is able to mobilize all its forces
to fight the threat.
First of all, one should analyze the prospects for the development of the
productive forces of mankind. These prospects are very interesting. Just in
our days, the Fourth Industrial Revolution has begun, which is based on the
robotization of all types of production. Robots can very soon free up a large
number of people who can be used to solve global problems. A particularly
attractive point is that robots, which are required in large quantities, can be
produced in robotic industries. And the liberated productive forces can be
used to create favourable living conditions for people.
Such conditions cannot be created anywhere on Earth. It is possible, however, to use temporary oases with a climate suitable for life, and master them
with the help of robots, but this will only be a temporary solution to the problem. A reliable solution to the problem of creating fully controlled living conditions must be sought in space.
The most suitable cosmic body for creating a place of salvation for humanity is the Moon. Now it is a completely lifeless body, but it has several advantages at once. The first is surprisingly stable conditions on the moon. Under
the protection of a 2-meter layer of lunar rocks on the moon, there are no
temperature drops, and there is no space radiation at all. If you build monolithic buildings from lunar basalt on the Moon, then you can even create an
artificial atmosphere with the most favourable conditions in them using existing technology. The second is lunar gravity. It is 6 times lower than terrestrial
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gravity, but it exists, and terrestrial organisms can adapt to it. The third is the
huge territories that the Moon can provide for colonization. With low lunar
gravity and the high strength of lunar basalts on the Moon, you can build
monolithic buildings from basalts several thousand stories high. If the entire
surface of the moon is turned into a single building with a height of 2,000
floors, then more than 1,000 billion people will be able to live in it, and each
will have 1,000 square meters of usable area. This will be enough for people
to live comfortably and for agricultural areas where the food they need will
be grown. Finally, the Moon is the closest space body to Earth, and it will be
easier to provide transport links with it.
To master the Moon will require, first of all, the massive construction of
premises on the Moon. Such construction can be performed by building construction robots (3-D printers), which will use a constant flow of solar energy
to melt bedrock lunar rocks into monolithic walls and floors of buildings.
The first batch of construction robots can be delivered to the Moon with the
already available rocket means, and in the future the mass production of construction robots and tunnelling machines for tunnelling and basalt mining can
be organized right on the Moon.
New technologies are the foundation of the path to a prosperous future
It may seem implausible to predict the exploration of the Moon in the near
future as a “spare planet”. The most serious obstacle in this direction is the
lack of reliable and inexpensive vehicles for the delivery of the necessary
equipment to the moon and human flights. This obstacle will be overcome
around the middle of this century. In two to three decades, technologies will
be created for the production of ultra-strong carbon fibre and materials with
superconducting properties at room temperatures. The most famous institutes
and laboratories in the world are now working on these technologies, since
there is great demand for them in industry. And as soon as these materials
begin to be produced on an industrial scale, lifts between the Moon and the
Earth will be built on their basis. Undoubtedly, the creation of high-capacity
transport routes will lead to the rapid development of the Moon and the construction of a refuge for humanity on it.
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Another new technology that will quickly resettle billions of people on the
moon will be the monolithic construction of gas-tight buildings from lunar
basalt. On the Moon, they can be smelted using solar heat at a rate that will
determine the number of working 3-D printers, and they can be produced in
robotic production in unlimited quantities. There are no factors on the moon
that destroy buildings; once built, premises will stand without the need for repair for hundreds of millions of years. This will also speed up the construction
of premises necessary to accommodate all the inhabitants of the Earth and all
the necessary industries.
The most important vital resources for lunar settlements – water, oxygen
and nitrogen for the atmosphere, carbon dioxide for plants – will be extracted
in space from cometary bodies, which are there in unlimited quantities.
As for the energy supply of lunar settlements, with the mass production of
solar cells and the transmission of energy through superconducting cables, the
level of solar energy produced on the Moon alone will be hundreds of times
higher than the level of earth’s energy consumption today.
It is fundamentally impossible to make a more detailed forecast of the future by the end of this century. The fact is that the technologies mastered by civilization have an extremely strong influence on the development of mankind.
It is clear that the emergence of the railway network had a huge impact on
the economy of the entire planet. Mastering electricity, too. Undoubtedly,
any forecast of the state of humanity in the twentieth century which did not
take into account at least only these two factors, would be far from the truth.
And it should be borne in mind that new technologies that can profoundly
change the course of history appear every 30-50 years. Without imagining
these technologies, we cannot imagine a world in which these technologies are
determining the evolution of civilization. A long-term forecast can be made
only for those changes in the destinies of the world that have been going on
for centuries and which cannot be influenced by the efforts of mankind.
Conclusion
Proceeding from the fact that the observed global climate changes and natural disasters caused by them occur under the influence of irresistible natural
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forces, it can be argued that the inevitability of fatal changes in the conditions
of life on the planet arose before the advent of humanity. Perhaps the life of
people on Earth will become impossible by the end of this century. The rate
of fatal changes in conditions on the planet cannot be predicted; it is possible
that they will continue in the next century, but the forecast that in the near
future there will be no place for people on Earth is inevitable.
The only salvation for mankind can be the development of space territories, where it is possible to create completely controlled conditions for people
and other forms of earthly life. The only territory of this level available in the
solar system is the Moon. If, in the time remaining until the end of the century, mankind has time to solve the technical problems of creating inhabited
settlements on the Moon, then earthly civilization will continue to exist in a
new place.
The creation of habitable spaces on the lifeless moon will require united
efforts from humanity. Therefore, the formation of a united humanity is an
inevitable stage in its evolution; it will take place in the second half of the
twenty-first century and will be accompanied by a re-profiling of enterprises
producing military equipment into the production of means for the exploration of the moon.
In the next quarter of a century, we can expect a series of military-economic conflicts aimed at redistributing the existing territories and resources
of the planet. Only the growth of climatic disasters will force economically
developed countries to abandon the accumulation of military potential as less
in demand than life support resources.
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implementation of the Agenda 2030?!1
Franz Josef Radermacher, Professor of University of Ulm, member of
Club of Rome
Abstract: The text discusses the Agenda 2030, the so-called Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) of the United Nations and their chances of implementation. The text does not
agree on praising the SDGs, but rather sees them in some sense as a step backwards compared
to the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), because they make it easier for rich countries to concentrate on their own problems instead of tackling the major global sustainability
challenges in international cooperation. From the author’s point of view, the implementation
chances for the SDGs are not high. Consideration is then given to whether a Marshall Plan
with Africa would offer an opportunity to push forward the implementation of the SDGs,
particularly in the case of Africa, where the greatest challenges exist. In fact, a Marshall
Plan offers these opportunities, but here again the question arises whether such a plan will
ever be implemented. The recently launched “Development and Climate Alliance” of the
German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) suggests a
way in which a multi-stakeholder initiative could possibly lead to an approach of promoting
a Marshall Plan with Africa and other related international developments, thus making a
substantial contribution to the implementation of the SDGs. The text discusses the topics
mentioned and related questions.
Keywords: Agenda 2030, Club of Rome, development and climate alliance, development challenges in Africa, Desertec, Elephant Curve, framing, green hydrogen, humus formation, Marshall Plan with Africa, nature-based solutions, population growth, Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG), synthetic fuels, total decoupling.
1 F. J. Radermacher, The Marshall Plan with Africa – an approach to the implementation of Agenda
2030?!, is published in German in: E. Herlyn and M. Lėvy-Tödter (2019), Die Agenda 2030 als
‘Magisches Vieleck der Nach-haltigkeit: Systemische Perspektiven, Wiesbaden: SpringerGabler.
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Sommario: L’autore analizza l’Agenda 2030, i cosiddetti Obiettivi di Sviluppo Sostenibile (OSS) delle Nazioni Unite, e le loro possibilità di attuazione. Non associandosi agli
elogi espressi nei confronti degli OSS, l’autore li considera per certi versi un passo indietro
rispetto agli Obiettivi di Sviluppo del Millennio (OSM), poiché aiutano i paesi ricchi ad
occuparsi dei propri problemi anziché affrontare le grandi sfide di sostenibilità globale attraverso la cooperazione internazionale. L’autore ritiene improbabile il raggiungimento degli
OSS. Si considera poi se un Piano Marshall a beneficio dell’Africa possa offrire la possibilità di favorire il raggiungimento degli OSS, particolarmente nella stessa Africa, dove si
presentano le sfide maggiori. Un Piano Marshall offrirebbe tale possibilità, ma sorge il dubbio sull’eventuale attuazione di un piano simile. Lanciata di recente, “l’Alleanza Sviluppo e
Clima” del Ministero Federale della Cooperazione e dello Sviluppo della Germania propone
un modo in cui un’iniziativa multi-stakeholder potrebbe portare alla promozione di un Piano
Marshall per l’Africa nonché di altri sviluppi internazionali correlate, e così contribuire alla
realizzazione degli OSS.
Parole chiave: Agenda 2030, Club di Roma, alleanza sviluppo e clima, sfide per lo
sviluppo in Africa, Desertec, “curva d’elefante”, inquadramento, idrogeno verde, formazione
di humus, Piano Marshall per l’Africa, soluzioni basate sulla natura, crescita demografica,
Obiettivi di Sviluppo Sostenibile (OSS), carburanti sintetici, distacco totale.
Introduction
The chances for future harmonious development are not good. Conflicts between states are increasing. Tendencies towards re-nationalization and an increase in conflicts within states can be observed. Current development does
not seem to be moving in the direction of sustainable development, but rather
in other directions, which are addressed in the literature under terms such as
“Brazilianization/worldwide two-tier society” or “ecological collapse”. In fact,
the world community adopted the so-called Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), also called Agenda 2030, in 2015. The present text, however, looks
at this highly praised programme with mixed feelings, i.e. rather critically. Although many individual topics are discussed adequately, there is no credible
perspective for their implementation. In particular by their focus on states,
the SDGs make it easier for rich countries to largely evade the major global
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sustainability requirements. Instead of enabling poorer countries to catch up
while at the same time protecting the environment and climate worldwide,
rich countries are rather concentrating on the implementation of sustainability goals in their own countries. This is counterproductive in its overall effect.
Above all, because the SDGs, like the previous international programme of
the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs of 2000-2015) and the Climate
Agreement of Paris, are again characterized by wishful thinking with only a
very small implementation capacity. This applies specially to financing issues,
which in many cases are a major problem (Radermacher 2015).
The 2015 Addis Ababa Conference on Financing Development (especially SDGs and Climate Change Targets), entitled “From Billions to Trillions”
(World Bank and IMF 2015), highlights the financial challenges the global
community is facing. In economic terms, the greatest difficulties are based on
the fact that on the one hand prosperity is urgently needed to stop the growth
of the world population at some point, e.g. in India and even more so in Africa. If this does not succeed, climate change can no longer be stopped at 2°C
(Radermacher 2018b; Senate of the Economy 2017; Radermacher 2017).
Furthermore, the migration problem will then develop even more dramatically in the course of time than is already the case today. On the other hand,
prosperity is still unavoidably associated with high resource consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions. This means the following: either states are rich,
then they consume a lot of resources and generate high per capita greenhouse
gas emissions. Or they get by with low resource consumption, in which case
they are poor states (Club of Rome, Senate of the Economy 2016).
The future solution for billions of people that the sustainability discourse
is striving for – high prosperity with low resource consumption – has not been
realized anywhere in the world. To what extent the revolution in IT and artificial intelligence will improve or worsen the situation is unclear at this point
(Land K-H, 2018). Brazilianization is an alternative option. It solves the problem by the “impoverishment” of the global middle class. However, this solution is completely unsatisfactory and would lead to politically significant
conflicts that may not be solvable (Radermacher and Beyers 2011).
In this context, the African continent is of particular importance, since there is still a massive population explosion. The number of people in Africa has
increased six-fold in the last century to currently between 1 and 1.2 billion.
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The number will probably double by 2050, possibly quadruple by 2100. It is
hard to imagine that so many people can find an adequate future in Africa,
especially if the effects of climate change in the hot parts of Africa become
more noticeable (HDRO at the UNDP, 2018). Finally, there is a threat of
massive migration to the North in this case, among many other problems. In
Europe, we have experienced this in a still moderate way in recent years. It
has become clear in these times that even comparatively small flows of migrants can blow up the political systems of the rich world and thus undermine
our future. Our democratic systems hardly seem stable enough to cope with
growing demands of this kind. Suddenly, politicians and citizens have become
aware of what may be ahead of us. On the side of political decision-makers,
this at least creates a willingness to take a more serious look at Africa’s future
and a Marshall Pian with Africa, which has now been forcefully communicated (Club of Rome, Senate of the Economy, 2016).
The Sustainable Development Goals
At the end of 2015, the international community adopted the 2016-2030
sustainability targets in New York. These consist of 17 goals (Sustainable Development Goals), differentiated into 169 sub-goals. A detailed description
can be found in United Nations, 2015. The SDGs follow the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) of the period 2000-2015. Despite various advances,
these were not achieved, a typical picture (FAW/n 2016a; Radermacher and
Beyers 2011; Radermacher 2015). In terms of overcoming hunger and poverty, China’s wealth creation has been the greatest contribution to achieving the
MDGs. When viewing the core of the sustainability issue as a combination of
development in poorer countries, combined with advanced and global environmental and climate protection, key goals were not achieved (Töpfer 2001).
The main reason for this is the completely insufficient willingness of rich
countries to contribute adequately. Perhaps this is the reason why all countries
have agreed to a new logic with the SDGs. According to the new interpretation of global problems, all states have their own sustainability deficits. Every
single one of them has work on overcoming them. Of course, they also need
to work together on global issues. In fact, however, politics and large sections
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of civil society in rich countries have steered the local discourse to their favour
(Radermacher 2018a): concentration on deficits at home, especially in the
rich countries, often garnished with “role-model” arguments. Thus, no additional help in Africa to overcome poverty or to bring about changes regarding
reproduction. Instead, energy revolution in Germany, introduction of electric
cars, discussion of the nitrate exposure on the fields, discussion of exceeding
amounts of liquid manure in some federal states and the lower remuneration
of women in their jobs compared to men, insufficient support for children
from poorer families, etc. Or in other words: no longer Fair Trade, but organic food from regional cultivation. It is obvious that global problems cannot
be solved this way, but are systemically pushed aside by the role-model argument (cf. Chapter IV). It is gratifying in this context that the German Council
for Sustainable Development is now arguing against this trend (RNE, 2018).
What are the biggest problems of Agenda 2030? With the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), for the first time in their history, the countries
of the world have a common agenda for achieving sustainable development
since September 2015. For the time being, this agenda represents the final
step in a political endeavour that has now lasted for more than 40 years
and aims at achieving two of humankind’s major goals at the same time:
“preserving the natural basis for life” and “economic development for all
human beings”. What the Agenda does not achieve is financing the necessary
catch-up development progress in the poorer countries and correspondingly
the necessary environmental and climate measures. Additionally, in many
respects globally established trade and financial structures promote the interests of rich countries and certain elites of the poorer countries rather than
the interests of the vast majority of the world’s people (MüIler 2017; Radermacher and Beyers 2011).
How can a focus on national issues be achieved on a topic such as sustainability? A suitable framing must be implemented here. Within this framework,
the concept of sustainability takes on a life of its own. An international issue
becomes a national one. People suddenly talk about a sustainable Germany, a
sustainable Baden-Württemberg, sustainable consumption, sustainable tourism and so on – conceptually actually nonsense. But this way responsibility
can be individualized and certain actors become directly addressable, e. g.
airlines, the automotive industry or electricity production based on coal.
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All this does not lead us closer to the goal, because sustainability in the sense
of the Brundtland definition must be understood as a state of the system, as
an aspired state of the world. Sustainability therefore cannot be individualized, neither at the level of individuals, nor at the level of individual countries,
unless individualization is part of a coordinated global plan that allocates the
necessary contributions to subsystems and is able to enforce compliance with
the requirements by every actor involved. This also means the following: individual contributions are important, necessary elements for a direction towards
sustainability, but not sufficient. Ultimately, sustainability is an overall system
state of humanity. In a globalized, networked world, the globe is the overall
system to be considered. It is at this level that environmental, climate, poverty
and justice issues must be resolved.
Unfortunately, another strong tendency can currently be observed in many
places: the attempt to assign responsibility for achieving sustainability to individual actors in the form of an “accounting demarcation” or “allocation
of responsibility”, which admittedly simplifies the operationalization of the
topic ostensibly and facilitates the identification of “guilty parties”, but it is
not adequate to the matter. In other words, the world operates within a false
framework, a false interpretation of the problem at hand. Within this framework the problems cannot be solved. This applies to development as well as to
the environment and climate.
Why do actors act this way? Perhaps out of (a) a lack of understanding, or
(b) because the problem becomes more manageable, albeit without a chance
for success of a solution, or (c) because actors are pursuing their own interests. In today’s view, individual states, countries, municipalities, companies
and individuals are then called upon to ensure sustainability. One can try to
put pressure on them individually, specifically and publicly – a popular field
of activity for non-governmental organizations and parts of politics. States
then develop their strategies to implement Agenda 2030 at a national level.
Regional climate protection targets are formulated which usually break down
international targets into aims for individual sectors of the economy and individual countries and regions. Some individuals practice sufficiency and to
a considerable extend withdraw from the world of consumption. Many dedicated students start with themselves and their personal lifestyle. But all this
will not lead to the goal. It is reminiscent of a person looking for his glasses at
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night in the light of a streetlamp and then answers the question of whether he
has lost his glasses at that point: “No, I lost them somewhere over there, but at
least I see can something here”.
Individualization, as it is common today, is lacking a systemic approach.
For example, the way of dealing with the fact that the poor understandably
have a hope or even expectation for more prosperity, that the greatest challenges lie in fulfilling these demands, that many people in the rich countries
also want to consume more and not less. Also, there are legally protected freedoms at national and international level to be allowed to pursue these ideas. If
someone saves something here, there is probably someone else who consumes
even more. If money is not spent in one place, it is later spent in another place,
often by another actor, e.g. a borrower of a bank, where money that is not
converted into consumption is saved. Individual approaches therefore do not
solve the problem. A global agreement must be reached. Ultimately, all companies, regions and people must break the sustainability requirements down
into their context, even though today’s system does not support such a path
in a positive way. The wrong option is often cheap today, the better option is
often more expensive. Today, wrong incentives are the trigger for wrong behaviour of many people. Therefore, only a systemic approach offers a realistic
chance for sustainability (FAW/n, 2016a, 2016b).
The conclusion is the following: one cannot resort to the argument – as is
often done – that all people, all states or all regions of the world are entitled
to the same environmental space per capita, for example by formulating that
from 2050 onwards we will all be allowed to emit only 1 tonne of CO2 per
capita per year. One tonne per capita is at most an average value with high
variation around the mean values between states and high variation of the individual values within states, whereby persons with high emissions should pay
accordingly for their higher emissions (internalization). If exactly the same
emissions per capita were enforced through political measures, this would
completely counteract the present the situation of our social order or economic model with regard to the different resources of states and the fundamental
differentiation in income, wealth, economic success etc. Such an approach
would ultimately produce “communism through the back door”. Moreover,
as such a path would throttle the absolutely necessary engine of innovation, it
would not in itself be promising, not to mention the fact that it would not be
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capable of winning majority support – especially not internationally. It conflicts with existing international treaties which, moreover, cannot be changed
or terminated unilaterally, e. g. at the WTO level.
By the way, there are interesting references here to the 2018 Nobel Economic Prizes for Pau Romer and William Nordhaus. Based on the Solow
Growth Mode, William Nordhaus discussed the necessity of internalizing
climate effects into the economic system so that prices tell the truth and supposed value creation at the expense of others or at the expense of nature (externalization) is largely prevented. Paul Romer discussed the role of innovation in increasing the prosperity of potentially all people and how politics and
business can increase the likelihood that useful innovations will be produced
and implemented.
Central questions today are how to prevent externalization on the one
hand, and how to produce innovations (e.g. a new energy system) on the other,
which even without externalization can massively increase today’s prosperity
in order to bring billions more people towards prosperity. Unfortunately, all
this is extremely difficult. Earth Overshoot Day2 has an earlier date year by
year. CO2 emissions, for example, would have to become significantly more
expensive. However, no global agreement on the price has been reached.
And since the atmosphere doesn’t care where the CO2 is produced, there is
a “prisoner’s dilemma” that is closely linked to the so-called “tragedy of the
commons”. That is why we have not got any further on this point so far (Radermacher 2016).
In this context, sustainability cannot be achieved without massive cross-financing. For systemic reasons – within clear rules agreed upon –a lot of money has to flow from the rich to the poor countries if the latter are to relinquish
what is perhaps their most important competitive advantage: undermining
the standards of the rich world, especially in the area of sustainability. The
approach is reminiscent of a mechanism such as the federal states’ fiscal
equalization (Länderfinanzausgleich) in Germany or the partial climate fiscal
equalization agreed upon in the climate sector (Müller G., 2017). In this con2 Earth Overshoot Day is the date when the consumption of natural resources exceeds the
earth’s capacity to reproduce those resources (cv. Global Footprint Network). Note that CO2
emissions play an important, somehow misleading, role in the definition. If these were not
considered, the ecological footprint of humankind would be below one earth.
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text, 100 billion transfers per year from industrialized countries to developing
and emerging countries are in debate from 2020 onwards. It should also be
likened to the (successful) Montreal Protocol for the Protection of the World’s
Ozone Layer, which is based on a similar logic (UNEP 2009, 2018; Frey 2008).
Overall, sustainability and the implementation of the SDGs are not possible without significantly increased cross-financing (FAW/n 2016a). This
means it will basically not be possible to find an approach for circumventing
this absolute necessity, not even by more pressure from NGOs and politicians
on companies in the area of human rights, as is currently being attempted in
the national action plans for human rights in the context of UN and EU activities (DIMR 2016; Weller et al., 2016). An ultimate question is always whether
it is better for children in poor countries to work under slave-like conditions or
to starve. With these options, parents prefer to send them into slave-like employment. Attending school would of course be the much better alternative,
but then the rich countries would have to co-finance it.
Therefore, the principle of “standards against cross-financing” should be
applied at the international level. Compliance with agreed standards, depending on development level, should be the prerequisite for significantly increased
financial flows to developing and emerging countries (cf. Chapter V). Otherwise, the current situation will remain, with serious consequences for people
and the environment in many countries and for the benefit of local elites.
Those elites in part promote the current state of affairs because they want a
standard of living like the elites in the West and are under status quo conditions in a position to obtain the necessary funds for their lifestyle, even at the
expense of their own population.
The amount of money required is clearly shown in the formulation “From
Billions to Trillions”, which was coined by the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (World Bank, 2015) and is central if the problematic situation is to be correctly assessed. Ultimately, it will be a matter of: (1)
massively increasing public funds for development cooperation (ODA); and
(2) using them wisely, mobilizing further private funds with their help and
positively promoting private investment in developing countries. The OECD
(OECD 2016) talks about an investment amount of 3.3-4.5 trillion US dollars
needed annually to implement the SDGs (OECD 2016). Such amounts can
only be raised, on the one hand, if there is a significant increase in funds for
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international development cooperation/ODA funds (similar to the Marshall
Plan after World War II) and, on the other hand, if much higher private funds
are activated.
In the analyses FAW/n (2016a) as well as in Club of Rome and Senate of the Economy (2016), it becomes clear through historical comparisons what volumes are at stake if breakthroughs to prosperity everywhere
in the world are the objective. Indications of this are given by the Marshall
Plan after World War II, the Structural Funds of the EU, or current refugee
costs in Germany on-site and management of the global financial crisis in
2008/2009. All of this ranges far beyond current funds available for development cooperation (ODA-funds), although in a continent like Africa the
initial situation is much worse than it was in the above-mentioned historical
examples and the number of people affected is much greater (Club of Rome,
Senate of the Economy 2016).
To date, it has not even been possible to provide the 0.7% of donor countries’ GNI (gross national income) promised for decades as ODA funds.
Currently, about 150 billion US dollars are raised per year, which is about
half of the target figure. With regard to the SDGs, the financial ambition
gap amounts to 800-1,500 billion euros per year. As already mentioned, the
OECD estimates the investment required to implement the SDGs at 3,3004,500 billion US dollars per year (OECD 2016). Here, the private sector must
be decisively activated (cf. again Chapter V).
Higher transfers combined with better standards, according to the logic
that prices must tell the truth, are aimed at green and inclusive growth as the
key to implementing sustainability. After the financial crisis, there is consensus
among all international organizations that markets must be adequately regulated in social and environmental terms (so-called green and inclusive markets) if the goal is a good future for all (Radermacher and Beyers 2011). Market fundamentalists have a different view on this, but they have now lost their
dominance in the political debate, albeit not in the practical reality of life,
as far as international trade policy is concerned. There, however, President
Trump’s policy of “America first” – as problematic as it is – is now changing
the situation and, for example, in the new version of the NAFTA Treaty the
partners have imposed relatively high minimum wages for Mexican workers
in certain sectors.
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In the wake of the global financial crisis, a lot has happened as well. For
example, the OECD is fighting against “tax base erosion” and strategies such
as re-declarations of business activities and legal conditions by companies and
organizations, and thus wants to contribute to a greener and more socially oriented policy. This also applies to the OECD’s and the IMF’s regular
comments on the importance of a sufficient level of social balance for social
prosperity within countries. Of course, green and inclusive markets also aim
at growth, but only to the extent that the environment and the climate system
are protected and prosperity flows to all people. Economic growth is a ‘must’
if sustainability is the objective. Of particular interest in this context is SDG
8, which allows the poorest developing and emerging countries to achieve
GDP growth of at least 7% per year in order to move towards sustainability.
At first, it sounds paradoxical that sustainability in the social and ecological dimensions can only be achieved by massive economic growth: the
historical insight to date is that growth and resource consumption are highly
correlated variables. The Club of Rome translates this into its demand for
“total decoupling”.
Nevertheless, sustainability and especially economic development will not
be achievable without massive economic growth and a strictly sustainability-oriented policy, also from the author’s point of view. This is probably also
the only realistic chance to achieve a stabilization of the world population at
the level of 10 billion people by the year 2050. If poverty is not overcome, the
world population is threatening to grow to 12 billion by the year 2100.
For the rapidly growing world population – especially in view of the billions of comparatively poor or very poor people – more and more goods and
services will be needed if these large and ever-larger populations are to live
even just in modest prosperity. As an important new book by Chandran Nair
(Nair 2018), a member of the Executive Committee of the Club of Rome,
shows, this can indeed only be modest prosperity, not the standard of living of
today’s rich world, and requires a strong state to implement such a programme. The strong state is meant to act in the interest of the vast majority of its
people and sets clear limits for international corporations as well. China’s
work on behalf of its people is being acknowledged.
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Why Is it so difficult to implement the SDGs?
The SDGs mainly describe completely legitimate goals for living standards
and quality of life for all people, especially for people in developing and emerging countries. A per capita analysis of this already requires considerable material growth, which is expressed in SDG 8 as a “claim” in the quantification of
at least 7% GDP growth. At the same time, the world population continues
to grow very rapidly, from 6 to 7.5 billion since 2000, and with a practically
inevitable leap to 10 billion by 2050 in sight, with very large increases to be
expected on the Indian sub-continent and in Africa. In Africa, the population will double from 1.2 billion today to 2.4 billion by 2050. By the end of
the century, there could be over 4 billion people living in Africa. More prosperity is the best way to prevent growth beyond 2.4 billion. However, using
present technology this will require a considerable additional consumption
of resources as well as massively increased greenhouse gas emissions. This
means that problems with environmental SDGs are practically unavoidable.
Resulting from all of this, there is a great deal of scepticism about the feasibility of the SDGs, as expressed in (FAW/n, 2016a). Doubts and questions are
also formulated by the Club of Rome in the context of publications on the
50th anniversary of the Club in 2018 (Randers et al. 2018; Weizsäcker and
Wijkman 2017).
The problems in the area of climate are becoming particularly obvious.
Especially here, the challenges are great. Reference is made to the current
report of the intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2018) and
the Climate Emergency Report of the Club of Rome (Dixson-Declève et al.
2018), both from 2018. In the author’s current book on energy and climate
issues (Radermacher 2018b) as well as in Helm (2017), it becomes clear that
the climate issue in today’s world should not be seen primarily as an environmental issue. It is rather at least as much about economic, financial, social
and cultural issues, about power and wealth, about economic performance,
energy and financial strength, about jobs and social issues, about questions of
food and water supply, about migrations of peoples. Finally, it is also about
the position of states and entire regions in the world in relation to one another, possibly also about war and peace. Geopolitics (Marshall 2015) is a central factor, for example in the US, which has meanwhile risen to become the
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world’s largest producer of oil, but also in the corresponding activities on the
Russian and Chinese sides.
As a consequence of the paradigm changes in the global climate negotiations at the conference in Copenhagen in 2009, in the author’s work it was
deduced already at that time that there will be no stringent global climate
agreement to achieve the two-degree target (Radermacher 2014). For an adequate negotiation outcome, a gap of about 500 billion tons of CO2 by 2050
from Copenhagen onwards was expected under the new voluntary regime. It
actually turned out that way: the Paris gap. It is described in Figure 1 below.
To bridge the gap, an estimated 500 billion euros per year in lost grants is
needed (see Chapter V). Therefore, it is essential to put massive financial flows
from north to south in motion in order to make further growth processes in
developing and emerging countries as climate-neutral as possible. In comparison to that, it makes little sense to spend a lot of money in Europe on comparatively small climate effects. On the contrary, the money available must be
used to achieve major effects, especially in India and Africa. Negative emissions (e.g. afforestation and humus formation combined with a consequent
protection of rain forests) have to be used to massively remove CO2 from
the atmosphere. With synthetic fuels, e.g. methanol-based on green hydrogen,
produced with solar power from the Sahara (DESERTEC 2.0), an alternative
to the very expensive energy renovation of houses and a full switch to electromobility has been found, also for us Europeans (Offermanns et al., 2017;
IPCC 2018; Radermacher 2019).
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Figure 1. Reduction paths in the logic of the Paris Agreement - planned/required contributions of the state sector and non-state actors

What happens if the path described does not succeed
The main problem is the additional CO2 emissions on the Indian subcontinent and in Africa until 2040, in the event that they move from 1 or 2 tons
of CO2 per capita for about three billion people to 3.5 tons of CO2 per
capita for about 4.2 billion people. The increase is around 10 billion tonnes,
almost as high as today’s Chinese emissions, which are already higher than
the combined emissions of the USA, Europe and Japan. With around 9 tons
of CO2 emissions per capita per year, China has already overtaken Europe
with 8.5 tons of CO2 emissions per capita per year. And Chinese emissions
continue to grow. China positions itself as one of the developing countries
in the climate negotiations and attaches great importance to being allowed
to increase its CO2 emissions until 2030. So, reductions in China will tend
to be (only) relative in comparison to their GDP but will be increasing in
absolute terms. In 2017 China used 100 times as much concrete as Germany
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in 2017, and from 2011-2013 China used more concrete than the USA during the whole last century. China’s path to prosperity cannot be replicated
in a climate-friendly way, neither on the Indian subcontinent nor in Africa
(Radermacher 2018b), unless we succeed in building a new global energy
system – which has a chance, based on the so-called methanol-economy appeal (Radermacher 2019).
It is also clear that China has made the greatest contributions to the MDGs.
China has brought hundreds of millions of people out of poverty. As described above, it is difficult for billions of people to overcome poverty without
massively burdening the environment and the climate. Additionally, the social
effects are also enormous when hundreds of millions of people in China are
integrated into a world economy based on the division of labour, in order to
work their way towards greater prosperity at initially very low wages. The socalled Elephant Curve of Global Inequality and Growth, 1980-2016 (Alvaredo et al. 2017) shows this very clearly (Fig. 3).
In the “Elephant Curve” changes in income are shown according to the
level of income. Stagnation becomes visible in a large segment of poverty,
massive growth in prosperity towards the middle class with hundreds of millions of people from poor countries (especially China’s workers), stagnation or
even regression in the segment of the lower middle class in the rich world (e.
g. industrial workers in old industries in the USA) and massive gains for elites
everywhere, especially in the rich world. To exaggerate, the industrial worker
is losing in the USA, in return industrial workers in China, Vietnam and India
are gaining. The rich elite is gaining always and everywhere, and more and
more (Piketty T., 2014) the sediment remains where it is.
Such brutal redistribution processes, never negotiated and not internationally linked to compensation payments, are incompatible with sustainability.
US policies under President Trump, Brexit, re-nationalisation and populism
in Europe are sending their greetings. Reasonable policies will be difficult.
Self-interest is becoming stronger, as affected citizens are persuaded that if
they retreat to national solutions everything will be better, everything will return to the (better) way it was before. Of course, this is only an illusion, but
an illusion with great political weight. In a nutshell: in any case, the road to
sustainability will be difficult. A final note on the subject. A new report to the
Club of Rome was published on the occasion of the Club of Rome’s 50th
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anniversary ceremony in October 2018 (Randers et al. 2018). It asks about
the implementation chances for the SDGs and the first conclusion is that the
goal of implementing the SDGs in 2030 cannot be achieved. The discussion
then focuses on achieving the target by 2050.
Figure 2. Current (2016) and expected (2040) per capita CO2e emissions, population trends
and possible savings (blue) with respect to expected growth of CO2 emissions (yellow/orange)
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Figure 3. Global percentage growth of total income 1980-2016

The elephant curve of global inequality and growth, 1980-2016

In the report the authors first examine the three strategies “Same’ (continue as
before), “Faster” (take care of more growth with high dynamics) and “Harder” (make more efforts without higher pay) and come to the conclusion that
these would not help – even with an implementation period considered up
to 2050. They use a comparatively simple Dynamics Model to underpin the
given, and in the authors’ point of view correct, position. They then develop
a fourth approach, which they call “Smarter”. The logic behind this approach
also appears, partially, in the current report of the Club of Rome on Climate
Emergency (Dixson-Declève et al., 2018). They argue that with this intelligent
approach they have found a robust way to reach the SDGs by 2050 while respecting 9 planetary boundaries. Five elements of a robust path are given in
their text. However, from the authors’ point of view the statements made raise
questions, because the five proposed elements are added exogenously to their
model, so they are not deeply incorporated into it. They are therefore rather
meaningful ideas, hopes and assertions (wishful thinking), not hard facts. By
way of an example, three points are mentioned.
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1) Energy: accelerated growth of renewable energies
The authors propose doubling the percentage of renewable energies every 10
years. This is completely unrealistic. The International Energy Agency (IEA),
an OECD organization, takes a completely different position (IEA 2017,
2018), cf. also Radermacher (2018b). In 2040, fossil fuel consumption will be
higher than it is today. The high quantities of fossil fuels in 2040 are, among
other things, due to the geostrategic policy of the USA, which is today the
world’s largest oil producer. Shale gas and shale oil have completely changed
the game in the energy sector. There is no longer any talk about “peak oil”,
which was a very important topic 15 years ago. At the other end of the carbon
issue operates Russia, which has built an army for the Arctic because Russia
sees the Arctic as its strategic energy base for the future. India and China are
expanding their use of coal. India argues that it has every right to a much
higher share of global emissions. India’s electricity sector is thereby heavily
underfinanced. The companies active in India often either belong to the state
or are kept alive by state loans. The disappearance of these companies from
the market would represent a massive financial risk for the Indian state.
2) Social balance
On the subject of social balance, the authors demand that the income share
of the 10% highest incomes will be substantially limited. The call for a clever
limitation of the income shares of high-income groups (whose income often results from yields on very high property titles) Is now supported by the
OECD, IMF and WB. In Radermacher and Herlyn. (2018) it can be seen
that 40% of total income should be the upper limit for the share of the 20%
highest incomes. This essentially corresponds to values of the Gini index between 0.25 and 0.35. Less strict figures are discussed in Randers et al. 2018.
Furthermore, the text does not explain how upper limits for income shares of
the best earning groups could be politically enforced.
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3) Population growth
The authors hope that the world population can be limited to 9 billion people.
They argue for more investment in education, gender equality, health and
family planning. These all are important factors, but none of them are new.
The world has been talking about such measures for decades, but the growth
of the world’s population continues at a rapid pace. There is no indication or
evidence on how to stop the population explosion. From the author’s point of
view, there is a high probability for 12 billion people at the end of this century.
The financial resources needed to change the current path are not available
up to now. Reservations against family planning are high. The UN position
completely avoids the question of family planning. At best, international politics talks about “reproductive health” or “mother and child health”.
lnterim conclusion: The simultaneous implementation of the social and
ecological concerns of the SDGs while maintaining high population growth
is obviously becoming extremely difficult. Achievement of the targets by 2030
is probably impossible. Perhaps success by 2050 is possible. But even that requires completely different and new approaches. The economic growth of
developing and emerging countries must be largely climate-neutral. Negative
emissions have to play a major role. Huge financial volumes need to be moved
from north to south in this context, partly in the form of lost subsidies. This
requires new actors and should use synergies to massively reduce the costs of
achieving climate targets, e.g. in Europe, in order to make significantly higher
transfers politically feasible. The Marshall Plan for Africa and the Development and Climate Alliance of the German Federal Ministry for Economic
Cooperation and Development (BMZ) describe ways in which this can perhaps be achieved.
A Marshall Plan with Africa
The comments so far should have made clear the order of magnitude of the
challenges on the way to sustainable development and how difficult it will be
to implement the SDGs, even if the implementation period is extended until
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2050. A much greater commitment of the rich countries to cooperation with
developing and emerging countries is essential. Via trade, finance and clever
double taxation treaties, the rich world has been exploiting Africa instead of
investing there on a large scale (Hearson 2018). That has to change. This is
where the Marshall Plan with Africa comes into play.
The Marshall Plan with Africa is, on the one hand, the result of an analysis
presented by the Senate of the Economy, the Club of Rome and the FAW/n
(Club of Rome, Senate of the Economy 2016), and on the other hand an associated, largely independent, policy line of the German Federal Ministry for
Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) (BMZ 2017). The Marshall
Plan with Africa reacts to the situation described above and concentrates on
Africa, which has by far the most dynamic population development, is characterized by particularly difficult conditions and is of special importance for
Europe – both as an opportunity and as a risk.
The objective of the Marshall Plan is a “prosperity explosion” in Africa,
especially in North Africa. This prosperity explosion should be designed to
be compatible with all sustainability requirements, i.e. it should be green and
inclusive, and thus provide evidence that the market based prosperity model
can “deliver”, also with regards to Agenda 2030. The report aims at a cooperative approach, puts cooperation with Africa in the forefront and refers to
a long-term vision of the African Union until 2063 (African Union Commission, 2015).
Africa cannot offer such a convincing homogeneous environment for economic development as China does. After all, it is not one state with a population of billions, it consists of 55 states. Fortunately, Africa also has one or
two wild cards that can be brought into play. In particular, Africa has a lot of
space, wonderful nature, a lot of mineral resources and a gigantic potential
for renewable energies in the Sahara and other deserts as a basis to develop
massively. This should be used.
According to the Addis Ababa formula of 2016 “From Billions to Trillions”
(World Bank, IMF, 2015), the funds invested must be significantly increased.
Ultimately, only the private sector can raise the large necessary investments. In
particular, the public sector in Africa must substantially increase its tax revenues in order to be able to do what is necessary on their side. But also, much
more has to happen in international development cooperation. The funds must
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be used wisely with partner states with whom agreements on joint programmes is possible. For example, progress in the area of governance should be
acknowledged, especially the willingness to implement country-by-country reporting of the tax payments of internationally operating corporations in order
to ensure transparency on tax revenues. These in turn would result in higher
state revenues on their side, which in turn would massively increase the capacity of African states to improve the situation of their populations. In return,
investments are to be made especially in the development of social systems.
Substantial investments are also needed in industry and infrastructure as
well as in agriculture. Here, millions of new jobs have to be created which are
absolutely essential if the SDGs are supposed to be implemented in Africa.
The former German Federal President Horst KöhIer talks about 20 million
new jobs per year that are absolutely necessary in Africa for the next 30 years
(Köhler 2016). Highly important for that is environmental and climate compatibility. Timber must play a central role in the future. Reforestation has to
contribute significantly, also for removing CO2 from the atmosphere. A strict
protection of rain forests is a must, even if it costs the rich countries a lot of
money. In cooperation with the FAW/n in Ulm and other partners, the author is involved in the setting up of so-called “lighthouse” projects for Africa,
which are described in more detail below. They currently focus on four areas:
(1) Humus formation-enhancing agriculture, also in semi-arid areas using
biochar on hundreds of millions of hectares of soil.
(2) Reforestation on degraded soils in the tropics, potentially on several
hundred million hectares in Africa.
(Note: Humus formation and afforestation massively bind CO2 (on average about 10 tons per hectare and year), so-called negative emissions. Both
approaches at the same time allow a high added value in the country and
create many jobs.
(3) Another topic is green synthetic fuels based on green hydrogen and
green methanol, using solar energy, which is almost unlimitedly available in
Africa, especially in the Sahara and the Arabian desert.
(4) “Lighthouse” projects on population issues such as reducing maternal
and infant mortality, information and prevention initiatives, empowering women, quality education for girls.
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Within the framework of the Marshall Plan with Africa, the Club
of Rome and the Senate of the Economy recommend that German Federal Government and Europe take a strong initiative against the widespread
mood of hopelessness facing global challenges and pursue the following goals:
1. Europe’s cohesion and securing its future.
2. Successful implementation of Agenda 2030, especially in Africa – where, in
a global perspective, the problems are the biggest.
3. Solving the population problem in Africa and showing a way towards prosperity for the continent.
4. Contributions to the refugee question worldwide and particularly in Europe.
5. Proving that a green and inclusive economy can “deliver” in the sense of at
least enhancing the implementation of Agenda 2030 by 2050.
6. Prevention of coercive management and resource planned economy.
7. Simultaneous implementation of sustainability, climate protection, social
balance and greater material prosperity for all.
8. Creation of more social balance instead of radicalization, nationalism and
the dismantling of democracy.
9. Providing value-creating investment opportunities for capital.
10. Promotion of real-economic innovations and investments.
11. Initiation of green and inclusive growth
A Marshall Plan as an instrument to implement the SDGs?
The proposal for a Marshall Plan strives for completely new dimensions of cooperation between the developed countries and the less developed countries,
exemplified by Europe and Africa. The final argument is that under existing
political conditions, a path towards prosperity is most likely to open the greatest opportunities to prevent an explosion of the population in Africa. Regarding climate change, this in turn is a crucial prerequisite for preventing Europe
and the rich world from being completely suffocated by the issue of migration
at some point. However, it is also clear that in the current economic model,
significantly more prosperity for Africa and also for India means that we can
get completely out of control in terms of resource use, climate problems and
so on. As described above, new solutions are needed here.
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Why is the situation that difficult? This is illustrated by the example of
China. As mentioned above, China has made the greatest contributions to
overcoming poverty in the world in terms of the MDGs between 2000 and
2015. But China has also massively increased its resource consumption and
CO2 emissions. China currently has higher per capita emissions than Europe
and in total higher CO2 emissions than the US, Europe and Japan combined. This development model cannot be replicated in the other parts of the
world based on today’s technology if a climate catastrophe is to be prevented
(cf. Fig. 1). In this respect, the world needs other solutions, e.g. for the further
development of India and Africa. The Marshall Plan with Africa uses the
example of the poorest continent to show what such solutions may look like.
In essence, we must succeed in implementing the necessary wealth creation in
such a way that nature conservation is promoted, and CO2 is removed from
the atmosphere instead of releasing more of it into the air. What is required
is massive value-added opportunities that have a positive effect on climate.
Among the many options that are pursued in the Marshall Plan at the value
creation level, the following four topics, briefly discussed above, are of particular importance:
(a)Agriculture in semi-arid regions
A “lighthouse” project is currently being considered in the semi-desert in
northern Africa on an area of at least 30,000 ha. The main focus is on reversing the desertification that has taken place over the last few decades, resulting in the loss of around 8 million hectares of land in Africa every year. An
important dimension of the project is a strong focus on humus formation
and the use of bio-char. In this way, at least 10 tons of CO2 per hectare and
year can be extracted from the atmosphere. The aim is also to achieve one
sufficient workplace per 2 ha., a qualification of the respective employees in
modem equipment, also on the IT side, and an increase in agricultural productivity in contrast to other parts of the continent by at least a factor of 5. In
addition, there should be gardens for all employees to be used for themselves.
The (abundant) groundwater resources available on site in this case should be
used wisely. Desalination is carried out using renewable energy and could be
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based on experience in Israel (Sigel 2017). The project should offer investors
good opportunities for returns. The BMZ should help with practical intergovernmental problems. In addition, a research centre on the subject would be
helpful in preparation for upscaling at a later date.
(b) Afforestation of degraded soils in the tropics
Reforestation, combined with strict protection of rainforests, is one of our
best chances for achieving the climate goal of the Paris agreement (Finkbeiner
2011; Finkbeiner & Plant-for-the-Planet 2019). A lighthouse project on the
subject is planned in West Africa. It will be carried out in cooperation with
experienced developers on site. An ongoing already successful project will be
extended to include the conservation of natural rainforest. There is a strong
focus on agroforestry technologies, meat production with smaller animal species, establishment of a cooling chain for food, cooperation with the tourism
industry in the country, training, promotion of biodiversity and water balance, including with rainwater collection basins. Some renewable energies
are already integrated today and are to be expanded. Additionally, there is
a strong focus on CO2 capture (after some years). For this purpose, among
other means, charcoal should be inserted into the earth.
Another important dimension of the project is the timber value chain. In
the future, timber must become a decisive resource for material value creation
in Africa (as well as in India and finally worldwide). The organization of this
value chain offers many professional opportunities and jobs. Likewise, renewable energies and modern IT technologies play a major role. Here as well,
scientific support should play a central role.
(c) Synthetic fuels
Synthetic climate-neutral fuels will have to make a significant contribution to
solving climate and energy problems, also in Europe. Among other sources,
this is shown by the latest study by the World Energy Council (WEC 2018).
The path currently being pursued in Europe, especially in Germany (energy- 206 -
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efficient refurbishment of all buildings, comprehensive transition to electric
cars, rapid withdrawal from coal and at the same time withdrawal from nuclear energy) will not solve the climate problem but will destroy a great deal
of prosperity. This is due to the fact that electricity from renewable sources
can only solve some of the problems because of the costly limits concerning
production and volatility. Otherwise, massive overcapacities would have to be
kept available for any eventuality. The expenses for electricity are increasing
steadily in Germany, while we are making no progress on the climate issue
(Radermacher 2018b). There is a risk of major political upheavals and even
more populism if the anger continues to grow, because large sections of the
population do not accept the partly planned economic solutions. Especially if
this leads to noticeable losses in prosperity and has little effect in the climate
sector. The yellow-vests movement in France has made the current negative
mood obvious.
What is it about? Not all houses need to be renovated for energy efficiency
and not all cars will have to be electric cars in the future. On the contrary,
such a scenario would be a tragedy for Germany and Europe. The alternative is climate-neutral synthetic fuels, e.g. from North Africa. This is linked to
DESERTEC 2.0 but avoids the electricity fixation. The electricity approach
was leveraged from two sides: firstly, by the German Renewable Energy Act,
which massively discriminates against renewable electricity from Africa, and
secondly by local resistance against the construction of large power lines.
Synthetic climate-neutral fuels will very often be able to replace crude oil
and natural gas. We can then continue to live in our homes as they are, use
diesel and petrol vehicles and use our heating systems – because everything
will be climate-neutral. Already today the company Avia offers (via compensation solutions) climate-neutral heating oil without additional costs for their
customers. Synthetic fuels also offer new approaches to meeting the fleet requirements of automobiles when politics finally tackles the regulation at this
point, i.e. reduced CO2 emissions can be offset against fleet values. Unfortunately, it has hardly been possible to go any further on this point so far. Many
people want to prevent the proposed path, for instance because they want to
put pressure on the automotive sector for ideological reasons. In addition,
synthetic fuels, especially those from the sunbelt of the world, endanger many
solely national business models in the field of renewable energies. The author
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considers a diametrically different policy to be necessary. We should continue
to bear the import costs in this area, and Africa and other emerging countries
should be able to generate urgently needed revenues in this way. Germany
is one of the world’s leading exporters and therefore has a problem with the
world because of its high balance of payments surplus. That is why an international division of labour is the better way forward in this case.
Instead, the production of hydrogen/methanol from water by electrolysis
using renewable energy (e.g. from the Sahara) is pursued. Here, one could join
an ongoing project financed by the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and
Energy. This has already prepared for an African option as a later step. Key
results of the ongoing German project are expected by the end of 2019. At
the end of 2020, the go-ahead could be given for a large methanol production
facility in North Africa and/or South Africa. South Africa, but also Indian
locations, are interesting in this context because of their large coal-fired power
plants. CO2 from coal-fired power plants could be integrated into methanol
production. Financing issues will play a major role here. In this case, too,
scientific monitoring should be ensured. The German side will be challenged
but can also benefit greatly from such an approach. International industrial
partners have signalled their interest.
(d) The population issue
Nigeria is a hotspot for population growth in Africa. It is already the most
populated country in Africa (190 million), with a population growth rate of
2.7%. A population of 410 million is expected in 2050. After India and China, Nigeria will then be the third largest country in the world in terms of
population. The political situation in Nigeria is difficult. The country is partly
Christian, partly Muslim. There are military conflicts in parts of the country.
A major focus is still on revenues from the booming oil industry.
The Rotarian Action Group for Population & Development (RFPD) has
been active in Nigeria for more than 20 years. Its activities so far have concentrated on 8 of the 36 federal states of the country. These activities have
received the full support of the respective state governments and have been
officially adopted into the respective health systems.
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The projects pursued on site are all aimed at reducing infant mortality and
reducing maternal illness and death. This is done largely using existing hospital infrastructure, even in rural areas. Medical services will be combined with
broad education and, if desired, access to contraceptives.
A unique selling point is a high-quality medical strategy based on German
experience and adapted to Nigerian conditions with Nigerian partners. The
approach is based on evidence-based medicine. Based on software developed
partially by the project team itself, successes and failures are rigorously documented and made available for statistical analysis. Information is processed
over 4 aggregation levels. In the sense of benchmarks performance, comparisons at all levels are possible. They also contain a competitive element in
comparison with the neighbour. This unleashes a great motivational force.
After the previous roll-out to 8 Nigerian federal states, there is now the
chance of a definite major final step. The Nigerian government has invited
Rotary to extend its system to the whole country, meaning all 36 states. The
solution will be incorporated into the national health system. The various federal states have agreed, the operational support of the Rotarian side as well
as the German Federal Government is requested.
The Marshall Plan is thus an approach that can promote the implementation of the SDGs by2030, if not completely, then in parts. In
particular, it must meet the challenge of combining the necessary greater prosperity with more environmental protection and, above all, climate protection.
The latter of which involves the massive production of negative emissions. Of
course, the question remains as to whether this can be done and, in particular,
whether the financial return potential is large enough to channel sufficient
capital and subsidies into this area. Whether this can succeed is discussed in
the last chapter. It essentially deals with BMZ’s “Development and Climate
Alliance”, which was co-developed by FAW/n and presented to the public for
the first time at a federal press conference in Berlin in November 2018.
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6. The Development and Climate Alliance
From the author’s point of view, the Development and Climate Alliance is a
decisive initiative in the field of climate, SDGs, development and population
issues. it could become a game-changer, a quantum leap into another world.
The alliance is essentially based on ideas from Radermacher (2018b). The
focus is on a paradigm shift – a new frame. Politicians are being thanked for
the Paris Agreement and the SDGs. Much more is not expected from politics.
In fact, much more cannot be achieved by politics. It will be difficult to implement even the existing targets (NDCs). lnstead, the prosperous segment of the
world is to be mobilized – in poor as well as in rich countries. These are the
so-called “top emitters” with hundreds of tons of CO2 emissions per capita
per year. They also tend to be the people with the greatest influence on the future of the world, namely through their assets, companies, local communities,
logistics chains, annual incomes, influence on politics, etc. The top emitters
also have most to lose in the event of a climate catastrophe. This applies to
many assets that could be destroyed in a climate catastrophe, by migration of
people, by closing borders (stranded assets) and massive lifestyle restrictions
in the event of a disaster. The 10% wealthiest in the world account for about
50% of global greenhouse gas emissions (Chancel and Piketty 2015).
What is the logic of the alliance?
Today’s commitments – voluntary, revocable at any time and partly conditioned on cash inflows – by states to reduce greenhouse gas emissions will
not be enough to achieve the objectives of the Paris agreement. If nothing is
done on top of them, the present announcements will lead to a world with a
temperature rise of 3 to 4°C. Therefore, dramatic consequences and setbacks
for the development prospects of people in many countries lagging behind
are impending, and at the same time great dangers for prosperity in the rich
world have to be faced. Many people in the global South are already suffering from climate change. On the capital markets, emerging states are already
being punished for climate risks with higher interest rates. They therefore
need much more support, on the one hand to be able to pursue sustainable
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development paths and, on the other hand, to arm themselves against the
consequences of climate change. Major contributions by rich countries are
needed if wealth creation in poorer countries is to be largely climate-neutral
thanks to the use of new technologies.
Against this background, companies, institutions and private individuals
worldwide must make an important contribution in order to limit the rise in
temperatures and at the same time promote sustainable development everywhere in the form of co-benefits. Privately financed, high-quality compensation
projects can effectively complement governmental efforts on development financing, perhaps even surpass them in scope and effectiveness at some point.
Development and climate must be consistently considered together in order to preserve a world worth living in for present and future generations.
This is where the Development and Climate Alliance comes in, mobilizing
additional contributions for development and climate protection.
What it is about?
With voluntary contributions by the private sector, the financial resources for
the two major challenges of the future – climate change and sustainable development – are to be multiplied. In combination with compensating companies and institutions, compensation providers, certifiers and civil society, this
additional commitment to development and climate should be taken out of
today’s niche situation, made more widely known and proposed for imitation.
Over the next 10 years, the current volume in Germany is supposed to grow
from around 6 million tonnes of compensation volume per year to at least 100
million tonnes. In the years thereafter, it should increase even more.
The contributions of the supporters of the alliance are voluntary and
additional. They finance high-quality projects in developing and emerging
countries that:
1. avoid, reduce or bind greenhouse gases and thus contribute to improving the global climate balance, e.g. through extensive reforestation projects and humus production in agriculture,
2. simultaneously promote economic and social development in developing and emerging countries (co-benefits) and thus contribute to the sta- 211 -
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bilization of the world population, and provide proof of all these effects
with high and independently audited standards.
The BMZ is setting a good example and will be climate-neutral by 2020.
To be achieved:
1. political recognition of compensation for emissions going beyond the
Paris commitments,
2. a massive expansion of the voluntary emission trading market,
3. improvement of the institutional and political framework conditions for
compensation,
4. recording and communication of compensation measures that have
been implemented,
5. mobilization of financial resources for climate protection and sustainable development and thus for the implementation of Agenda 2030,
6. advice and political support for the members of the alliance in their
efforts to promote climate protection and development in a pre-competitive manner,
7. exchange of experiences and bundling and dissemination of know-how,
8. closer linking the various actors and internationalization of the initiative.
Many of the top emitters, many companies and many other players are already
tackling the issue today (Radermacher 2018). This is happening beyond legal
requirements in order to avert imminent dangers for the future. A silver bullet
is the compensation of one’s own CO2 emissions through valuable projects in
non-industrialized countries. This is at least as much about co-benefits for all
SDGs as it is about climate effects. This can be done by companies, but also
by organizations, event organizers, of course also by private individuals and –
beyond state requirements – also by federal states and wealthy municipalities.
The German federal state of Hesse plans to achieve climate neutrality by 2030
(Hölscher and Radermacher 2012; Worms and Radermacher 2018). In this
environment, a distinction is then made between project owners who realize
corresponding projects in non-industrialized countries on the one hand and
compensators who decommission high-quality certificates generated in such
projects on the other. The compensators give non-refundable grants to the
projects. They have a special leverage effect and often ensure the profitability
of the corresponding projects and thus their realization (additionality).
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In this environment a great potential is building up, even more as it becomes clear that more and more of these projects are contributing enormous cobenefits for practically all SDGs, typically in afforestation, for example, effects
such as the improvement of biodiversity and water balance, but also infrastructure development, food availability, jobs, training and thus indirectly also
progress in the population issue. The coupling of the Paris goals with many
SDGs opens up a wide range of individual options. For example, climate
activities can be coupled with measures to improve opportunities for women,
to stabilize population development and to educate children, to finance, for
example, bird protection and the protection of mangrove forests, which are
of central importance both for the climate and for stabilizing coastal areas.
To the extent that project owners and compensators are willing to invest
in such issues, they support the implementation of SDGs. They therefore also
act at the heart of the Marshall Plan idea. One very good signal is that Minister Müller and the BMZ, with their Development and Climate Alliance, are
going in precisely this direction. This alliance is a hands-on alliance. On the
one hand, it motivates people, and on the other it takes people who compensate into protection from stupid – or at least ill-conceived – hostilities such as
“sale of indulgence”, “ransom” and “greenwashing”.
Here a large lever becomes visible, here the hopes for an effective
Marshall Plan with Africa could come together with the great demands in
the area of SDGs via these mechanisms of action, for instance via projects
of the lighthouse type described above, all of which are also projects
for high-quality CO2 certificates in non-industrialized countries, with a high
reference to co-benefits.
7. Final remark
lnvestments for better life prospects for people living in Africa are not only
massively more cost-effective than the use of state social welfare funds in Germany for refugees from Africa – everything that offers people an incentive
to shape their future in their own country also respects the human dignity
of those affected to a much greater degree. Private sector investment in this
area, as promoted by the Development and Climate Alliance, can open a new
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chapter. They could release massive additional cash flows and mobilize “people that care” (for the projects they co-financed). This significantly increases
the value of the funds invested. By 2050, the implementation of the SDGs
may be feasible at a modest level. Hopefully, the world population will then
stabilize at 10 billion people.
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Le prospettive di cooperazione economica con i paesi
dell’ex-Jugoslavia nel quadro di un nuovo “Piano Marshall”
Milan Paníc, già Primo Ministro della Repubblica Federale di Jugoslavia (1992-1993), filantropo soprattutto a favore delle Università,
imprenditore di industrie farmaceutiche statunitensi
Sommario: L’analisi si sviluppa sulla base del riconoscimento della centralità dell’economia nella vita di un paese. Nell’intera Europa sud-orientale l’economia è stata totalmente sconvolta a seguito della guerra civile nell’ex-Jugoslavia e ciò ha comportato grandi
perdite economiche e sofferenze a tutti i paesi. L’autore esorta una pianificazione immediata delle azioni per ricostruire un’economia integrata e globale nell’intera regione, come
base per una pace stabile e duratura. In particolare, sollecita la UE ad avviare questa
iniziativa, auspicando la formazione di una sorta di nuovo “Piano Marshall”. La UE
ha non solo la conoscenza che deriva dall’esperienza nell’integrare economie separate, ma
anche l’interesse politico, finanziario e di sicurezza, nonché l’affluenza economica per farsi
promotrice di una tale iniziativa.
Parole chiave: Centralità dell’economia, Europa sud-orientale, guerra civile, ex-Jugoslavia, ricostruzione dell’economia dell’intera regione, “Piano Marshall”, Unione Europea,
dirigenti e comunisti dell’ex-Jugoslavia incapaci, nazionalismo.
Abstract: This analysis starts from a recognition of the central importance of the economy
in the life of a country. In the whole of South-eastern Europe, the economy has been completely disrupted by the civil war in the former Yugoslavia; this has caused great economic
losses and suffering in all the countries. The author urges that actions should be planned
immediately so as to rebuild an integrated economy in the entire region, to serve as the basis
for a stable and durable peace. In particular, he calls upon the EU to undertake this initiative,
hoping for a sort of new “Marshall plan”. The EU possesses not only the know-how that
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comes from the experience of integrating separate economies, but also the political, financial
and security interest, as well as the economic affluence, to support this undertaking.
Keywords: Centrality of economy, South-Eastern Europe, civil war, former Yugoslavia,
recontruction of economy in entire region, “Marshall plan”, European Union, managers and
communists of former Yugoslavia, incompetent élites, nationalism.
I problemi dell’ex-Jugoslavia non possono essere isolati dal contesto europeo,
poiché la sicurezza e la futura stabilità dell’Europa stessa si giocano nei Balcani. L’Europa deve quindi affrontarli, e il principale di questi problemi consiste
nella ricostruzione di un’economia che è stata frantumata dalla tremenda distruzione causata dalla guerra civile che negli ultimi anni ha inghiottito gran
parte di quella che un tempo era la Jugoslavia.
Come gli alleati occidentali che prima della fine della Seconda guerra
mondiale ebbero il buon senso di iniziare a progettare quei primi passi che
sarebbero stati necessari a ristabilire l’economia dell’Europa devastata dalla
guerra, la progettazione per ricostruire l’economia dell’Europa sud-orientale
distrutta dalla guerra deve iniziare ora.
Nonostante avessimo un piano da guerre stellari per distruggere l’Unione
Sovietica in quindici minuti, non esisteva alcun progetto sulle iniziative da
intraprendere nel caso in cui l’Impero del male distruggesse se stesso.
Mentre il mondo degli affari è costantemente impegnato a predisporre piani in grado di affrontare contingenze future e, a loro volta, i quadri militari
sono costantemente occupati a fare e rifare piani di emergenza, nessuno sembra impegnarsi a predisporre progetti per la pace. Non è semplicemente una
questione su come “fare” la pace, e nemmeno su come sorvegliare la pace con
le 50 o 60mila forze di pace dell’Onu. La questione reale è come far sì che la
gente voglia vivere insieme in pace e armonia, e cooperare e lavorare insieme
per il bene comune.
Prendo in prestito la frase che James Carville, uno dei consiglieri nella
campagna elettorale del presidente Clinton, ha reso famosa un tempo: «Ė
l’economia che conta, stupido!». E non si tratta solo dell’economia dell’exJugoslavia, poiché sta soffrendo quella di tutta l’Europa sud-orientale, e la
soluzione consiste nel pianificare l’economia dell’intera regione.
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Non voglio suggerire che sarebbe facile far sì che quanti si sono intossicati
con il nazionalismo militante accettino la mia diagnosi, e sarebbe probabilmente ancora più difficile fare in modo che essi si concentrino e riflettano
sulla cura. Tale cura richiede infatti che essi inizino a parlare l’uno con l’altro
in modo serio ed equilibrato su come si può imparare a vivere e a lavorare
insieme per dar vita ad un futuro migliore per i loro figli e nipoti. Che cos’è la
vita, una volta risolti i problemi basilari di sopravvivenza e sicurezza se non,
semplicemente, desiderare di creare le basi per una vita migliore per i propri
figli e nipoti?
I dirigenti, o ex-dirigenti, comunisti dell’ex-Jugoslavia non avevano alcuna
idea su come sviluppare l’economia per un futuro migliore. Se venivano presentate delle idee per riforme economiche sensate, indietreggiavano inorriditi
alla prospettiva di rinunciare al potere assoluto sui loro sistemi disfunzionali.
Così hanno fatto ciò che fanno tutti i leaders dittatoriali e affamati di potere
quando l’economia fallisce: ricorrono alla demagogia nazionalista. Il risultato
è che la base della sopravvivenza e della sicurezza è stata irrimediabilmente
minata per milioni di jugoslavi, dal nord al sud, da Triglav in Slovenia a Vardar in Macedonia.
Veniamo ai fatti: quattro anni fa, gli osservatori più informati sulla Jugoslavia credevano che il paese fosse in procinto di entrare velocemente nella corrente principale dell’economia europea. L’inflazione era stata portata a zero,
il dinaro jugoslavo si era stabilizzato tanto che non esisteva più il mercato
nero per le valute estere, le riserve monetarie erano alte, e la disoccupazione
andava da meno del 2 per cento in Slovenia al 15 per cento nelle regioni meridionali più povere del Kosovo e della Macedonia.
Gli Jugoslavi godevano di standard di vita che si avvicinavano ai livelli di
paesi europei quali la Spagna ed il Portogallo, e il paese era invidiato da tutto
l’Est-europeo. Oggi, dopo anni di eccessi nazionalistici, di divisioni, secessioni
e guerra civile, l’economia dell’ex-Jugoslavia è in sfacelo. L’economia Jugoslava integrata è stata divisa in cinque mini-economie disfunzionali, separate
l’una dall’altra dalla paura e dall’odio.
Persino la Slovenia, la meno colpita, è ora in serie difficoltà economiche
dopo aver perso il mercato nel resto della Jugoslavia, che rappresentava il
30 per cento della sua bilancia commerciale, così come il vantaggioso ruolo
di mediatore per gran parte del commercio tra la Jugoslavia e l’Occidente.
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La disoccupazione è salita rapidamente dal 2 al 12 percento e, nonostante il
valore della moneta si sia stabilizzato, il costo della vita ha raggiunto o addirittura superato i livelli dell’Europa occidentale, mentre i redditi sono rimasti
notevolmente più bassi.
Mentre da una parte gli sloveni si gloriavano, legittimamente, della propria
indipendenza, dall’altra si lamentavano dei suoi costi. Un recente sondaggio
mostra che il 30 per cento di essi ritiene che la secessione sia stata un errore ed
abbia portato a privazioni economiche.
All’estremo sud dell’ex-Jugoslavia, in Macedonia, l’economia sembra quella di un paese del Terzo Mondo. A suo favore va il fatto che la Macedonia
ha avuto il buon senso di tenersi fuori dal conflitto, ha avuto una secessione
pacifica e il suo problema politico più serio è il diverbio con la Grecia riguardo
al nome, altro sfortunato esempio di nazionalismo balcanico emozionale.
La Macedonia, però, era legata alla Serbia per il 60 per cento del suo
commercio. Nel desiderio di veder riconosciuta la propria indipendenza, essa
ha aderito volontariamente alle sanzioni dell’Onu contro la Serbia che, però,
l’hanno punita quasi quanto la Serbia stessa. Molte industrie sono ferme, oppure provvisoriamente in mano a curatori, e la disoccupazione, che ha raggiunto il 25 per cento, è tuttora in aumento.
La Croazia, che prima del conflitto aveva un’economia che, per sviluppo e
forza, era seconda solo alla Slovenia, sta lottando per evitare il totale collasso
economico. Ciò è dovuto al peso devastante di sostenere una forza militare
crescente, e molto estesa in rapporto alle dimensioni del paese, cui si deve
aggiungere il fardello costituito dal prendersi cura di centinaia di migliaia di
profughi di guerra croati e bosniaci. In aggiunta, il turismo, che rappresentava la fonte principale di valuta forte, è stato quasi completamente chiuso
per tre stagioni, e non potrà essere ripristinato fino a quando la Croazia non
troverà una soluzione pacifica nelle sue relazioni con la grande minoranza
serba che controlla la Krajina, una sorta di pugnale sospeso nel cuore della
costa dalmata.
Per quanto riguarda la Serbia e il Montenegro, l’economia, secondo ogni
ragionevole misurazione, è già collassata. La zecca di stato di Milošević vomita fiumi di moneta che non valgono quasi la carta su cui è stampata e l’inflazione del 20 per cento al giorno peggio della Germania di Weimar negli anni
Venti, si trova irrimediabilmente al di là di ogni controllo. Le sanzioni non
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hanno distrutto il regime di Milošević, bensì hanno rovinato la classe media
serba e hanno totalmente impoverito il settore della società che era già povero.
E poi c’è il caso tragico della Bosnia devastata dalla guerra. Persino nella
Seconda guerra mondiale pochi paesi in Europa hanno sofferto tanta morte
e distruzione come quella che si è riversata sulla Bosnia, in quello che è il più
sanguinoso dei conflitti civili e religiosi che l’Europa abbia visto dalla guerra
dei Trent’anni.
Anche i paesi confinanti con la Jugoslavia, i cui schemi commerciali e le
cui arterie di comunicazione erano strettamente legati alla Jugoslavia, hanno
sofferto grandi perdite economiche a causa delle sanzioni. Questo è particolarmente vero nel caso di Ungheria, Romania, Bulgaria e Grecia.
Per una stabilità ed una pace duratura nei Balcani, si devono quindi affrontare i problemi su base regionale e non in modo frammentario. Si devono
incoraggiare tutti i paesi dell’Europa sud-orientale ad iniziare una pianificazione sul modo in cui far fronte, collettivamente, ai problemi politici ed economici affinché si possa vivere in pace, armonia e prosperità. Ciò non sarà facile,
ma può e deve essere fatto.
Sarà necessario grande coraggio politico per affrontare i demagoghi nazionalisti, quali sono ora i signori di molti paesi balcanici, che diffondono quotidianamente l’odio etnico per prolungare il loro ruolo autoritario.
È per questo motivo che l›iniziativa deve partire dall›esterno. Alla leadership
politica e alle persone della regione deve essere detto in modo fermo che l’unico veicolo per un’assistenza economica internazionale significativa sarà quello
di una cooperazione economica regionale genuina. L’Europa deve assumere
il comando nello sviluppare tale approccio, con il supporto degli Stati Uniti e
di organizzazioni internazionali competenti.
Grazie agli sforzi pazienti e infaticabili condotti da Vance, Owen e Stoltenberg, c’è motivo di sperare che la fine ufficiale del conflitto bosniaco possa
essere vicina. Io temo però che non vedremo mai una pace duratura, né la
fine di tutti i combattimenti nell’ex-Jugoslavia, a meno che non si affrontino in
maniera globale ed imparziale i problemi della zona su base regionale, e ciò
sia accompagnato dalla promessa credibile di assistenza sostanziale per una
ripresa ed uno sviluppo economico regionale.
Cosa intendo per approccio regionale? Prima di tutto, si deve dire ai politici di smetterla di predicare tutte quelle assurdità sulle etnie. La realtà è che
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tutta l’Europa sud-orientale è un mosaico etnico, il risultato di innumerevoli
invasioni straniere e vaste migrazioni di popolazioni. Questo mosaico può
essere annullato solo con infinite morti e catastrofiche distruzioni, anche peggiori di quelle di cui siamo ora testimoni in Bosnia.
Le migrazioni di popolazioni nelle ultime centinaia di anni e il tracciato arbitrario dei confini nazionali durante questo secolo hanno lasciato tre milioni
di serbi fuori dalla Serbia, un milione di croati fuori dalla Croazia, tre milioni
di ungheresi fuori dall’Ungheria e tre milioni di albanesi fuori dall’Albania.
Ciò sta forse a significare che dovremmo starcene in disparte, inoperosi e
lasciare che gli dei della guerra incoraggino i sostenitori della Grande Serbia,
Grande Croazia, Grande Albania e Grande Ungheria nel dispiegare la morte
e la distruzione nel perseguimento di stati con purezza etnica?
O dovremmo forse dire: «Basta! È l’economia che conta, stupido!».
Quanti di noi sono sicuri di essere etnicamente puri? E che differenza fa,
se poi abbiamo poco da mangiare, nemmeno un tetto sopra la testa e nessun
piacere nella vita? Gli uomini delle caverne erano etnicamente puri, è quella
l’eredità che vogliamo lasciare ai nostri figli e nipoti?
Certamente no, ma allora, cosa possiamo fare? Personalmente non abbiamo il potere per fermare la guerra in Bosnia, ma speriamo che essa sia nella
sua fase finale e che la fine non sia troppo lontana.
Abbiamo però il potere di stimolare il pensiero e la progettazione per la
cooperazione economica regionale che sarà necessaria per curare le ferite e
riparare le devastazioni della guerra. Abbiamo il potere di aiutare i popoli
dell’Europa sud-orientale a riconoscere la loro interdipendenza economica.
Molto prima della fine della Seconda guerra mondiale si iniziò la progettazione per la ricostruzione economica del dopoguerra in Europa. Dovremmo seguire tale strada e cominciare ora a pianificare la ricostruzione
economica dei Balcani. Durante tale processo dovremmo insistere nella cooperazione economica dell’intera regione per abbassare le barriere commerciali, per migliorare il trasporto e le linee di comunicazione, e per facilitare
in ogni modo possibile il libero movimento di merci e persone tra tutti i paesi
dell’Europa sud-orientale, così che diventerà in effetti un mercato comune
dell’intera regione.
Non credo sia un sogno troppo grande. Chi avrebbe sognato durante la
Seconda guerra mondiale che qualcosa chiamato il “Piano Marshall” avrebbe
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riversato miliardi di dollari in uno sforzo di cooperazione tra America ed Europa per ricostruire l’economia europea e per promuovere la stabilità politica?
Gli europei di oggi sono molto più affluenti degli americani della fine degli
anni Quaranta allorché l’America finanziò il Piano Marshall, e mi sembra
giusto che gli americani dicano oggi agli europei che sono loro dovuti dei
dividendi sull’investimento fatto con il Piano Marshall, tanto più che è nell’interesse degli stessi europei sostenere la ripresa economica e la stabilità politica
nell’Europa sud-orientale.
Da un punto di vista umanitario è la cosa giusta da farsi, e da un punto di
vista finanziario costerà senz’altro meno, a lungo andare, rispetto al costo per
un continuo coinvolgimento militare in operazioni di pace e per un aiuto ai
profughi, se i Balcani dovessero rimanere un calderone in ebollizione di ministati e di mini-economie impoverite e feudali.
Se collettivamente, europei ed americani, lavorando insieme, abbiamo sufficiente saggezza e creatività nel pianificare ora la pace nell’Europa sudorientale, non dovremo pianificare la guerra negli anni a venire. A lungo andare la
pace costa di meno ed è migliore della guerra.
Non è troppo presto per intraprendere il primo passo, e cioè formare un
gruppo di lavoro di esperti che studino gli argomenti e i problemi derivanti
dall’integrazione economica delle mini-economie dell’Europa sud-orientale.
L’Unione Europea ha la conoscenza che deriva dalla sua stessa esperienza
nel difficile passaggio, nelle ultime tre decadi, ad un’unione economica. Conosce cioè le difficoltà e gli errori da evitare, e molte delle soluzioni trovate
possono essere applicate all’integrazione economica regionale dell’Europa
sud-orientale.
Si potrebbe sostenere che ciò che suggerisco è prematuro, che il problema è
politico, e che a meno che gli stessi paesi dell’Europa sud-orientale mostrino
il desiderio e la volontà di un’integrazione economica, nulla può essere raggiunto.
Gli europei hanno la possibilità di far leva, non di imporre soluzioni, ma di
stabilire in modo chiaro e inequivocabile le condizioni per l’assistenza economica di cui la regione sud-orientale avrà bisogno per ripristinare e sviluppare
la propria economia. L’UE può dire chiaramente che coloro che dimostre- 227 -
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ranno di essere disponibili a cooperare con i loro vicini in un programma di
integrazione economica regionale beneficeranno di un programma di ricostruzione e sviluppo economico. Invece, quanti resteranno impantanati nella
paranoia e miopia politica devono essere lasciati a se stessi, soli e senza alcuna
assistenza multilaterale o bilaterale che sia.
In ultima analisi, è l’economia a contare. La disperazione economica crea
tensioni ed inquietudini sociali e porta a politiche demagogiche ed estremiste, mentre un’ampia prosperità economica produce stabilità politica, società
civili e democrazie funzionanti. In riconoscimento di tali verità è necessario
fare il primo passo verso una stabilità economica e politica nell’Europa sudorientale.
(Traduzione di Emanuela Fabretti)
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Mostar e il ragazzo selvaggio: una chiave di interpretazione
Giulio Tarlao, Università di Trieste, IUIES, Consorzio “International
University Institute for European Studies”
Sommario: Nella ex Iugoslavia degli anni ’90 sono state combattute le uniche guerre
“tradizionali” che si siano avute sul continente europeo dopo il 1945. Pertanto i Balcani,
ed in particolare la martoriata Bosnia Erzegovina di quegli anni, sono stati naturale oggetto di interrogazione e anche di indagine scientifica per cercare di capire i motivi per cui dopo
decenni di coesistenza pacifica i vari gruppi etnici siano venuti alle armi, e soprattutto per
contribuire a dare a questa area un assetto che potesse prevenire nuovi conflitti. Per questo
motivo una ricerca sociologica sulle relazioni tra diverse comunità nel Cantone di Mostar
è risultata particolarmente preziosa. Nell’articolo che segue dunque vengono sinteticamente
presentate le risultanze di quel fieldwork, che anche se non recente pare rappresentare una
situazione per certi versi ancora valida oggi, in cui ricompaiono inconfessabili piani per
una nuova spartizione del precario edificio prodotto a Dayton 25 anni fa. Ma l’ambizione
di questo testo è di presentare tali risultanze secondo una peculiare ottica, che ha come focus il modo in cui la cosiddetta Comunità internazionale, e quindi nello specifico le classi
dirigenti dei Paesi occidentali, tendono a vedere le popolazioni balcaniche. Tale approccio,
che usa la vicenda reale di uno scienziato francese del Settecento, ci permette di analizzare
non solo la realtà di Mostar di questi anni, ma anche disvela come funzionano le scienze
sociali della Modernità, nei loro utili punti di forza, ma anche nei loro magari inconsapevoli pregiudizi.
Parole chiave: Balcani, socializzazione, etnia, relazioni internazionali, cultura
Abstract: The Yugoslavia of the 1990s was the theatre of the only “traditional” wars
to be fought in Europe since 1945. The Balkans, therefore, in particular the long-suffering
Bosnia Herzegovina of those years, have been the natural focus of questions and academic
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studies in an effort to understand why, after decades of peaceful co-existence, the various
ethnic groups resorted to armed conflict, and above all to contribute to giving the area a
configuration able to prevent further conflicts. In this regard a sociological research project on
relations between the various communities in the Canton of Mostar has proved particularly
valuable. The following article provides a brief presentation of the results of that fieldwork
which, though not recent, seems to represent a situation in some ways still extant today,
including the reappearance of ignoble plans for a new partition of the precarious edifice
produced by the Dayton Accords 25 years ago. But the aim of this article is to present the
results in a particular light, focusing on how the so-called international community, or more
precisely the ruling classes of the Western countries, tend to view the Balkan peoples. This
approach, using the actual experience of an 18th-century French scientist, not only enables us
to analyse the recent situation in Mostar, but to shed light on how modern-day social sciences
work – in their useful strengths and their (perhaps) unwitting prejudices.
Keywords: Balkans, socialisation, ethnos, international relations, culture
Introduzione
Il presente articolo si compone di quattro parti: nella prima viene brevemente
richiamata la posizione occupata da Mostar e da tutta la Bosnia nel quadro
globale delle relazioni internazionali (introduzione storica); nella seconda, ci si
concentra sull’attuale situazione concreta della città di Mostar in sé, facendo
riferimento al materiale raccolto direttamente nel fieldwork (presentazione dei
dati); nella terza vengono affrontate le problematiche derivanti dalla risultanza dei dati, e cioè la questione dell’appartenenza e della divisione etnica della
città, nonché delle strategie e percorsi per superarla (analisi sociologica); infine, nella quarta ed ultima parte si considera più da vicino il secondo soggetto
in campo, oltre la città stessa, e cioè la comunità internazionale, per offrire
una chiave di lettura della sua azione in Bosnia in questi anni (conclusione).
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Mostar nel mutato quadro geo-politico
Gli accordi di Dayton, che posero termine alla guerra in Bosnia scoppiata nel
1992 e che furono frutto di un determinante intervento americano, risalgono
al novembre 1995. Negli oltre vent’anni trascorsi da quelle firme, molte cose
sono cambiate, tanto nella vita quotidiana per le strade di Mostar, quanto
nello scacchiere balcanico, quanto nel quadro geo-politico mondiale.
La Bosnia si trova oggi in una condizione che potremmo definire bifronte. Da un lato, l’11 settembre e le successive crisi succedutesi negli anni (dalla
Lehman Brothers fino alla pandemia Covid) hanno talmente mutato le dinamiche e le strutture stesse delle relazioni internazionali, da far retrocedere di molto
la posizione della Bosnia nella lista delle priorità da affrontare dalla Comunità
internazionale, con conseguente diminuzione delle risorse, nell’accezione più
ampia, investite nella regione balcanica. Dall’altro lato, proprio 1’11 settembre, e ciò che ha significato, si sono riverberati sulla Bosnia stessa. A riprova di
ciò, guardiamo infatti ad un accadimento ricorrente nella storia delle relazioni internazionali: in un’area geo-politica si sviluppa una crisi, che molte volte
degenera in interventi militari, per porre termine alla quale risulta necessario
l’intervento delle grandi potenze, le quali poi, a crisi superata, permangono ed
investono nell’area per farle riguadagnare un ruolo utile alla stabilità del quadro
globale, finché non si sviluppa un’altra crisi, magari più grave, in un differente
scacchiere geo-politico, magari poco connesso con il primo, che va a sostituirsi
alla crisi precedente nel drenare dalle grandi potenze attenzione, risorse, e volontà politica. Chiediamoci ora: è stato questo il caso della Bosnia dopo l’11 settembre? La risposta è, in generale, sì, ma con un’importantissima particolarità.
Se la risposta fosse solo sì, ciò significherebbe che la Bosnia ha imboccato
la strada dell’insignificanza geo-politica. Ma proprio la particolarità della crisi
interveniente, la crisi nemica della Bosnia, perché la retrocede a ballerina di
fila nel corpo di ballo delle tragedie mondiali, poteva paradossalmente finire
per restituirle un ruolo significativo. Così l’11 settembre non ha solo spostato
il focus dell’attenzione della superpotenza americana dai Balcani dagli anni
Novanta (Bosnia, Kossovo) al Medio Oriente degli anni Zero (Afghanistan,
Iraq), ma ha soprattutto presentato come fondamentale, all’attenzione del
mondo intero, la questione della relazione tra Occidente e Islam. Ed è proprio
su questo terreno, come si capisce, che la Bosnia può ritornare “utile”.
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L’11 settembre ha dunque oscurato la Bosnia, ma ha anche dimostrato
nello stesso come proprio il rapporto tra cristiani-musulmani. così cruciale
da sempre per la Bosnia, così balcanico” è diventato addirittura il rapporto
cruciale oggi a livello planetario. Improvvisamente l’esperienza delle organizzazioni internazionali nei Balcani e gli sforzi da esse promossi in vari modi
ed attraverso ogni canale, affinché la popolazione musulmana della regione
Scegtiesseme l’interno della variegata galassia di offerte politiche islamiche,
andanti dai partiti moderati della Bosnia alle formazioni dell’Uck, i primi
piuttosto che le seconde, sono divenuti pre-test, esperimenti utilissimi da cui
imparare in vista di un Nuovo rapporto tutto da costruire tra Occidente ed
Islam a livello globale. I nomi cambiano (Egitto o Giordania piuttosto che
Sdp, ed Al Qaueda o Hezbollah piuttosto che Uck), ma la problematica (come
fare perché prevalgano gli uni piuttosto che gli altri) è evidentemente la medesima. Detto questo, è veramente venuto il tempo di passare la parola a Mostar
stessa. Nel florilegio di brevi citazioni che segue, citazioni tratte dalle interviste
raccolte nel corso del nostro fieldwork, emergono una quantità di riferimenti
che verranno analizzati in questo articolo secondo una duplice direttrice, perché due sono infatti le relazioni fondamentali per la vita della città di Mostar:
la relazione tra Mostar e la Comunità internazionale; ed ancora più importante, la relazione di Mostar con Mostar, di cristiani con musulmani, di croati
con bosniaci.
La parola alla città
Operativamente, vi saranno due momenti nella presentazione degli estratti
menzionati sopra: il primo è dedicato, come d’uso, ad una panoramica generale, volta a mettere a fuoco che città oggi Mostar sia, quale tipo di società si
sia sviluppato dopo anni gli accordi di Dayton; mentre il secondo, muovendo
dalla precedente esposizione dei principali problemi che la città oggi vive,
cerca di offrire percorsi, prospettive e soluzioni possibili, sempre per bocca dei
protagonisti diretti. Il primo blocco di estratti ha dunque il compito di descrivere la città. Davanti a questo obiettivo, come ricercatori ci si è chiesti quale
approccio, quale selezione del materiale avrebbe meglio fatto alla bisogna.
Proprio per l’esperienza raccolta di prima mano nel fieldwork, si è ritenu- 232 -
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to che il modo per essere più fedeli alla reale condizione odierna di Mostar
stesse nel fornire un elenco, purtroppo neanche esaustivo, delle separazioni e
divisioni che insistono sul corpo della città. Proprio perché Mostar è divisa in
una quantità di maniere, ambiti e spazi che, al lettore, probabilmente neppure
passavano per la mente, si è pensato che muovere da questo aspetto potesse
più logicamente connettere il primo con il secondo momento.
Fenomenologia della divisione
Giustizia
“Attualmente sono attivi presso questo Tribunale 14 giudici (3 croati, 3 serbi,
1 misto, il resto musulmani»1 (giudice del Tribunale municipale di Mostar).
«Importante è anche il numero di denunce presentate per il mancato
rispetto del diritto ad un processo equo che si collega alla questione della
nazionalità dei giudici, spesso opposta a quella dell’imputato o del ricorrente»2
(funzionario dell’ufficio dell’Ombudsman di Mostar).
Educazione
“Il vero dramma è quello dei sistemi di educazione. Nella Federazione croatobosniaca essi sono divergenti e stanno divergendo sempre più: uno è sempre
più integrato nel sistema educativo croato, l’altro va verso una “bosniacità”
imprecisa. E questo non può che alimentare l’apartheid. (...). I “curricula”
continuano ad essere tre» (funzionario dell’ufficio di Mostar dell’Alto commissariato ONU per i rifugiati).
«La preoccupazione maggiore deriva dalla riscrittura della storia da ambo
le comunità» (funzionario dell’Helsinki Committee di Mostar).

1 La nostra attenzione viene ovviamente attratta dall’unico giudice “misto”, che sfugge e
nega quel processo di costruzione di senso, attraverso l’etichettatura etnica che presiede e
governa la città. Si veda anche più avanti
2 Centrale alla riflessione sociologica weberiana è la distinzione tra funzionario e politico: tuttavia a Mostar il problema non è tanto che il giudice giudica ideologicamente, ma etnicamente.
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«(Nella località di Stolac) esistevano a livello di scuola primaria delle vere
e proprie barriere fisiche all’interno degli edifici scolastici per mantenere
assolutamente divisi i bambini di una comunità dagli altri»3
«(Nella località di Bugojno) tutti frequentano la medesima scuola, ma la
mattina ci vanno i croati, il pomeriggio i bosniaci. Il risultato è che dopo
tre giorni, all’ora di pranzo ci sono stati degli scontri tra le due scolaresche
(...). Si sospetta che gli incidenti siano “costruiti” da qualcuno di più adulto»
(funzionario dell’Unhcr di Mostar).
«Io studio ingegneria, ma se volessi fare medicina, che è solo ad Ovest, non
andrei: forse rinuncerei, oppure andrei a Sarajevo» (rappresentante studenti
università Mostar-Est).
«Ė probabile che il 90% degli studenti dell’università di Mostar sia
contrario all’unificazione dei due atenei» (rappresentante studenti università
Mostar-Ovest).
Urbanistica
«La doppia identità urbanistica di Mostar, con due centri distinti, è conseguenza di una precisa scelta politica. (...) Il risultato è che, per fare solo un
esempio, il corso centrale (Bulevar Starcevica) non era illuminato fino al 2000,
si voleva che la via centrale della città d’anteguerra restasse un luogo di divisione. Un altro risultato è che, ad esclusione di pochi edifici, gran parte della
zona centrale non è stata ricostruita» (funzionario dell’Unhcr di Mostar).
Amministrazione
«Altre evidenti esemplificazioni di divisione netta, specificamente per Mostar,
riguardano i bilanci pubblici, l’amministrazione postale, dell’elettricità e del
sistema idro-fluviale: tutto è meticolosamente separato, ed addirittura i bilanci
di spesa pubblica hanno due voci separate secondo l’etnia» (funzionario della
Commissione giudiziaria indipendente).
3 Una tale situazione, potrebbe ricordarci il Mississippi degli anni Sessanta, quando il presidente Kennedy, in spregio al federalism0 incarnato dal governatore razzista, mandò la Guardia nazionale a scortare i bambini neri nelle scuole bianche. Anche l’Alto rappresentante
delle Nazioni Unite per la Bosnia molte volte si è trovato a dover agire così.
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«La questione più ovvia è se vi debba essere a Mostar un solo archivio,
oppure ancora due. Ebbene, i politici non hanno ancora deciso. Già nel
1996 era stata avanzata una proposta di riunificazione, ma non ci fu risposta.
Nell›attesa, noi cerchiamo di comportarci come se fossimo un unico archivio»
(funzionario dell’archivio di Mostar-Est).
«Proprio di recente abbiamo cominciato a ricevere pressioni perché si
vorrebbe la riunificazione dei due Centri di assistenza sociale operanti in città.
(...) In questo caso, le prospettive le future gliele spiego con un esempio. Lei
è italiano, e percepisce uno stipendio italiano. Che cosa direbbe se le dicessi:
mettiamo insieme i nostri due stipendi, e poi dividiamo a metà?» (funzionario
del Centro di assistenza sociale di Mostar-Ovest).
«Un›altra questione grave è quella relativa è quella relativa all’assicurazione
pensionistica, poiché in Bosnia ci sono tre regimi pensionistici, uno per ogni
nazionalità, ed il problema diviene particolare per i rifugiati provenienti da
altri Cantoni”.
“La situazione è talmente paradossale che credo che Mostar sia l’unica
città al mondo in cui i poliziotti usano due diverse frequenze radiofoniche”
(funzionario dell’ufficio dell’Ombudsman di Mostar).
Intervento della comunità internazionale
L’Unione Europea ha finanziato separatamente due compagnie di trasporti,
una per Mostar-Ovest ed una per Mostar-Est, due sistemi idrici, due sistemi
postali, ed ha adottato due programmì diversi per il sostegno delle imprese»
(sociologo dell‘università di Mostar)
Possibili soluzioni e prospettive
Società e politica
«È un processo che prenderà tempo, ma alla fine l’unificazione avverrà. E un
processo peraltro già in atto, in quanto la gente comune (mali liudi) dopo gli accordi di Dayton, ha ricominciato a parlarsi, ad avere rapporti, molto prima dei
politici. Sono questi ultimi a rappresentare il problema più grande, perché nella
divisione vedono il mantenimento del proprio potere» (editore di Mostar-Est).
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«Tra la gente comune, in realtà, i rapporti sono abbastanza normali, è
normale incontrarsi con persone dell’altra nazione. I problemi stanno appunto
a livello politico, perché ai politici fa comodo che le cose rimangano come
sono» (Ufficio di Mostar dell’Alto rappresentante, Sezione diritti umani).
Architettura costituzionale
“Le soluzioni a questa architettura costituzionale insostenibile possono essere
tre: a) creazione di tre repubbliche o federazioni autonome ed indipendenti;
b) eliminazione della Republika Sprska e sua integrazione nella Federazione
di Bosnia-Erzegovina; c) creazione di un solo stato unitario composto di cantoni aventi tutti vaste competenze” (sociologo università di Mostar).
“Bisogna eliminare le Entità e trasformare la Bosnia-Erzegovina in uno
stato regionale» (docente dell’università di Mostar-Est).
Approdi e tempi
«Un dato che spiega bene la difficile transizione di questo paese è che prima
della guerra, a Mostar, erano impiegate più di cinquantamila persone,
principalmente nel settore statale. Oggi solo poco più di mille lavorano
regolarmente, registrate presso il locale Ufficio internazionale, almeno fino ai
prossimi vent’anni” (funzionario della Commissione giudiziaria indipendente).
Personalmente credo ci vorranno almeno dieci anni, a livello sociale, per
poter ritornare a vivere in una condizione simile a quella di prima della guerra” (responsabile Sindacato pensionati Mostar-Est) _
«L economia in Bosnia-Erzegovina è molto mal messa, vi è un ritardo
tecnologico di dieci anni, le privatizzazioni procedono molto lentamente.
Da questo punto di vista, il cammino della ripresa è molto lungo, almeno
dieci-quindici anni con l’Incognita di un ambiente politico instabile» (editore
Mostar-Est).
«La Bosnia potrà divenire membro dell’Unione Europea, anche perché
questa è la speranza di tutti, e si spera che possa entrarvi come Stato unitario,
ma questo non potrà avvenire prima di vent›anni» (membro delegazione della
Commissione europea in Bosnia).
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Mostar e Mostar
«Molti non vogliono tornare a vivere dove vivevano prima della guerra. Quelli che rientrano sono soprattutto i vecchi. I giovani emigrano. A volte a Mostar
le persone che si vedono restituire le case nella parte sbagliata della città le
vendono. Le statistiche sui rientri sono troppo ottimistiche».
Questo passo, tratto dall’intervista ad un docente dell’università di Mostar
Est, oltre a toccare il tema dei rifugiati, aggiunge alla nostra conoscenza della
società mostarina l’informazione forse più importante. È un secondo livello (oltre alla mera constatazione della divisione) nel processo di produzione di senso,
che i cittadini di Mostar, come ogni individuo che si confronta con l’ambiente,
devono compiere per ordinare la propria esistenza. Questo passo ci dice che
non solo Mostar, per secoli unita, è oggi una città divisa, ma ci ricorda una ben
nota legge del comportamento sociale, per cui alla separazione di spazi e di ambiti, territoriali e non solo, si accompagna l’attribuzione di valore.
Se il ricercatore straniero vede una Mostar croata ed una bosniaca, il cittadino di Mostar, croato o bosniaco che sia, vive una parte “giusta” ed una
“sbagliata” del proprio ambiente, laddove “giusto” significa ovviamente etnicamente omogeneo al soggetto in questione. Se poi per caso questo cittadino,
per motivi vari (sfumato confine fisico tra le due Mostar4 , origine etnica mista
della famiglia di provenienza, esperienze quotidiane magari accettabili di interazione con “l’altro”, ecc.), ha difficoltà ad identificarsi pienamente in tale
definizione di giusto e sbagliato, saranno allora le varie agenzie socializzanti
della sua etnia (famiglia, gruppo dei pari, ambiente di lavoro, scuola, giornali,
e, nel caso di Mostar, soprattutto i partiti politici nazionalisti) a ricordargli
pressantemente che, appartenendo lui a quella specifica etnia, è chiamato a
sentirsi a casa solo ed unicamente in una delle parti della città.
Come hanno scritto i sociologi Berger e Luckmann nel loro noto saggio
“La costruzione sociale della realtà”, «la possibilità dell’individualismo (cioè di una
scelta personale tra realtà ed identità discrepanti) è direttamente legata alla
4 Nel nostro caso, il confine, materiale tra le due Mostar non può dirsi pienamente cartesiano, e quindi è portatore di confusione. Confine cartesiano si avrebbe se, essendo la città
tagliata dalla Neretva, la riva sinistra fosse solo musulmana, e quella destra solo croata. In
effetti mentre è vera la prima proposizione, non lo è la seconda. Chi si reca sul sito del vecchio
ponte nota subito dei minareti non solo in una sponda, ma anche sull’altra.
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possibilità di una socializzazione non riuscita» (1969: 232). Come spiegano in
quelle pagine i due sociologi della conoscenza, la funzione della socializzazione, e quindi l’obiettivo delle agenzie che la promuovono, sta principalmente
nell’impedire che l’individuo si ponga la domanda “chi sono io?”. Se immaginiamo la società come un sistema complesso di reti di comunicazione, che
veicola i più diversi contenuti e messaggi, il messaggio “chi sono io?” è caratterizzato da una temperatura così alta da rischiare di fondere il canale e quindi il sistema, mettendo a repentaglio quel grande fattore di ordine sociale che
il pensiero sociologico, da Durkheim a Parsons, ha sempre individuato nella
catena di processi che attraverso la socializzazione porta all’identificazione, e
quindi sviluppa il sentimento di appartenenza5 .
Pertanto, le agenzie educative sono al lavoro perché la risposta alla domanda “chi sono io”? sia nella mente di ogni individuo appartenente alla comunità, su cui insistono, tanto scontata da cancellare, sempre nella sua mente,
la possibilità stessa di una tale interrogazione. Una socializzazione riuscita è
quella in cui l’individuo non si chiede nulla, tanto è non controverso che la
risposta è per lui: “io sono serbo”, o “cattolico”, o “pari d’Inghilterra”. Ma
accanto alla componente cognitiva del processo di socializzazione (sapere chi
si è) vi è, forse ancora più importante, la componente affettiva: una socializzazione riuscita è quella in cui non solo l’individuo sa che è serbo, cattolico o
pari d’Inghilterra (o donna, o artigiano, ecc.), ma è anche convinto che tale
sua qualità sia bella, buona, nobile e carica di valore”6
Ben si comprende il motivo per cui una socializzazione ben riuscita sia
stata tradizionalmente vista come fattore di ordine sociale. Per Parsons, l’integrazione di una società è resa possibile dalla condivisione dei medesimi valori:
una società è integrata quando ciascun individuo risponde docilmente alle
5 La società occidentale contemporanea ha risolto il problema dell’integrazione fondandosi
su un medium freddo (MacLuhan) come il denaro: prova ne è che tale società ha visto il progressivo espandersi del contratto come modalità di relazione fondamentale. Proprio questo
può aiutare a spiegare la fortuna del nazionalismo: esso reintroduce status, l’appartenenza, la
passione (“Io sono …”) in una fredda e razionalista società di contratto (Hobsbawm).
6 Una socializzazione riuscitissima è invece quella in cui le agenzie riescono a persuadere
l’individuo della bontà anche di una sua qualità evidentemente molto negativa: tipico esempio storico, la dottrina della Chiesa sulla povertà, per cui il contadino poteva giungere addirittura ad essere felice della propria miseranda condizione, visto che i poveri sono amati da Dio.
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aspettative che il sistema sociale ha su di lui, e svolge attivamente il proprio
ruolo, quale posizione esso occupi nell’organizzazione e divisione del lavoro.
Se i valori non sono stati internalizzati, l’individuo può giungere a ribellarsi
alla propria condizione e ruolo, provocando disordine nel sistema e limitando le capacità della società tutta di raggiungere i propri obiettivi. Possiamo
dunque ora aggiungere il quarto e cruciale elemento della catena vista sopra:

Socializzazione ==> identificazione ==> appartenenza ==> mobilitazione

Il quarto anello è dunque la mobilitazione: una società è ordinata quando sa
mobilitarsi in modo coeso sia a fini propriamente politici (goal-attainment), che
economici (adattamento all’ambiente). In questa sua analisi, come esempio di società che si mobilita efficacemente, Parsons poteva avere in mente il New Deal,
come nuovo ordine per uscire dal caos del 1929.
Tuttavia, se consideriamo il fenomeno della mobilitazione nella recente
storia balcanica, giungiamo a contemplare il vero paradosso delle guerre degli
anni Novanta: ciò che doveva essere principio d’ordine si è rivelato inesauribile sorgente di disordine.
Nel corso degli anni Novanta nei Balcani, principalmente in Serbia e in
Croazia, ma non solo, le classi dirigenti delle varie repubbliche federative hanno dato, al proprio ruolo istituzionale di individuazione degli obiettivi politici,
un taglio molto netto: il goal verso cui hanno chiamato a convergere le energie
di tutte le componenti delle varie popolazioni è stata la guerra. Facendo leva
sulle proprie strutture socializzanti, nonché sull’identificazione nazionale e sul
senso di appartenenza patriottica, le classi dirigenti hanno mobilitato il popolo alla guerra. Il massimo dell’ordine dunque (mirate campagne di stampa,
comizi politici, dispiegamento dell’esercito, ecc.) per produrre il massimo del
disordine (la guerra casa per casa); il massimo della razionalità che produce il
massimo dell’irrazionalità.
A questo punto possiamo tornare a Berger e Luckmann. Sulla scorta di
quel loro passo, chiediamoci: se la mobilitazione nel caso delle guerre balcaniche ha avuto un tale successo, se i cittadini di un’etnia sono stati così pronti
a prendere le armi contro gli appartenenti ad un’altra etnia, dopo essere stati
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per anni vicini di casa, significa che quella socializzazione etnica è da ritenersi ben riuscita? La risposta pare proprio debba essere uno sconsolato sì. Se
dunque la socializzazione riuscita concorre poi a produrre la guerra, avendo
essa cancellato la possibilità dell’individualismo e lasciato poi il singolo senza
strumenti culturali per opporsi ad una mobilitazione politica che prenda la
piega della violenza, qual è la via d’uscita?
Questa è la domanda cruciale che la recente storia balcanica ci pone non
solo come ricercatori, ma anche come cittadini di una democrazia. Se la forte
coesione etnica e la spiccata integrazione sociale facilitano la guerra, la strada
da battere sembra quella di un supplemento di individualismo. Perlomeno,
questa è l’esperienza che il ricercatore e l’esperto “occidentale” può portare,
visto che la sua società l’ha vissuta. Questo è infatti proprio il cuore della cultura delle società occidentali dopo la fine delle ideologie: appartenenze plurime
e quindi relative, lealtà temporanee, pensiero debole, ironia dissacrante, negoziabilità di ogni cosa. Ne emerge un quadro culturale assolutamente esangue,
privo di passione, forse nichilista, ma rincuorantemente pacifico e non violento. L’individuo occidentale contemporaneo (più europeo che americano) ha
una tale difficoltà a rispondere alla domanda “chi sono io?”, che poi gli diventa impossibile brandire questa sua flebile identità a mo’ di kalashnikov, come
in Bosnia o in Medio Oriente. Viste con gli occhi dell’Occidente le recenti
guerre balcaniche sembrano il prodotto di un eccesso di senso: e l’oggetto che
porta questo rovinoso eccesso di senso pare proprio l’etnia. L’etichetta etnica
deve aver avuto nella vita dell’homo balcanicus un tale significato, da slittare nel
religioso: per molti versi le recenti guerre balcaniche appaiono proprio come
olocausti sull’altare di una religione etnica che, come molte religioni nel corso
della Storia, ha richiesto sacrifici umani (Cfr Gasparini 1994: 7-29; Gasparini
e Radojković 1994).
Come fare dunque per inoculare nel corpo balcanico un po’ di salutare
ed occidentale riduzione di senso etnico? Se l’individualismo è appunto “la
possibilità di scelta personale tra realtà ed identità discrepanti”, c’è bisogno
principalmente di un elemento che già Weber indicava chiaramente, quando
scriveva che ad aver provocato il processo di secolarizzazione (dalla religione
dell’etnia) era stata l’epifania della varietà: l’urbanizzazione era risultata in
secolarizzazione perché, mentre in campagna gli individui facevano esperienza di un’unica possibilità di appartenenza ed identificazione, così come di
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un’unica religione, divisione del lavoro, modello familiare, ecc., giunti in città
scoprivano diverse lingue, culti, culture, abitudini, ed il germe del relativismo
era così posto. La varietà, scrive Weber, rivelando la Storia cancella il senso,
perché se esistono otto o dieci, o venti modelli di famiglia, allora nessuno di
quelli è giusto, autenticamente naturale, o divino
Giungiamo così ad una possibile conclusione: che cosa può essere in concreto, per Mostar come per la Bosnia, la “varietà”, se non la società civile?
Possiamo dunque riformulare il passo che stiamo esaminando: se la possibilità
dell’individualismo è inversamente proporzionale al successo della socializzazione primaria, essa è anche direttamente proporzionale allo sviluppo di una
ricca e pluralista società civile. Ciò che dunque la socializzazione primaria
tende a togliere, quella secondaria potrebbe restituire.
L’elemento testé introdotto, la società civile, ci è utile perché ci permette di
rispondere alla domanda finale: perché nei Balcani l’identità etnica è potuta
divenire questione di vita o di morte? Perché l’etichetta etnica è stata così
caricata di senso? Una risposta possibile è che l’appartenenza etnica sia stata
lasciata sola, non più affiancata e quindi limitata da una varierà dì altre appartenenze, come capita a cittadini di società pluraliste e prospere, o almeno
questo ci sì dovrebbe aspettare.
L’uomo balcanico degli anni Novanta si è trovato improvvisamente a non
poter più godere dell’appartenenza politica e civile, perché il suo paese, la
Jugoslavia, stava collassando, né poteva più contare sull’identificazione ideologica, perché il muro di Berlino era caduto ed il comunismo era in rotta:
non poteva più contare sul proprio lavoro, perché la crisi economica ne aveva
probabilmente fatto un disoccupato; se era molto giovane (pensiamo ai componenti dei gruppi para-militari) non aveva neppure l’identità di marito o di
padre, ad arginare l’ethnos; se era di estrazione modesta, non aveva presumibilmente l’istruzione superiore, od anche solo quegli interessi che permettono
identificazioni anche fatue, come l’essere soci di un cineclub; ed infine, non
poteva contare neppure sulla propria identità religiosa, per contenere il delirio
etnico, in quanto, al contrario, quest’ultimo aveva finito per fagocitare tutta
intera la dimensione religiosa, nello spazio sia psicologico che sociale: essere
croati significa essere cattolici e “Papa dolazi nama” (Il Papa ci ama), come
recita un manifesto appeso lungo un corridoio dell’Hotel Ero, la residenza
mostarina dell’ Alto rappresentante.
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Se quindi l’uomo balcanico, e specialmente le giovani generazioni, non
aveva più né un Paese, né una cittadinanza, né un’ideologia, né un lavoro, né
magari una famiglia, né interessi culturali, né una religione che non si fosse
ridotta ad instrumentum regni, l’identità etnica era allora l’unica cosa che gli
rimaneva. L’individuo non aveva cioè altre modalità, né ambiti, né reti, né
strutture per poter produrre ed infondere senso alla propria vita, quotidiana e
non solo. La minaccia di un altro gruppo etnico non era dunque una minaccia ad una parte di lui, ma al suo sé tutto intero: per questo motivo, l’etichetta
etnica era divenuta non negoziabile7. E sappiamo naturalmente che vi sono
due fondamentali metodi di determinazione degli indirizzi di una società: il
negoziato, e quindi la democrazia, oppure la violenza, e quindi la guerra.
Ritornando al passo di Berger e Luckmann, non possiamo nasconderci
la sua tragicità, nel dichiarare nemiche due cose di cui nessuna società può
desiderare di fare a meno: l’educazione e la libertà8. Comunque, quanto a
noi qui interessa non è il tema teorico, ma la realtà concreta di Mostar, e
quindi è con una considerazione in materia che si ritiene di muovere verso la
conclusione. L’obiettivo dell’azione della Comunità internazionale nel senso
dell’individualismo e della varietà non dovrebbe puntare ad abolire, posto che
fosse possibile, la categoria etnica dal novero delle identificazioni potenziali,
né ad improbabili pluralizzazioni del sentimento di appartenenza, talché il
serbo, ad esempio, debba finire con il sentirsi anche croato o musulmano.
L’ìndividualismo e la varietà dovrebbero piuttosto comparire nell’apertura di
un ampio ventaglio di possibilità di vivere la propria appartenenza etnica, per
mostrare che esistono anche modi non violenti di far parte di una comunità.
Per favorire tale transizione, bisogna ovviamente che la non violenza appaia conveniente, e non penalizzante, e perché ciò si avveri, occorre una tra7 “Nonostante gli ingenti finanziamenti (…) l’Unione Europea non è stata in grado di realizzare una città unita, perché il denaro non può comprare i sostenitori del nazionalismo, per
i quali l’identità nazionale, la cultura e la lingua (…) sono molto più importanti del denaro”
(funzionario delegazione Commissione europea in Bosnia).
8 Siffatto problema è ben noto al mondo accademico contemporaneo, tanto che lo psicologo
Bollea è giunto a dichiarare, a proposito di un efferato caso di cronaca italiana, che “la modernità ha reso impossibile l’educazione”: con ciò intendendo appunto che la “varietà”, cioè
la pluralizzazione delle agenzie educative (mass media, gruppi intermedi, ecc.) togliendo alla
famiglia il tradizionale monopolio pedagogico, e sottoponendolo a feroce concorrenza, ne ha
fortemente depotenziato la presa.
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sformazione di tutta una serie di altri ambiti sociali (sistema politico bosniaco
- principale cancrena del paese -, economia da rilanciare, revisione degli accordi di Dayton, come indicato dalle interviste, ecc.), temi questi che esulano
dalle ambizioni del presente articolo.
Mostar e la Comunità internazionale
Dopo aver analizzato Mostar ed il suo rapporto con se stessa, concludiamo ora occupandoci brevemente della Comunità internazionale che opera
in città ed in tutta la Bosnia, e che è l’altro attore in esame. Per fare questo, si
richiama un aneddoto storico.
Nel 1799, tre francesi, esplorando una foresta nel dipartimento dell’Aveyron, incontrarono con loro grande sorpresa un ragazzino, dell’apparente
età di 11 o 12 anni. Dal suo aspetto e dal suo comportamento apparve chiaro
che egli doveva aver vissuto per anni brado nel bosco. Il caso ebbe una certa
eco, al punto che il ragazzo venne tradotto a Parigi, perché un funzionario del
governo ritenne utile sottoporlo a studio. Venne pertanto affidato allo scienziato Jean-Marc Gaspard Itard, studioso della sordità.
Contrariamente alla gente dell’Aveyron, che pensava fosse stato abbandonato in quanto mentalmente ritardato, Itard era convinto che il ragazzo
sarebbe potuto divenire assolutamente normale e responsabile, come tutti gli
altri, e perciò gli dedicò, per ben cinque anni, un intenso e personalizzato
programma educativo, per superare «la profonda avversione del ragazzo per
la società, i suoi costumi ed artefatti» (Itard 1962). Itard soleva assegnargli dei
compiti, e se il ragazzo li eseguiva bene, lo premiava; mentre se li eseguiva
male o si rifiutava, lo puniva rinchiudendolo in uno stanzino9. Lo scienziato
gli diede il nome di Victor.
A riconsiderarla oggi, questa storia vera porta con sé un’innegabile valenza
sociologica. Anche se la sociologia come scienza e come disciplina non era
9 Un giorno se il ragazzo aveva ben eseguito un compito, Itard lo punì ugualmente, perché
lo scienziato sapeva bene che niente sviluppa il senso di giustizia quanto il patire un’ingiustizia. In termini sociologici, e facendo riferimento alla nota tripartizione di Etzioni, è evidente
come, nello sviluppare l’interazione con il ragazzo, lo scienziato dosava le risorse remunerative con quelle coercitive e con quelle normative, forse le più cruciali.
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all’epoca ancora nata, non è un caso che tale vicenda sia avvenuta nella Francia della fine del XVIII secolo, la Francia dell’Illuminismo, della Ragione e
della Rivoluzione. Il passaggio dal primitivo al moderno è infatti, notoriamente, il Dna della sociologia, la problematica fondamentale analizzata da questa
scienza, fondamentale in duplice senso: tale passaggio, fondando l’oggetto di
indagine (la società industriale moderna), fonda anche lo strumento di indagine (la sociologia medesima), in ossequio a quella “riflessività” esaminata da
Beck e Giddens
Se si considera che la sociologia proviene dalle scienze storiche, diventa
profondamente sintomatico che, mentre la gente comune riteneva il ragazzo
un incurabile idiota, lo scienziato illuminista era convinto che Victor potesse
essere portato a standards accettabili. Su questo punto infatti è in gioco il cuore
stesso della Modernità, cioè la mentalità plastica, l’idea che oltre la Natura esista la Storia, e che dunque le realtà, i fatti ed i fenomeni sociali non solo non sì
ripetono eternamente identici, non solo cambiano, ma soprattutto tale trasformazione può essere umanamente indotta, influenzata, orientata e prodotta.
La questione dunque è sul perché dilungarsi tanto sul ragazzo selvaggio,
in un articolo che tratta una ricerca su Mostar e le prospettive di sviluppo di
una società autonoma in Bosnia? E chiaro che se la problematica è come può
Mostar giungere ad un pieno e maturo auto-governo, i soggetti indagati dalla
ricerca sono dunque: Mostar e la Comunità internazionale che, a partire almeno dagli accordi di Dayton del 1995, in varie forme ha fortemente inciso
sulla vita del capoluogo erzegovese.
Ciò che noi siamo andati a studiare è stata, appunto, l’interazione tra questi due attori. Una delle chiavi di interpretazione possibile di tale rapporto
è quello suggerito sopra: Mostar è una città balcanica, popolata da uomini
balcanici, mentre la Comunità internazionale, sia nel suo lato istituzionale
(Unione Europea, Onu, Osce, ecc.) che non governativo, è popolata da esperti, tecnici, studiosi, intellettuali, scienziati.
La metafora è dunque chiara: Victor, il ragazzo selvaggio, è l’uomo balcanico, mentre Itard è la comunità internazionale (o meglio occidentale), la quale
cerca di curare la profonda avversione del minore (Victor-uomo balcanico) per
la società, i suoi costumi ed artefatti. La società può essere sia la comunità interna,
alla cui rinascita, smessa la divisa del miliziano (quale che fosse) l’uomo balcanico è chiamato a collaborare, sia quella internazionale, alla quale i Balcani
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sono pressantemente invitati a dare il proprio contributo, anche solo di mera
stabilità, per non essere più un passivo, un fondo perduto, ma un attivo; i costumi possono essere, ad esempio, il rispetto dei diritti umani; mentre l’artefatto
principe sembra proprio essere la democrazia rappresentativa, liberale e pluralista. Inoltre, i bombardamenti su Bosnia e Serbia sono le risorse coercitive, i
finanziamenti di Unione Europea e USA, ad esempio, in cambio della consegna di Miloševic, sono quelle remunerative, mentre lo stanzino in cui chiudere
il ragazzo selvaggio disobbediente sono semplicemente i Balcani stessi.
Rimangono le risorse più importanti, le risorse normative, e ciò per un
motivo specifico e uno più generale. Il primo deriva dal fatto che la nostra
ricerca si è interrogata sulle prospettive di sviluppo di una società autonoma
a Mostar: e che cos’è appunto l’autonomia, se non la capacità di dare norme
a se stessi? Il secondo attiene invece alla natura profonda della mentalità occidentale, che si è evocata attraverso la storia di Itard: l’Occidente è scienza e
conoscenza, – quindi più di comandare (coercitivo), più ancora di comperare
(remunerativo), vuole educare (normativo).
Nel contesto ambientale fortemente etnicizzato visto sopra, l’obiettivo della
trasmissione di norme, varietà e pluralismo ci riporta dunque al leit motiv culturale della lotta tra istinti e ragione, tra caldo e freddo, tra identificazione e riflessione, tra socializzazione primaria e secondaria, tra eros e civiltà10. A questo
proposito, è utile citare sir Edward Burnett Tylor, antropologo molto vittoriano,
autore di un saggio intitolato “Primitive culture”, in cui sosteneva che obiettivo di
chi studia le culture è «to expose the remains of the old crude culture which
have passed into harmful superstition, and to mark these out for destruction»,
ed essere pertanto «active in aiding progress and in removing hindrance»11.
L’approccio di Tylor è dunque tipicamente evoluzionistico, e basato sul
concetto di storia come inesorabile progresso. Il compito dello scienziato è
10 A proposito del nazionalismo nell’Europa contemporanea, J. Weiler ha scritto: “The
national is Eros:reaching back to the pre-modern, appealing to the heart with a grasp on our
emotions, and evocative of the romantic vision of creative social organisation: But we know
that darkness lurk too. The supranational is Civilisation: confidently modernist, appealing
to the rational within us and to Enlightenment neoclassical humanism” (Weiler 1997: 511).
11 “Di portare alla luce i resti della vecchia incolta cultura che sono divenuri nociva superstizione, e di segnalarli per essere distrutti”, ed essere così “attiva nel favorire il progresso e nel
rimuovere oggi ostacolo”.
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dunque quello di identificare, nel corpo ancora vivo delle “vecchie culture
non raffinate” quegli aspetti più retrivi e quei veri reperti del passato che
costituiscono ormai “dannosa superstizione”. Nella mentalità coloniale della
società del tempo di Tylor, le culture dei popoli “esotici” (ma per certi versi
anche i modi di vita delle classi proletarie) erano considerate appunto the past
in present, e per questo divenivano automaticamente oggetto di interventi di
governo riformisti ed ammodernanti.
Non è difficile ritrovare, tornando al nostro case study che è la Bosnia, in fenomeni quali gli stupri etnici indicatori di questo passato “crudo”, ancora vivo
nel nostro presente. Ed allo stesso modo, è ben noto come le multiformi attività
e programmi delle numerosissime organizzazioni governative e non, presenti
in Bosnia, siano mossi proprio da questo approccio riformista che ha una così
lunga tradizione nella cultura occidentale, e che qui abbiamo simboleggiato
attraverso i nomi di scienziati pur di diversa estrazione quali Itard e Tylor.
A chi trova insostenibile l’analogia tra una mentalità così démodé come quella vittoriana e la filosofia che sta dietro più avanzati programmi di confidence
and institution building sviluppati oggi alle agenzie internazionali in Bosnia ed
altrove, gioverà chiarire che non tanto gli specifici contenuti si sono voluti
paragonare, quanto l’approccio stesso che muove i meccanismi e processi di
management delle menti.
Indubbiamente, le sensibilità culturali tra l’Ottocento ed oggi sono differenti, tuttavia è sempre possibile sottoporre a verifica questa proposta analogia concettuale. Prendiamo una tipica definizione ottocentesca di cultura:
«culture indefatigably tries not to make what each raw person may like, the
rule by which he fashion himself, but to draw ever nearer to a sense of what
is indeed beautiful, graceful and becoming, and to get the raw person to like
that» [Arnold 194612]. In sintesi, la cultura è ciò che spinge gli individui a
modificare i propri comportamenti ed atteggiamenti sul modello di ciò che è
«indeed beautiful, graceful and becoming».
Se ben pochi parlerebbero oggi di bellezza, grazia e convenienza come
obiettivi sociali e fari di civiltà, basta sostituire a questi termini un paio di altri,
12 “La cultura è incessantemente all’opera non perché l’individuo comune si lasci guidare
dai propri gusti, bensì al fine di condurlo sempre più vicino a ciò che è senza dubbio bello,
grazioso e conveniente, e di farglielo piacere”,
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e la definizione di cultura ridiventa utilizzabile anche per operatori di pace
in Bosnia: «culture still indefatigably tries not to make what each raw person
may like the rule by which they fashion themselves, but draw ever nearer to a
sense of what is indeed a liberal, plural, multicultural, non-sexist tolerance of diversity,
and to get the raw person to like this» (Bennett 199813). La cultura è ciò che
spinge gli individui a modellare la propria la propria vita secondo una liberale, pluralistica, multiculturale, non-sessista tolleranza della diversità.
Detto questo, abbiamo terminato questo breve excursus sulla filosofia che
sembra guidare l’intervento occidentale in Bosnia, e che influenza il rapporto
dialettico tra i due attori considerati sopra. Come si è visto, tale tematica ci ha
condotto ad interrogarci sulle radici storiche profonde dei concetti di cultura
e di progresso.
Possiamo dunque concludere questo articolo ponendoci quella che è forse
la domanda cruciale: per l’affermazione piena anche nei Balcani di una moderna cultura dei diritti umani, è sufficiente che non si verifichino più fenomeni quali, nel nostro esempio, gli stupri etnici, oppure il problema è molto più
profondo, ed investe il concetto stesso di etnia e di appartenenza etnica quale
discrimine del bene e del male, sulla scorta di un peraltro non balcanico, ma
molto anglosassone «right or wrong, my Country»?. In altre parole, a cosa
dovrebbero rinunciare i popoli balcanici per soddisfare i criteri internazionali:
a certe espressioni, magari violente, di una mentalità, od alla mentalità stessa?
La presente ricerca è stata progettata per cercare di dare una risposta a questo
dirimente quesito.
Spendiamo un’ultima parola sui nostri due personaggi, Itard e Victor. L’analogia Itard-Comunità internazionale è stata suggerita da numerose interviste fatte a Mostar, laddove sovente veniva lamentato, a proposito dell’intervento esterno: «gli stranieri vengono qui coi loro programmi e progetti, ma non
ci ascoltano». Lo scienziato della sordità che, alla prova dei fatti, risulta sordo
pareva una felice rappresentazione dell’Occidente contemporaneo.

13 “La cultura è incessantemente all’opera non perché l’individuo comune si lasci guidare
dai propri gusti, bensì al fine di condurlo sempre più vicino a ciò che è senza dubbio una liberale, pluralista, multiculturale, non sessista tolleranza della diversità, e di fargliela piacere”.
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Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon: Closed spaces,
exceptional disciplinary spaces, following Foucault’s
approach
Mitra Fashtanghi, University of Trieste, IUIES, International University
Institute for European Studies
Abtract: The paper explores the closed spaces of Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon
as exceptional disciplinary spaces and how living conditions are reduced to bare life in
closed spaces. The disciplinary space of Palestinian refugees is explained through the lens
of Foucault’s theory in the form of the plague-stricken town – a metaphor of exceptional
disciplinary space. It discusses the methods of strict spatial partitioning – in which the
spaces create segregation, immobility, marginalizing of one group or population – throughout
the history of the Palestinians’ exile. It also analyzes how tense physical discipline increases
bodily surveillance and control. The Palestinian docile-body in such an immobile space is
undeniable; the Palestinian docile-body is explained through cheap labour in Lebanon. Then,
the bio-powers with different strategies either by law, violence or humanitarian actions lead
to the exclusionary process of Palestinian refugees. The next point of the paper is about the
impact of disciplinary spaces on the Palestinians’ everyday life in which their life is reduced
to the bare bones. This bare life is explained through urban and social exclusion that are both
factors of basic rights. In the dimension of urban exclusion the author focuses on how the
lack of urban public space affects the socio-economic status of the refugees. FAFO’s (Fagbevaegelsens Forsknings/Institute for Applied Social Science) survey regarding the basic status
of the Palestinian refugees shows that the percentage of poverty in closed disciplinary spaces
is higher in comparison with open spaces. The general conclusion is that discipline in Palestinian refugee camps fails to produce better economy, education and better society through the
controlling of the body and space. Therefore, as long as the typology of disciplinary power
and its techniques is systematically “keeping one group of people in the space of exception”,
structural violence will be created and structural violence is equal to the violation of human
rights in Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon.
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Keywords: Closed spaces, Palestian refugee camps, Lebanon, exceptional disciplinary
space, Foucault’s theory, segregation, immobility, marginalization, tense physical discipline,
docile body, exclusionary process, bio-powers, lack of urban public space,
Sommario: L’articolo esplora gli spazi chiusi dei campi profughi palestinesi in Libano
in quanto spazi disciplinari eccezionali, e come le condizioni di vita si riducano a vita essenziale negli spazi chiusi. Lo spazio disciplinare dei profughi palestinesi si spiega attraverso
la teoria di Foucault nella forma della città appestata – la metafora di spazio disciplinare
eccezionale. Si analizzano i metodi di stretta separazione spaziale – nella quale gli spazi
creano segregazione, immobilità, emarginazione di un gruppo o di una popolazione – in
tutta la storia dell’espulsione palestinese. Si analizza anche come una dura disciplina fisica
aumenti la sorveglianza e il controllo efficiente del corpo. Il “corpo docile” dei palestinesi in
tale spazio immobile è innegabile; questo corpo docile viene spiegato attraverso la manodopera
a basso costo in Libano. Le bio-potenze – con strategie di legge, di violenza o di azioni umanitarie – portano poi al processo di esclusione dei profughi palestinesi. L’autrice parla successivamente dell’impatto degli spazi disciplinari sulla vita quotidiana dei palestinesi, che viene
ridotta all’osso. Questa vita essenziale viene spiegata attraverso l’esclusione urbana e sociale,
che è una questione di diritti fondamentali. Nella dimensione di esclusione urbana l’autrice
considera come la mancanza di spazio pubblico urbano incide sullo status socio-economico
dei profughi. Uno studio del FAFO (Fagbevaegelsens Forsknings/Institute for Applied Social Science) sulla condizione di base dei profughi palestinesi dimostra che l’indice di povertà
negli spazi chiusi disciplinari è più alto rispetto a quello degli spazi aperti. La conclusione
generale è che la disciplina nei campi profughi palestinesi non produce un’economia migliore,
un’istruzione migliore o una società migliore attraverso il controllo del corpo e dello spazio.
Quindi, finché il potere disciplinare e le sue tecniche sistematicamente “tengono un gruppo
di persone nello spazio di eccezione”, si avrà violenza strutturale, e la violenza strutturale
equivale alla violazione dei diritti umani nei campi profughi palestinesi in Libano.
Parole chiave: Spazi chiusi, campi profughi palestinesi, Libano, spazi disciplinari
eccezionali, teoria di Foucault, segregazione, immobilità, emarginazione di un gruppo o di
una popolazione, dura disciplina fisica, “corpo docile”, bio-potenze, mancanza di spazi
urbani pubblici.
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Preface
The conceptual framework of this paper is concerned with disciplinary space
of Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon, according to Michel Foucault’s theoretical framework. Foucault describes disciplinary spaces as follows:
Disciplinary space tends to be divided into as many sections as there are bodies or elements to be distributed.
One must eliminate the effects of imprecise distributions, the uncontrolled disappearance of individuals,
their diffuse circulation, their unstable and dangerous coagulation; it was a tactic of anti-desertion, antivagabondage, anti-concentration. Its aim was to establish presences and absences, to know where and
how to locate individuals, to set up useful communications, to interrupt others, to be able at each moment
to supervise the conduct of each individual, to asses it, to judge it, to calculate its qualities and merits. It
was a procedure; therefore, aim at knowing, mastering and using. Discipline organizes an analytical space
(Foucault 1977: 143; Zieleniec 2007: 132).

Foucault asserts that Jeremy Bentham’s design of the Panopticon1 is “the perfect disciplinary apparatus that would make it possible for a single gaze to see
everything constantly” (Foucault 1977: 173; Zieleniec 2007: 132). It is perfect
because the spaces are arranged in such a way that every activity is controlled,
organized, and regulated by a simple architectural design. Regulation and
instruction are achieved in the most economical way: that is one of the advantages of discipline. It is economical because there is no need for arms, physical
violence, material constrains – just a gaze is enough to control. The Panopticon is the most complete disciplinary apparatus that can be applied in all institutions, e.g. schools, hospitals and workhouses as well as in prisons. There is
also another kind of disciplinary apparatus: the plague-stricken town, which
functions negatively. In Foucault’s words:
“The plague-stricken town provided an exceptional disciplinary model: perfect but absolutely violent; to
the disease that brought death; life inside it was reduced to its simplest expression; it was against the power
of death, the meticulous exercise of the right of sword”. The panopticon, on the other hand, has a role
in amplification; although it arranges power, although it is intended to make it more economical and more
1 The Panopticon is a type of institutional building designed by English philosopher and
social theorist Jeremy Bentham in the late 18th century. The concept of the design is to allow
a watchman to observe all inmates of an institution without them being able to tell whether
they are being watched or not (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panopticon)
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effective, it does not do for power itself, nor for the immediate salvation of a threatened society: its aim is
to strengthen the social forces – to increase production, to develop the economy, spread education. Raise the
level of public morality… (Ibidem: 173 and 133).

Summing up, for Foucault there are two images of discipline: first, the enclosed
institution “on the edge of society, turned inwards towards negative function”
and, second, a device that improves the exercise of power “by making it lighter,
more rapid, more effective” (Foucault 1977: 209; Diken and Lausten 2003).
In this paper my aim is to use Foucault’s descriptions of disciplinary spaces, specifically exceptional disciplinary spaces like a plague-stricken town: the
closed spaces of Palestinian refugee camps and the effects of spatial arrangements on their life is the core of this discussion. Furthermore, the plaguestricken town is applied more to the first image of discipline that I alluded
to because the discipline in the closed spaces of Palestinian refugee camps is
exceptional, it has negative function.
To explore the thesis, in the first chapter I describe in more detail the concept of disciplinary space, power/knowledge and bio-power based on Foucault’s theory. For Foucault, in disciplinary society the concept of knowledge/
power, the role of bio-power and disciplinary techniques should be analysed
in order to understand social relations.
Based on these descriptions and within the framework of the thesis, we
come to conclusion that the closed spaces of Palestinians refugees in Lebanon
with which they have been confronted for 60 years are more exceptional disciplinary spaces, like a plague-stricken town, than regular disciplinary space like
the Panopticon. The spaces of Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon, like a
plague-stricken town, set off new forms of response based on spatial partitioning, i.e. multiple separations and individualized treatment. Quarters, streets,
and housing are under close scrutiny, surveillance and control with different
methods; it is like a plague-stricken town in that individuals are fixed in this
space because it is like a segmented, immobile, and frozen space. Segmentation increases bio-politics, where stasis aids governments in refining control
and surveillance techniques. The physical and social spaces of exclusion and
exception treat refugee camps in Lebanon as spaces needing surveillance.
As a consequence of the description of two kinds of disciplinary spaces
through the models of the Panopticon and the plague-stricken town, in ap- 252 -
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plying this theory to closed spaces of Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon
in the plague-stricken model I will develop the next chapters of this paper
through answering the following 3 questions.
– How are the disciplinary spaces of Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon created?
– How and by whom are these spaces created?
– Why do exceptional disciplinary spaces (closed spaces) reduce the life of
refugees to bare life?
The second chapter will seek to demonstrate that in modern times we still
have some spaces like plague-stricken towns. The plague-stricken town as an
exceptional space is possible to be applied to the Palestinian refugee camps
due to their exceptional disciplinary spatial arrangements. To answer the first
question I describe the strict and fixed closed spaces of camps to which Palestinian refugees have been sent from the time they were expelled from their
homeland. Consequently, I will emphasize the way in which they were being
distributed, isolated through enclosing, partition, and classification by different strategies. Moreover, I will demonstrate how throughout history they have
been kept in closed spaces in order make them more subject to power and
authority. As discipline is tense in closed spaces, control will be more efficient specifically from an economical point view, which means ‘docile body’.
The cheap labour of Palestinian refugees in Lebanon has made Palestinians
a ‘docile body’ in this space. The docile body is one of the procedures of discipline which cannot be denied in closed spaces. Therefore, the importance
of spatial arrangements is a crucial factor in any society due to the fact that it
can have negative or positive effect on social-economics.
The third chapter is about how and by whom these spaces are created.
These spaces are made by ‘bio-power’ through humanitarian organizations
and sovereigns: sovereigns who create spaces of exception by law and humanitarian organizations who limit their authority to victims instead of refugees’ rights.
Different actors such as the Israeli army, host sovereign, local and international institutions exercise power by those two techniques. The form of
excising power of each actor for governing has been different; sometimes,
according to the logic of the time, they were under direct surveillance by the
Lebanese army, or by erecting physical barriers like check points, walls, bar- 253 -
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bed wire, and watchtowers; sometimes indirectly through the basis of humanitarian action that has shifted from rights to welfare2.
Chapter 4 provides reliable and undeniable evidence to prove my conceptual framework through answering the third question: Why do exceptional
disciplinary spaces (closed spaces) reduce the life of refugees to bare life? To
answering this question I will describe the effect of exceptional disciplinary
spaces on the situation of Palestinian refugees’ social and urban life in Lebanon. Excluded spaces create a kind of space where urbanization occurs
spontaneously, and the space is without any public space. These spaces bring
with them more poverty, violence and poor health and from urbanistic point
of view people in these spaces are confronted with urban slums. According
to UN-Habitat, all urban slums share in common a lack of clean water, electricity, sanitation and other basic services. The term “slum” refers to a wide
range of low-income settlements and poor human living conditions. A simple
definition of a slum would be “a heavily populated urban area characterized
by substandard housing and squalor”3. Therefore in accordance with these
definitions the Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon could be considered as
slum areas.
To be more specific and to give a general image of the spatial arrangement
and its effect on the everyday life of Palestinian refugees, and to represent how
it is important to plan a space in advance, specifically public spaces, I compare
the space of Palestinian refugees in Lebanon with Palestinians in Jordan where the spaces are more open. According to various surveys by FAFO, living
conditions in camps as closed space are worse than in any off-camp area.
Compared to Syria and Jordan, Palestinian refugees in Lebanon are less integrated in the host country: around 50% of refugees who are registered with
the UNRWA are still living in camps, which is the highest proportion compared to other refugees in the world; the rate of poverty in Lebanon is higher
than in other Arab countries; physical settings, either through architecture or
urban design, are more close to slum and inhuman architectural status. Mo2 Hanafi Sari, (2008) Palestinian Refugee Camps in the Palestinian Territory: Territory of Exception and
Locus of Resistance. http://cadmus.eui.eu/handle/1814/8631, p,503
3 UN- habitat, (2007) Twenty first session of the governing council, 16 - 20 April, Nairobi, Kenya,
http://www.unhabitat.org
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reover, they are more discriminated against, specifically in the labour market,
compared to those who are integrated, and the quality of education in camps
drops because incompatibility between them4. Therefore in this part I analyze
the societal and urban status of refugees in Lebanon in comparison with Jordan. For this part as the example I address the camp of Bourj-el-Barajneh in
Lebanon and the camp of Jebel el-Hussein in Jordan.
It is important to mention that some refugee camps in Lebanon are ordered, divided and managed by strict enclosure like Nahr- el-Bared; a camp
like Bourj-el-Barajneh is not in spatial order but the shift in boundaries and
difference in their permeability over time demonstrate the disciplinary spaces
in which power relations are embedded5.
Conclusion: Foucault’s descriptions of disciplinary spaces and the techniques of discipline are applied in Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon.
The disciplinary spatial arrangements produce more poverty, discrimination
and slum urban areas. Bio-politics is more effective in these spaces in a way
that reduces the life of Palestinians to the bare bones. The unchanged situation and continuous exclusion from the rest of population creates a feeling of
uncertainty about Palestinians’ rights, though they are resisting by tolerating
social exclusion, a legal and economic restriction system, and discrimination.
Foucault doesn’t address directly either the lived experience of individuals
and groups or their resistance to spatial forms of social control6. Therefore I use
some theoretical views of the architect Le Corbusier7 to express how unplanned urban space affects the life of individuals and groups in an exceptional
4 Hanafi Sari, (2008) Palestinian Refugee Camps in the Palestinian Territory: Territory of Exception and
Locus of Resistance, http://cadmus.eui.eu/handle/1814/8631, p,497
5 Latif Nadia, (2010) Space, Power and Identity in a Palestinian refugee camp- Terra, published online
by occupiedpalestine, http://occupiedpalestine.wordpress.com, p.3
6 Low S , (1996) Spatializing culture: The social production and social culture of public space in Costa Rica, quoted in: Bas van Heur, Public Spaces in the Occupied Palestinian Territories (2013), on
line published by GeoJournal, Springer Science+Bussines Media, http://www.academia.
edu/1832470/2013__Public_spaces_in_the_occupied_Palestinian_territories
7 Le Corbusier was an architect, designer, painter, urban planner, writer, and one of the
pioneers of what is now called modern architecture. He provided better living conditions
for the residents of crowded cities; he was influential in urban planning, and was a founding
member of the Congrès International d’Architecture Moderne (CIAM). (http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Le_Corbusier)
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disciplinary space. Moreover, Johan Galtung originally framed the term “structural violence” to refer to any constraint on human potential due to economic
and political structures. He also pointed out that unequal access to resources, to
political power, to education, to healthcare and to legal standing, are forms of
structural violence and structural violence is equivalent to with human rights
violations8. We can see today that Palestinian refugees in Lebanon are included
in John Galtung’s statement of violence against human rights.
In the end, the situation Palestinians are tolerating is a kind of resistance.
And it is undeniable that Palestinian refugees are resisting the violation of human rights; they are continuing to live in a space of uncertainty and fear for
acquiring their rights but this kind of resistive tension brings with it an empty
space for revolutionary actions.

1.Conceptual framework
This chapter explores Foucault’s general theory of spaces through a description of discipline, power/knowledge, techniques of discipline and bio-power.
The aim of analysing all four points is to declare that the space of Palestinian
refugee camps in Lebanon are exceptional – more like the plague-stricken
town in Foucault’s theoretical framework of space.
Foucault’s description of disciplinary spaces
Michel Foucault did not propose a general theory of space or power, but space
for him is a crucial factor in the social, economic and political operation and
organization of society. In Foucault’s words, “Space is fundamental in any form of
community life; space is fundamental in any exercise of power”9. This statement implies
8 Galtung John, (1969) Violence, Peace and Peace Research, quoted in: Winter & Leighton, Structural Violence Section Introduction, copy right (1999). http://homes.hendrix.edu/leighton/writing/downloads_files/SVintro.pdf
9 Foucault M, (1986) ‘Space, knowledge, and power’ in Rabinow, Quoted in: Zieleniec Andrzej,
space and social theory (2007), published by SAGE, in London, New York, India, and Singapore,
p.128
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that in any space where community life exists, there is power, which is exerted
in a number of forms at different times and in a variety of places. As power is
exerted in space in a number of forms, discipline is required to control and to
organize the individuals and groups that inhabit it.
Discipline in a general sense means systematic instruction intended to train
a person10. In Foucault’s view, discipline is a way of controlling the movement
and operations of the body in a constant way. It is a type of power that coerces the body by regulating and dividing up its movement, the space and
time in which it moves. The three methods of time, space and movement
(development) will co-ordinate in controlling the individual in order to make
him productive, and supervise his duration, location and trajectory; it is like
the arrangement of soldiers through timetables and ranks for the creation of
regulation or ‘discipline’11.
In schools, for example, classrooms are organized so that students face the
teacher; they learn to control their behaviour according to the rules. Furthermore, the bells’ ring signals the students’ movements in time and space, the
routine movements and times of students accustom them to internalize the
control over their schedules and bodies. Therefore, discipline is the methods
by which this control became possible, it and became a widely used technique to control whole populations. It is believed that the modern prison, and
indeed the modern state, is unthinkable without this idea of the mass control
of bodies and movement.
Foucault’s concept of a modern disciplinary space is where the individuals
or agglomerations of people, as populations, are created and manipulated for
the aim of being functional and economical and ‘docile-body’. Foucault explores the concept of ‘docile-body’ as the subject of power, and the practice of a
number of disciplines that constructed an ‘anatomo-politics of the body’ as a means
of knowing and thus of controlling bodies in space12. In disciplinary society
power/knowledge and bio-power are interlinked with space. Therefore, the
10 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discipline
11 Shapiro Stephen, summary of Michel Foucault’s Discipline & Punish: The Birth of the
Prison Reader/Workbookhttp://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/english/currentstudents/undergraduate/modules/fulllist/second/en229/marxfctintros_/foucault_reader.pdf, p.15-16
12 Foucault M., (1986) ‘Space, knowledge, and power’ in Rabinow, Quoted in: Zieleniec Andrzej,
space and social theory (2007), SAGE, in London, New York, India, and Singapore, p.128
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analyses of power/knowledge and bio-power are essential factors to understand precisely the disciplinary spaces in Foucault’s theoretical point of view.
The concept of power/knowledge
For Foucault, power is effective, maintained and established when it is distributed and exercised through and in the construction and application of knowledge in particular and localized arenas. Concomitantly, the process of knowledge is developed by effect of power. Therefore, the acquisition of knowledge
and the exercise of power are inextricably and intimately interlinked. To understand better the relation of power/knowledge, first I shall describe what
power is in Foucault’s view, then its relation with knowledge.
In the book Discipline and Punish13 Foucault explains that in early modern
times power was vertical, exercised in a top-down fashion. The king expressed his total power through spectacles of punishment and terror to display
his overwhelming authority and ability to crush any popular resistance. The
point that a prisoner was tortured publicly was that the king (as a surrogate for
God) had complete and utter power over his subjects. In modern times power
moved from the aristocracy to the middle class and from the middle class it dispersed throughout the society. Therefore, power is no longer confined to key
institutions like the state or juridical sovereignty; instead Foucault focuses on
‘micro-powers’ that invade our everyday lives and relationships. In addition,
power is no longer the oppression of the powerless by the powerful, but the
day to day interaction between people and institutions.
The exercise of power then occurs in a variety of places, through a number
of individuals, institutions, and organizations at different historical periods,
provinces, domains and spheres and in number of forms. Rather, Foucault’s
analysis of power is primarily concerned with how power is exercised, and
operated in and through space, thus there is no general or fundamental theory
13 Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (French: Surveiller et punir: Naissance de la Prison) is a
1975 book by the French philosopher Michel Foucault. An analysis of the social and theoretical mechanisms behind the massive changes that occurred in western penal systems during
the modern age, it focuses on historical documents from France.( http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Discipline_and_Punish)
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of power. Power is considered more like strategies and techniques with openended ‘clusters of relations’14. Then, “Power must be analysed as something
which circulates, or as something which functions in the form of a chain . . .
Power is employed and exercised through a netlike organization . . . Individuals are the vehicles of power, not its points of application”15.
Power dispersed throughout the society should be controlled and regulated
in the framework of knowledge in order to be more powerful. For the functionality of power is very much dependent on the invention of the new technology. According to Foucault ‘this is the revolution that bourgeoisies made in
establishing a social hegemony’16.
This statement represents clearly how intensively power and knowledge
are interrelated to each other to construct social relations. In detail, the power
to confine persons to asylums, hospitals and prisons made them accessible for
study and observation, which produced modern psychiatric, medical and criminological knowledge. This knowledge in turn was put to the service of the
administrative state and became itself a part of “the machinery of power”17.
For example, from the end of the Eighteenth century medical knowledge for
regulating a society through standards was established for the maintenance of
public health and healthy conditions of life. Then, medicine at the forefront
of the knowledge in society required mechanisms of observation and surveillance extending throughout the population. As a result, the applied manipulation and partitioning of space to meet functional and desirable ends or create
useful and beneficial space is the product of knowledge/power.

14 Zieleniec Andrzej, (2007) space and social theory, Sage Publication, London, New York, India, and Singapore, p.127
15 Foucault M., (1980) power/knowledge, Colin Gordon, quoted in: Balan Sergiu, M. Foucault
view on power relations http://cogito.ucdc.ro/nr
16 Foucault M, (1980) power/knowledge, Colin Gordon, p.156, quoted in: Zieleniec Andrzej,
Space and Social Theory, p.129
17 Foucault M, (1980) Power/knowledge, Colin Gordon, quoted in: Brass, Paul R., Foucault
Steals Political Science (2000), Annual review of political science, Washington, p.303-350
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Disciplinary techniques
Several techniques are needed to be applied in space for controlling and organizing individuals; Foucault terms this as ‘the art of distributions’. The ‘art
of distributions’ in space is: fix spaces along grids that look isolation. Space
is distributed by enclosing and partitioning; for example, in the barracks, the
school, the prison, and the factory. The space is enclosed and partitioned with
the aim of knowing, mastering, and using space; as a result each individual
knows his place within the enclosed disciplinary sphere18.
The aim of distribution is to make space smaller, and to control individuals through scheduling the use of time to make bodies more productive;
for example, labour being controlled by time pressure to ensure its control
and guarantee its use. The procedures for controlling bodies and time and a
precise system of control increasingly create self-discipline19, or it becomes an
internalized order and everyone follows orders.
In detail, the power of discipline becomes even more marked through these three techniques:
Hierarchical observations: in hierarchical observation everything has to be
supervised not through one central place but through a network of integral
nodes that is even more economic20. Then it is constantly under surveillance
through watching, not through the use of physical force; it is more like the
Panopticon, where everything can be seen through a single gaze.
Normalization: for Foucault, norms are concepts that are constantly used
to evaluate and control us: they also exclude those who cannot conform to
“normal” categories. For example, a person’s behaviour, health and housing
status are transformed to come within acceptable social standards: the ave18 Zieleniec Andrzej, Space and Social Theory, p.132
19 In Foucault’s view self-discipline is when individuals voluntarily control themselves by
self-imposing conformity to cultural norms through self-surveillance and self-disciplinary
practices, or when we govern ourselves without constant surveillance and intervention by an
“agency” in every aspect of our lives.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panopticism)
20 Shapiro Stephen, summary of Michel Foucault’s Discipline & Punish: The Birth of the
Prison Reader/Workbookhttp://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/english/currentstudents/
undergraduate/modules/fulllist/second/en229/marxfctintros_/foucault_reader.pdf, p19
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rage standard made by human science. People then are organized into ranks
and classifications according to their “normality”21.
The last instrument is examination, that is the combination of hierarchal
observation and normalizing judgement. The exam is a means for professionals to assert their authority; it also creates knowledge. The examination
transformed the economy of visibility into the exercise of power, the examination introduces individuality into the field of documentation (it registers
them). The exam turns people into analysable objects and forces them into
a comparative system. Moreover, the examination, surrounded by all its documentary techniques, makes each individual a “case” that can be analysed
and described. A similar process is evident in the development of examination in schools.
In conclusion, these techniques involve “distributing individuals, fixing
them in space, classifying them, extracting from them the maximum in time
and forces, training their bodies, coding their continuous behaviour, maintaining them in perfect visibility, forming around them an apparatus of observation, registration and recording, constituting on them a body of knowledge
that is accumulated and centralized”22.
Bio-power
The concept of bio-power is concerned with the exercise and effect of relations of power on humans, as individual and as aggregates. It is how people
can be managed, controlled and maintained to enhance their capabilities and
capacities for specific purposes. In industrial societies the development of new
industrial techniques in the economy is the main aim; efficiency and productivity should be maximized and on the contrary any obstacle to development
and any kind of threat from potentially revolutionary conditions should be
minimized or limited23. Therefore, under regimes of bio-power political intervention occurs as means of knowing and controlling populations. Conse21 Ibidem
22 Ibidem, p.23
23 Zieleniec Andrzej, Space and Social Theory, p.140
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quently, the knowledge of individuals and populations through surveillance,
management and control become crucial facts.
There are two aspects of bio-power: first, the creation of the ‘docile-body’
and the second is the policing of the ‘species-body’. The docile-body has already been mentioned; it is the principle of bodily discipline; it is the study and
control of individual movements, gestures and actions of body, to produce
‘better’, more efficient and obedient subjects. For example, the formation of
schools which become a principl arena for the training, disciplining and inculcation of appropriate bodily practices for the creation of morally and physically healthy children.
The second aspect of bio-power is ‘species-body’, that is the control, study
and manipulation of populations, of more areas and spheres of social life
and activity, which is how the disciplines and their discourses invaded and
colonized the private and the public sphere24. For example, the role of medical specialists25 in managing the health of the nation gave them a leading
role in attempts to organize industrial labour and industrial society as a whole and thus to influence the direction of government policy. Therefore the
role of Medical Officers of Health was especially effective in promoting and
achieving not only a number of important changes in sanitary organization,
disease prevention and treatment, but also in the organization and provision
of a whole host of services that sought to improve the health of the urban
environment and its populations.
According to this definition it comes to our mind that power is not positive,
but in the first volume of Histoire de la sexualité Foucault argues that we must
overcome the idea that power is oppression, because – even in their most radical form – oppressive measures are not just repression and censorship, but
they are also productive, causing new behaviours to emerge; for Foucault even
struggle or resistance in the disciplinary space that is the product of power

24 Zieleniec Andrzej, Space and social theory, P.141
25 Foucault stresses the role of doctors from the end of the eighteenth century as being
fundamentally involved in the analysis and organization of space. The operation of medical
disciplinary discourses illustrates and emphasizes the exercise of knowledge and power in
creating not only representations of space but useful and beneficial space (Zieleniec, Space and
social theory, p.135)
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is positive26. Therefore in Foucault’s view, in disciplinary spaces knowledge,
power and space in industrial society and urbanization are interrelated. And
the operation of power is not repressive, negative and prohibitive. The point
that Foucault emphasize about power is:
We must cease once and for all to describe the effects of power in negative terms, power
produces reality; it produces domains of objects and rituals of truth. The individual and
the knowledge that may be gained of him belong to this production27.

As a whole the aim of disciplinary society was either expressed in or directed
at the physical problems associated with urban living, such as overcrowding,
poor sanitation, dirt and disease, and the moral impact on the working classes
of a poor urban environment. In the following chapters we will realize that
even though Palestinian refugee space is disciplinary space according to its
spatial arrangements, its effect on social life is not positive.
2. How are the disciplinary spaces of Palestinian refugee camps in
Lebanon created?
To answer the above question I shall first describe the methods or knowledge
of spatial surveillance for the aim of keeping someone under surveillance,
controlling his behaviour and his aptitudes through the improvement of his
performance and the multiplication of his capacity, and second, the transformation of the body into docile-body in the framework of the Foucault’s
theory of disciplinary space.
In Palestinian refugee camps both the physical arrangement of space and
regulation of the body are under surveillance through different methods.
Therefore, it is important to analyse the methods of physical surveillance of
Palestinian refugees in Lebanon historically, and the techniques of surveillance that have been exercised through segregating, enclosing and distributing.

26 Balan Sergio, M. Foucault’s view on power relations, http://cogito.ucdc.ro/nr
27 Foucault, (1977) Discipline and Punish, p.194, quoted in: Zieleniec, Space and social theory, p.127
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These techniques were implemented at various times by erecting physical barriers, by violence or by enforcing strict laws against the Palestinians.
The second part is about Foucault’s concept of ‘docile-body’ as intensification of its subjection to make Palestinians more obedient by enforcing
exceptional laws against them. The law transferred Palestinians to the cheap
labour force because they needed work permits and were unable to choose
their occupation freely. Although Palestinians are made docile in many ways
such as through fear and uncertainty in regard of their future, in this part I
shall focus specifically on the area of the labour force.
The methods of spatial surveillance of Palestinian refugees throughout history
The Palestinian tragedy started after the vote for Resolution 181 by the
General Assembly of the United Nations (UN) on 29 November 1947. The
resolution concluded the division of the Palestinian homeland into separate
Jewish and Palestinian states, but Palestinians rejected the resolution or UN
Partition Plan. The conflict started in 1948, when in Israel the establishment
of the state of Israel was unilaterally declared. In the ensuing battles, Israeli
troops planned and carried out the systematic expulsion of the Palestinians in
a campaign of ethnic cleansing. Around 750,000 Palestinians were forced to
flee their homeland; approximately 100,000 of them were driven northwards
across the Lebanese border. Today, there are about 425,000 registered refugees who are living in Lebanon; about half of them are living in UNRWA
camps and ‘informal’ camps28.
After the arrival of the Palestinians in Lebanon following the Israeli ethnic
cleansing, Palestinians from the northern part of Palestine came into south
Lebanon in the hope that after the fighting they could return to their villages.
Thus, many families settled near the border in the camps set up by the Red
Cross. The first step in making barriers for Palestinian movement started by
sealing the border between Israel and Lebanon; thus, their hope for return in
28 Kundesen A. and Hanafi S. (Eds.), (2010) Palestinian Refugees: Identity, Space and Place
in the Levant, London and NewYork, Routledge, p.2
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the near future was diminished. The Red Cross and United Nations Refugees Works Agency set up 16 camps in Lebanon, scattered from Tripoli in the
north to Tyre in the south of the country29. Today, there are 12 official refugee
camps because during the civil war and the Israel invasion some of them were
destroyed and were never rebuilt.
The areas designated by the host country for the Palestinian settlements
were the officially recognized refugee camps. In other words, they were classified by their spatial separation, making them isolated from the rest of society
and specifying them as Palestinian refugees. This specification itself is discipline. In consequence, according to Foucault it is a disciplinary mechanism
or the ‘art of distribution’ of individuals in space. The aim of distribution is:
organizing the individuals and groups, making them minorities in order to
control them more easily, and manipulating space; the techniques used for this
aim are through dispersion, enclosure and segregation.
Dispersion
The Lebanese government started to control Palestinian refugees by the
technique of dispersion. The government dispersed Palestinians through the
whole country, from north to the south. The dispersion was carried out by the
internal security forces of Lebanon, and through the use of coercion. The use
of force was needed for dispersion because Palestinian refugees refused to be
separated from each other; according to one of the refugees who was a direct
observer of the situation, distribution functioned as follows:
‘the sixty villagers refused to be separated, so the police beat our old people and fired in the
air to frighten us and force us to get into the trucks, they beat us with sticks and rifle butts’30.
The next step after dispersion was officially selected spaces for refugees.
The government started to exert control more effectively through managing
time schedules and armed authorities were deployed as in an open-air pri29 Sanyal Romola, (2010) Squatting in Camps: Building and insurgency in Space of Refuge, Urban
studies published online 28 June, SAGE, http://usj.sagepub.com, p.4
30 Sayigh Rosemary, (1979) The Palestinians from Peasants to Revolutionaries. London, Zed Books,
p. 108
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son. As Sayigh has pointed out, passing in and outside of the camp after
9 pm could lead to trouble because there were two stations near the camp,
one for the ordinary police, the other for the DB (Deuxième Bureau) Lebanese internal security or Maktab Thani; the two were enough to control a
camp of thousands. Moreover, special authorization from Military Security
was required to visit other camps and visiting neighbourhoods; as a result, the
penalty for infringement would be imprisonment. This kind of surveillance
by government discouraged communication between Palestinians who were
living in the other camps because they were being harassed. The enforcement
of immobility and being fixed in one space was not limited to the Lebanese
police or internal security but even imposed by UNRWA: for example, it was
difficult to transfer their rights to rations and services from one camp to another31. Then, Palestinians’ behaviours and activities were organized in time.
Not only in Palestine are Palestinians made up of multiple geographically
non-contiguous elements, also refugees in Lebanon are non-contiguous. This
means that they are simultaneously locked in and out, in other words what
Julie Peteet has pointed out: the intention to prevent ‘the emergence of a geographically contiguous, cohesive Palestinian socio-political entity”32.
Enclosure
Enclosure is another characteristic of disciplinary spaces; the space is enclosed
by the erection of physical barriers. Physical barriers form obstacles to mobility and interaction, consequently they enforce immobility. The refugee camps
in Lebanon are enclosed by barriers, checkpoints, watchtowers and bureaucratic checks to disrupt and control the relationship between the landscape
and human mobility and to sort and separate populations. Physical obstacles

31 Ibidem, p.136
32 Peteet Julie, (1991) Gender in Crisis: Women and the Palestinian Resistance Movement, p.24 ,
quoted in: Sanyal Romola, Squatting in camps: Building and Insurgency in Spaces of Refuge (2010),
Urban studies published on line 28 June, SAGE, http://usj.sagepub.com/content/early/2010/06/22/0042098010363494, p. 5
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are accompanied by administrative measures to curb mobility such as curfews
and the permit system; this brings about separation and exclusion33.
Camp enclosure and the separation of camps give rise to spatial enclaves
and immobile bodies. Enclaves are spatial zones where populations are contained, isolated from others and surrounded by a dominant state; in other
words, marginal spaces. Enclaves are like reservations, ghettos and Bantustans
created in unilateral moves; this means the power of one party to act in its
interests and the weaker party’s inability to halt such moves. These enclaves
facilitate the unhindered mobility of a dominant, privileged group34.
Enclosure is not always carried out by erecting physical barriers. It has
been achieved sometimes by abandoning any urban design in such a manner
that in any movement there are obstacles, or not planning in advance any
spaces for movement. For example, most camps are designed with a single
entrance leaving one single entry for cars, all secondary roads that connect the
camp with its spatial environment are closed, and the physical presence of the
army at the entrance and the search of refugees for security reasons imposed
by decision of the Lebanese authorities are the methods used by sovereign
powers for strict controlling35.
The strict control of the demographic expansion of refugee camp spaces,
and the concomitant exclusion of the same spaces from urban planning regulation, turn the camp into a physically uncomfortable space which is under
pressure. As a consequence, over time the place changes into a slum and develops a kind of urban sprawl because of the naturally growing population
inside the camp; and the space becomes automatically enclosed.
The Palestinian refugee camps are enclosed by physical barriers and by police for regulating refugees, which is contrary to the will of Palestinians refuge33 Peteet Julie, (2010) Cartographic Violence, Displacement and Refugee Camps: Palestine and Iraq ,
quoted in: Kundesen A. and Hanafi S. , Palestinian Refugees: Identity, Space and Place in the Levant,
London and New York: Routledge, p.21-23
34 Peteet Julie, (2011) A fortress country and a gated enclave: locating the Palestinian margin, Birzeit
University Working Paper No. 2011/17 (ENG), posted online February 19, http://papers.
ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1764249, p.7
35 Dorai Mohamed Kamel, (2010) Palestinian Refugee Camps in Lebanon: Migration, mobility and
the urbanization process, quoted in: A. Kundesen and S.Hanafi , Palestinian Refugees: Identity, Space
and Place in the Levant, London and New York: Routledge, p. 71-72
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es. It may be argued that today some camps in Lebanon are connected to their
urban environment through daily mobility, through the growing presence of
other groups of refugees and migrants, and through the development of commercial activities, that these events blur the boundaries of the refugee camps
and make them a part of the city. Although they are becoming part of the city
today, the exceptional and special laws make the spaces of the refugee camp
still an enclosed space in what has been referred to as a ‘state within a state’36.
In sum, enclosure separate the space of Palestinian refugee camps from
host population; it enclave some group of people in a space and the consequence of enclaving is immobility, marginalizing, and segregation. Therefore
enclosure can be considered as an expression of a strategy of political and
strategic domination. It is ensuing Lebanese government to reduce the integration of permanent settlement in Lebanon.
‘Docile body’
After controlling space by dispersion, enclosure and segregation through
physical, social and political barriers, and enforcing immobility, the individual
should be managed in more efficient ways. The body in disciplinary space
should be controlled over time and should be subjected to power and authority in order to be at the same time both economic and controllable. This is the
way ‘docile body’ is created. In Foucault’s words:
Discipline increases the forces of the body (in economic terms of utility) and diminishes
these same forces (in terms of obedience)…if economic exploitation separates the force
and production of labour, let us say that disciplinary coercion establishes in the body the
constricting link between an increased aptitude and increased domination.37

36 Sanyal Romola, (2010) Squatting in camps: Building and Insurgency in Spaces of Refuge, Urban studies published on line 28 June, by SAGE, http://usj.sagepub.com/content/early/2010/06/22/0042098010363494, p.10
37 Foucault M(1980), Power/knowledge, Colin Gordon, p.137-8, quoted in: Zieleniec Andrzej,
Space and social theory, Sage Publication, 2007. London, New York, India, and Singapore,
p.134
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Palestinians are reduced to docile-bodies in many ways but I shall focus on
the framework of cheap labour. In Israel the period of economic prosperity
began due at least in part to cheap labour drawn from the newly-occupied
Palestinian population of more than a million people; the same is true regarding neighbouring Arab countries. In Lebanon the situation is worst because
of the discriminatory law against Palestinian refugees38.
For several reasons Palestinian became docile in the area of the labour
force: first, the area officially assigned by the Lebanese Government to Palestinians for living is far from the city. In the early years of the Palestinians’
lives in Lebanon, and their locations far from city centres, they had to work
in agriculture, because it was the most available occupation specifically in the
area they were living in. The problem of agricultural work was that it was not
a regular job, it was seasonal. Therefore, they regularly became jobless, or
they had to change their job continuously.
Besides agricultural labour, Palestinians could work as construction workers. For example, in 1950 many Palestinians joined the project of Kurr Halda, digging tunnels through mountain terrain. Women and girls were working.
Women carried rocks on their heads, and the men dragged loaded trucks with
their bare hands. There were no limits to working hours. It was the hardest
job with the poorest wages. Women and young boys at the age 12 started to
work with the lowest wages39.
The Lebanese law bans Palestinian refugees from engaging in a variety
of different professions, especially white-collar ones. Palestinians were always
able to get low-level jobs: masons, labourers, concierges. Lacking work permits and generally employed in small enterprises, Palestinians worked for low
wages under poor working conditions and without access to Lebanon’s social
security system40.
The strict and discriminatory Lebanese law against Palestinians adds the
effect of ‘docile body’; the body becomes subjected to the host authorities.
38 Article 9 of the decree states that the minister of labour and social affairs identifies in
December of each year the jobs and professions will be restricted to Lebanese citizens only.
39 Sayigh Rosemary, (1079) The Palestinians from Peasants to Revolutionaries, London, Zed Books , p.118
40 Sanyal Romola, (2010) Squatting in camps: Building and Insurgency in Spaces of Refuge, Urban studies published on line 28 June, by SAGE, http://usj.sagepub.com/content/early/2010/06/22/0042098010363494, p.8
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The authorities established social security for sickness and accidents at work
in their law and began to deduct contributions from the wages of Palestinian
workers just as from Lebanese as the law required. However, Palestinian workers got no social security benefits on the grounds that they were foreigners.
In addition, if they tried to do something more ambitious it was very difficult to get a work permit41. In the case of less prestigious jobs, even though a
work permit is required usually no one asks for it because no one is ready to
work for the amount that Palestinians are being paid. That is how a political
anatomy is created whereby the body reaches its maximum economic potential under the powers in disciplinary spaces.
The strict and discriminatory Lebanese law, the long distances of the location of camps from city centres, and the violation of the Convention on
the Elimination of Racial Discrimination42 by the host government make the
Palestinians’ bodies docile. They have been living for years in a space with the
least cost and with the maximum production for the host country; they are
productive in the sense that they are ready to work for the lowest wages, long
hours of work, no social security and safety measures and tolerate all legal
discrimination against them, leading Palestinians to the condition of cheap
labourers. This the way the body becomes a useful force with the least cost
and productivity increases.
3. By whom and how are these spaces created?
How and by whom are disciplinary spaces of Palestinian refugee camps in
Lebanon created? To answer by whom the spaces are created I mean what
41 Sayigh Rosemary, (1079) The Palestinians from Peasants to Revolutionaries, London, Zed Books,
p.116
42 Article 5 of the CERD stipulates that state parties undertake to prohibit and to eliminate
all forms of racial discrimination and to guarantee the rights of everyone, notably in the
enjoyment of the following rights: ‘(e) Economic, social and cultural rights, in particular:..
(i) The rights to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favourable conditions of
work, to protection against unemployment, to equal pay for equal work, to just and favourable remuneration;... (vi) The right to public health, medical care, social security and social
services’.
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institutions are exercising the power, and what techniques have been used
to organize and control the disciplinary spaces of Palestinian refugee camps
in Lebanon. There have been a number of institutions that exercised their
power in Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon, but the most important of all
were: the Israeli military, host government and international, humanitarian
and Islamic organizations. It is important to explain that Foucault believes
in the micro-physics of power or disciplinary power; for him the sovereign
power is considered as the macro-physics of power. In the framework of Foucault’s definition of power, I include military and host power as sovereign and
the rest of the institutions as disciplinary power. As a whole, all institutions
– either sovereign or disciplinary powers – were the powers of the region
that imposed their authority with different techniques. However, they were all
similar in creating the space of exception under the influence of ‘bio-power’.
The form of exercising power was sometimes under direct surveillance by the
Lebanese army or law enforcement; sometimes indirectly through the basis of
humanitarian action that has shifted from rights to welfare.43
Sovereign powers (Disciplinary Powers)
In Foucault’s view sovereign power is no longer involved with obedience to the
law of the king or central authority. Foucault argues that disciplinary power
gradually took over from sovereign power in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, although the remnants of sovereign power still remain in tension
with disciplinary power44. In Lebanon the space of exception for Palestinian
camps is promulgated by many actors that are involved in different modes of
governance under the cover of laws and regulations. Therefore, the powers
exercised in Palestinian refugee camps through different actors are disciplinary powers, but some actors use sovereign disciplinary powers or macropowers more in the traditional sense, others use non-sovereign disciplinary
powers. Sovereign disciplinary powers mean the actors are using violence and
43 Hanafi, Sari, (2008) Palestinian Refugee Camps in the Palestinian Territory: Territory of Exception
and Locus of Resistance, http://cadmus.eui.eu/handle/1814/8631, p.503
44 http://www.michel-foucault.com/concepts/
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armies, and enforcing laws; the operation of sovereign power is through specific visible actors, and it affects a small portion of an individual’s life. On the
contrary, non-sovereign disciplinary power comes from everywhere and acts
on everyone; it is invisible, so resistance is difficult. In addition, disciplinary
power affects all aspect of life, subjecting everyone to surveillance at all times.
The Israeli military
As the first and major sovereign, the Israel military exercises power directly
by the use of force and indirectly by its influence on the host government or
by its colonizing power to keep these spaces excluded. Although Israel has
expelled many Palestinians from their homeland and controlled their lands, it
is continuing to impose its power on them by supervising the spaces in which
they are living both from inside and outside Lebanon. From outside, in 1974
an Israel air raid destroyed a refugee camp in the south of Lebanon; subsequently, in 1978 the invasion carried out by Maronite militias was supported
by the Israeli army and destroyed three refugee camps. From inside, in 1982
Israel was responsible for the invasion of the territory of Lebanon toward the
Palestinians and for the massacres in the Sabra and Shatila refugee camps;
this invasion was far larger than the first invasion45.
The targets of these attacks by Israeli forces were particularly the camps and Palestinian Revolutionary Movement (PRM) bases. In this invasion
Israel was able to successfully defeat the most important and most favourable
institutions among Palestinians, like the PLO. The strategy that Israel used
was brutality and violence: after the PLO evacuation, the Israeli Army encircled the camps of Beirut and unleashed its allied right-wing Lebanese militia
forces on Shatila and the adjacent neighbourhood of Sabra, resulting in the
wholesale massacre of at least 1,500 civilians, in spite of a negotiated agreement whereby the PLO agreed to withdraw from Lebanon in return for the

45 Shiblak Abbas, (2010) Passport for what price? Statelessness among Palestinian refugees, quoted in:
A. Kundesen and S Hanafi , Palestinian Refugees: Identity, Space and Place in the Levant, London and
New York: Routledge, p. 121
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US guarantee of the safety of ‘Palestinian non-combatants in Beirut’46. The
consequence of this invasion was that the Lebanese government intervened
with its army to control the camps, then again, after several years, the Lebanese army was back in charge of camps, and once more imposed restrictions
on them, specifically in their social activities like the reconstruction that was
needed after destruction.
In addition to direct control by the army, Israel imposed its power indirectly through the law and action against international law to control Palestinian camps. For example, Palestinians were not allowed to enter to their
occupied homeland even if they had citizenship of a western country or a foreign passport. Israel retains total control of movement across border crossing
and has reinstated most of the restrictions. There are certain rules that forbid
Palestinian holders of foreign passports to enter or to extend their visa47. This
brings more fragmentation, and for holders of Palestinian passports who can
travel to any country except their own, deprivation of their right to return to
their home and also to be recognized as a Palestinian nation.
Israel’s extension of its control on 20% more land than was demarcated for
the Israeli state under the UN Partition Plan, and – as Masalha pointed out
in 1922 – the continuous process of the Israeli policy of gaining more land
in historical Palestine and expelling as many Palestinians as possible through
intimidation and the use of force, the Israeli occupation of the West Bank and
Gaza has been based on a continuous process of land grabbing, fragmentation and displacement; grabbing more land and expelling more Palestinians,
and with the neglect of this situation by the international community, the
chance of return becomes less and the feeling of insecurity grows48. The feeling of no hope of peace agreements is the most powerful way of controlling
the Palestinian’s souls.
In addition, Israel uses all kinds of techniques for manipulating or controlling Palestinian refugees in the neighbouring Arab countries for the purposes
46 Khalidi Rashid, (2001) Palestinian Refugees in Lebanon, quoted in: Kortam Manal, Politics,
Patronage and Popular Committees in the Shatila Refugee Camps, Lebanon (2010).in: S.Hanafi , Palestinian refugees… , p.195
47 Masalha, (1922) the concept of ‘transferring’ the Palestinian Arab in Zionist Thinking, Planning and
Action, 1882-1948, quoted in: Shiblak Abbas, in: Palestinian Refugees, p124-126
48 Ibidem, p, 114,122
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of surveillance and disciplinary power. It is already controls most of the Palestinian lands.
Host Government as sovereign power
Lebanon as a host authority has exerted its power through enforcing paradoxical laws against Palestinian refugees for decades. This paradoxical law is
responsible for Palestinian refugees not enjoying the rights and benefits they
ought to as residents of Lebanon. The way this law affects Palestinian refugees
is that they are first excluded from the realm of municipal planning and service provision while simultaneously included as a problem of security threats
and taxes. For example, after the war between the Lebanese army and Fatah
al-Islam49 inside the Nahr El- Bared 50refugee camp, the Lebanese-Palestinian
Dialogue committee (LPD) and Internal Security Forces (ISF) installed a police station inside the old camp, to directly guard and control Palestinians
for security reasons but at the same time they ignored the genuine problems
of everyday life in camp. They even ignore the current actors or popular
committees that are reliable for the people in the camp because everything is
controlled by Lebanese governments through Lebanese military intelligence
and the ISF. For example, they have used the Security Committee when they
wanted a person for legal reasons, but in exchange they never gave them acknowledgment or resources as a local municipal power. Thus, security was not
for securing the refugees but for controlling them; it also created an insecure
atmosphere inside the refugee camp.
The second aspect of enforcing paradoxical laws against Palestinians was
for controlling the individual, a powerful strategy. Controlling the individual
49 Fatah al-Islam is one of the extremist Islamic organizations which invest progressively in
the space of camp. There is a hypothesis that Syria, Saudi Arabia and al-Qaida are supporting this group.
50 Nahr El-Bared refugee camp, located in north of Tripoli in Lebanon. The armed battle
between the Lebanese army and Fatah al-Islam lasted three months, resulting in the killing of
over 40 Palestinian civilians, 167 Lebanese soldiers and over 200 Fatah al-Islam fighters, and the
destruction of almost all of the camp’s premises and the flight of around 33,000 to other camps
(Hanafi Sari, “Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon as a space of exception”, 2008 P.1-2).
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had political bases; as Lebanon comprised several religions51and the balance
between confessional groups is important to them, they feared that the Palestinian presence would add to its Muslim Sunni population and hence alter
its volatile sectarian political system52. Therefore, for the political formation
of the government, in spite of the fact that the Lebanese state has endorsed
international humanitarian laws, in the case of Palestinian rights the law and
regulations are violated. Therefore, like other Arab countries, Lebanon officially justifies the denial of basic rights to preserve the identity of the refugees
and to make sure that they will not permanently settle in Arab states. This has
caused the exodus of Palestinian beyond the Arab region, which is one of the
objectives of the Zionist ideology, namely the dispersal of Palestinian refugees
away from their homeland53.
In conclusion, the duality of the law and the continuous ‘subverting the
legal with the political and vice versa’ is the main factor that sustains the status
of Palestinians and keeps them in a state of exception, included in the regime
of security but excluded from regime of law. As Hanafi points out, ‘the camp
is a legally suspended space where military intelligence has governed it in a
state of exception’; security and policing of the camp is not about securing
refugees from crime or armed militant groups, but it is about controlling individuals for political reasons54. The strategy of applying paradoxical law for
controlling Palestinian refugees in Lebanon is a way of practising disciplinary
power, or in Foucault’s word by constructing ‘anatomo-politics of the body’ as a
means of controlling bodies in space.

51 There are 18 officially recognized religious sects of which the Shia and the Sunni Muslims, the Maronites and Roman Orthodox are the most powerful groups. The Parliament
consists of 128 deputies and is made up to proportionally represent the various sectarian
groups; it serves for 4-year terms.
52 Shiblak Abbas, in Palestinian Refugees:…p117
53 Ibidem
54 Kundesen A. and Hanafi S., Eds., (2010) Palestinian Refugees: Identity, Space and Place in the
Levant, London and New York: Routledge. p.36-37
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Local sovereigns as disciplinary powers
There were different institutions governing the Palestinian refugee camps,
such as notables, political factions, the Palestinian Liberation Organization
(PLO), popular unions and organizations (workers, women, engineers, etc),
Community Based Organizations (CBOs), Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and the Palestinian Muslim Scholar’s League (an Imam coalition close to Hamas). But the most influential institutions were the PLO,
Hamas and international organizations like UNRWA.
The PLO
The Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) as the sole legitimate representative of Palestinian people was created in 1964. In Lebanon the autonomy of the PLO in 1969 was agreed after the Cairo Agreement between
the Lebanese government and PLO. The autonomy permitted the PLO as
the resistance movement to launch attacks against Israel from Lebanese territory55, and the PLO had the authority to govern the camps in Lebanon in
order to ‘liberate’ the population of the camps from the oppression that was
exercised by Lebanese Military Intelligence. At that time legal control of the
Palestinian camps was in the hands of PLO, but under Lebanese sovereignty;
the PLO established ‘a state within a state’ in Lebanon.
After the Cairo agreement, PLO had the authority to govern the camps.
With that status it established two institutions: first, the Palestinian Armed
Struggle Command served as a local police in the camps; second, popular
committees operated as a municipality with the responsibility for maintaining services such as electricity, water, garbage collection and the handling of
small disputes. The PLO was able to consolidate Palestinians’ dwellings into
solid houses and build three- or four-storey buildings for the first time. Therefore, the PLO was the first authority; it established various social institutions
55 Hanafi, Sari, (2010) Governance, Governmentalities, and the State of Exception in the Palestinian
Refugee Camps of Lebanon, Journal of Refugee Studies, published by Oxford University Press,
http://jrs.oxfordjournals.org, p.4
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that were the main providers of social services and work opportunities for
Palestinians56.
Politically, the PLO promoted a collective political and national identity
among the exiled Palestinians that until then had seen themselves ‘merely’
as refugees. The PLO included in its structure popular organizations such as
workers’ unions, though these bodies were controlled by a central office. The
agreement provided Palestinian refugees in Lebanon with social rights and
socio-economic improvement, recognition of their authority inside the camps, and the right to armed resistance against Israel in coordination with the
Lebanese army. For Palestinians the period 1970-1980 is called the ‘golden
age’ that they have experienced in Lebanon.
The critical aspects of the PLO organization regarding the administration
of the camps were first, the absence of a powerful authority to be able to unify
the too many factions and institutions that were inside the camps; second, the
PLO – with its traditional focus more on political and military matters rather
than the delivery of social services – due to its lack of territorial sovereignty
was not in a position to develop national education or health plans capable of
providing an alternative to the UNRWA programmes. The presence of PLO
was thus short-lived57.
In sum, because of the possession of heavy armaments by the PLO in Lebanon, a lack of cooperation between different institutions inside the refugee
camps, the lack of a strong position regarding health and education policy,
and the 1982 Israeli invasions, the power of the PLO declined in Lebanon
and its military forces were evacuated. The evacuation of the PLO had a negative effect for the living condition of camp-dwellers. After the evacuation,
popular committees were not only unable to meet the people’s needs and provide basic services, but they were also the cause of many problems due to their
ambitions to advance their own political and individual interests. The incapability of the popular committees pushed toward the self-governing of camp
56 Kortam Manal, Politics, Patronage and Popular Committees in the Shatila Refugee Camp, Lebanon,
in Palestinian Refugees:…p, 199-200
57 Al-Husseini Jalal, (2000) UNRWA and the Palestinian Nation-Building Process, Journal of Palestinian studies Vol. 29, No. 2 Winter, University of California Press on behalf of the Institute
for Palestine Studies http://palestine-studies.org/files/jalil.pdf, p.56
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residents. A self-governing camp is an unofficial and unsustainable mode of
governing which will generally be associated with more chaos.
Hamas
After the 1982 war in Lebanon, power in the camps was taken over by proSyrian committees which were recognized by Palestinians and Lebanese as legitimate and sovereign. The pro-Syrian committees weren’t able to maintain
order and regulation inside the camps or prevent crime. So the Palestinians
were forced to adopt alternative authorities such as Islamic authorities and
other informal political authorities for assistance. In the absence of other regular authorities to maintain social order in camps, the camp residents relied
more on notions of morality and ethics – particularly Islamic ones (Ikhlaq)
– to promote norms. As a result, sheikhs, imams and other ‘morally sound’
persons were granted most of the authority58.
As the most influential Palestinian faction, under the influence of Syrian
authority Hamas started to impose its power through social intervention. For
example, it regularly sponsored mass weddings; these weddings helped young
couples to deal with high expenses of weddings, which was a reason for delaying marriage59. In this sense the specific interpretation of Islam, both Shari’a
and Ikhlaq (morals), came to function as mentalities of governance, or “governmentalities” for camp residents. There is a good example that represents
how Islamist factions control individuals through the moral idea of Ikhlaq in
Islamism: Hanafi reports that the anthropologist Michael Jensen, in conducting field work on a Hamas soccer team in Gaza, observed how ‘the creation
of sound Muslims at the individual level was accomplished through the physical conditioning of one’s body through sport; it was this ‘care of self ’ that
marked one as an Islamist. The soccer players with whom Jensen interacted
58 Hanafi S., (2010) Governing the Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon and Syria, in: Kundesen A.
and Hanafi S.(Eds.), Palestinian Refugees: Identity, Space and Place in the Levant, London and New
York: Routledge. P.45
59 Jensen, (2009) The Political Ideology of Hamas: a Grassroots of perspective, p.5, quoted in:Kundesen A. and Hanafi S. (Eds.), Palestinian Refugees: Identity, Space and Place in the Levant, London
and New York: Routledge. P,46
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also adopted new styles of dress and new ways of talking about themselves,
morally distinct from other Palestinians in Gaza60.
Islamism through Hamas literature as a science of the soul has transformed many Palestinians, especially young men, through constructing their sense of self. Therefore, moral principles became a way of commanding respect
and authority in the camps. Palestinians in Lebanon in this period of time
recognized new ‘technologies of subjectivity’, in other words new ways of
understanding their own selves, not just as Muslims, but as refugees. As Rose
reminds us:
Technologies of subjectivity thus exist in a kind of symbiotic relationship with what one
might term ‘techniques of the self ’: the ways in which we are enabled, by means of the
languages, criteria, and techniques offered to us, to act upon our bodies, souls, thoughts,
and conduct in order to achieve happiness, wisdom, health, and fulfilment61.

The United Nations Relief and Work Agency (UNRWA)
The international regime for refugee protection and the internationally adopted definition of “refugee” are embodied in the 1951 Refugee Convention, its
companion instrument the 1967 Refugee Protocol, and the Statute of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). The Refugee
Convention and Protocol incorporate the now universally accepted definition
of “refugee”:
[A]ny person who ... as a result of events occurring before 1 January 1951 and owing to
well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of
that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former
habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling
to return to it62.
60 Rose, (1990) Governing the Soul: Technologies or Human Subjectivity , p.11, quoted in: ibid
61 Ibidem
62 Susan M. Akram, Palestinian Refugees and Their Legal Status: Rights, Politics, and Implications
for a Just Solution (2002), Journal of Palestine Studies, Vol. 31, No. 3 Spring, Published by:
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The international refugee protection provided by UNHCR is twofold: direct
protection of refugees’ human rights on a daily basis; and the search for and
implementation of durable solutions for refugees from the available choices of
voluntary repatriation, resettlement or host-country absorption. UNHCR’s
work in implementing durable solutions in any refugee situation is guided by
the pivotal principle of individual refugee choice.
In contrast to the regime set up under the 1951 Refugee Convention and
the UNHCR mandate, a separate regime governs the status of Palestinian
refugees. This regime comprises two special UN agencies – the United Nations Conciliation Commission on Palestine (UNCCP) and the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees (UNRWA) and certain
provisions of the 1951 Refugee Convention and the UNHCR statute. To the
establishment of the UNCCP on 11 December 1948 was given the critical
function of protecting refugees and furthering consensus concerning the appropriate solution to their problems. But, a year later, when UN General Assembly (UNGA) began to doubt the temporary nature of Palestinian refugee
situation, on 18 December 1949 it decided to set up a proper agency to carry
out relief work amongst the Palestinian refugees, the agency named UNRWA.
As UNRWA’s mandate suggests, the agency’s beneficiaries receive basic subsistence – food, clothing and shelter – but none of the protections for a wide
range of human rights and fundamental freedoms that were to be guaranteed
by the 1951 Refugee Convention and UNHCR. The reason that UNHCR set
apart Palestinian refugees under its protection mandate was:
Article 1D of the 1951 Refugee Convention singles the Palestinians out for special treatment because this Convention shall not apply to persons who are at present receiving
from organs or agencies of the United Nations other than the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees protection or assistance. When such protection or assistance has
ceased for any reason, without the position of such persons being definitively settled in
accordance with the relevant resolutions adopted by the General Assembly of the United
Nations, these persons shall ipso facto be entitled to the benefits of this Convention63.

University of California Press on behalf of the Institute for Palestine Studies, p37, http://
www.jstor.org/stable/3247442
63 Ibidem, p.39
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The UNRWA was the main provider of services for Palestinian refugees:
its existence was temporary, its mandate has been regularly extended by the
United Nations General Assembly since 1946, and it has established itself as
a ‘quasi-state’ institution64. Although the UNRWA is governing the camps
and recognizes the Palestinians ‘right of return’, the UNRWA mandate was
strict compared to UNHCR mandate because it excluded Palestinians from
jurisdictional protection. The lack of Palestinian protection in the UN mandate deprived Palestinians of obligatory international intervention, as is demonstrated whenever their refugee camps are bombed or they are massacred.
Therefore the UN mandate included neither de jure protection of refugees nor
their return to their home65.
Just as critical, besides the lack of protection in UNRWA’s mandate, the
organization is financially dependent on the United States and some Europeans donors, and the goodwill of host authorities in some of its operations.
Therefore, if UNRWA goes in the direction of a durable solution or making
sensitive decisions – such as the right of return – it will be faced with the
danger of politicization. As a result UNRWA has been unable to make permanent changes in the situation of the Palestinians beyond social services.
The reason that UNRWA is unable to act politically is that the UNRWA is
itself subject to other powers that restrict its authority. However, in some cases
the UNRWA has acted beyond its strict mandate because as an international
institution it is directly involved with the Palestinian plight and their right
of return. For example, the organization started linking service provision to
advocacy, recently the rights-based approach to its humanitarian mandate has
been emerging, and housing, children and women’s rights are in the mandate
but the right of return is not yet included in the UNRWA advocacy strategy.
In the view of Palestinian refugees, UNRWA has a political dimension because it symbolizes their refugee status by ration cards and their justification
for their right of return. In addition, the UNRWA has the authority to govern
the camps; for example it has the power to cut the ration rolls for individuals
64 Al Huseini Jala & Bocco Ricardo, Dynamics of humanitarian aid, local and regional politics, in
Palestinian refugees..p.128
65 Hanafi Sari, (2008) Palestinian Refugee Camps in the Palestinian Territory: Territory of Exception
and Locus of Resistance, http://cadmus.eui.eu/handle/1814/8631, p,504
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who do not obey UNRWA regulations, but does not enjoy a ruling position
to be able to act accordingly. Therefore, a kind of mistrust arose in the relationship of refugees with UNRWA. For example, refugees consider UNRWA
responsible for some of the disorders in the camps.
As a result, as long as Palestinians are excluded from international protection and UNRWA’s mandate is limited only to social services and excludes
them from political rights, there will be no solution to the Palestinian problem.
Humanitarian powers
Human rights and humanitarian law since the creation of the state of Israel confirm that the denationalization of Palestinians was illegal and that they retain the
right to return to their places of origin. Moreover, humanitarian law used to refer
to “protected people,” but current humanitarian practices focus mainly on “victims” or “survivors” in order to sound more positive.66 As a result, bio-power is
exercised not only by different kinds of sovereign authorities through the government of the refugee camps, but also by humanitarian organizations.
Humanitarian aid is a kind of technology for controlling people specifically in closed spaces such as refugee camps because in open spaces refugees
are more integrated in society and are less dependent on humanitarian organizations. As Julie Peteet noted in her work on Palestinian refugee camps in
Lebanon: the ways in which the collection of rations and access to health care
had to be achieved became ways in which the refugee body was disciplined
and controlled by aid organizations. For example, refugees were taught how
to stand in orderly lines for their rations, and children were made to drink
milk and subjected to other forms of health and wellbeing practices that were
humiliating. Therefore, living in the camp allowed rations to be more easily
provided, but it also meant being subjected to forms of control and bio-power
that reduce them to subjects of interventions.67
66 Ibidem, p.503
67 Peteet Julie, (2005) Landscape of Hope and Despair: Palestinian Refugee Camps, quoted in: Romola, Squatting in Camps: Building and insurgency in Space of Refuge (2010), Urban studies published online 28 June, SAGE, http://usj.sagepub.com, p.5
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According to Peteet humanitarian aid or rations are linked to political containment. The provision of aid becomes one of the ways in which refugees
ensure that their predicament is not marginalized in the global humanitarian/
political system. Therefore, any cuts in aid are met with protests not only because they are dependent on it but also the rations have a deeply political connotation68. In other words, as Malkki mentioned, universalizing individual refugees
into humanitarian subjects involves abstracting their predicaments from specific
political, historical and cultural contexts and tends to silence them69.
In the end, deployment of bio-power by humanitarian organizations (considering Palestinians as bodies to be fed and sheltered in a bare life without
political existence) facilitates the surveillance and control of refugees and this
“care, cure and control” system has transformed refugee camps into disciplinary spaces70.
4. Why do exceptional disciplinary spaces (closed spaces) reduce
the life of refugees to bare life?
The arrangements of exceptional disciplinary spaces have intensified the
control and surveillance of the physical spaces and the bodies of Palestinian
refugees in Lebanon. Living continuously in these kinds of spaces without
any official improvement for 60 years affects urban and social status; it turns
Palestinian lives into ‘bare lives’71. It is important to mention that here bare
life refers to what Hannah Arendt (1985) pointed out: ‘Bare life’ is the condi-

68 Peteet Julie, (2005) Landscape of Hope and Despair: Palestinian Refugee Camps, p.82, quoted in:
Romola Sanyal Romola, Squatting in camps…, 2010, p.5
69 Maalki, (1996) Speechles emissaries: refugees, humanitarianism, and dehistoricization, Cultural Anthropology , p.378, quoted in: Romola Sanyal, Squatting in camps…, 2010
70 Hanafi Sari, (2008) Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon as a space of exception , http://www.
reseau-terra.eu/article798.html p,8
71 In ancient Greek the term ‘bios’ means ‘life’, specifically the way of life of human collectives or full life, as distinct from zōē, that is the simple life of an organism, or ‘bare life’ that is
common to all living beings just being alive.
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tion when people do not have a right to defend their rights as a minority or
the right to have rights”72.
To claim that Palestinian refugees in Lebanon are excluded from their basic rights, this chapter is divided into two parts. In the first part I describe the
advantages of urban public space, then I describe the way in which the lack of
official spatial plans for Palestinian refugee camps –specifically in the area of
urban public spaces – as the main element of spatial planning and structural
urbanization effects urban exclusion and the consequence of urban exclusion
is pushing the refugee community into poverty and social exclusion.
In the second part of this article I try to give an image of the everyday
life of refugees who are living in closed spaces and lacking any public urban
spaces. In this part I choose the Burj el-Barajneh camp as a case study and
describe in detail the brief history of the urban and spatial arrangement of
the camp and its effect on the social life of individuals and groups.
To have a clearer image of how spatial arrangements and urban planning can affect people’s everyday life, I compare two refugee camps: one in
Lebanon, the other in Jordan, in which the latter has organized more open
and urban-like spaces. It is worth mentioning that based on FAFO’s survey
the rate of poverty, the undeveloped situation of housing, health, education
and employment in Lebanon is higher than in Jordan. More importantly, regarding the basic rights of each citizen the European Commission, Bhalla &
Lapeyre (1997), has reported the following statement:
“(…) each citizen has the right to a certain basic standard of living and a right to participate in the major social and occupational institutions of the society: employment, housing, health care, education and so on. (…) beyond the diversity of national situations,
(social exclusion) is tending to establish within society a mechanism which excludes part of
the population from economic and social life and from their share of the general prosperity. (…) The problem now is not one of disparity between the top and bottom of the social
scale (up/down), but also between those comfortably placed within society and those on
the fringe (in/out)”73.

72 Arendt H., (1985) origins of totalitarianism, quoted in: Hanafi Sari, Spacio-cide: colonial
politics, invisibility and rezoning in Palestinian territory (2010), Routledge, London. http://www.
informaworld.com/smpp/title~content=t780786794
73 Ibidem, p.1
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The advantages of urban public planning and open spaces
United Nations Human settlements programme (UN-Habitat) working paper
divided the urban reality in towns and cities into two parts: the built area and
the un-built area. The un-built area considers the parts of the city that have
no proper buildings; instead, they can have streets, roads, infrastructures and
other elements, and especially green areas such as recreational areas, parks
and plazas inside the cities. The street system is considered as un-built area
which provides the connectivity matrix for the city, which is fundamental for
urban mobility. The advantages of public spaces are: firstly, they provide urban economic productivity because of the efficiency of mobility. Secondly,
the street pattern as the un-built area also provides the matrix for the layout
of basic urban services – mainly energy, water supply and sanitation, drainage, transportation, parking lots and other services. The affordability of these
urban services is related to the quality of the street patterns. Thirdly, the street
patterns, including plazas and public gardens, are the key element of personal
interaction and communication between citizens. In that sense, they define
the cultural and political quality of city life. Fourthly, the walk-ability of the
spaces, the safety of the sidewalks and the form and location of shops along
the street determine the quality and quantity of street life74.
On the contrary, poorly planned cities are without proper quantities of
public space and lack the streets to connect the various parts of the city, and
the irregular block pattern and plotting reduce the potential for a prosperous
urban economy. Moreover, the very long distances between crossings reduces
street life, urban intensity and mobility and facilitates congestion.
Spatial urban planning is critical fact in urbanization because it includes
multiple advantages in a society. These advantages include the provision of
basic urban services, the capacity to generate prosperity such as job creation,
health and education services, sustainability, resilience to natural disasters and
safety and security. In the following paragraph I will apply the general concept
of un-planned public spaces or closed spatial spaces to the Burj el-Barajneh
refugee camp in Lebanon. The spatial arrangement of the camp means that
74 Clos John, (2013) The relevance of street patterns and public space in urban area, UN- Habitat working paper , http://www.unhabitat.org/pmss/listItemDetails.aspx?publicationID=3465, p.1
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it is not included in any of the urbanization benefits that should be considered
as the basic right of each individual living in any society.
According to Hanafi “open space” is defined as both urban and societal.
Open urban space is regulated by the host country to look like any residential
low-income neighbourhood, allowing it to be connected with the surrounding
cities and villages and having a governance body capable of dealing with the
municipal issues inside the camps. From the societal point of view, camp dwellers are relatively integrated socially and economically into the surrounding
neighbourhood and labour market. A “closed space” does not meet at least
one of these conditions; camps organized as “closed spaces” constitute urban
enclaves or satellites located at the urban periphery, lacking in green spaces,
and with poor access and poor housing75.
In sum, what UN-Habitat describes as public spaces and its advantages in
both social and urban life includes all aspects of open spaces. In my understanding the crucial factors in both public and open spaces are integrating the
inhabitant of that place with the rest of population, and this is the core of the
discussion.
Effects of close and open spatial arrangements on urban and social life
Closed spatial arrangement of the Burj el-Barajneh camp in Lebanon
To achieve a clear picture of the living conditions of Palestinian refugees living in unplanned spaces, I use and describe as the case study the closed spaces
of Burj el-Barajneh spaces, which lack any organized public urban spaces.
The Burj el-Barajneh camp in Lebanon is located in the southern suburb of
Beirut, on the main road to the international airport. The camp was set up in
Lebanon in 1948 to accommodate low-income peasants and urban Palestinian refugees who lacked the means to support themselves. The land allocated
to the refugees to settle the camp was located in an underdeveloped, sparsely

75 Socio-Economic Survey of Palestinian Refugees in Lebanon, (2010) American university of Beirut, http://www.unrwa.org/userfiles/2011012074253.pdf, p.4
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inhabited agricultural area south of Beirut76. From the beginning of their
arrival the selection of site did not follow the principle of responding to refugee’s requirements as far as possible.
Looking at aerial views of the camp, the actual borders of the camp are
defined by the main roads on the north and west boundaries and by a fence
on the east boundary. The southern boundary is a little more difficult to determine due to the absence of a major road or fence. From an aerial view, it
is easy to distinguish the dense built-up areas and narrow winding roads and
alleyways within the camp from the surrounding neighbourhoods and organized wide roads of Beirut. The view shows that there is almost no uninhabited
area in the camp large enough for basic services like energy, water supply,
sanitation or public spaces like plazas and parks.
With regard to street patterns as the fundamental factor for urban mobility, Burj el-Barajneh has one only main road, which leads from the entrance
of the camp to the PRCS hospital and the UNRWA school. The rest of the
camp is a labyrinth of winding narrow alleyways, thus most parts of the camp
are not accessible to cars. The northern part of the camp is a combined residential and office area known to house offices as well as the larger shops and
services77.
In addition, there is not only a lack of infrastructure, but also – due to the
building and space restrictions enforced and no building codes or zoning laws
to regulate the growth – the camp grew organically. In organically growing
settlements and urbanization, growth is created naturally without any formal
planning strategy; the government does not take any responsibility for development. Therefore, in these spaces the buildings often encroach upon public
roads and spaces, resulting in dense clusters of attached buildings that have
been structurally extended to a height of three to four stories (see Figure 1).
In Burj el-Barajneh the buildings are separated by a tangled web of 1-1.5
metre-wide alleys that follow no rhythm or logical pattern78. Consequently,
76 Latif Nadia, (2010) Space, Power and Identity in a Palestinian Refugee Camp - Terra, published
online by Occupied Palestine, http://occupiedpalestine.wordpress.com. P.3
77 Masad Dana, (2009) Moving Towards Self Reliance: Living Conditions of Refugee Camps in Lebanon and Opportunities for Development, Master diss., California Polytechnic State University San
Luis Obispo
78 Ibidem
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the camp is quite confusing and visitors without a plan and knowledge are
easily disoriented, which creates an unsafe domestic and urban feeling for the
residents of the camp .
Figure 1. Urban slum settlement

The lack of any street pattern and un-built area for the layout of urban basic
service affects water supplies, sanitation, drainage and electricity. There is no
piped water in Burj el-Barajneh and the vast majority of households have no
water filtering devices. The only reliable access to water is through trucks and
vendor-delivered water. The sanitation unit and sewerage system is provided
by UNRWA but it is not enough; FAFO also reports that some 45% of refugees in Lebanon live in communities where open drain ditches exist. An inadequate drainage system means that excess water from tanks and rooftops sits
stagnant in the street – despite water shortages, alleyways are often flooded.
In addition, the electricity network is another problem in the camp; almost
all households are connected to an electric network, and because of the lack
of space all electric cables hang between buildings, which this creates a risky
situation for the health and security (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Exposed electrical wires and narrow, cramped, unpaved alleys

The population density in Burj el-Barajneh is high; in an area of 104,000
square metres the density according to the CSO survey is as high as 32,00033,00079. In other words there are approximately 20,000 people living in 0.1
sq km80. Inside houses there are three or more persons living per room. Thus,
the residents of the camp are confronted with limited space both inside and
outside. Recently the situation become worse: at least 3,000 people have arrived in the past year, fleeing the violence in Syria. Their arrival has stretched
the limited resources available in the camp, leaving many without adequate
access to even the most basic public services.
After analyzing the spatial arrangement of Burj el-Barajneh, in the next
part I mention the Burje el-Barajneh camp as representative of the general
social and urban situation of the refugee camps in Lebanon.
79 Masad Dana, (2009) Moving Towards Self Reliance: Living Conditions of Refugee Camps in Lebanon and Opportunities for Development, Master diss., California Polytechnic State University San
Luis Obispo http://digitalcommons.calpoly.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1154&context=theses
80 Latif Nadia, (2010) Space, Power and Identity in a Palestinian refugee camp - Terra, Published
online by occupied Palestine. http://occupiedpalestine.wordpress.com.
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Social and urban status of Burj el-Barajneh camp
The people who are most affected in these unplanned closed spatial arrangements with a lack of any public spaces are women and children, because
they are the most vulnerable (in addition to seniors and people with disabilities). The spaces of refugee camps are unable to provide any relief either for
children to play or for women to communicate socially; there are no social
and entertainment spaces for children and women. Women’s safety and security are very much dependent on access to urban public spaces. The lack
of enough space, specifically public and recreational spaces like streets, parks
and public transport, affects the economic status of individuals, specifically
the women and children who spend most of their time in the camp.
The safety and security are in danger not because of the lack of police but,
as Jacob concludes, for a space to be seen as safe and pleasant, there should
be evidence that the environment is being used and that there will always be
other people around to observe. This feeling of safety can be reinforced if
there is a familiarity with the activities on the street and the people there that
comes from these routine activities81. Walking in dark and narrow alleys, in a
space without public, streets and green spaces like the Burj el-Barajneh camp
will create the feeling of an unsafe environment, specifically for women and
children.
Living in unplanned spaces in Le Corbusier’s view affects the body and
the soul; according to him a space without any ‘circulation’ there would have
no living and working functions in the city. Accessibility becomes hard and at
the same time the tranquillity and safety of living spaces can’t be guaranteed.
‘Circulation’ means giving a proper place first to the environment of living for
the family under the rule of ‘24 solar hours’, second to the working environment, which is the daily act of human obligation, third to the culture of the
body on one hand and intellectual leisure on the other82. None of the elements
of ‘circulation’ are applied to the Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon.
81 Jacob J., (1961) “The Death and Life of Great American Cities”, quoted in: Tungare Amit,
Le Corbusier’s Principles of City Planning and Their Application in Virtual Environment (2001), www.
collectionscanada.gc.ca/obj/s4/f2/dsk3/ftp04/MQ61319.pdf, P.80
82 Ibidem, p.51
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Isolation of humans from the natural environment affects the body and
the spirit; a good design should capture the sun and green space because
they have powerful positive influences on human wellbeing. According to an
MSF survey the lack of public places and dense population have a serious
impact on people’s emotional stability, particularly for women. The survey
showed that among the more than 1,000 patients MSF worked with in 2009
and 2010, some 60 percent were Palestinian and Lebanese women between
the ages of 25 and 40 who were affected by emotional unease. According to
one of the patients:
“Living conditions here are very difficult; I don’t think there’s anyone who finds them tolerable. Houses are overcrowded and built close together. Zinc roofs cause temperatures to
rise in the summer and drop sharply in the winter. The infrastructure is nearly non-existent,
and there is very little privacy in people’s personal lives, which makes everyone seem shorttempered. Sometimes, when someone says hello, you want to start a fight with them83.

Contrary to what the standard definition of shelter and site plans for refugees
is, in the Burj el-Barajneh camp in any visitor’s mind the appearance is like a
low-income settlement: cinderblocks, irregular and disorganized housing conditions create an unsatisfactory structure of the buildings, which reduces the
potential for a prosperous urban economy. In Palestinian refugee camp spaces
there is no empty space to provide any of those advantages of public space.
Particularly women, children, the elderly and handicapped are the people
who are affected the most by these situations.
Comparison of open and closed spaces (Burj el-Barajneh versus Jebel
el-Hussein)
In comparison with Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon, the spatial arrangements of Palestinian refugee camps in Jordan are more open. This
means that more spaces are used for the arrangement of public spaces and
83 Doctors Without Borders/Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF), (2011) Lebanon: Mental
Health Care in Burj el-Barajneh, HTTP://WWW.DOCTORSWITHOUTBORDERS.ORG/
NEWS/ARTICLE.CFM?ID=5055
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the street system. Therefore, urban mobility, connections with local neighbourhoods, and basic services are in a better condition, though it may not be
enough. It is important to highlight that the Jordanian authorities adopted a
policy of easing refugee integration into Jordanian society by providing access to public services, work in all professions and the right of citizenship.
This strategy, together with the support provided by UNRWA, allows living
conditions among the large majority of Palestinian refugees and displaced in
Jordan which are not very different from those of the rest of the Jordanian
population. Palestinian refugees in Jordan, living in more open spaces, are
less confronted with labour discrimination, poverty and urban slums; also in
terms of community housing and infrastructure, settlements are comparable
to other areas in Jordan.
The Jebel el-Hussein Camp in Jordan as an example gives us a clear image of how much the living conditions can improve if the quality of life has
been considered before the creation of a camp. The brief description of Jebel
el-Hussein in Jordan can indicate what it looks like to live in more open and
urban-like spaces; it shows the difference from the closed spaces of refugee
camps in Lebanon like Burj el-Barajneh. The Jebel el-Hussein camp was established in Jordan in 1952, as a result of the 1948 Arab-Israeli war; the camp
has 29,560 refugees registered at UNRWA, but the unofficial population estimate is between 40,000 and 60,000 inhabitants. It is located in an area of 0.42
square kilometres northwest of Amman84.
Jebel el-Hussein looks like a ‘working class neighbourhood’. The layout of
the camp is regular. There is one main big road cut by 50 smaller streets going
to the outside. Commercial activities are concentrated along the main road.
Houses are mainly made with concrete blockwork for walls and covered by
reinforced concrete roofs. Most of them count 2 to 3 storeys (see Figure 3).

84 Oesch Lucas, (2010) Improvement Practices and Strategies in al-Hussein Palestinian Refugee Camp,
Jordan , IFI-UNRWA conference, Beirut, AUB 8-9 October, http://www.aub.edu.lb/ifi/public_policy/pal_camps/pc_events/Documents/20101008ifi_unrwa60_conference/conference_presentations/day2/ifi_unrwa_conf_day2panel2_ppt4_oesch.pdf, p.2
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Figure 3. Regular layout, and 2 or 3 storey houses

However, overcrowding of houses and lack of available spaces in the Jabal
el- Hussein camp are obvious, and still the structure of the camp suffers from
the poor housing conditions such as poor construction, inadequate ventilation
and dampness, and low levels of maintenance are evident. Figure 3 shows that
the camp is more contiguous to the urban landscape; the ‘borders’ are formed
by streets, and at first glance it is not easy to determine where the camp ends.
There has been some physical infrastructure built in the camp; 98% of houses
have connections to the water supply and sewerage system. 100% have connections to electricity. Most of the roads, pathways and stairs are paved85. In
addition there has been some housing rehabilitation effort too. Therefore, the
camp is very accessible and functional, and it has grown more like an urbanlike space (see Figure 4).
85 Ibidem, p.3
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Figure 4. Functional and paved roads (Urban-like)

In Lebanon after 60 years still 50% of refugees live in camps, in Jordan just
30% live in camps. The percentage of social hardship cases (SHC) in Jordan
is about 3 percent, while Lebanon has a higher percentage of SHC (about
11 percent)86. The quality of health and education in Jordan is comparable
with the host populations because they have the choice to leave the camp for
a better life, and regarding education the comparability becomes higher. As
a result, closed spaces have a salient effect on the living condition and urban
situation of refugees. Although discrimination in law, the labour market and
citizenship rights plays a partial role in poverty and urbanity, the evidence
shows that comparing refugee camp and non-refugee camp dwellers in Jordan
who are living under the same rule, the non-camp dwellers have better social
and urban conditions. Moreover, the survey demonstrates that there are not
many differences between Palestinian non-camps dwellers who are integrated
with the society and the rest of the host population.

86 Hanafi Sari, (2008) Palestinian Refugee Camps in the Palestinian Territory: Territory of Exception
and Locus of Resistance, http://cadmus.eui.eu/handle/1814/8631, p.499
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Conclusion
The first step of discipline in Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon started
with strict spatial partitioning by dispersing, enclosing and enclaving. The
techniques have been applied within these closed spaces for the organization of individuals with the aim of knowing what individuals are doing. The
mode of control changed over time according to the function of surveillance.
Sometimes they were controlled by erecting physical barriers, through administration of refugee camps by the police and Lebanese internal security,
through the spatial layouts of refugee camps like Burj el-Barajneh to facilitate
the surveillance and control; and sometimes violently through military action,
and sometimes more politely through the enforcement of the law. A good
example is mentioned by Jenifer Hyndman: “…although spatial orders in
refugee shelters in the camps are in along neat grids and aerial photographs
are used to count them in order to estimate the size of the population. The
Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon do not correspond to the spatial order,
but this is not to say that the camps are not disciplinary spaces in the Foucaultian sense or that power does not mark their spatial and social organization.
On the contrary, the shifts in Burj el-Barajneh camp’s boundaries and the difference in their permeability over time demonstrate the ways in which power
relations are spatially embedded”87. Therefore, sometimes the power is made
more functional by making the space more overcrowded or unplanned.
The peculiarity of disciplinary space is that it makes the body docile at the
lowest possible cost, relatively invisible, and economic growth of power and
the social power become intense in the most economical way. Palestinian refugees in Lebanon are legally reduced to cheap labour in order to be controlled,
regulated and arranged in a more efficient way.
With reference to the relations of powers within the space there are two
kinds of institutions exercising disciplinary power in refugee camp spaces:
sovereign and non-sovereign powers. Sovereign disciplinary powers are exercised by Israel and the host government of Lebanon by law and violence.
87 Hyndman Jenifer, (2000) Managing Displacement Refugees and the Politics of Humanitarianism, quoted in: Latif, Nadia, Space, Power and Identity in a Palestinian refugee camp - Terra (2010),
published online by occupied Palestine, http://barthes.ens.fr/TERRA/article800.html
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Non-sovereign disciplinary powers are exercised by local and international
institutions. The role of the Israel military as a colonizing power is to keep Palestinian away from their land; the host governments’ aim is not letting Palestinians integrate or resettle in their country for political reasons. In addition,
other local institutions like the PLO were not strong enough to unify all the
institutions or handle internal crises in the camps; UNRWA and humanitarian organizations’ positions were conducive to survival and control than protection. As a whole, the control matrix is through violence, legal and physical
constraints (checkpoints, barriers and watchtowers) and humanitarian aid for
refugees, only the techniques they use for exercising power are different and
they are not looking for a permanent and sustainable solutions.
To answer the question of how the disciplinary techniques have worked in
Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon, I singled out three types of techniques:
hierarchical observation, normalizing judgement and examination, in the framework of Foucault’s theory of disciplinary techniques, as follows.
Firstly, hierarchical observation was through discriminatory laws, and sometimes violence. Refugees are coerced indirectly by making them immobile,
physically and socially excluded and not permitted to work freely in any profession they deserve.
Secondly, they are classified as Palestinian refugees through living in
unplanned areas, excluding them from the satisfaction of any basic needs for
living. As refugees, they are being punished by a lack of cooperation between
the current institutions for solving the core of problem. They are ranked as
Palestinian refugees who are different from the rest of the population.
Thirdly, the examination procedures are: make them good subjects, qualify
them as the subjects who create the fewest problems for the authorities who
dominate the subjects. The subjects who resist the powers are classified as
“not normal” because they are not obeying the standards that the authorities
set for all; for example, they may be classified as terrorists.
Eyal Weizman suggested the typology of the power that Israel exercised over
Occupied Palestinian Territory (OPT) should be named “occupying power”88.
88 Weizman Eyal, (2002) The Politics of Verticality, Quoted in: Zawawi Zahraa, transformation
of public space in armed conflict zone: the occupied Palestinian territories case, COSMOPOLIS - Centre for Urban Research , City, Culture & Society, Vrije Universiteit Brussel,
repository.tudelft.nl/assets/uuid:20b512ae-a274.../zawawi_totaal.pd, p.22
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In my opinion the typology of the disciplinary power exercised over Palestinian
refugees in Lebanese space is better named “keeping Palestinians in the state of
exception”. All powers achieved their own goals, that is observation, distribution
and surveillance. The powers didn’t work together; each developed its knowledge
to guarantee its control over the space with different techniques. Therefore, the
life of Palestinians has not improved and is reduced to the simplest expression.
The impact of the powers in disciplinary spaces is the transformation of refugee camps into a space with social-economic problems; consequently, the social-economic problems arise from architectural and urban problems too. In the
dimension of architectural and urban problems, Palestinian refugees become
isolated in their own urban slum area, and their connections with the outside
of their area in limited as result; they are constrained into a small network. The
unhealthy houses and environment affect the human body and soul. Moreover,
using improper industrial materials for construction, depriving them from connections to nature through the urban and architectural forms, depriving them
from a central plaza or open square for gathering and children’s playgrounds,
make them psychologically hostile to their environment.
In the dimension of social and economic matters, Palestinians are being
excluded, so they end up being considered the poorest among the rest of
society in Lebanon. Settlers in these spaces are continuously living in a space
without any proper sanitation system, with poor-quality water, electricity network and health care system. Mixing what Bhalla & Lapeyre and John Galtung said: unequal access to resources like employment, housing, healthcare
and education as basic rights is structural violence, and structural violence
brings up human right violations. Consequently the Palestinian lives turn to
“bare lives, in this situation”, as Hannah Arendt pointed out, and “people do
not have a right to defend their rights as a minority”
Foucault did not address directly the actual experience of individuals and
groups or the daily use of closed space. Therefore, we complement Foucault’s
approach with modern architect Le Corbusier’s (1929) concept of the importance of planned and regulated space and its connection to daily lived
experience; in his words:
“A town is a tool. Towns no longer fulfil this function. They are ineffectual; they use up our
bodies, they thwart our souls. The lack of order to be found everywhere in them offends
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us; their degradation wounds our self-esteem and humiliates our sense of dignity. They
are no longer worthy of the age. They are no longer worthy of us89.

Le Corbusier held the strong opinion that social unrest was largely tied to
a lack of buildings suited to the needs of workers, arguing that good design
could rescue societies from social unrest. It is important to say that good design must include the connection of people to each other, also urban regions
and housing consistent with the urban fabric. Otherwise, the wellbeing of
residents would be affected both physically and emotionally.
In the end, if the purpose of discipline is to enclose subjects as in the Panopticon, to produce better economy, education and better society through controlling space and the body, with regard to Palestinian refugees disciplinary power
fails to do it, then discipline in these spaces becomes pointless. The web of
powers contributes to the governance of the camp through different techniques,
and different modes of governing and managing that were variable, informal
and inconsistent, but none have had any impressive role in improving the Palestinians’ present social life or future hope for their right of return.
The camps have been used by Palestinians as a way to silence the colonial
voice that insists on relegating them to what Gregory (2004) calls a “mute
object of history”90. In the context of the architectural and urban situation they
are deprived of space, light and order: those are things that men need just as
much as they need bread or a place to sleep.
According to the UN refugee agency report, the year 2013 had the highest
levels of forced displacement ever seen, due to unusually large numbers of
new refugees and internally displaced people. The report says 5.9 million people were forced to flee their homes in the first six months of the year, compared with 7.6 million for all of 2012. The biggest producer of new displacement was Syria. There are 6.5 million people forced to leave their homes in
Syria, nearly a third of the country’s population91. There comes to the mind
the question how will it end with the future of these refugees?
89 Tungare Amit, (2001) Le Corbusier’s Principles of City Planning and Their Application in Virtual
Environment, www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/obj/s4/f2/dsk3/ftp04/MQ61319.pdf, P.1
90 Jamal Sarah & Sandor Adam, (2010) “Temporarily Permanent: Agamben and Palestinian Refugee
Camps in Lebanon”, http://www.cpsa-acsp.ca/papers-2010/Jamal-Sandor.pdf
91 UNHCR, the Mid-Year 2013 report, http://unhcr.org/52af08d26.html
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